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Preface
We are very glad to welcome you all at the Technical University of Denmark
(DTU) in Kongens Lyngby for the events co-located with the 8th European
Conference on Modelling Foundations and Applications.
Despite the economic downturn, we have a very strong program this year
again, with six workshops and two tutorials. Among the workshops, we have
two repeat workshops (BMFA and PMDE) that run for the fourth, and second
consecutive time, respectively. We also have a healthy dose of new workshops
picking up emerging trends and topics, like GMLD, ACME, and CloudMDE.
Altogether, these workshops received 39 paper submissions, of which 23 were
accepted, yielding an acceptance rate of 59%.
Furthermore, we also have a workshop providing an overview of academicindustrial collaboration projects in the area of Real-Time and Embedded Modelling (EIAC-RTESMA) with eight presentations, six tool demonstrations and
four posters.
In the true spirit of the word “Workshop”, the events co-located to ECMFA
are working sessions, that is, they are intended as forums for constructive discussion, collegial criticism, and scientific openness. Together with the more classic
layout of the main ECMFA conference, we believe this is an excellent way of
promoting the science and practice of model based software development.

Thank you all for contributing, and thank you for joining us in Kongens Lyngby.
We hope you enjoy ECMFA 2012 and all its co-located events!
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Preface
The first workshop on Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) for and in the Cloud was
held on 2 July 2012 at DTU Lyngby, Denmark, co-located with the 8th European
Conference on Modelling: Foundations and Applications (ECMFA) 2012. Model
Driven Engineering (MDE) elevates models to first class artefacts of the software
development process. MDE principles, practices and tools are also becoming more
widely used in industrial scenarios. Many of these scenarios are traditional IT
development and emphasis on novel or evolving deployment platforms has yet to be
seen. Cloud computing is a computational model in which applications, data, and IT
resources are provided as services to users over the Internet. Cloud computing
exploits distributed computers to provide on-demand resources and services over a
network (usually the Internet) with the scale and reliability of a data centre.
Cloud computing is enormously promising in terms of providing scalable and elastic
infrastructure for applications; MDE is enormously promising in terms of automating
tedious or error prone parts of systems engineering. There is potential in identifying
synergies between MDE and cloud computing. The workshop aimed to bring together
researchers and practitioners working in MDE or cloud computing, who were
interested in identifying, developing or building on existing synergies. The workshop
focused on identifying opportunities for using MDE to support the development of
cloud-based applications (MDE for the cloud), as well as opportunities for using
cloud infrastructure to enable MDE in new and novel ways (MDE in the cloud).
Attendees were also interested in novel results of adoption of MDE in cloud-related
domains, as well as work-in-progress or experience reports, that provide insight into
early adoption of MDE for building cloud-based applications, or in terms of
deploying MDE tools and infrastructure on ‘the cloud’.
The workshop received 10 paper submission (technical papers, position papers and
work-in-progress papers), from which it accepted 6 for presentation at the workshop.
Each paper was reviewed by 2-3 members of the program committee, and was
selected based on its suitability for the workshop, novelty, likelihood of sparking
discussion, and general quality. The workshop also featured a keynote presentation by
Muhammad Ali Babar (ITU Copenhagen, Denmark) on migration to the cloud. The
organisers thank all authors for submitting papers, our keynote speaker Ali Babar, the
workshop participants, the ECMFA local organisation team, the workshop chair
Harald Störrle, and the program committee for their support.
Workshop Organisers: Richard Paige (University of York, UK), Jordi Cabot
(AtlanMod, École des Mines de Nantes, France), Marco Brambilla (Politecnico di
Milano, Italy), Marsha Chechik (University of Toronto, Canada) and Parastoo
Mohagheghi (ICT at NAV, Norway)
Program
Committee:
Danilo
Ardagna,
Aldo
Bongio,
Radu Calinescu, Marcos Didonet Del Fabro, Federico Facca, Xavier Franch, Esther
Guerra, Sebastian Mosser, Alek Radjenovic, Louis Rose, Manuel Wimmer
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Transforming Very Large Models in the Cloud:
a Research Roadmap
Cauê Clasen1 , Marcos Didonet Del Fabro2 , and Massimo Tisi1
1

AtlanMod team, INRIA - École des Mines de Nantes - LINA, Nantes, France
{caue.avila clasen, massimo.tisi}@inria.fr
2
C3SL labs, Universidade Federal do Paraná, Curitiba, PR, Brazil
marcos.ddf@inf.ufpr.br

Abstract. Model transformations are widely used by Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) platforms to apply different kinds of operations over
models, such as model translation, evolution or composition. However,
existing solutions are not designed to handle very large models (VLMs),
thus facing scalability issues. Coupling MDE with cloud-based platforms
may help solving these issues. Since cloud-based platforms are relatively
new, researchers still need to investigate if/how/when MDE solutions can
benefit from them. In this paper, we investigate the problem of transforming VLMs in the Cloud by addressing the two phases of 1) model
storage and 2) model transformation execution in the Cloud. For both
aspects we identify a set of research questions, possible solutions and
probable challenges researchers may face.

1

Introduction

Model transformation is a term widely used in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
platforms to denote different kinds of operations over models. Model transformation solutions are implemented in general purpose programming languages
or transformation-specific (often rule-based) languages such as ATL [8], Epsilon
[10], or QVT [11]. These solutions access and manipulate models using existing model management APIs, such as the Eclipse Modeling Framework API,
EMF [2]. Current model transformation solutions are not designed to support
very large models (VLMs), i.e., their performances in time and memory quickly
degrade with the growth of model size, as already identified in previous works[9].
Moving model transformation tools to a cloud may bring benefits to MDE
platforms. In a cloud, a large amount of resources is shared between users (e.g.,
memory, CPUs, storage), providing a scalable and often fault-tolerant environment. Distribution issues are transparent to final users, which see cloud-based
applications as services. Some initiatives for improving the performance of the
EMF have been conducted. For instance, the Morsa [7] framework enables loading larger models, by using a storage framework based on documents (MongoDb).
While MDE techniques have been used to improve cloud-based solutions
[13,3], not much work has been done the other way around. Cloud-based platforms are relatively new and researchers still need to investigate if/how/when
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MDE solutions can really benefit from a cloud. This area has been called Modeling in the Cloud, or Modeling As A Service [1].
In this article, we present a set of research questions, possible solutions and
probable challenges we may face when coupling MDE and Cloud Computing.
Specifically, we concentrate on two main tasks to ultimately accomplish the
execution of model transformations on the Cloud:
1. Model storage in the Cloud: a cloud-based and distributed storage mechanism to enable the efficient loading of VLMs to the Cloud, for subsequent
querying and processing.
2. Model transformation execution in the Cloud: intended to take advantage of the abundance of resources by distributing the computation of
the transformations to different processing units.
We will present a set of questions, benefits, and challenges that have risen in
both these aspects, and possible solutions that need to be further investigated.
As future work we plan to implement a proposed solution to the problems
described in this paper, in the form of a model transformation tool based on
EMF and ATL. For this reason we base the examples in this paper on this
technological framework.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem of storing/accessing models in the Cloud. Section 3 focuses on distributed model transformations in the Cloud. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

Storage of Models in the Cloud

One of the core principles of cloud computing is to distribute data storage and
processing into servers located in the cloud. In MDE, a cloud-based framework
for model storage and/or transformation could bring several benefits, e.g.:
Support for VLMs. Models that would be otherwise too large to fit in the
memory of a single machine could be split into several different nodes located
in the cloud, for storage, processing, or both.
Scalability. The execution time of costly operations on models (e.g., complex
queries or model transformations on VLMs) can be improved by the data
distribution and parallel processing inherent capabilities of the Cloud.
Collaboration. A cloud-based model storage can simplify the creation of a
collaborative modeling environment where development teams on different
locations could specify and share the same models in real-time.
Other topics, such as transparent tool interoperability, model evolution and
fault-tolerance could also benefit from the cloud computing principles and have
yet to be further investigated [1].
In the next subsections we identify and discuss two main research tasks that
have to be addressed to obtain an efficient mechanism for VLMs in the cloud:
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1. how to access models in remote locations in a transparent way, so that existing MDE tools can make direct use of them;
2. how to distribute the storage of a VLM on a set of servers, to make use of
the resources offered by the cloud.
2.1

Transparent remote model storage

The use of models in the Cloud should not hamper their compatibility with existing modeling environments. All complexity deriving from the framework implementation, such as element/node location, network communication and balance should be hidden to end users and applications. This transparency towards
the MDE clients can be obtained by implementing the network communication
mechanism behind the model management API.

Fig. 1. Extending EMF with support of cloud storage for models.

The idea of providing alternative backends to model management APIs has
already been used for local storage. For instance EMF allows applications to
load and manipulate models stored as XMI files on disk when using its XMI
backend, or the CDO3 backend for models stored in databases. Clasen et al.
[5] generalize this idea by introducing the concept of virtual models (with a
direct reference to virtual databases) as a re-implementation of the EMF API
to represent non-materialized models whose elements are calculated on demand
and retrieved from other models regardless of their storage mechanism.
The same principle can be extended to support a cloud-based storage. The
model management API can be extended/re-implemented to allow the access to
a cloud-based persistence layer. Requests and updates of elements on this nonmaterialized model would be translated into calls to the web-services exposed
by the cloud infrastructure. In our research agenda we plan to provide such a
mechanism as a Cloud Virtual Model, illustrated in Figure 1.
3

http://www.eclipse.org/cdo/
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2.2

Distributed model storage

Data manipulated by a given cloud can come from a single data source (e.g.,
the client) or a distributed storage mechanism in the cloud. The second solution
is especially useful to handle VLMs. The idea behind distributed model storage
is to decompose a full model and to store subsets of its elements in different
servers or physical locations (see Fig. 2). The sets of elements located in each
node can be regarded as partial models, and from their composition the global
model is constituted. The distribution strategy can be made invisible to the
client application by using a virtualization layer as explained above. This way
the persisted model is perceived as one single logical model.

Fig. 2. A cloud virtual model that abstracts the composition of several distributed
partial models. Dashed lines represent elements associations between cloud nodes.

Distributing model elements. The criteria used to define which elements are
stored in each cloud node vary according to the context of use of the distributed
model. For instance, when considering collaboration aspects, the model can be
distributed to reduce the network costs, assigning to a given node the elements
more likely to be accessed by the team located the closest to that node. As
another example, in cases of parallel processing some knowledge about the computation algorithm may be used to assign model elements to nodes, to optimize
parallelization. There are already approaches that study how to create partitions
from graphs in a cloud for processing purposes (see the solutions from [12]). A
study on the nature of MDE applications to identify correspondences with these
existing approaches, in order to adapt them or to create novel solutions, has yet
to be done.
Among the different model distribution policies two corner cases can be identified, analogous to the homonymous techniques in database systems:
– Vertical Partitioning. [14] Each partial model holds only elements conforming
to certain types, i.e., each node has the responsibility to store only a certain
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subset of concepts of the global model. For instance, a first partial model
may contain only structural aspects of a UML model whereas a second may
correspond to dynamic aspects.
– Horizontal Partitioning. [4] Each partial model holds elements of any type,
and the separation conforms to a property-based selection criteria. For instance, elements representing French customers may be allocated to one
node, whereas elements representing Brazilian customers may be allocated
to another.
The choice of the distribution policy is not limited to partitions of the original
set of model elements. Element replication could be desired to optimize the
balance of network vs. memory usage [17].
Distributing associations. In most cases it is not possible to determine a
partitioning in partial models that can be processed by completely independent
nodes. Model elements can have different types of relationships between them
(e.g., single and multi-valued references, containment references) and the computation on one node could at one point need to access an associated element
contained in another one.
We first need a mechanism to store information about associations between
elements located in different partial models. This information has to contain
1) pointers to locate incoming and outgoing associated element/s, and 2) the
relationship type, so the distribution infrastructure can correctly interpret it.
The pointers must necessarily contain both identifiers to the referenced elements
within a partial model, and the location of the node that holds this partial model.
Cross-node associations can be distributed in several ways in the cloud nodes.
Two main topologies are used by distributed databases and filesystems [17]:
1. The relationship metadata is centralized in a single node. All partial nodes
must ask this central node for the location of the partial model containing
the referenced element.
2. The relationship metadata is known by all nodes. Partial models then can
directly request the referenced element to the correct node when necessary.
Both topologies have their pros and cons. Sharing the metadata in all nodes
implies in extra memory usage, whereas a centralized metadata node requires
extra inter-node communications. The choice of the best solution depends on several factors, as for instance node location, network bandwidth, and the quantity
of cross-node associations.
Wherever the cross-node associations are stored, this information has to be
correctly interpreted to enable navigation of the distributed model across nodes.
When each node has a transparent abstraction of the full model, this navigation
has to happen seamlessly. A navigation call to the virtual model of the node
would have to start a resolution algorithm to: 1) retrieve the information about
the cross-node association, 2) locate the requested elements from another node,
and 3) return it to the MDE tool mimicking a call to a local model. This way,
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when a node wants to access external model elements, it becomes itself a client
of the cloud that contains it.

3

Model transformations in the Cloud

Model transformations are central operations in a MDE development process. A
model transformation can be seen as a function that receives as input a set of
source models and generates as output a set of target models. A transformation
execution record is commonly represented in MDE as a set of trace links, each one
connecting: 1) a set of source elements, 2) a set of corresponding target elements
and 3) the section of code (e.g., rule, method) responsible for the translation.
Transformations can consume a lot of resources, in terms of memory occupation and computation time. Operations like traversing the full model or executing
recursive model queries can be very expensive. When a centralized solution cannot handle the processing efficiently, one solution is to parallelize the execution
of the transformations, for instance, within a cloud. The computation tasks have
to be distributed on several nodes, each one in charge of generating partial outputs (i.e., models) that are later merged to obtain the full result. The expected
result of a parallel computation must be the same result of its correspondent
sequential transformation.
We sketch below a subdivision of the parallel transformation process in the
three following steps, resulting on an overall conceptual view depicted in Fig. 3.

MT

SM: source model
pTM: partial target model
TM: target model
MT: model transformation
pSM: partial source model mt: partial model transformation

mt

pSM1

pSM3

Node 2

pTM2

mt

pSM2

Node 1

pTM1

pTM3

mt

Node 3

3. Target Model Composition

1. Transformation Distribution

SM

TM
2. Parallel Transformation

Fig. 3. Parallel Transformation Overview.

This process is divided in three major steps:
1. Transformation Distribution. An algorithm is defined to distribute the
transformation computation over the available nodes. This phase may include a physical partitioning of the source model into partial models to send
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to each server. The step is optional, e.g., in the case of transforming source
models that are already distributed on nodes.
2. Parallel Transformation. The transformation code of each node is fed
with a source model and runs in parallel with the others, generating a set of
partial target models. When implementing the transformation engine running on the nodes, it could be advisable to re-use its sequential implementation, and to add a communication mechanism between nodes to access
unavailable information. Both aspects have been discussed in Section 2.2.
3. Target Model Composition. The partial target models generated by each
node are composed into a full target model.
While in the following we describe the three steps as sequential, they don’t
have to be necessarily executed eagerly. For example, in scenarios requiring costly
data processing, but where a cloud-based storage infrastructure is not available,
source models can be loaded and transformed lazily (i.e., on demand). Even
when the target partial model have been computed, they don’t necessarily have
to be returned to the client as a full model, but a virtual model can be used to
lazily retrieve needed model elements only when they are requested. The subject
of lazy execution has been investigated in [15], and its application to the phases
of parallel transformations is another pointer for future research.
3.1

Transformation distribution

The phase of transformation distribution is responsible for the assignment of
parts of the transformation computation to each node. At the end of the parallel transformation the global transformation record will be constituted by the
same set of trace links of the equivalent sequential transformation, since the correspondence between source and target model elements is not changed by the
parallelization. Each node is responsible for a subset of the trace links, having
translated only a subset of the VLM. Thus, distributing the computation of
the transformation is equivalent to partitioning the set of trace links in groups
assigned to the nodes.
To implement this partitioning, a distribution algorithm has to communicate
to the nodes the needed information to determine which trace links to generate.
Being a trace link uniquely determined by a set of source elements and a section
of transformation code, the nodes, in general, have to receive information about
the model elements they are responsible for and the transformation code to apply
to each of them.
This information can be determined according to several different strategies.
We classify the possible strategies based on the knowledge they exploit:
– In a first class of strategies, the transformation distribution algorithm assigns
computation to nodes without ever loading the model. These approaches
avoid the problem of loading a VLM that could exceed the limited memory
of the client. Distribution can be still performed based on:
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• A partitioning of the transformation code (e.g., each node executes a
single transformation rule). All nodes have access to the full source model
(or its replica), but only execute a subset of the transformation code.
This approach is called transformation slicing.
• A low-level parsing of the serialized model, that in some situations can
be split in consistent chunks without being fully loaded in memory. The
chunks are then only loaded when they arrive to their assigned nodes.
– A second class of transformation distribution algorithms allow to load the
model (and its metamodel) and to select which computation to assign based
on properties of the model elements. This category is calledmodel slicing.
Vertical and horizontal model partition algorithms (see Section 2.2) can be
used as transformation distribution approaches of this type.
– A more sophisticated class of algorithms would be based on static analysis
of the transformation code, to determine a partitioning that can optimize
parameters of the parallel execution, e.g., total time, throughput, network
usage. Static analysis can for instance identify dependencies between transformation rules that can be exploited to maximize the parallelization of the
computation. Similar dependencies have already been computed in related
work, e.g., in [16] with a focus on debugging.
– Finally several external sources of data can be used to drive the distribution, like usage statistics on model elements, or information about the cloud
topology and resources.
An analogous characterization can be done for the algorithms of target model
composition. For instance, for some transformations, the nodes could provide a
perfect partition of the target model, without requiring the composition algorithm to load and analyze the produced partial models. Alternatively, some
processing could be required during composition, e.g., to remove redundant elements, or to bind missing references.
Optimal algorithms in these classes may be a promising research subject.
3.2

Coupling model transformations with MapReduce

A well-known large scale data processing framework that may be adapted to implement distributed (especially on-demand) model transformations on the Cloud
is the MapReduce framework[6]. MapReduce has three key aspects:
Input format: is always a pair (key, value). The key is used to distribute the
data. The value is processed by the framework. However, it is necessary to
implement import/export components to be able to inject different formats
(e.g., text files, databases, streams) into the framework.
Map tasks: receives each (key, value) pair and processes them in a given node.
The result is another (key, value) pair.
Reduce tasks: receives the output of the Map tasks and merges them into a
combined result.
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Once the (key,value) pairs are defined and these two tasks are implemented,
the framework takes care of the complex distribution-inherent details such as
load balancing, network performance and fault tolerance.
In order to use MapReduce to execute model transformations, we need to
precisely define how to represent models and model transformations in terms
of these components. We can identify a clear correspondence in Fig. 3 between
those steps and the MapReduce mechanism:
1. The source model needs to be divided into appropriate (key,value) pairs.
Values should be partial source models.
2. The Map functions execute the transformations rules in parallel, on each
one of the partial source models, generating partial target models as output
data.
3. The Reduce functions combine the result of all Maps (i.e. partial target
models) into a final result (i.e. a full composed model).
The exploitation of the MapReduce framework seems a feasible starting point
towards parallel model transformations by allowing the research focus to be on
MDE-related issues, while the framework is in charge of handling all cloudinherent complications.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we have discussed a set of research questions to port modeling
and transformation frameworks into a cloud-based architecture. We have described different paths that need further investigation. Based on our previous
experience on the use, development and research of model transformations, we
have identified key aspects and divided them in two phases. First, an efficient
model storage and access mechanism on the cloud needs to be investigated. The
main difficulties are related on how to efficiently distribute the model elements
and the relationships between them. Second, a parallel processing mechanism by
distributed model transformations has to be provided. The main difficulties are
about the distribution of the transformations coupled with the models that are
going to be processed and how to combine the distributed results.
In our future work we plan to propose a solution, among the illustrated
alternatives, in the form of a cloud-based engine for the ATL transformation
language. The main design features for this engine will be: cloud transparency,
re-use of the standard ATL engine, node inter-communication, and support for
pluggable distribution algorithms. We also want to study how the static analysis
of ATL transformations can help in optimizing the distribution algorithm for
our engine. Finally, we hope that this article will promote discussion and involve
other researchers to the task of moving MDE to the Cloud.
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Towards a Common Modelling Platform for the
Migration to the Cloud
Alek Radjenovic1 and Richard F. Paige1
Department of Computer Science, The University of York, United Kingdom
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Abstract. Cloud-based software is starting to replace the ubiquitous
desktop applications. Software manufacturers are investigating ways of
migrating their key assets (desktop software) to the cloud. Such migrations are not easy, as they must take into account migration of data,
functionality and user interfaces. We propose an approach that supports
abstraction and automation, leveraging a set of established Model-Driven
Engineering technologies, in order to support migration. The approach
intends to help define a common modelling platform that will formalise
the migration process, and provide mechanisms to support partial and
incremental migration. We argue that such systematic approach may
lead to a significant reduction in cloud application development costs
and, consequently, faster adoption of the cloud computing paradigm.

1

Introduction

Cloud-based software solutions are beginning to replace the previously ubiquitous desktop applications. Software manufacturers, who are aware of these
changes, are investigating ways of protecting their long-term investments – desktop software – that are increasingly becoming legacy. Over the years, many of
these desktop applications were re-engineered and migrated to multiple operating systems (OS), either by being made cross-platform, or spawning separate
versions, one for each OS. Migration of desktop software to the cloud, however,
has no straightforward solutions.
The cloud computing paradigm imposes a significant shift in design thinking. Although the computational ability or functionality of an application may
remain the same/similar, the way in which storage, security, networking, off-line
usage, and user interfaces (UI) of a cloud-based application are designed and
implemented is substantially different from in desktop software. In this respect,
migration of desktop applications to the cloud can no longer be regarded as a
straightforward (software) evolution problem; a more complex, transformational,
approach is needed. This is arguably best achieved at a high level of abstraction,
e.g. at a model level.
We argue that a systematic approach supporting abstraction and automation,
like those rooted in the disciplines of software architectures and Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE), can take into account the essential aspects and deal with
the critical challenges of cloud migration problems. Our hypothesis is that, by
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leveraging software architecture and MDE, the process of migration of desktop
applications to the cloud will be easier to understand, raise awareness of potential
problems at an early stage, and provide structured development, deployment
and maintenance plans. This, we predict, could lead to a substantial reduction
in cloud application development costs and faster adoption of the paradigm.
In this position paper, we highlight some of the key concerns and challenges
associated with the migration process and propose an approach that will, we
hope, kick-start the definition of a core set of principles, methods and formalisms
unified under a common modelling platform. Our primary intention is to attempt
to stimulate discussion within the MDE and cloud communities, and to bring
them together in order to tackle the identified challenges.

2

Background

Cloud computing is a computational model which does not yet have a standard
definition (nor standard application frameworks for their development). A working definition [10] is that clouds of distributed computers provide on-demand
resources and services over a network with the scale and reliability of a data
centre [7]. Though cloud computing may have a positive impact on organisations, the absence of widely accepted open standards is a risk to adoption; the
Open Cloud Manifesto [12] aims to provide a minimal set of principles that may
form a basis for an initial set of accepted standards.
Cloud computing acts as a catalyst [13] for: tool developers for better delivery, data as a service, creation of workflow standards, and metadata services
and standards. A typical cloud architecture consists of three service layers [9]:
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS). Clouds that provide on-demand computing instances (e.g.
Amazon EC2 [2]) can use these to supply SaaS (e.g Salesforce.com), or to provide a PaaS (e.g Heroku [8]), often in the form of tools used for the development
of SaaS (e.g. Google App Engine [5], or Microsoft Windows Azure [1]).
Cloud migration is growing in importance; increasing numbers of applications
are moving to the Web, including office software or development tools. Some
predictions suggest that eventually little software will run on a desktop [3].
Architecturally, differences between traditional web applications and cloudbased applications are significant. A web application normally resides in one
location (e.g., a web server, an application pool). The data it manipulates is
typically stored inside a single database within a single database server instance.
(The term single is used loosely here, meaning a single logical unit – e.g. a
traditional master/slave database architecture, provided in an ad–hoc and costly
way). In contrast, cloud applications are distributed and scale differently.
There is also a strong case for the production of hybrid applications (partdesktop, part-cloud). One scenario sees an incremental conversion process, where
during each stage only a portion of a desktop application is migrated, and where
each stage ends with working software (e.g. using an Agile approach). Another
scenario considers cases where the target application is only partially converted
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(e.g. part of the focus of the Diaspora* project [6], which aims to support local
storage of data while using a cloud-based solution, e.g. Facebook [4]).
Existing research projects such as mOSAIC [11] and RESERVOIR [15] address interesting cloud computing challenges, but not legacy software. REMICS
[14] on the other hand does focus on migration, but its wide scope and close
integration with OMG standards may prove too impractical in the long run.

3

Scientific Questions and Objectives

Migration of applications to the cloud is generally ad-hoc. We would like to put
migration to the cloud on a more rigorous footing, by proposing and developing
novel MDE theories, tools and techniques that directly address the challenges of
migration of desktop applications to the cloud, while providing reusable mechanisms that increase productivity. Amongst other things, this will help reduce
the likelihood of errors in migration, allow non-CS experts to take advantage
of the cloud more easily, and promote better understanding of the challenges of
migration. Theoretically, we aim to enrich the field of software migration and
maintenance by providing a rigorous methodology for transitioning to the cloud.
The key scientific questions to be addressed are: What MDE techniques to
use in the process of migration? Can a generic MDE framework be provided to
support incremental and partial migration? How can we assess the effectiveness
and practicality of such approach? Can the migration process be formalised? Is
it possible to identify when a migration is feasible (e.g., measured in terms of
the proportion of the process that can be automated) and when it is not?
To provide answers to these questions, we have decided to focus on the following research objectives: (a) provision of new theories and practical implementations of modelling frameworks and technologies, (b) generation of a set of
architectural blueprints using MDE for model driven migration that focuses on
maximal code reuse, with guidelines on how to perform incremental and partial
migration, (c) identification of scenarios in which the migration is either not possible, unnecessary, or not beneficial from the perspective of a cost-effort trade-off,
and (d) formalisation of the migration process. The latter may ultimately be represented in the form of process models (e.g., using SPEM or activity diagrams)
that can then be automated using a suitable workflow engine.
Central to the proposed approach are techniques and technologies, instantiated as a set of architectural blueprints and MDE tools. The blueprints could take
the form of MDE metamodels (capturing key concepts and concerns of cloud application architecture) and MDE migration operations (automating the process
of transition from a desktop architecture to a cloud architecture). The emphasis
should be on delivering the metamodels and operations using tools that permit
their automated application (preferably exploiting open-source standards).
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4

Approach

We propose that the initial work addresses the following aspects of applications:
computation, data I/O and persistence, and user interface (UI) (we call
these domains in the sequel). These domains are not only core to all applications,
but they are also significantly different between the two platforms. Typically,
desktop computation is migrated into (web) services, application data is migrated
to the network, and the cloud–based UI is either flattened inside a web browser,
or reduced to a (smaller) mobile device screen. Features such as security, data
integrity, or multi-tenancy may also be considered where appropriate but not at
any great length during the initial work. Furthermore, the projected common
modelling platform will need to define (at a minimum) the following components:
Metamodels, formalising: (i) domain modelling logic (components, relationships, composition and interaction rules) within as well as between the domains,
(ii) relationships between domains, (iii) common architectural models for each
platform (desktop and cloud), and (iv) transformation of architectural models
from one platform to another with respect to the domains. The resulting unified metamodels for each domain and platform will identify, define, classify and
formalise the relevant modelling components, intra-domain (within the domain)
and inter-domain (between domains) relationships (dependencies, communication, messaging), as well as typical modelling operations within the domain.
Migration mechanisms, for each domain, allowing explicit expression of
the dependencies with model elements from other domains (enabling domain
detachment – e.g. a desktop application UI, and its migration to the cloud in
support of incremental migration and hybrid applications). The mechanisms
need to define how the newly created cloud components can work with the
remaining desktop elements (e.g., migration of computation to web services has
to consider how these can deal with local data storage and a desktop UI).
Migration scenarios, defining strategies for migration in the form of stepby-step guidelines that describe how to approach the migration process, and
which architectural components and relationships are the right candidates for
migration in each particular step. Furthermore, we propose the definition of hybrid architectural models that describe the necessary transformations required
to achieve the migration from one phase to another. Finally, the common modelling platform needs to identify those scenarios where only partial migration
may be the best or feasible option and to specify the utility of such approach.
For instance, there may be situations in which only the user interface is migrated
to a web browser while the computation and data storage is done locally.
The definition of the above components could best be reached in an iterative
fashion, with each iteration broadly comprising the following steps: analysis,
identifying relevant existing technologies, allowing us to minimise the amount
of standard development and to focus on the novel aspects; formalisation, developing migration strategies e.g. as: (i) correspondence models (highlighting
important relationships between platforms), and (ii) mechanisms required to
achieve migration; migration, deploying desktop application parts to the cloud
using case studies; testing, using identical test cases on the original and migrated
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applications where criteria is based on validating the applications’ functionality,
carrying out (at the same time) benchmark tests that compare the performance
aspects of the original desktop application with its cloud equivalent; and evaluation, assessing previous step outputs and drawing further conclusions on the
suitability of the approach(es) employed.

5

Conclusion

Traditional desktop software is steadily being replaced by the new cloud-based
solutions. Software companies are seeking ways to migrate their exiting desktop
applications to the cloud. This migration is generally ad hoc as there are no
predefined mechanisms or strategies to help with the process.
In this paper we have outlined an approach that puts the migration on a
rigorous footing, and that leverages the well-established theories and techniques
from the software architecture and MDE arenas. The approach involves defining a common modelling platform that provides support for three core aspects
of applications: computation, data I/O and persistence, and user interface. The
common modelling platform also comprises three major components: metamodels – formalising modelling logic, architectures, and transformations; migration
mechanisms – enabling incremental migration and hybrid applications; and, migration scenarios – providing strategies, guidelines and the feasibility studies for
various types of applications.
We have also proposed a five-step iterative process for the definition of the
common modeling platform components, which includes the analysis, formalisation, migration, testing and evaluation steps.
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Abstract. The Cloud-computing paradigm advocates the use of resources available “in the clouds”. In front of the multiplicity of cloud
providers, it becomes cumbersome to manually tackle this heterogeneity. In this paper, we propose to define an abstraction layer used to
model resources available in the clouds. This cloud modelling language
(CloudML) allows cloud users to focus on their needs, i.e., the modelling
the resources they expect to retrieve in the clouds. An automated provisioning engine is then used to automatically analyse these requirements
and actually provision resources in clouds. The approach is implemented,
and was experimented on prototypical examples to provision resources
in major public clouds (e.g., Amazon EC2 and Rackspace).

1

Introduction

Cloud–Computing [2] was considered as a revolution. Taking its root in distributed systems design, this paradigm advocates the share of distributed computing resources designated as “the cloud ”. The main advantage of using a
cloud-based infrastructure is the associated scalability property (called elasticity). Since a cloud works on a pay–as–you–go basis, companies can rent computing resources in an elastic way. A typical example is to temporarily increase
the server–side capacity of an e–commerce website to avoid service breakdowns
during a load peak. According to Amazon (one of the major actor of the Cloud
market): “much like plugging in a microwave in order to power it doesnt require
any knowledge of electricity, one should be able to plug in an application to the
cloud in order to receive the power it needs to run, just like a utility” [15]. However, there is still a huge gap between the commercial point of view and the
technical reality that one has to face in front of “the cloud ”.
The Cloud-computing paradigm emphasises the need for automated mechanisms, abstracted from the underlying technical layer. It focuses on the reproducibility of resource provisioning: to support the horizontal scaling of cloudapplications (i.e., adding new computing resources on-the-fly), such a provisioning of on-demand resources will be performed by a program. The main drawback
?
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associated is the heterogeneity of cloud providers. At the infrastructure level,
more than ten different providers publish different mechanisms to provision resources in their specific clouds. It generates a vendor lock-in syndrome, and an
application implemented to be deployed in cloud C will have to be re-considered
if it now has to be deployed on cloud C 0 . All the deployment scripts that were designed for C have to be redesigned to match the interface provided by C 0 (which
can be completely different, e.g., shell scripts, RESTful services, standard API).
Our contribution in this paper is to describe the first version of CloudML,
a cloud modelling language specifically designed to tackle this challenge. This
research is done in the context of the REMICS EU FP7 project, which aims
to provide automated support to migrate legacy applications into clouds [10].
Using CloudML, a user can express the kind of resources needed for a specific
application, as a model. This model is automatically handled by an engine,
which returns a “run-time model” of the provisioned resources, according to
the models@run.time approach [3]. The user can then rely on this model to
interact with the provisioned resources and deploy the application. The approach
is illustrated on a prototypical example used to teach distributed systems at the
University of Oslo.

2

Challenges in the cloud

To recognise challenges when doing cloud provisioning we use an example application [5]. The application (known as BankManager ) is a prototypical bank
manager system which support (i) creating users or bank accounts and (ii) moving money between bank accounts and users. BankManager is designed but not
limited to support distribution between several nodes. Some examples of provisioning topologies is illustrated in Fig. 1, each example includes a browser to
visualise application flow, a front-end to visualise executable logic and back-end
represents database. It is possible to have both front-end and back-end on the
same node, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b) front-end is separated from the
back-end, this introduces the flexibility of increasing computation power on the
front-end node while spawning more storage on the back-end. For applications
performing heavy computations, it can be beneficial to distribute the workload
between several front-end nodes as seen in Fig. 1(c), the number of front-ends
can be increased n number of times as shown in Fig. 1(d). BankManager is not
designed to handle several back-ends because of the relational database, this can
solved on a database level with master and slaves (Fig. 1(e)) although this is
out of the scope of this article.
We used bash scripts to implement the full deployments of BankManager
against Amazon Web Services (AWS) [1] and Rackspace [13] with a topology of
three nodes as shown in Fig. 1(c). From this prototype, it became clear that
there were multiple challenges that we had to address:
– Heterogeneous Interfaces: The first challenge we encountered was to simply support authentication and communication with the cloud. The two
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Fig. 1. Different architectural ways to provision nodes (topologies).

providers we tested against had different approaches, AWS [1] had commandline tools built from their Java APIs, while Rackspace [13] had no tools beside
the API language bindings, thus we had to operate against the commandline tools and public APIs. As this emphasises the complexity even further,
it also stresses engineering capabilities of individuals executing the tasks to
a higher technical level.
– Platform-specific Configuration: Once we were able to provision the correct amount of nodes with desired properties on the first provider it became
clear that mirroring the setup to the other provider was not as convenient
as anticipated. There were certain aspects of vendor lock-in, so each script
was hand-crafted for specific providers. The lock-in situations can, in many
cases, have financial implications where for example a finished application is
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–

–

–
–

locked to one provider and this provider increases tenant costs3 . Or availability decreases and results in decreases of service up-time, damaging revenue.
End-user Reproducibility: The scripts provisioned nodes based on commandline arguments and did not persist the designed topology in any way, this
made topologies cumbersome to reproduce. Scripts can be “re-executed” to
redo a provisioning step, but they often rely on command-line arguments
that differs from a computer to another one (e.g., file paths), requiring technical knowledge to be correctly executed.
Shareable: Since the scripts did not remember a given setup it was impossible to share topologies “as is” between coworkers. It is important that
topologies can be shared because direct input from individuals with different
areas of competence can enhance quality. Provisioning scripts can be shared
as plain files, and the lack of modularity expressiveness in the underlying language does not support re-use as defined in the Object-Oriented community.
The re-use of deployment script is empirically done through a copy-paste
approach, and concerns are not modularised in shareable components.
Robustness: There were several ways the scripts could fail and most errors
were ignored. Transactional behaviours were non-existent.
Run-time dependency: The scripts were developed to fulfil a complete
deployment, and to do this it proved important to temporally save run-time
specific meta-data. This was crucial data needed to connect front-end nodes
with the back-end node. Shell scripts are usually executed in a batch mode,
and will result in static files containing the information available from the
cloud (e.g., IP addresses) at deployment time. Thus, changes in the cloud
(e.g., IP re-allocation) cannot be easily propagated.

Vision: Towards a CloudML environment. Our vision is to tackle these challenges by applying a model-driven approach supported by modern technologies.
Our objective is to create a common model for nodes as a platform-independent
model [4] to justify multi-cloud differences and at the same time base this on a
human readable lexical format to resolve reproducibility and make it shareable.
The concept and principle of CloudML is to be an easier and more reliable path
into cloud computing for IT-driven businesses of variable sizes. We envision a
tool to parse and execute template files representing topologies of instances in the
cloud. Targeted users are application developers without cloud provider specific
knowledge. The same files should be usable on other providers, and alternating the next deployment stack should be effortless. Instance types are selected
based on properties within the template, and additional resources are applied
when necessary and available. While the tool performs provisioning meta-data
of nodes is available. In the event of a template being inconsistent with possibilities provided by a specific provider this error will be informed to the user and
provision will halt.
3

For example, Google decided in 2011 to change the pricing policies associated to the
GoogleAppEngine cloud service. All the applications that relied on the service had
basically two options: (i) pay the new price or (ii) move to another cloud-vendor. Due
to vendor lock-in, the second option often implied to re-implement the application.
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Table 1. CloudML: Challenges addressed.
Challenge
Complexity

Addressed by
One single entry point to multiple providers. Utilizing existing
framework. Platform-independent model approach used to discuss, edit and design topologies for propagation.
Multicloud
Utilizing existing framework designed to interface several
providers.
Reproducibility
Lexical model-based templates. Models can be reused to multiply a setup without former knowledge of the system.
Shareable
Lexical model-based templates. Textual files that can be shared
through mediums such as e-mail or version control systems such
as Subversion or Git.
Robustness
Utilizing existing framework and solid technologies.
Metadata dependency Models@run.time. Models that reflect the provisioning models
and updates asynchronously.
UserLibrary

CloudMLEngine

*
Account
accounts +name: String

provider
1
Connector

*
drivers

+build(Accout, List[Template]): System

1 credential
Credential
models@run.time

Password
+identity: String
+credential: String

KeyPair
+public: String

*
RuntimeInstace

RuntimeProp *

PublicIP
+value: Address

System

PrivateIP
+value: Address

RAM
+min: Int

AmazonEC2
tpl

node

Template
+name: String

* nodes
Node
+id: String

Core
+min: Int

Disk
+min: Int

RackSpace

*
templates

*

Property

properties
Location
+value: String

Fig. 2. Architecture of CloudML

3

Contribution

We have developed a metamodel that describe CloudML as a Domain-Specific
language (DSL) for cloud provisioning. It addresses the previously identified
challenges, as summarised in Tab. 1. We provide a class-diagram representation
of the CloudML meta-model in Fig. 2. The scope of this paper is to describe the
provisionning part of CloudML. The way application are deployed is described
in [7].
Illustrative Scenario. CloudML is introduced using a scenario where an end-user
(named Alice) is provisioning the BankManager to Amazon Web Services Elastic
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Compute Cloud (EC2) using the topology shown in Fig. 1(c). It is compulsory
that she possesses an EC2 account in advance of the scenario. She will retrieve
security credentials for account and associate them with Password in Fig. 2.
Credential is used to authenticate the user to supported providers through
Connector. The next step for Alice is to model the appropriate Template consisting of three Nodes. The characteristics Alice choose for Node Properties
are fitted for the chosen topology with more computational power for front-end
Nodes by increasing amount of Cores, and increased Disk for back-end Node. All
Properties are optional and thus Alice does not have to define them all. With
this model Alice can initialize provisioning by calling build on CloudMLEngine,
and this will start the asynchronous job of configuring and creating Nodes.
When connecting front-end instances of BankManager to back-end instances
Alice must be aware of the back-ends PrivateIP address, which she will retrieve
from CloudML during provisioning according to models@run.time (M@RT) approach. RuntimeInstance is specifically designed to complement Node with
RuntimeProperties, as Properties from Node still contain valid data. When
all Nodes are provisioned successfully and sufficient metadata are gathered Alice
can start the deployment, CloudML has then completed its scoped task of provisioning. Alice could later decide to use another provider, either as replacement
or complement to her current setup, because of availability, financial benefits
or support. To do this she must change the provider name in Account and call
build on CloudMLEngine again, this will result in an identical topological setup
on a supported provider.
Implementation. CloudML is implemented as a proof of concept framework [6]
(from here known as cloudml-engine). Because of Java popularity we wrote
cloudml-engine in a JVM based language with Maven as build tool. Cloudmlengine use jclouds.org library to connect with cloud providers, giving it support
for 24 providers out of the box to minimize complexity as well as stability and
robustness.
We represent in Fig. 3 the provisioning process implemented in the CloudML
engine, using a sequence diagram. Provisioning nodes is by nature an asynchronous action that can take minutes to execute, therefore we relied on the
actors model [9] using Scala actors. With this asynchronous solution we got concurrent communication with nodes under provisioning. We extended the model
by adding a callback-based pattern allowing each node to provide information
on property and status changes. Developers exploring our implementation can
then choose to “listen” for updating events from each node, and do other jobs
/ idle while the nodes are provisioned with the actors model. We have divided
the terms of a node before and under provisioning, the essential is to introduce M@RT to achieve a logical separation. When a node is being propagated,
it changes type to RuntimeInstance, which can have a different state such as
Configuring, Building, Starting and Started. When a RuntimeInstance reaches
Starting state the provider has guaranteed its existence, including the most necessary metadata, when all nodes reaches this state the task of provisioning is
concluded.
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Fig. 3. CloudML asynchronous provisionning process (Sequence diagram).

4

First Experiments: Sketching Validation

Our objective here is to sketch the validation of the CloudML framework, by supporting the provisioning of several nodes into multiple clouds. To start the validation of the approach and the implemented tool, we provisioned the BankManager
application using different topologies in Fig[1(a), 1(c)]. The implementation uses
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) to define templates as a human readable serialisation mechanism. The lexical representation of Fig. 1(a) can be seen in
Listing. 1.1. The whole text represents the Template of Fig. 2 and consequently “nodes” is a list of Node from the model. JSON is textual which makes
it shareable as files. We implemented it so once such a file is created it can be
reused (reproducibility) on any supported provider (multi-cloud ).
1
2
3
4

{ " nodes " : [
{ " name " : " testnode " }
]
}
Listing 1.1. One single node (topology: Fig. 1(a))
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The topology described in Fig. 1(c) is represented in Listing. 1.2, the main
difference from Listing. 1.1 is that there are two more nodes and a total of five
more properties. The characteristics of each node are carefully chosen based on
each nodes feature area, for instance front-end nodes have more computation
power, while the back-end node will have more disk. The key idea is that the
meta-model is extensible, and can support new properties in the language thanks
to the extension of the Property class.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

{
" nodes " : [
{ " name " : " frontend1 " ,
" minRam " : 512 ,
" minCores " : 2 } ,
{ " name " : " frontend2 " ,
" minRam " : 512 ,
" minCores " : 2 } ,
{ " name " : " backend " ,
" minDisk " : 100 }
]
}
Listing 1.2. Three nodes (topology: Fig. 1(c))

5

Related Work

There already exists scientific research projects and technologies which have
similarities to CloudML both in idea and implementation. First we will present
three scientific research projects and their solutions, then we will introduce pure
technological approaches. We also discuss how our approach differ from theres.
One project that bears relations to ours is mOSAIC [12] which aims at not
only provisioning in the cloud, but deployment as well. They focus on abstractions for application developers and state they can easily enable users to “obtain the desired application characteristics (like scalability, fault-tolerance, QoS,
etc.)” [11]. The strongest similarities to CloudML are (i) multi-cloud with their
API [11], (ii) meta-data dependencies since they support full deployment and
(iii) the robustness through fault-tolerance. The mOSAIC project works at a
code-based level. Thus, it could not benefit from the use of models as interoperability pivot with other tools, to ensure verification for example. The M@RT
dimension advocated by CloudML also tames the complexity of the technological stack to be used from an end-user point of view. However, model transformation can be designed from CloudML provisioning models to target the
mOSAIC API, thus benefiting of the multi-cloud capabilities offered by the mOSAIC platform. Reservoir [14] is another project that also aim at multi-cloud.
The other goal of this project is to leverage scalability in single providers and
support built-in Business Service Management (BSM), important topics but not
directly related to our goals. CloudML follows the same underlying approach,
but brings the model@run.time dimension, considering that the keystone of such
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an approach should be at the model level. Vega framework [8] is a deployment
framework aiming at full cloud deployment of multi-tier topologies, they also follow a model-based approach. Contrarily to Vega, CloudML supports multi-cloud
provisioning.
There are also distinct technologies that bear similarities to CloudML. None
of AWS CloudFormation and CA Applogic are model-driven, and actually focus on their own specificities to ensure vendor lock-in. Access to run-time data
is bound to specific interface, where CloudML advocate a M@RT representation of the system, supporting reasonning at a higher level of abstraction. Others are plain APIs supporting multi-cloud such as libcloud, jclouds and DeltaCloud. The last group are projects that aim specifically at deployment, making Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) work as Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) like
AWS Beanstalk and SimpleCloud. The downside about the technical projects are
their inability to solve all of the challenges that CloudML aims to address, but
since these projects solve specific challenges it is appropriate to utilize them.
Cloudml-engine leverages on jclouds in its implementation to support multicloud provisioning, and future versions can utilize it for full deployments.

6

Conclusions & Perspectives

In this paper, we presented the initial version of CloudML, a cloud modelling
language used to model the resources that a given application can require from
existing clouds. The approach is defined as a meta-model, associated to a reference implementation using the Scala language. This reference implementations is
connected to several cloud providers, and we described preliminary experiments
that address major cloud providers: Amazon EC2 and Rackspace.
The first perspective of this work is to emphasise its validation. In the context
of the REMICS project, our partners provide us several case studies (tourism,
banking, scientific computation) that require the provisioning of resources in the
clouds. As CloudML is as a platform-independent meta-model to support cloud
resource provisioning, one can consider it as a target of a model transformation.
This point will be investigated in the context of REMICS: the migration chain
results in SOAML models, to be deployed on provisioned resources. We are also
interested in refining the set of properties available in the CloudML meta-model
to properly categorise the available resources (as for now this mechanism is limited and can lead to sun-optimal provisioning). For now, we focus our effort on
computational power, but other dimensions of clouds (e.g., data location, costs)
should be taken into account at the CloudML level. The next challenge to be
tackled by the CloudML environment is to model the complete deployment of
cloud-applications. By coupling the current version of CloudML with an architecture description language, it will be possible to model the needed resources
and the deployment plan to be followed to support the automated deployment
of the application.
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Abstract. Cloud service providers offer a great variety of computational
power per virtual machines and several storage mediums, such as SQL
databases, associative arrays to store BLOBs, schema-less data tables.
These diverse services provide flexible and economical solutions for companies to store, access, and transform their data. Schema-less data tables
offer a large number of possibilities to separate the data. These options
are not trivial to choose from, performance may diverge greatly in different access scenarios. Thus, in this paper, we focus on the performance
of schema-less tables based on different data separation patterns. Based
on our measurements, we came to the conclusion that choosing appropriate keys has significantly higher impact on performance than data
separation algorithms. Naturally, the development of the different data
access layers can be efficiently automated with the use of a data model
and a modeling environment that supports code generation from these
artifices.
Keywords: NoSQL, Windows Azure table storage, Performance measurement

1

Introduction

Cloud computing has received significant attention recently. Companies can store
their data and perform their computations off-premise in a highly available and
scalable environment, where they only pay for the resources that they actually
use. Compared to traditional infrastructures that only use in-house resources,
cloud computing has many advantages that have been transforming the computing solutions used at companies. Naturally, already existing on-premise resources
can still be used as part of the infrastructure by connecting them to cloud services and forming a hybrid environment.
From the service provider’s perspective, companies with over-scaled computation and storage capacity can now profit from utilizing their unexploited
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resources and offering a cloud computing provider solution. Their previously
gained knowledge of building and maintaining a large infrastructure is now being
offered as a service to customers. The most widespread cloud computing platforms include Amazon AWS [1], Google App Engine (GAE) [2], The Rackspace
Cloud [3], and Microsoft Windows Azure [4].
Platform as a Service (PaaS) cloud service providers offer several types of
data storage mediums. Many software solutions store their data in a relational
database, thus, cloud providers typically implement SQL servers for data storage,
which makes the transition to the cloud easier [5]. However, if we need to scale
out a relational database and spread across multiple servers, the relational constraints – which the database server can guarantee – are significantly reduced.
Referential integrity of the data may have to be checked in application logic,
which results in application code that is hard to maintain and performance issues arise. Thus, cloud providers tend to offer simpler, but more scalable storage
options. Google App Engine, Microsoft Windows Azure, and Amazon AWS all offer BLOB (Blobstore, BLOB storage, Amazon S3 ), queue (Task Queue, Queue,
Amazon SQS ) and schema-less table (Google Storage, Table storage, Amazon
SimpleDB ) storage solutions. Typically binary large object (BLOB) stores are
simple key-value pairs, where the key identifies the binary data (1 byte to TBs).
Queues provide reliable storage and delivery of messages between application
parts. And schema-less table storages or NoSQL databases [6] are containers for
structured data, where the data is organized into tables, each table contains rows
of data, and each row holds attribute name-value pairs, but attribute names may
differ from row-to-row.
In this paper, we have analyzed a number of ways how data can be stored
in NoSQL solutions. The history of NoSQL databases is not too long, thus, the
design paradigms are not straightforward or commonly known contrary to SQL
data scheme design. Database normalization has a strong mathematical background, however, in NoSQL databases, denormalization is a common method
of providing better query performance. NoSQL databases are designed for distributed use, which makes indexing resource intensive, thus, most of the solutions
lack secondary database indices, which forces developers to combine as much information into the primary key as possible. In this paper, we focus on two aspects
of NoSQL databases: (i) the effect of separating the data into different tables
and (ii) the selection of primary keys. We have selected a simple example with
one-to-many relationships, which would be obvious to map to a SQL schema,
and examined the effect of changing the underlying NoSQL-based data access
layer on the query performance. For the performance evaluation, we have defined 10 queries with different access scenarios, and measured their execution
time as we have increased the amount of stored data. Obviously, hand-coding
the different data access layers would be error-prone, thus, we have modeled the
data layer in the Visual Modeling and Transformation System (VMTS) [7], and
used its T4 template [8] processing capabilities to generate most of the different
data access layers. These layers can be tested by the developer and if the best
performing layer is found, later only that layer needs to be generated in the
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iterative development process. We have measured the query performance over
the Microsoft Windows Azure table storage NoSQL implementation.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Sect. 2 gives an overview of cloud
service and NoSQL performance evaluations. Also, Sect. 2 introduces promising
cloud-based model driven engineering solutions. In Sect. 3, we provide the one-tomany relationship analysis implemented in Windows Azure. We have illustrated
the used data model, introduced the examined data access layer variations, and
execution time measurements have been provided. Finally, conclusions are drawn
and future research options are described in Sect. 4.

2

Background and Related Work

As cloud-based applications are getting widely used even in industrial areas, the
performance of cloud services should be evaluated to validate that they meet
the expectations. Quantitative performance metrics should be provided to fully
evaluate the pros and cons of moving an application to the cloud.
There are several cloud providers that can be chosen for an application.
The offered services are typically similar between the providers, thus, selecting the most appropriate one can be a daunting task. On a high level, CloudCmp [9] is a tool to systematically compare the performance and cost of cloud
providers. CloudCmp compares several popular providers (Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Rackspace, etc.) by executing benchmark tests against their computation and storage services. Table storage tests given in [9] consist response-time
evaluations for single get, put and entity listing operations. Single get operation
response time is typically more than 10ms, similarly to what we have measured.
In [10], the perfomance of Windows Azure services have been measured. Scalability, availability and performance have been tested. Table storage performance
has been examined under stress test with 192 clients. The experiments show that
the number of operations a client could perform against the table store does not
depend on the entity size. Also, [10] evaluates the maximum throughput based
on different entity sizes and number of clients.
General scalability issues in cloud solutions are introduced in [11]. The high
scalability of NoSQL solutions is mentioned, with the drawbacks of not having
traditional ACID transaction. Clustered relational databases are also mentioned
as an alternative with compromised performance even for moderate loads when
transactions are supported. In [12], traditional implementations of ACID transactions are named as the source of declined performance in relational databases.
The author concludes that poor performance has nothing to do with SQL, thus,
good performance can be achieved in either SQL or NoSQL context as well.
The weaving of model-driven engineering (MDE) and cloud technologies is
producing new results mainly in two distinct areas: (i) flexible cloud-based application development, and (ii) unprecedented performance boost in model-based
tools. The former one emerges from the fact that model-based tools provide flexible code generation options, thus, only the generator applications need to be
developed to provide cloud-based applications from previously existing models
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[13]. In the latter one, the previously unavailable computational power and storage space is used in MDE tools. For instance CPU intensive model transformations can be executed in the cloud, for instance [14] performs model verification
as a hosted service.
In our work, we have focused on one-to-many relationships as their mapping
to NoSQL tables are not evident. In a relational database, their representation would be two tables with one having a column for storing the other’s ID
and the referential integrity would be enforced by a foreign key. An example
of transforming this solution to NoSQL tables can be found in [15]. However,
each NoSQL solution has its own restrictions, thus, giving a universally optimal
solution is not possible. For instance, in Windows Azure, tables have two keys:
(i) a partition key and (ii) a row key. Row keys identify an entity in the table,
while along the partition keys the environment may partition the data to several physical servers, which can greatly improve the performance under stress
[16]. Keys provide a fast access to entities, having no additional indices in tables
means that developers should choose keys that have information coded inside
them. For instance, in one of the examples in [16], using a date as a row key
is suggested, because that way selecting entries that are created after a certain
date can be done efficiently. Also, as operations on keys are strictly limited, for
example Substring() cannot be called on keys, only string-based comparison can
be used for filtering. Substring() functionality can be easily implemented with
Compare(), but it requires keys with fixed length and prefixing [17].
The importance of data partitioning is mentioned in [6] as one of the performance tuning options. Many large-scale cloud applications build on map-reduce
[18] solutions, where the map phase emits key-value pairs and reducers consume these pairs. All the key-value pairs that have the same key go to the same
partition and get processed by the same reducer. Map-reduce solutions can be efficiently parallelized because corresponding data is located in the same partition
and there is no connection between different partitions. For the same reason, to
achieve good query times in Windows Azure table storage, only the interrelated
data should be stored in the same partition.

3

Contributions

The Visual Modeling and Transformation Tool (VMTS) [7] is a powerful domainspecific modeling and visual model transformation tool. In this work, we have
utilized its modeling feature and its ability to traverse the models and generate output from them with transformations expressed in T4 templates. Fig. 1
illustrates the overall development architecture. After creating the data model,
VMTS generates several data access layers over the Windows Azure table store
with T4 templates. The application developer performs the stress test on the different layers, and selects the one that fits best the performance requirements of
the application. Afterwards, if the data model is tweaked, the VMTS generator
process only needs to produce the selected data access layer. Obviously, if proper
performance metrics were found, the selection process could be automatized.
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Fig. 1. Overall development architecture.

Fig. 2. Blog class diagram.

For our performance evaluation, we have modeled the simplified internal
class hierarchy of a blog engine. Fig. 2 depicts the sample VMTS input model
used in this paper. Note that in the performance measurements, we have only
examined the Blog, Post and Comment elements. However, we have implemented
a simple ASP.NET MVC 4 application [19] above the data access layer, where
user authentication was necessary and we are currently examining many-to-many
relations as well, hence the figure shows the other classes.
3.1

Generated Data Access Layers

From the model in Fig. 2, we have generated nine different data access layers
to evaluate their query performance. The generation process has been implemented by T4 templates [8], which traverse the models and generate C# code
from them based on text-based templates. The data has been stored in (i) a
single table (Si), (ii) three separate tables (M u), and (iii) in a mixed way (M i),
where blogs are stored in a separate table, while posts and comments are stored
in the same one. Orthogonally to this distinction, we have analyzed the effect of
using different partition and row key selection logic. The following options have
been implemented: (i) the blog ID is the partition key and a combination of the
other keys are used as a row key (B, C), (ii) similarly, the blog ID is the partition
key, but the row key is a random identifier (B, R), and (iii) both partition and
row keys are randomly chosen (R, R). Table 1 summarizes the options with their
reference names used in this paper. Note that although composition is a type of
association in the UML standard [20], semantically it means a stronger connec-
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Table 1. Examined data access layers.

Partition key: Blog Id
Row key: Combined
Partition key: Blog Id
Row key: Random
Partition key: Random
Row key: Random

Single table

Multiple table

Mixed table (B-PC)

Si(B, C)

M u(B, C)

M i(B, C)

Si(B, R)

M u(B, R)

M i(B, R)

Si(R, R)

M u(R, R)

M i(R, R)

tion between items, thus, combined row keys are generated based on this observation. In our experiment, combined row keys are using the following pattern:
{T ypename of element}[ {ID of owners}]∗ {ID of element}, e.g. the combined row key of a post whose ID is 26, and whose blog’s ID is 74 is post 74 26.
As mentioned in Sect. 2, it is worth using fixed length IDs or padding them
to the same length, thus, in the application we are using the 36 character-long
string representation of GUIDs.
Naturally, to facilitate the performance measurements, we have defined a
common interface that is implemented by the data access layers. Thus, switching
the actual implementation that is examined is handled simply by changing a type
name in the configuration file.
As stated before, in this work, we have only examined key selection and data
separation in one-to-many relationships. We have not considered other relationship types and data redundancy, which would lead to other optimization options,
has been kept at a minimum.
3.2

Performance Evaluation

During the measurements, we have linearly increased the number of items in
the data store. Each inserted blog contained 100 posts and each post had 10
corresponding comments, thus, with inserting a single blog, 1101 items have been
inserted altogether. After each insertion, the execution time of the following 10
queries have been measured:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting
Selecting

all the blogs
a single blog by its ID
all the posts for a blog
a single post by blog and post ID
all the comments for a post
a single comment by blog, post and comment ID
all the comments
a comment by ID
a comment by post and comment ID
a post by ID

The above 10 queries follow two navigation scenarios: (i) forward navigation,
where we follow the containment relations, and (ii) backward navigation, where
we start from the comments, and try to retrieve the container post and blog.
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Fig. 3. Performance of RDBMS solution mapped to NoSQL tables (M u(R, R)).
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Fig. 4. Performance of multiple tables with meaningful partition keys (M u(B, R)).

Naturally, in case of a blog engine, typically, only the forward navigations are
required, because comments are not visualized without their posts. However, if
we consider the same class hierarchy, but changing the blog, post, and comment
elements to customer, order, and order item respectively, we gain a structurally
similar class diagram, but in this case backward navigations are equally important. Thus, the last 4 items of Listing 3.2 are also required in some scenarios.
Forward navigations There are cases in Table 1 that are definitely not optimal, for instance using random keys in a table storage is rarely a viable way
of storing data. As in this case, for instance returning all the comments of a
post requires the server(s) to iterate through all the partitions and check items
one-by-one if they need to be returned. This solution is obviously not going to
provide good performance results, however, it can be considered a good baseline
solution as this is exactly the schema that we would use in a relational database.
Fig. 3 depicts the execution times of querying the first 6 queries from Listing 3.2
in data access layer M u(R, R). Note that we have fitted a Bézier spline to the
measured raw data to visualize the incline trend.
Changing the partition key to the blog ID, but leaving the row key a random
GUID improves the performance immensely as illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that
querying all the blogs has not changed, as in both cases the servers need to iterate
through the Blogs table and return all the elements. However, the execution
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times of all the other queries become almost constants, as in the data access
layer M u(B, R) the single element queries can operate on a single partition,
which for instance contains 1000 entries for comments, thus, finding a single
entry requires iterating through at most 1000 entries. Similarly, returning the
corresponding posts to a blog requires a query to a single partition in the Posts
table and returning all the elements from that partition.
Performing the same measurements in data access layers M u(B, C), M i(B, C),
M i(B, R) results in almost the same execution times, as in those cases, the above
observations still apply. Also, single table solutions Si(B, C), Si(B, R) perform
similarly in Queries 2 to 6, however Query 1 becomes significantly slower. This
performance decline is caused by the fact that Query 1 needs to iterate through
all the elements in the table and check whether the row key starts with ”Blog ”
or not. Thus, in this case having too many irrelevant items (posts and comments)
in the same table reduces the performance as we cannot restrict the search to a
single partition. However, changing the partition key to a fixed value from the
blog ID resolves this problem.
Backward navigations In case of a blogging engine, navigating from a comment to a post is rarely a request, however, other scenarios may require navigation from contained to container element. Thus, we have examined those
navigations in our case study as well. In a schema-less environment, one might
think that storing entities in a single table will not affect performance too much.
The performance of the backward navigation is evaluated with the last 4
items of Listing 3.2. Execution times of querying all the comments is depicted
in Fig. 5 for data access layer M i(B, R), M i(B, C), M u(B, R), M u(R, R),
Si(B, C), and Si(R, R).
As it can be seen in Fig. 5, the performance does not vary too much between
the different implementations, because to return all the comments, the servers
have to iterate through all the elements where the comments are stored. Obviously, this means that the less data is stored in the table that is traversed, the
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faster the execution is. Thus, the Multiple table solutions provide the best performance. However, this does not result in significant differences, as the number
of comments is way more than the number of other items.
The execution times of the last 3 queries are depicted in Fig. 6 for M u(B, C)
and Si(R, R). The former option provides the best performance, while the latter
one is the slowest. Note that finding a comment by its ID takes almost identical
amount of time in both cases as there is no partition keys given in those queries,
thus, iterating over all the entries in the tables is necessary.
As a general remark, we can conclude that if backward navigation is required
in an application, data separation and lucid key selection is not going to provide
good enough performance. Thus, other optimization strategies need to be chosen,
such as storing data redundantly.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

With the proliferation of cloud services in industrial applications, the performance of these services need to be extensively tested, as applications have to
predictably meet behavioral requirements. In this paper, we have examined the
performance of the NoSQL solution available in the Microsoft Windows Azure.
The performance effect of data separation into multiple tables and the importance of key selection in one-to-many relationships have been tested by generating several different data access layers from a data model.
We have found that data separation does not have a huge effect on performance, however, identifier selection has an immense impact on query execution
times. Also we have found that without storing data redundantly, the execution time of many queries hugely depend on the size of the tables. Thus, using
separate tables for the different type of entities may result in better performance.
In the future, we aim at exploring the effects of generating data access layers
with different redundancy schemes. We believe that after key selection, redundancy has the second largest impact on performance. Also, currently the selection
of the optimal data access layer is performed with manual testing. Based on the
queries executed on the data, we could automatically select the optimal data
access layer. Thus, if the queries were defined previously for instance in Object
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Constraint Language (OCL) and the data model were extended with necessary
usage performance metrics, the corresponding optimal data scheme could be
selected automatically.
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Abstract. Cloud computing is a technology through which software,
platforms and infrastructure can be provided as services. Managing resources which enable this technology is a crucial task to maximise performance and benefits all related parties. Demand for resources starts
with application requests initiated by the users. These trigger the creation of virtual machines, which in turn trigger the allocation of physical
resources. This paper proposes a solution for cloud computing workload
management and capacity planning by utilising domain specific modelling, model transformation, and time series analysis techniques with
estimation algorithms. Each application’s workload is different depending on its behaviour, software design and the technologies it builds atop.
As such, each application needs to provide a custom workload domain
specific language (WL-DSL) through which clients can express their anticipated workloads. Models conforming to different WL-DSLs can be
transformed to a model conforming to a Virtual Machine domain specific language (VM-DSL) to assist the SaaS or PaaS service provider
to manage their virtual resources in the cloud. The IaaS provider can
also benefit from numbers of VM-DSL from their customer to manage
their physical resources in the actual data centre by transforming multiple incoming VM-DSL models into a model that conforms to a Physical
Machine Domain Specific Language (PM-DSL).

1

Introduction

Cloud computing generally offers three types of services: software as service
(SaaS), platform as service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS). SaaS
provides software applications such as e-mail, file backup and CRM; PaaS provides platforms for software development such as those provided by Microsoft
Azure1 and Google App Engine2 ; and IaaS is a complete computing infrastructure provided as a service for the customer to be used for software development
and/or service hosting such as these provided by GoGrid3 and Amazon EC24 .
1
2
3
4

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/
http://www.google.com/enterprise/cloud/appengine/
http://www.gogrid.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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These three types of services are provided with computing resources through the
internet.
Capacity management is the process of assuring that the correct amount of
resources is allocated to satisfy the required level of computing demand. The cost
of a cloud computing service provider is closely related to resource usage and this
renders effective capacity management essential in order to avoid resource overprovision and at the same time to maintain the required level of performance.
This study focuses on the scenario in which SaaS and PaaS providers (SPSP)
use a computing infrastructure provided by an IaaS provider (ISP) and provide
their services to customers as application software or as a software development
platform. In this context, capacity management is conducted by two parties.
Firstly, by the SPSP, who estimate virtual machine resources demand based on
their users’ workload, and secondly, by the ISP who ensures that the physical
resources are available for the SPSP to create virtual machines in the cloud
data centre. Figure 1 shows the relationship between these parties. SPSP tries
to minimise operational costs and to maintain the performance at an acceptable
level by utilising auto-scaling to avoid resource over provisioning. On the other
hand, the ISP also tries to minimise operation costs of data centre by optimising
the utilisation of physical machines through consolidation.

Fig. 1. Relationship between Users, SPSP, ISP and Data Centre

Although auto-scaling is a cost-effective method for SPSP to run their services, it can be particularly challenging for ISPs to manage virtual machines
demands on limited physical resources in an efficient manner. Both SPSP and
ISP would try to avoid Service Level Agreements (SLAs) violations with their
respective customers, but in some cases SLA violations occur with or without
control. Managing SLA violations is closely related to capacity management, and
several approaches [1, 3, 7] have been proposed for particular types of applications. In this work, we propose an integrated framework for capacity management
in scenarios involving multiple applications using domain specific modelling. Domain specific modelling (DSM) is a methodology which advocates constructing
and using modelling languages that are tailored to the domain of interest. DSM
has been adopted in many fields [9] such as automotive, telecommunications and
high-integrity systems and in this work, DSM is utilised in cloud computing resource management to facilitate rigorous specification and automated analysis
of workloads.
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The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related
techniques and tools for workload management and resource estimation methods and Section 3 clarifies the motivation for conducting this study, Section 4
explains the proposal of workload and capacity management by utilising domain
specific modelling, and Section 5 concludes the paper by outlining the expected
outcomes of this study.

2
2.1

Background
Techniques and Tools to Generate Workloads and to Estimate
Resources

The characteristics of workloads are categorised based on application types, e.g.,
web applications [5, 11, 13], data intensive [8] and media streaming (audio and
video) [3]. Synthetic workload generation for selected applications based on the
analysis of existing log files is important to estimate the required resources for
that particular application [2, 5, 13]. Various parameters are accessed from the
application logs for each category of workload since the nature of each category
is different. Furthermore, it is difficult to establish generic workload prediction
mechanisms because the behaviour of the users of each application as well as its
architecture and implementation style make each workload pattern unique.
However, having a standardised workload specification mechanism for each
category has been shown to be possible by implementing domain specific modelling languages with identified parameters extracted from previous log information of the application. Bahga and Madisetti have developed the Workload
Specification Language (WSL), to examine and compare IaaS package offerings
before moving multi-tier web applications to the cloud [2].
Previous workload patterns and their associated system parameters are essential to estimate future workload. For this purpose, parameters required for
each category of applications have been compiled in Table 1. Mainly statistical approaches have been used to estimate future workloads such as KCCA [8],
PCA [17], regression analysis [13], and Maximum Likelihood Estimation [2]. Table 1 summarises the techniques and tools used for workload generation as well
as the workload estimation methods and parameters used in these works.
2.2

Physical and Virtual Machine Capacity Management

To be cost-effective, the right amount of resources need to be allocated for the
instantiation of virtual machines (VM) to ensure an acceptable level of performance for the hosted applications and to avoid over or under provisioning of
resources. Workload demand prediction is essential for supporting resource autoscaling in cloud computing. However, assigning additional resources to SPSP virtual data centres from limited ISP physical resources can be challenging. An ISP
needs to run a minimum number of physical servers with optimum utilisation to
fulfil SPSP VM demands with the agreed response time for VM creation in the
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Application
Specification

Workloads
Generator
Workload Specification
LanWeb Application
guage (WSL) [2].
SPECweb99,
SURGE, SWAT
and httperf
Jean 2 model
KOOZA [5]

not applicable

Data Intensive

not applicable

Media streaming Medisyn [3]

Workload Estimation
Probabilistic Finite
State Machine and
Maximum Likelihood Estimation [2]

Parameter Access from
Log File
Input, output, states, transitions and probability of a
transition

Semantic descriptions [7]
Markov
Chain
Models for storage,
processor and memory. Simple queuing
for network.
Autoregressive
moving
average
method
(ARMA) [13]

not applicable

Storage: block size, type,
randomness, inter-arrival
times. Processor: CPU
utilization.
Network:
arrival-rate
Number of visits to a single
page from the total number
of customers, number of
machines providing the service demand and the think
time for clients
Kernel
Canoni- Map time, reduce time, tocal
Correlation tal execution time, map
Analysis [8]
output bytes, HDFS bytes
written, and locally written bytes
Mathematical
Time, file name, duration,
model in a tool file size, available users
called MediaProf
bandwidth and elapse end
time

Table 1. Techniques and Tools for workloads generation and estimation

SLA. At the same time, the ISP offers the flexibility to increase VM resources
with auto-scaling. But sometimes node failure or unpredicted VM demand might
occur. Both SPSP and ISP need to perform capacity management to avoid or
minimise SLA violations. Several methods for performing capacity management
from the SPSP and ISP perspective are outlined in Table 2. SPSPs perform
capacity management in virtual data centres where the computing resources are
virtually accessed from the cloud, while ISPs perform capacity management in
physical data centres.
The main computing resources of interest to capacity management are CPU,
memory, storage, disk I/O and network use. Certain works have combined all
those resources as a unit [1, 13] while others study only a selected component
or a selection of specific components. Ejarque et. al. and Tan et. al. focus on
CPU and memory usage [7, 17] and Sun et. al. include storage in their study [16]
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while [5] explore the combination of four components by extending their studies
to include network resources. Ganapathi et. al explore execution time of data
intensive workloads for scheduling and resource allocation with KCCA statisticdriven with Hadoop task [8].

Capacity Manage- Cost Model
Operational Models
ment
Virtual Data Centre reward and penalty based Normal and surge operations
on respond time [1]
model [1]. Markov Chain Models;
for storage, processor and memory and simple queue model for
network [5]. Decision retrieving
media file from memory or disk [3].
Minimum resource requirement [7].
Gradually increase number of machine to identify the right number
of resources required by calling the
Mean Value Analysis [13]. Kalman
filter, double exponential smoothing, and Markov prediction [12].
input, output, states, transitions
and probability of a transition
Physical Data Centre Customer
Priority Surplus resource distribution [7].
model [7]. Cost with Prebooted and preconfigured VM
energy consumption and instances with common feature [6].
cost of VM creation [6]
Markov chain technique [10]. Multidimensional Resource Integrated
Scheduling algorithm [16]

Table 2. Physical and Virtual Machine Capacity Managements

2.3

SLA related issues in workload management

Quality of Service (QoS) in an SLA can refer to response time, throughput,
availability, reliability, and security [10] of the provided service. Response time
is more favourable in most studies [1, 5, 6, 10] as it can be easily measured and
associated with resource demand.
2.4

Domain Specific Modelling

Domain Specific Modelling is a technique advocating the use of Domain Specific
Modelling Languages (DSMLs) for modelling solutions in particular application
domains [15]. The rationale behind DSM is that each application domain is characterised by its own set of abstractions which are represented more precisely and
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effectively using tailored modelling languages instead of generic languages such as
UML. A Domain Specific Language consists of five fundamental components [4]:
abstract syntax, concrete syntax, syntactic mapping, semantic domain and semantic mapping. In a DSML, these components are used to formally represent
a specific set of structural, behavioural and requirement features of a particular
domain in the form of a meta-model. A meta-model is a model that describes
the abstract syntax and static semantics of a DSML. Concrete syntax is the
concrete form of textual or graphical constructs used to create a model.

3

Motivation

Most of the previous works [1, 3, 6, 12] are focused on managing resources for a
single application rather than considering a combination of applications. Work
conducted in [3] proposed a VM demand estimation formula for media streaming
and this formula can be adopted to estimate numbers of virtual machines needed
by considering the cost of accessing media files from disk or memory. Workload
forecasting methods such as ARMA [13], PCA [17], KCCA [8], Kalman Filtering [12] are good prediction methods for times series in statistics to predict
future workload. In addition, Dougherty et. al [6] used Model Driven Engineering to assist in green auto-scaling which reduce energy consumptions resulting
from idle machines. Feature models are used as an abstraction which describes
the software platform’s behaviour and its associated configurable variables for a
single application in [6].
Three important phases are identified in providing services in cloud environments. Firstly, managing fluctuating workloads initiated by end-users and these
workloads can be for different SaaS or PaaS provider using IaaS as IT solution.
Secondly, managing virtual machine resources, which are used to run the services; and finally, managing physical resources in IaaS data centres. Previous
research has focused on individual phases. This work proposes an integrated
framework for capacity management from the end-user to the infrastructure service provider. A set of domain specific modelling languages (DSMLs) is used to
facilitate the integrations of these three phases.
Each application hosted on a virtual machine has its own unique characteristics and as such workload specification models are unique to each application.
The behaviour of web application and media stream application is not the same
although they might have common attributes as an application. Furthermore,
technology and the architecture used to construct the application also makes
the application is unique to each other. This can be expressed using a DSM language tailored to the application. A DSM language can precisely capture all the
parameters needed to express the estimated user workloads, and the workload
models can then be analysed and consolidated in order to estimate the virtual
machine and physical resource usage. While applications are unique and each
of them requires its own DSML to specify its workload, it is anticipated that
a single domain specific language will be sufficient to express virtual machine
workload specifications by capturing requirements for CPU, memory and other
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resources over time. Virtual machine workload models can be used to perform
capacity management, in order to achieve an acceptable balance between performance and cost. Moreover, the information captured in the virtual machine
demand model (VM-DSL) can be used to optimise physical resources in the ISP
data centre.

4

Proposed Work

Workloads generated by users utilise the virtual machine resources in SPSP
virtual data centres. The SPSP needs to provide sufficient resources with the
correct specifications of virtual machines offered by the ISP to assure the adequate performance of the hosted applications and minimise the cost by not
over provisioning resources. Previous works focus only on a particular application while in practice SPSPs typically provide multiple applications as services
sharing the virtual machines and computing resources. As discussed earlier, each
application has its own unique characteristics and as such workload specification
models are unique for each application and this can be expressed using a DSM
language tailored to that application. A DSM language can precisely capture
all the parameters needed to express users’ estimated workloads, and workload
models can then be analysed and consolidated in order to estimate VM and
physical resource usage.

Fig. 2. Workload and Capacity Management Framework

While applications are unique and each of them requires its own DSML to
specify its workload, we anticipate that a single domain specific language is sufficient to express virtual machines workload specifications by capturing requirements for CPU, memory, storage, disk I/O, network bandwidth and response
time. VM workload models can be used to perform capacity management and
achieve an acceptable balance between performance and cost. Moreover, the information captured in the virtual machine demand model (VM-DSL) can be used
to optimise physical resources on the ISP data centre. Efficient physical resource
utilisation with consolidation reduces the operating cost of data centres [14].
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Figure 2 illustrates the framework proposed in this work to manage workload
and capacity using domain specific modelling languages in three stages. First,
each application will have their unique workload specification DSL. Secondly,
application workload specification models can be transformed to virtual machine workload specification models (instances of the VM-DSL) to estimate the
overall virtual machine resource demand and to perform a VM request from the
ISP. Finally, the ISP can transform a collection of VM-DSL models from their
customers to instances of the physical machine DSL (PM-DSL) to estimate the
overall demand for physical resources in the data centre.

5

Expected Research Outcome

The proposed work is aimed at assisting capacity managers who are providing
and/or using IaaS to plan future resource requirements in physical and virtual
data centres. This task is performed by integrating the analysis techniques identified from the literature. It is anticipated that using DSML models to specify
workloads will render capacity management more flexible, precise and effective.
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Abstract. The increasing adoption of the cloud computing paradigm
has motivated a redefinition of traditional software development methods. In particular, data storage management has received a great deal
of attention, due to a growing interest in the challenges and opportunities associated to the NoSQL movement. However, appropriate selection,
administration and use of cloud storage implementations remain a highly
technical endeavor, due to large diﬀerences in the way data is represented,
stored and accessed by these systems. This position paper motivates the
use of model-driven techniques to avoid dependencies between high-level
data models and cloud storage implementations. In this way, developers
depend only on high-level data models, and then rely on transformation
procedures to deal with particular cloud storage details, such as diﬀerent
APIs and deployment providers, and are able to target multiple cloud
storage environments, without modifying their core data models.

1

Introduction

Cloud computing represents one of the most promising paradigms for software
development nowadays, due to its natural separation between users, applications
and the services they require. In this utility computing model, resources are
provided as services, easily accessible over a distributed network [12].
Cloud storage represents a paradigm to store, retrieve and manage large
amounts of data, using highly scalable distributed infrastructures. This area has
received a great deal of attention in recent years, due to a growing interest in
the challenges and opportunities associated to the NoSQL movement [3]. However, unlike traditional environments, where the use of the relational model is
pervasive, there is a wide variety of data models that can be used in cloud applications. These data models include [3]: key-value, document, extensible record,
graph and relational repositories. Each of these data models are designed for different use cases, and provide diﬀerent support for functional and non-functional
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requirements of distributed systems [3], such as diﬀerent degrees of consistency,
scalability, replication and concurrency [3]. Moreover, there is also a wide variety of both public and private providers for the distributed infrastructure that is
required for cloud data storage [15]. These providers oﬀer diﬀerent combinations
of pricing, support, service levels, and usually have diﬀerent APIs to store, retrieve and manage data. These diﬀerences make it diﬃcult to design and deploy
applications targeting diﬀerent cloud environments [16].
A key challenge in this heterogeneous environment is the appropriate selection of a data store that best matches the requirements of particular applications
[15, 16]. This can be a daunting task, due to the high number of implementations
in this environment, over 120 as of this writing [5], and the technical knowledge
required to make an appropriate selection, as outlined in [15].
Furthermore, applications may require more than one type of data store, in
order to support diﬀerent use cases. In this regard, the appropriate use of data
stores, either traditional or NoSQL, to support multiple use cases in a single
application, is currently being studied as part of an emerging movement, named
polyglot persistence [6]. Nonetheless, the selection and administration of suitable
storage systems for each use case, remain an open challenge.
This paper motivates the use of model-driven engineering (MDE) techniques
[10], in order to characterize cloud data storage requirements, and to eﬀectively
encapsulate the selection, administration and use of cloud data storage implementations, specially, in polyglot persistence environments. We believe that
MDE is a natural fit for this purpose, due to its emphasis in relying on diﬀerent
levels of modeling notations [10], which can be ultimately used to generate the
implementation of software systems [1]. In particular, these multi-level structures can be used to avoid dependencies between high-level data models, cloud
storage implementations and deployment providers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines collaborations between cloud data storage and MDE. Section 3 describes related
work. Finally, conclusions and future challenges, are discussed in Section 4.

2

Model-driven cloud data storage

In this section, we outline a set of collaborations between cloud data storage and
MDE, that are intended to avoid dependencies between high-level data models
and cloud storage implementations. In particular, we strive for the following objectives: (i) provide adequate notations and environments to characterize cloud
data storage requirements; (ii) selection of storage implementations and deployment providers; and, (iii) management of the required artifacts to work with
diﬀerent combinations of cloud storage implementations and providers.
2.1

Data modeling for the cloud

The specification of data models for software systems is traditionally performed
using notations such as entity-relation (ER) or UML class diagrams. MDE tech-
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niques can currently be applied to transform these diagrams into their corresponding relational database models and programming language entities.
However, these notations are usually not enough to characterize all the possible cloud data models. For instance, consider the document data model [3], that
lacks a rigid schema and in which semi-structured information can be stored.
Another example would be the adequate modeling of families of attributes [3],
usually associated to extensible record scenarios [3]. In this regard, diﬀerent techniques are currently being proposed to overcome these limitations [9].
One of the objectives of our current work is the definition of adequate notations and environments for the modeling of datasets, and their associated
functional and non-functional requirements, for cloud environments. For this,
we intend to rely on the ISO/IEC Software Product Quality Requirements and
Evaluation (SQuaRE) standards [8], that already define software quality characteristics, such as performance eﬃciency, portability and functional suitability.
These international standards also provide guidelines for the association, and
evaluation, of metrics associated to quality characteristics. In this case, we propose to define these characteristics through the association of metrics relevant
to cloud scenarios. We can reuse previously proposed metrics [15], such as performance, cost and access latency, but further validation of these metrics is also
required. In particular, our modeling environments would allow users to specify
expected values for these metrics, according to their datasets requirements.
We intend to organise our modeling notations based on a traditional MDE
structure of platform independent and specific models (PIM/PSM) [10], in regard to cloud storage implementations. In this way, we could integrate current
research and industrial eﬀorts, such as specification languages for modeling cloud
environments [11], and diﬀerent cloud data management interfaces [7, 18].
2.2

Data storage selection

In order to ease the selection of data storage implementations and providers,
we propose a decision process based on the analysis of historic data and usage
patterns, both in test applications and within systems generated in our modeling
environment. This analysis could be performed in a non-intrusive manner, during
application runtime, by automatically generating aspect-oriented programming
(AOP) monitoring artifacts, as outlined in [2]. In particular, dynamic crosscutting techniques can be used to monitor the behavior of the selected data stores,
regarding the metrics associated to the SQuaRE quality standards. This monitoring information could then be used to compare with the expected values specified
by the users of our modeling notations and environments. In turn, this analysis
could be automatically integrated in applications designed with our modeling
notations, with the objective of sharing the results in an open and collaborative
environment, that could be exploited by new users of cloud data storage, and by
our own modeling tools, as input for the data storage recommendation engine.
Developers could also generate the artifacts to work, at the same time, with
multiple combinations of implementations and providers, as outlined in [2]. For
instance, this would be helpful to compare their performance in real scenarios.
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2.3

Cloud artifacts generation and management

Once the data storage implementations and providers have been selected for the
application datasets, we propose to use transformation procedures to generate
the low-level artifacts to work with them, that is, configuration files for the
deployment environments and cloud data management interfaces. This process
could be performed using diﬀerent levels of transformation procedures, each of
them more dependent with particular storage implementations and providers,
using a similar approach as modern application development tools [17].
For example, an initial transformation could be defined between the graphical data models and an intermediate domain specific language (DSL), possibly
extending the work in [11] and [17]. From this DSL, we could generate configuration files for the particular storage implementations, the AOP monitoring
aspects, and the configuration of data management interfaces [7, 18].

3

Related work

The Modeling as a Service (MaaS) initiative is proposed in [1] as an approach
to deploy and execute model-driven services over the Internet. This initiative
is aligned with SaaS principles, since consumers do not manage the underlying
cloud infrastructure and deal mostly with end-user systems. Our work deals with
lower level service models (PaaS and IaaS) by allowing control over the deployed
applications and the configuration settings of the deployment environments.
A model-driven approach for designing and deploying scalable applications on
cloud platforms is described in [13]. This approach promotes the use of graphical
models in order to capture cloud requirements, in particular, scalability features.
These models are then bundled into a generic platform that automatically deploys them into PaaS and IaaS environments. Instead of striving for a generic
platform, our work is focused only on data storage features.
An approach for the automatic selection of cloud storage services is proposed
in [15]. This approach relies on the characterization of storage systems, based on
capabilities, such as performance and cost, and on the specification of requirements for application datasets, such as expected dataset size, access latency and
the number of concurrent clients. Based on this information, an assignment of
datasets to the storage systems is proposed, for example, using a mathematical
model that strives for optimal data allocation [16]. In comparison, we propose a
recommendation engine based on the monitoring of usage patterns.

4

Conclusions and Future work

This paper outlined collaborations between MDE and cloud data storage, intended to facilitate both the specification of cloud data storage requirements,
and to encapsulate the selection, administration and use of cloud data storage.
We mentioned challenges that are required to make these collaborations possible, and that are currently being addressed by members of our research group.
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For future work, we intend to use our approach in the context of networking
applications, managed as part of the UBIQUEST [4] and CLEVER [14] projects.
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Preface
The 1st Academics Modelling with Eclipse (ACME) Workshop was organised as a satellite event of the 2012 European Conference on Modelling Foundations and Applications
(ECMFA 2012) which was held at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Kgs.
Lyngby, Denmark, during July 2-5, 2012.
The Eclipse platform has played a very significant role in the evolution of MDE over
the last few years as it has provided mature infrastructure - predominately the Eclipse
Modeling Framework - for the development of interoperable modelling and model management languages and tools. The academic community has in turn embraced Eclipse as
the de-facto standard MDE environment and has contributed several modelling and model
management tools back as open source projects - some of which have been brought under
the umbrella of the Eclipse Foundation.
The aim of this workshop was to provide a venue where developers of research-oriented
MDE tools built on top of Eclipse could demonstrate the most recent developments in
their tools, provide insights on issues encountered when using these tools in practice,
obtain feedback, exchange expertise, and engage in fruitful discussions with like-minded
researchers.
In this first incarnation of the ACME workshop, the Program Committee received 10
paper submissions. From them, 7 were accepted for presentation at the workshop and
publication in these proceedings. To maintain a strong Eclipse focus, all papers were
asked to provide an Eclipse update site (and possibly more detailed instructions) through
which the presented tool could be installed and tested on a fresh copy of the Eclipse
Indigo Modelling distribution. Moreover, all submissions included a link to a screencast
demonstrating the tool presented.
The keynote speaker of the workshop was Bruce Trask, from MDE Systems in the
USA. We thank him very much for accepting our invitation and for his enlightening talk.
We are grateful to our Program Committee members for providing their expertise
through high-quality and timely reviews. Their helpful and constructive feedback on all
submitted papers is most appreciated. We also thank the ECMFA General Chairs for their
advice and guidance.
Workshop Organisers: Dimitris Kolovos (University of York), Davide di Ruscio (University of L’Aquila), Louis Rose (University of York)
Programme Committee: Cedric Brun, Antonio Cicchetti, Nicholas Drivalos, Esther
Guerra, Jendrik Johannes, Jan Koehnlein, Alfonso Pierantonio, Istvan Rath, Jess Snchez
Cuadrado, Massimo Tisi, Antonio Vallecillo, Pieter Van Gorp, Juan Manuel Vara, Edward
Willink, Ste↵en Zschaler
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Abstract. Domain feature models express commonality and variability
among variants of a software product line. For separation of concerns,
e.g., due to legal restrictions, technical considerations, and business requirements, views restrict the configuration choices on feature models
for di↵erent stakeholders. Our tool Conper allows to create views that
obey di↵erent feature model semantics. We call such views perspectives
on a feature model. We use a structured view model based on the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) to define concern-relevant views as well as
dependencies and hierarchies between views w.r.t. their concerns. Our
tool supports the composition of views to create perspectives and o↵ers
an efficient algorithm to verify their consistency. The tool is applied in
a staged configuration process for feature model preconfiguration. Additionally, as it is possible to define restricted perspectives per stakeholder,
Conper supports customization on feature model level.

Keywords: Software Product Lines, Feature Models, Preconfiguration, Customization, Automated View Composition

1

Introduction

Feature models are used in software product line (SPL) engineering to express
variability and commonality among product variants [3]. They specify the variant
space. Due to various reasons the variant space is further restricted prior variant
derivation. Reasons for this are driven by business concerns, e.g., to enable a
variable pricing strategy for selling features in packages as well as by technical
concerns, e.g., to identify a representative subset of variants for efficiently SPL
testing (cf. [5]). It seems promising to express such concerns in a separate view
model. Prior the derivation of a variant, concern-related views are selected and
the domain feature model is filtered accordingly [6]. We call such a semantic
preserving preconfiguration a perspective on the domain feature model. Various
approaches to create views on feature models exist in literature [1, 2]. Though,
these approaches focus on separation of concerns, whereas a particular view
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Fig. 1. Conper allows to define structured views on a feature model and create consistent perspectives by composing them.

is not intended to derive a complete variant, but rather to allow for specific
configuration decisions only. Our tool Conper supports the definition of views on
feature models in general and their aggregation to create consistent perspectives
in particular.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We briefly explain the
concepts of perspectives on feature models in Sect.2. Sect. 3 describes the tool
Conper followed by Sect. 4 which explains our findings and conclusion.

2

Consistent Perspectives on Feature Models

A consistent perspective imposes a specialization of the configuration space, i.e.,
a refinement of the original feature model semantics. A perspective is created
by composing various views. A view represents a certain concern of the feature
model. In our approach, a domain feature model and a view model are unified
in a multi-perspective model, which imposes a conservative extension to the domain feature model. Due to the fact that only a valid subset of domain feature
model variants is required to be derivable, not all possible view combinations
form perspectives. Therefore, we use the concept of viewpoints to explicitly define valid view aggregations. The creation of a perspective is considered as a
preconfiguration step in the variant derivation process as we show in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, perspectives allow customization on feature model level in the way
that stakeholder-specific features are only available to a particular stakeholder
in the stakeholder’s perspective.
Ensuring multi-perspective model consistency is, in general, hard to maintain
due to the crosscutting nature w.r.t. the feature model, its cross-tree constraints
and its potential overlapping of feature groups in a view model. Therefore, besides a comprehensive brute force approach, we developed an incremental heuristic for a scalable consistency verification of perspectives [6].

3

Conper: A Tool for Creating Consistent Perspectives

We implement Conper as plug-ins for the Eclipse Modeling IDE and extend
the existing feature modeling and variant derivation environment FeatureMapper [4]. Further information, the source code as well as some example projects
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Fig. 2. Conper: Visualization of the relation between features and views.

and various screencasts of Conper are provided online3 , as well as an Eclipse
update-site4 .
Our tool integrates the concepts of view models, feature models and mappings between them, as well as mechanisms to derive consistent perspectives.
A View Model captures the relationships between views and viewpoints. We
implement this concept using the Eclipse modeling framework (EMF). As the
FeatureMapper o↵ers an EMF-based feature meta-model that allows to create
feature models with group cardinalities, we were able to seamlessly combine our
approach with this environment. In addition, the FeatureMapper defines mappings between feature models in the problem space and EMF-based solution
space artifacts. We reuse this functionality in our approach to create the assignments between features of the feature model and groups of the view model.
Conper provides various editors focussing on di↵erent aspects of the multiperspective model. In Fig. 2, we show a screenshot of Conper. In the shown
Cluster View, a viewpoint named “SpecialUser” is selected, and related view
groups and features are highlighted. Furthermore, the Group View is a top down
view, showing the view model starting from the core group. It is used during
domain engineering to create view groups and viewpoints. In combination with
the mapping view provided by the FeatureMapper, features are assigned to view
groups in this view. Another Eclipse view, the Viewpoint View complements the
Group View as it represents the view model bottom up, starting from a selected
viewpoint and therefrom showing those groups the viewpoint is directly and
indirectly assigned to. The Cluster View visualizes the mapping between feature
model and the view model. It shows the assignment of features to view groups
3
4

https://github.com/multi-perspectives/cluster/wiki
http://juliaschroeter.de/conper/update
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and which features belong to a certain viewpoint. Finally, we use the Mapping
View provided by the FeatureMapper to assign features to view groups. By
selecting a viewpoint in one of the editors, it is possible to derive a perspective.
If the consistency check succeeds the corresponding perspective is derived by
automated view composition and persisted in the Eclipse workspace stating a
preconfigured feature model for subsequent product configurations.

4

Lessons Learned

The Eclipse IDE is a convenient platform to easily integrate new functionality.
We used the frameworks EMF, EMFText and Zest as they o↵er powerful graphical and textual modeling capabilities. An issue we experienced with EMF is that
our view model is a lattice graph as we support multiple inheritance relations
among group views, whereas the EMF meta-model is tree-based. Therefore, some
implementation e↵ort was needed. One key finding of our experiments considering very large feature models with up to 10, 000 features is, that our heuristic
consistency check algorithm is efficient as it scales well. Depending on the size of
the view model, it identifies within milliseconds which viewpoints are consistent
and which are not. In general, our experiences with various case studies show
that perspectives are a promising concept for tailoring and customizing the variant space of a domain feature model to multiple stakeholders’ concerns. Another
finding is that there is a strong need for an appropriate visualization concept
of the assignment of features in the feature model to groups in the view model.
Our Zest-based cluster view provides a good overview of a complete mapping,
but we need to support the mapping process graphically as well. In general,
our tool Conper o↵ers a valuable approach for creating consistent perspectives
integrable in a staged configuration process with support for customization on
feature model level.
Acknowledgements The presented work is co-funded by the European Social Fund,
Federal State of Saxony and SAP AG in the research project #080949335.
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Abstract. Model-driven development is a well-known practice in modern software engineering. Many tools exist which allow developers to
build software in a model-driven way. Unfortunately, these tools do not
provide dedicated support for the specific needs in software product line
processes. Only recently some approaches tried to combine feature modeling and model-driven development. In this paper we present a new
approach that allows for the combination of feature models and Ecore
based domain models and keeps both models consistent during evolution.

1

Introduction

Software product line engineering [1, 2] deals with systematic development of
products belonging to a common system family based on organized reuse of
software artifacts. Thus, composing products from a library of reusable components, rather than developing each product instance from scratch is preferred.
Model-driven software engineering [3] puts strong emphasis on the development
of higher-level models rather than on the source code. Both techniques promise to
increase productivity. In the past, several approaches have been made to combine
both techniques to get the best out of both worlds. Only recently, model-driven
software product line engineering has been established as an integrating discipline. This paper contributes to this discipline by presenting FAMILE (Features
and mappings in lucid evolution), a new tool to combine feature models and domain models using an explicit mapping model. Furthermore, textual languages
are provided to (a) annotate domain model elements with feature expressions
and (b) specify dependencies and (automatically derived) repair actions to ensure the well-formedness of configured domain models.

2

Tool support

When developing software product lines in a model-driven way, various models
are involved: Features have to be mapped onto corresponding domain model
elements realizing them. Figure 1 shows the Ecore-based [4] models and metamodels part of our toolchain. For the domain model, arbitrary EMF modeling
languages can be employed. In our running example, we use our own UML2
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Fig. 1. Involved models and meta-models.

based domain modeling tool. The feature model [5] consists of a tree of features.
A non-leaf feature may be decomposed in two ways: In the case of an AND
decomposition, all of its child features have to be selected when the parent
is selected. In contrast, for an OR decomposition exactly one child has to be
selected. For one feature model, a number of feature configurations exist, each
defining the selection of features for one product. A mapping model (F2DMM) is
used to interconnect both feature model and domain model. The accompanying
screencasts (see section 4) demonstrate the mapping editor’s use.
In our previous work [6], we used implicit feature annotations and propagation of features to dependent model elements to ensure the well-formedness of
configured domain models in case a selected element requires the inclusion of an
unselected one. Contrastingly, in our current approach, selection states rather
than annotations are propagated. The user can choose between di↵erent propagation strategies: The suppress active strategy propagates the selection state of
the required element, resulting in a negative (suppressed ) selection state of the
previously selected context element. Contrastingly, the enforce inactive strategy
changes the selection state of the unselected required element to enforced.
Dependencies are either defined as meta-model specific constraints covered
by the SDIRL language based on OCL (see part 2 of the screencast), or generically determined by the Ecore containment hierarchy. Annotations of domain
model elements are phrased with our Xtext-based Feature Expression Language
(FEL) covered in part 3. As soon as a feature configuration is loaded, feature
expressions are evaluated and the result is presented to the user: A filled cyan
circle indicates that the corresponding model element is directly contained in the
configured domain model because its associated annotation evaluates to true,
whereas orange filled circles mark the exclusion of the respective element. Circles
with cyan or orange border depict enforced or suppressed model elements. Model
elements which are not annotated are decorated with a yellow circle. Based upon
the user’s choice, these elements are included or excluded from each product.
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Fig. 2. Left: UML 2 state machine diagram from multi-variant input domain model.
Right: Excerpts from F2DMM mapping model for two feature configurations.

Fig. 3. Products derived from mapping using both feature configurations.

Figure 2 shows the annotation of two elements of a UML2 state machine, a
state (On Cooldown) and a transition (stopOven), positively or negatively associated with the Feature Cooldown Mode, which is only included in one of two
example configurations. The derived products are visualized in Figure 3: In the
left configuration, the adjacent transitions of state On Cooldown are indirectly
excluded (suppressed) due to the propagation of On Cooldown’s selection state.
An advanced concept realized by our mapping editor are alternative mappings. These pseudo domain model elements are either defined in-place or reference objects located in a di↵erent resource. They are merged into the derived
product in case the associated feature expression evaluates to true and no conflicts with existing domain model elements occur. This enables the definition of
variation points even in case of a single-valued structural domain meta-model
feature, e.g. a class name (see parts 4 and 6 of the screencast). During the
mapping process, the consistency between feature model and configuration is
preserved as well as the tree structure of the mapping model which is dependent
on the domain model’s containment structure except for alternative mapping
elements. Changes in feature names may a↵ect feature expressions. In this case,
the user is free to accept or deny automatically derived renaming proposals.

3

Related work

Due to space restrictions, we limit our comparison to FeatureMapper [7], as it
also allows to map features to Ecore-based domain models. For a more detailed
comparison of model-driven software product line approaches, the reader is referred to [6]. FeatureMapper [7] is a tool that allows for the mapping of features
to Ecore based domain models. Like our approach, it is very general and does
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not have any knowledge about the domain meta-model. In contrast to our approach, it provides only basic capabilites of checking well-formedness constraints
of the Ecore metamodel [8] and does not provide automatic repair actions. In
our previous work [6] we used the UML profile mechanism to implicitly annotate
the domain model. Contrastingly to our new approach, the mapping information was persisted within the domain model rather than in a dedicated mapping
resource. Automatic feature propagation in a suppress active way was employed,
while feature expressions were limited to conjunction of features only.

4

Conclusion

In this paper we gave a short overview of our new tool support for the development of evolving model-driven product lines. We extended our previous
approach by di↵erent directions of automatic feature propagation and feature
expressions allowing arbitrary combinations of features. Alternative mappings
allow the expression of variation points in domain models. To install our tool
in a clean Eclipse Modelling distribution, please make sure to download Xtext
2.2.1, Acceleo 3.2.0, OCL Tools 3.1.2 and ATL 3.2.1 first. The update site can
be found at: http://btn1x4.inf.uni-bayreuth.de/famile/update and the accompanying
screencast is located at
http://btn1x4.inf.uni-bayreuth.de/famile/screencasts. Please note that the tool distribution also comprises our UML2 based domain modeling tool Valkyrie. However,
Famile can be used for arbitrary Ecore based domain models.
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Abstract. Eclipse and more specifically the Eclipse Modeling Framework is
probably the most commonly adopted meta-modelling framework to support
model-based Software Engineering proposals. One of the main advantages
of EMF is the ability to generate tree-like editors with basic capabilities
for models conforming to a previously defined metamodel. Unfortunately,
the generic nature of these editors does not always fit the needs of specific
scenarios. For instance, that is the case with models owning a relational
nature, such as weaving, trace or transformation models. To alleviate this
problem, this work presents the development of a multi-panel editor for
EMF models. In particular, it shows the development of an editor for trace
models. It allows representing at the same time the di↵erent source and
target models plus the relational model.
Keywords: Model-Driven Engineering, Eclipse, EMF, multi-panel editor,
trace links.

1

Introduction

With the advent of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [4], the role of models has
changed drastically since they become the main artefact all along the development
process. As a consequence, modelling can be seen as the most important activity
and tool support for such activity becomes also a cornerstone issue.
Indeed, as any other software paradigm, MDE should provide with the proper
tooling in order to support the development process. As software developers use
IDEs (Integrated Development Environments) to assist them in coding activities,
modellers need from modelling environments to in the development of modelling
activities. In this field, Eclipse and more concretely the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF, [7], [20]) is considered the de-facto standard to develop tool support for
model-based proposals. Probably one of the most used facilities provided by EMF
is the ability to generate tree-based model editors [20] for models conforming to a
given metamodel stating from the metamodel itself. Nevertheless, the generic nature
of such editors does not always fit with the specific nature of specific scenarios.
?

Update-site: http://www.kybele.es/research/tools/ACME2012/T-Trace_UpdateSite
Screencast: http://www.kybele.es/research/tools/ACME2012/screencast.htm
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In other words, the generative nature of EMF implies a compromise between the
level of automation (100%) and the level of adjustment to specific purposes. i.e.
EMF generates an efficient though not perfect diagrammer in reasonable time and
manner.
As a consequence, EMF-generated code use to be modified in order to adapt
the generated editor to enrich modelling experiences in specific scenarios [9]. See for
instance, the [10], [17]. The same applies for GMF-generated diagrammers: Graphiti
[19], EuGENia [16] and Kybele GMFGen [15] being examples of frameworks to help
on adapting GMF-based editors to the specific needs of a given domain.
One such scenario is constituted by relational models, i.e. models whose main
purpose is to represent the relationships between some other models, such as weaving
models [3]. To address this issue, this work presents the development of an EMFbased editor for trace models.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation
behind the development of an ad-hoc editor to model and represent relationships between EMF model elements. Section 3 digs into the modification of EMF-generated
code and finally, Section 4 concludes by summarizing the main contributions and
providing directions for further work.

2

Motivation

The impact of the MDE paradigm has resulted in the advent of a number of methodological proposals for Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) [21], where the
key role of models can positively influence the management of traceability information. In a MDSD process the traces between software artifacts that have to be
maintained are mainly the links between the elements of the di↵erent models handled along the process. Furthermore, such traces can be collected in other models to
process them using any model processing technique, such as model transformation,
model matching or model merging [3].
In this context we addressed the development of a methodological and technical
proposal to improve traceability management in model transformations development [14]. Since we use to lean on EMF as underlying metamodeling framework, as
part of such proposal we have developed a new EMF-based DSL, so-called t-Trace,
to model the trace-links derived from the execution of model transformations (a
trace-link is an instance of a traceability relation between source elements and target elements [1]). Note that it is not our intention to discuss here the need for such
DSL or the state of the art of traceability management [14]. Here we focus just on
the development of an EMF-based editor for such DSL.
As we have already mentioned, EMF is capable of generating a fully functional
tree-based editor for models conforming to a previously defined Ecore metamodel.
However, a plain view of nested elements is not enough to provide an optimal
visualization of the di↵erent relationships that can arise between the elements of
di↵erent models. That is the case of trace models: in the tree-based editor generated
by EMF, the elements linked are showed as children of the trace-link objects, while
it would be much more intuitive to display them as referenced items, i.e. source
and/or target elements.
Fig. 1 illustrates this scenario by showing the use of an EMF tree-based editor
for trace models. Though functional, this representation is not intuitive at all. We
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Fig. 1. EMF tree-based editor for trace models

believe that a much more desirable editor would be that where source elements are
showed on the left-hand side of the editor where as target elements are showed on
the right (as we will describe later, Fig. 3).
Reviewing existing works focused on the management of traceability information
in the context of MDE, we have found that some of them ([2], [6], [8], [13]) advocates
in favor of using the editors provided by existing tools such as AMW [8] or ModeLink
[11], [13]. This kind of editors, usually referred to as multi-panel editors, allow
showing views of several related models plus the model that relates them in an
integrated way. Although they improve the capabilities of the generic EMF editors
to display relational models, they still own some generic nature that results in some
limitations when used to display trace models. They were devised to work with any
kind of relational model, thus they still leave space for customization when used for
more specific purposes.
In particular, the ModeLink editor just supports the visualization of two/three
models, including the relationships model. Therefore, the user can only define relationships between the elements of one source and one target model. As a consequence, a limitation arises when we require defining traces between elements of
several (more than one) source and/or target models.
On the other hand, we found two main issues regarding the use of AMW. The
first one is that the AMW project is not very active, hence it is not updated as
much as other EMF-based plug-ins. As a consequence, compatibility problems with
other EMF-based tools can be arisen. Nevertheless, this can be seen as a minor
issue given that are in contact with the author and we have been considering to join
e↵orts to produce updated versions of AMW. The main limitation of AMW when
used to display trace models is that it hampers the distinction between source and
target models when dealing with more than two related models. For instance, Fig.
2 shows the use of AMW in a scenario composed by three source models and two
target models. Note that the generic layout of the di↵erent views in the AMW multipanel editor is as follows: first referenced model, weaving model (which contains the
objects that represent the relationships) and the rest of referenced models. As figure
shows, this layout can be confusing for the users.
The most immediate solution to address the above-commented issues would
be extending AMW or ModeLink. However, we preferred to avoid technologicaldependency. Therefore, we decided to develop an ad-hoc multi-panel editor for trace
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Fig. 2. Using the AMW editor with several source models

models. Concretely, we aimed at supporting the behavior shown in Fig. 3. Such an
editor should satisfy the following requirements:
– It should bundle three di↵erent panels to show separately the source models, the
trace model and the target models. If there are several source or target models,
they should be co-located vertically in their corresponding panel.
– The user should be able to drag elements from source and target models and
drop them on the trace model to establish new relationships (create new tracelink objects).
– If the user selects a trace-link object, the editor has to highlight automatically
the elements referenced by the selected link. They should be highlighted in the
models containing the referenced elements and not in the trace model itself.
– If the user selects a source or target element, the editor must highlight the
trace-link objects that reference it.

Fig. 3. Desired functionality for the multi-panel editor

The following section present the development of a multi-panel editor for trace
models fulfilling the above mentioned requirements.

3

Development process

To illustrate the development of the multi-panel editor for EMF trace models, we
will show the development of the editor for the t-Trace DSL. As we have already mentioned, t-Trace is a specific DSL to model trace-links whose metamodel
is shown in Fig. 4. The multi-panel editors we present in this work can be used
to provide any DSL owning a relational nature with a graphical syntax. The only
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restrictions are that the metamodel of such DSL has to contain some particular concepts: metaclasses that allow representing source and target models (SourceModel
and TargetModel in the t-Trace metamodel) and elements to represent the linked
source and target objects (TraceElement). Moreover, note that each element registers the ID of the traced element it represents (ref attribute).

Fig. 4. t-Trace Metamodel

The multi-panel editor developed to ease the edition of models conforming to the
previous metamodel is the result of modifying the implementation of the tree-based
editor generated by EMF 1 .
The first step of the process consists of modifying the plugin.xml file of the
editor project. In particular, one of the extension in the extensions tab corresponds to the EMF tree-based editor. One can replace it for the new editor or keep
it and create a new one instead. In this case we have opted for the second option.
Thus, we add an extension on the org.eclipse.ui.editors extension so-called
Traceability Model Editor (Fig. 5). The class property of this extension (see
left-hand side of the figure) establishes that the Java class that implements the extension is the TraceabilityEditorTrace class, that we have to add to the editor
project.

Fig. 5. Creating a new editor extension

Probably, the easiest way to start with the coding tasks of the new editor is
to copy-paste the code that implements the tree-based editor in the new class
1

To generate a tree editor with EMF, please see: http://help.eclipse.org/ganymede/
index.jsp?topic=/org.eclipse.emf.doc/tutorials/clibmod/clibmod.html
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(TraceabilityEditorTrace). The result is obviously two di↵erent editors providing exactly the same functionality. So, next step is to modify the duplicated code of
the TraceabilityEditorTrace class in order to get the desired functionality from
the new editor.
To define the structure of the editor, which will bundle three di↵erent panels
(source, trace and target models), we define three TreeViewer attributes, namely
sourceViewer, traceabilityViewer and targetViewer. Next step is to modify
the createPages() method that defines the appearance of the editor. This method
serves to establish the shape of the container and define the functionality of the
three di↵erent viewers. Note also that in order to display all the source models
(respectively target models) in the source viewer (respectively target), it must load
all the source models as Eclipse resources and it must register their corresponding
metamodels. These operations are done by retrieving their path as well as the path
of the metamodels from the trace model. As example, the following code excerpt
shows the implementation of the source viewer:
// Creation of the viewer for source models.
ViewerPane viewerPane = new ViewerPane(
getSite().getPage(), TraceabilityEditorTrace.this){
public Viewer createViewer(Composite composite) {
Tree tree = new Tree(composite, SWT.MULTI);
return new TreeViewer(tree);
}
public void requestActivation() {
super.requestActivation();
setCurrentViewerPane(this);
}
};
viewerPane.createControl(topSashForm);
sourceViewer=(TreeViewer)viewerPane.getViewer();
sourceViewer.setContentProvider(new AdapterFactoryContentProvider(
adapterFactory));
sourceViewer.setLabelProvider(new AdapterFactoryLabelProvider(
adapterFactory));
Transfer[] transfers = new Transfer[] {LocalTransfer.getInstance()};
sourceViewer.addDragSupport(DND.DROP_LINK , transfers,
new ViewerDragAdapter(sourceViewer));
for(int i=0;i<sources.size();i++){ //If metamodel is not null
if (sources.get(i).getMetamodel() != null) { //If it is not empty
if (!sources.get(i).getMetamodel().equals("")) {
String metamodelRegistered=Actions.registerMetamodel(
sources.get(i).getMetamodel(), sources.get(i).getName());
sources.get(i).setMetamodel(metamodelRegistered);
}
}
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}
sourceRs = Actions.createResourceSet_Sources(sources);
Actions.setSourceModels(getEditingDomain().getResourceSet(), sources);
sourceViewer.setInput(sourceRs);
sourceViewer.setSelection(new StructuredSelection(
sourceRs.getResources().get(0)), true);
viewerPane.setTitle("Source Models");
sourceViewer.addSelectionChangedListener(
new ISelectionChangedListener(){
// This ensures that we handle selections correctly.
public void selectionChanged(SelectionChangedEvent event){
handleContentSourceSelection(event.getSelection());}});
new AdapterFactoryTreeEditor(sourceViewer.getTree(), adapterFactory);
At this point, the editor is composed of three tree-based panels displaying the
source, trace-links and target models respectively. The next step consists of connecting the information displayed in these panels. To do so, we created some methods to
connect the model elements contained in the di↵erent viewers (in order to support
model elements highlighting):
– handleContentOutlineSelection(): whenever a user selects an element on
the Outline viewer of Eclipse, this method is responsible of selecting the same
element on the trace model.
– handleContentTraceabilitySelection(): this method is invoked when the
user selects a trace-link or an element of a trace-link. whether it represents
a source or a target element. When the selected element is a source one, the
method search for its ID (ref attribute) among the elements of the di↵erent
source models, highlighting those with the same ID. The same applies for target
elements. Finally, if the selection is a trace-link object, the previous functionalities are combined to search for the IDs of all the elements referenced by the
selected link.
– handleContentSourceSelection(): this method is called when the user selects
an element from a source model. It searches for the ID of the element among
the source elements of the trace-link objects to identify the trace-links in which
the selected element is involved.
– handleContentTargetSelection(): this method provides the same functionality for target models.
As a result, the multi-panel does not only allocate each model in the corresponding panel, but also supports bi-directional highlighting of model elements: selections
in trace models produce highlighting actions in source/target models and vice-versa.
Last task to address is the implementation of drag&drop functionality. This way,
the user should be able to create trace-links by dragging elements from source and
target models and dropping them on the trace-links panel. To support this functionality, we add a new class so-called TraceabilityDragDrop in the editor project.
It extends the EditingDomainViewerDropAdapter class, so that its constructor receives as arguments the domain, the viewer and the source and target models. It
implements the following methods:
– helper(): this method receives the drag&drop event, identifying the element
dragged as well as the trace-link over which it has been dropped. By identifying
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–

–

–
–

which the element dragged is, the proper response to the event can be derived,
i.e. whether a source or a target element has to be added to the corresponding
trace-link object.
drop(): this method determines whether an action should be carried in response
to the event or if it must be discarded. To that end, it uses the selectionType
attribute of the helper() method.
createTraceElement(): this method receives as arguments the dragged element, the trace-link which receives the element and the type of the element
dragged (source or target). With this information, it decides which method to
invoke (handleSetSourceElement() or handleSetTargetElement()) in order
to create a source or a target element in the corresponding trace-link object.
handleSetSourceElement(): it adds an element to the trace-link object pointing to the source element that was dragged.
handleSetTargetElement(): it adds an element to the trace-link object pointing to the target element that was dragged.

The TraceabilityDragDrop class is instantiated from the createPages() method
mentioned before, just after the code implementing the viewers.
At this point, the multi-panel editor for trace models provides the desired structure and functionality (section 2). Moreover, we have added some minor improvements, mainly related with icons and text-descriptions. Fig. 6 serves to illustrate the
final result. It shows a trace model between two source models (Family Simpson
and Family Skywalker models) and one target model (People model). In particular, when the user selects the Mother 2 Female trace-link, the corresponding source
and target elements (Mother and Female) are identified by the editor.

Fig. 6. Multi-panel editor to show trace models

It worth mentioning that this multi-panel editor has been used in more complex
scenarios such as traces models between UML conceptual data models and XML
Schemas [14].
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4

Conclusion

Models play a key role in any MDE proposal [4]. Therefore, MDE practitioners
should have at their disposal the proper and mature tooling to create and handle
models. In this context, Eclipse and EMF [7][20] are widely used as underlying basis
for the development of new tools. Probably due to being an open-source project and
its extensive nature, EMF has been massively adopted as metamodelling framework
by researchers from academia. Another relevant advantage of EMF is its generative
nature: from the abstract syntax of a DSL collected in an Ecore metamodel, it
provides with a basic Java implementation that includes an API to handle models
programmatically as well as a full-fledged (but basic) editor.
The generative nature of EMF implies that produced editors have to be generic.
In some sense, they are general-purpose editors since they should work for models conforming to any given metamodel. However, such editors leave much room
for improvement. Indeed, they are devised to be adapted to the needs of specific
domains.
All this given, in this work we have combined the main features of EMF to
overcome the disadvantages brought by the generic nature of EMF tree-based editors
when they are used to display trace models. So, we have shown how to refine EMFgenerated code to produce a multi-panel editor that fits better with the relational
nature of trace-link models. The result is an ad-hoc editor composed by three treebased panels which shows several source models, a trace model and several target
models in an integrated manner. Moreover, it supports drag&drop creation of tracelink elements and automatic bi-directional selection of model elements and tracelinks. As well, this work has served to show that EMF-generated code can be used
as starting point to produce high-level tools and it can be easily refined to adapt
EMF-based software artefacts to specific needs. Indeed, EMF itself can be seen as
the perfect example of how to put into practice MDE principles.
Regarding directions for further work, the most immediate is to add new functionality to the multi-panel editors already developed. For instance we are integrating element searching and ordering capabilities. A more interesting direction for
future work is to follow the method presented here to develop multi-panel editors
to support other kind of models for model management operations. For instance,
we are already developing ad-hoc editors for transformation models [5]. Besides,
the refining of EMF-generated code is subject to automation. In this sense, we will
analyse Xpand to address this task.
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Abstract. The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) allows for a detailed
modeling of software development processes and methods based on the
Software and Systems Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) standard.
A comprehensive electronic process guide may be generated from such a
model. However, EPF and SPEM only support a rather coarse description of the behavior of software processes. As there is no support for
automated enactment or simulation of these software process models, one
cannot benefit from context-sensitive process guidance, automated process conformance checking, or automated progress tracking when enacting
detailed software process models.
eSPEM (enactable SPEM) is an extension of the SPEM standard that
supports UML activities and state machines for fine-grained behavior
modeling. Its operational semantics is based on OMG’s fUML (Semantics
of a Foundational Subset for Executable UML Models) and may be used
to instantiate, simulate, and enact software process models. However,
without a reasonable tooling for eSPEM the benefit for end users is still
limited.
This paper presents an integrated tool chain based on eSPEM and Eclipse.
The tool chain not only supports process modelers in modeling finegrained eSPEM-based software processes, but also guides and supports
project sta↵ in working according to the process in a context-sensitive
manner. It automates repetitive and cumbersome work like checking
process conformance or progress tracking. Hence, it lets end users benefit
from process modeling and enactment.

1

Introduction

Software development processes (SDPs) are widely accepted as a critical factor
in the efficient development of complex and high-quality software and systems.
Beginning with Osterweil’s process programming [1] many process modeling
languages (PML) have been proposed to describe SDPs in more or less abstract,
(semi-)formal ways, see [2–4] for an overview.
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SPEM [5] is a standardized PML; it is based on the UML Infrastructure
[6] and defines a graphical notation. Due to its familiar notation, practitioners
can pick up SPEM easily. The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) provides a
reference implementation of SPEM. However, SPEM and EPF have been primarily
designed to model and document the static structure of SDPs. Thus, when a
SDP is modeled with SPEM, this results in a thorough informal documentation
of the process. With EPF, one may generate an electronic process guide from a
SPEM-based SDP model. Such a process documentation is valuable or may even
be required, for example in safety critical projects, but it does not provide much
additional value for the project sta↵ as there is no help in executing the process.
Although it has been a requirement, executability is not in the scope of
the current version 2.0 of SPEM, even though it would provide the following
additional benefits (see [1, 7]): First, executable software process models can be
simulated and can thus more easily be validated before they are used in a project.
Second, a process execution machine (PEX) can guide and support the project
sta↵. Third, since a PEX can automatically check conformance of the executed
process with the modeled process, it can detect and prevent process violations.
Finally, a PEX can track progress of the executed process. This is of great use
for process audits, because it is possible to partially automate the proof that the
actually executed process conforms to the modeled process.
In [8] we presented eSPEM, a SPEM extension based on UML activities
and state machines [9]. In addition to the behavior modeling concepts of UML
(for example, decisions, exceptions, and events), eSPEM also provides behavior
modeling concepts that are specific to SDPs (e.g., task scheduling). These behavior
modeling concepts can be used to describe the behavior of SDPs in a fine-grained,
formal, but intuitive way. The formality of the SDP behavior description is
required in order to execute it. Another requisite of SDP execution is that there
is a rigid definition of the operational semantics used to describe a SDP. In [10]
we presented the operational semantics of eSPEM based on the OMG standard
Semantics of a Foundational Subset for Executable UML Models (fUML) [11].
fUML defines the operational semantics of UML activities and actions. But fUML
execution is limited to a single machine, and fUML does not support human
interaction nor can its execution model be extended. While fUML is suitable
for local simulation, it is insufficient for distributed process execution which is
needed for typical team-driven software projects. Thus, we added support for
distributed execution, human interaction, and user specific extensions to the
operational semantics of eSPEM. We also implemented the operational semantics
of UML state machines which are missing in fUML.
Our extensions to SPEM and fUML are the conceptual foundation of a detailed
software process modeling and automated enactment. However, a reasonable tool
support for eSPEM is required to let end users benefit. This papers presents
such an integrated tool chain for software process modeling and execution. Fig. 1
gives an overview of the tool chain from a user’s perspective.
A Process Designer models, validates, and simulates an executable software
process using a Process Modeling Environment (PME). The Process Designer
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Integrated Tool Chain

may then deploy the resulting model to a PEX. A Manager may use the PEX
to create development projects that follow the model. The PEX interprets the
software process model and guides and supports the Developer s through the
process. Depending on a task a developer performs, the PEX o↵ers context
sensitive help. The PEX also cooperates with tools used in the process and
manages artifacts as specified in the process model. It can report deviations
between the modeled process and the process actually executed. In addition, the
PEX tracks all actions performed throughout the process and supports process
traceability.
Section 2 presents the overall architecture of our integrated tool chain and
shows how it achieves the mentioned benefits. In section 3 we use the tool chain
to model and enact an exemplary process. Section 4 covers related approaches
and tools. In section 5 we conclude and preview future work.

2

Architecture of the Integrated Tool Chain

The tool chain is built from three major components (see Fig. 2). First, a Process
Modeling Environment (PME) to model, simulate and deploy software processes,
a Process Enactment Server (PES) that manages deployed process models and
distributed process model instances, and a Process Enactment Client (PEC)
that is the graphical front end for process enactment. PEC and PES employ a
traditional client/server architecture, together providing the functionality of a
PEX (see Fig. 1). All three components are based on the Eclipse Equinox OSGi
framework [12] and several other Eclipse components [13] (see Fig. 2) to help
distributed development teams in their process enactment.
2.1

Process Modeling Environment (PME)

The PME implements the abstract and concrete syntax of the modeling language
eSPEM. The abstract syntax is realized as an EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework)
Ecore meta-model [14] accompanied by mostly generated Java code. Since typical
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SDP models tend to be large and complex, the PME strives to reduce that
complexity. First, a view-based diagram editing approach for eSPEM’s concrete
syntax makes modeling of processes more intuitive and easier. Four di↵erent
types of diagrams depict di↵erent aspects of the SDP model. There are a state
machine diagram editor and an activity diagram editor for the dynamic behavior
of software processes. Aspects of the static structure of software processes can be
modeled with a method content diagram editor and a team profile diagram editor.
All diagram editors are realized with GMF (Graphical Modeling Framework) [15]
and may be used concurrently on a single process model.
In order to further reduce complexity of process models and to provide fast
and easy access to frequently used information, we also provide a variety of
Eclipse views that filter the model by the type of model elements. For example,
the activity view shows all activities within a model. These views also show the
semantic relations among model elements, e.g., which roles perform an activity.
As a result, these views provide fast access to a model element and its usage
within the model. In addition, there is an electronic process guide (EPG) preview
that provides a comprehensive, navigable electronic process documentation in
natural language. It uses a model-to-text (M2T) transformation to generate an
EPG and to display it in a browser.
For general purpose modeling, the model explorer provides an unfiltered view
of the abstract syntax tree of a process model. It can be used to generically create,
select, move, and delete elements. In addition, model validation can be triggered
from the model explorer. Our validation support is based on the EMF Validation
Framework [14] and various OCL [16] constraints in the eSPEM meta-model.
This automated validation support is a great help in checking a large model for
structural and semantic correctness. For even more validation support, there is
the process simulation view. It may be used to locally simulate the behavior of
a process on top of the eSPEM execution machine. Process simulation greatly
improves debugging and testing SDPs and finding bottlenecks in them.
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As most software processes have to be tailored to the needs of a concrete
project, eSPEM provides language constructs to adapt and select processes and
development methods, and to bring them together as a process configuration [8,
5]. To ease process configuration, the configuration view helps to bind a process
to methods by simple drag-and-drop.
Similar to process tailoring, a PEX must be adaptable to the needs of a
concrete project or organization. For this kind of adaption the tool chain provides
a lot of extension points for plugins. Plugins may be developed with the PME
that also includes all Eclipse components for Java and Eclipse plugin development.
There are extension points for tool adapters, version control systems, extensions
of our process runtime infrastructure, and process plugins. To deploy and enact
a process model, a corresponding process plugin for our PES/PEC has to be
generated first. This task is fully automated. Model-to-model and M2T transformations turn an eSPEM-based process model into an Ecore model, Java code,
and meta data (e.g., OSGi meta data, EPG) that form a process plugin. Finally,
process plugins may adapt an already running process to a new version of its
process model. For this purpose, we use Epsilon Flock [17], a transformation
language for model migrations. Flock greatly simplifies model migrations because
only rules for transforming structural di↵erences have to be written explicitly at
the level of the generated Ecore models. Unchanged parts of two meta-models
are adapted automatically.
2.2

Process Enactment Server (PES)

The PES provides secure shared access to process instances. It manages eSPEM
execution models with CDO [13], a framework that allows for concurrent remote
access to models and supports model versioning. We use the latter to implement
traceability of process enactment. This is useful in process audits and for process
improvements. Since versioning leads to large amounts of data, we use a relational
database as back-end to store execution models. To secure access to process
instances, we implemented an access control layer on top of CDO and Riena [18].
The eSPEM process execution machine relies on the observer design pattern
to track changes of the execution model. Upon each change, the next execution
steps are computed and performed. For performance reasons, the PES manages
the observer object that has direct access to process instances in the Java virtual
machine of the PES.
2.3

Process Enactment Client (PEC)

The PEC provides views and editors to instantiate, manage, and execute deployed
software process models and their instances. It is an Eclipse rich client application
and may be directly integrated into the development environment used by
the project sta↵. The PEC presents two predefined perspectives: First, the
administration perspective with views and editors to create and administrate
projects, users, and plugins. Second, the process enactment perspective that the
project sta↵ uses to execute the process, i.e., manage activities, tasks, and work
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products. Context-sensitive help from the electronic process guide is seamlessly
integrated into those perspectives to allow a direct access to the relevant part of
the process description.
Process audits often require a thorough documentation of each process step.
Without an automated enactment this results in a lot of additional manual
labor. The PEC/PES fully automates this work and automatically generates log
messages that make all changes to the process state reproducible. The PEC’s
process log view is another benefit as it provides easy access to the generated log
messages.
Due to the complexity of software processes, it is often a nontrivial task to
follow them. It is even more difficult to fix conformance problems after things have
gone wrong. eSPEM uses (OCL) constraints to detect such problems. Checking
of conformance is bundled with a transaction system that performs rollbacks in
case of severe problems or issues warnings in case of less severe problems. This
automated process instance validation and rollback helps project sta↵ in working
according to the process by reducing time to detect problems.

3

Walkthrough of an Exemplary SDP

To demonstrate the functionality of our integrated tool chain, we first cover the
Scrum SDP [19] as an exemplary process. Scrum is an agile, iterative-incremental
process. An iteration is called sprint. Within each sprint, a potentially shippable
product increment is developed. A sprint starts with a sprint planning meeting.
During this meeting, tasks are estimated and written down in the sprint backlog.
After the sprint planning meeting, the planned tasks are executed by project sta↵.
Each day starts with a daily scrum meeting followed by development work. At the
end of a sprint, the developed product increment is presented during the sprint
review meeting. Afterwards, the sprint is discussed and process improvements
are elaborated during the sprint retrospective meeting.
3.1

Modeling Scrum

After this sketch of Scrum, we illustrate how to model a part of Scrum with a
PME, deploy the model to a PES, and enact Scrum with a PEC. We provide a
more detailed version of this example as screencast in [20]. Our tool chain can be
downloaded from [21].
Since software development is a creative endeavour, not all details of a
process can be anticipated and modeled. In fact, most processes (including
Scrum) use dedicated planning activities (e.g., the sprint planning meeting) to
react upon changing requirements or risks within a project. However, current
process modeling languages have no means to express such process situations. In
contrast, eSPEM provides task schedulers to model the planning of dynamically
instantiated tasks. Fig. 3 shows how a task scheduler (Backlog Task Scheduler)
may be used to model an execution strategy (e.g., based on the priority or
dependencies of a task) for tasks within the Sprint Backlog.
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Fig. 3. Behavior model of a Scrum sprint modeled with eSPEM and our PME

The special action Execute Backlog Tasks accepts the Sprint Backlog
and executes its tasks in the order determined by the Backlog Task Scheduler.
Using this modeling concept, we integrated the main project planning behavior
of Scrum into our process model. The two additional actions in Fig. 3 have simple
call semantics executing the tasks they refer to (Sprint Review Meeting and
Sprint Retrospective Meeting). In the same way, the behavior of a Sprint
shown in Fig. 3 may be called by another activity.
Although this example lacks some detail (see [20] for a more detailed step-bystep presentation), we expressed the main behavior of a Scrum sprint with just a
few model elements. This behavior may be simulated with a PME or enacted
with a PES to drive a Scrum-based project. For the latter, a user must deploy
the process model as a process plugin to a PES.
3.2

Enacting Scrum

After a process plugin is successfully
deployed to a PES, a PEC may be employed to create a development project
that uses this process. When a project
is created the PES automatically creates an initial activity, artifact repositories, and proxy objects for the process roles and tools. Afterwards, the
behavior of the initial activity must be
started manually to execute the process.
In our example, the Sprint Behavior
is executed. As shown in Fig. 3, a sprint
planning meeting has to be executed
Fig. 4. Scrum Enactment with our PEC first in a sprint. To guide the user, the
PES interprets the process model and
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creates a request to execute a sprint planning meeting. A PEC displays these
pending execution requests in a dedicated view called Execution Explorer (see
Fig. 4). This view provides context-sensitive actions to mark a task as finished.
When a user marks the sprint planning meeting as finished, the PES executes
the next action (Execute Backlog Tasks) by inspecting the Sprint Backlog
(provided as input parameter) and scheduling the tasks in the backlog according
to the Backlog Task Scheduler. This results in further execution requests in
the Execution Explorer that must be handled by a user. When all requests are
handled, execution of a Sprint Review Meeting and a Sprint Retrospective
Meeting is requested by the PES. Finally, the control flow returns to the caller
of the Sprint Behavior that may start another sprint. With this short example,
we demonstrated how to model a SDP with our PME, deploy it, and enact it
with a PES and a PEC.

4

Related Work

Many authors have identified software process modeling and execution as relevant
for producing software. Early approaches of software processes modeling are
executable [2] but had limited impact in industry due to their complex formalisms,
low level of abstraction, or inferior tool support [22]. Therefore, below we focus
on high-level modeling languages with up-to-date tool support.
The Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) [23], IBM Rational Team
Concert (RTC) [24], and Method Park Stages [25] are popular Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) tools that integrate other tools, e.g., configuration
management systems, change management systems, and IDEs into a distributed
development and collaboration platform. Although they can be adapted to a
process by using templates, their template languages are limited to static aspects
of the processes only. In contrast to our work, these tools cannot guide and
support project sta↵ in executing a custom process based on a process template,
e.g., they cannot determine the next possible steps in a process and guide project
sta↵ accordingly.
UML4SPM [26] extends SPEM 1.1 with UML 2.0 behavior modeling concepts.
Although its operational semantics has been implemented on top of fUML to
simulate and execute UML4SPM-based process models [27], there is no support
for distributed execution that is needed for realistic team-based development.
The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [28] o↵ers a reference implementation
of SPEM 2.0. With the IBM Rational Method Composer [29] a commercial version
of EPF is also available. Although comprehensive EPGs may be generated from
such EPF models, they lack a description of the behavior as SPEM lacks suitable
language constructs. Hence, EPF cannot simulate or enact a process and thus
cannot help exploit the mentioned benefits, e.g., it makes process validation more
complex.
The Process Enactment Toolkit (PET) [30] is a framework to enact process
models. PET is a generic model-to-model transformation framework with input
adapters for di↵erent process modeling languages and output adapters for di↵erent
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issue management, collaboration, and ALM tools like TFS. As stated above, TFS
and other ALM tools fall short in guiding and supporting project sta↵. Moreover,
in contrast to our work PET cannot simulate process execution.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an integrated tool chain for modeling and enacting
software processes. The Eclipse-based tool provides a reasonable support for modeling, documenting, simulating, and enacting eSPEM-based software processes.
It also comes with a process simulator to easily validate a process before it is
enacted. Our context-sensitive help provides easy access to the relevant part of
the process documentation. Our automated process logging keeps accurate data
for process audits and improvements without any additional e↵ort for project
sta↵. Furthermore, the tool automatically checks for process conformance and
proactively prevents illegal process states. Our tool chain relies on the Eclipse
architecture to integrate other Eclipse-based extensions and third party tools.
Currently no other tool provides such a completely integrated approach that
leverages all mentioned benefits of automated process enactment.
Our future work will extend the scope of our integrated tool chain to support
process assessments and to check conformance of process models to process
reference models, e.g., CMMI [31], and standards like ISO 26262 (Road vehicles –
Functional safety) [32]. Since our tool chain provides access to the process model
and runtime data, it is an ideal environment to check conformance of processes.
We integrate standard models and trace models with our tool chain in order to
support assessments of process models, and assessments of executed processes
in multi-certification contexts (i.e., processes must conform to more than one
standard).
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Abstract. Graph-based model visualizations can e↵ectively communicate information, but their creation and maintenance require a lot of
manual e↵ort and hence reduce productivity. In this paper we build on
the concept of Model Driven Visualization by presenting a meta model
for graphical views and an infrastructure for configurable automatic layout. This enables the transient views approach, in which we efficiently
derive and draw graph representations from arbitrary models.

1

Introduction

Graphical modeling languages such as the UML and its dialects as well as domainspecific modeling languages (DSMLs) can be e↵ectively employed for a multitude of purposes, including documentation, communication, and code generation. However, an important amount of productivity is wasted with drawing and
beautification activities while working with state-of-the-practice modeling environments. Even when automatic layout is available, it is often unable to properly
consider domain-specific requirements on the layout. Furthermore, the development of a graphical notation can be unnecessarily tedious, especially when it
comes to the details.
Our objective is to allow lightweight and transient graphical representations,
following the concept of Model Driven Visualization (MDV) introduced by Bull
et al. [4]. This means that views are completely specified using model transformations, hence no manual user interaction is required. Our main contribution
is a meta model for graphs, their layout, and their graphical representation. We
employ this meta model both for the view model of generated graphical views
and for the interface to layout algorithms. Furthermore, we present an infrastructure for automatic layout that is statically and dynamically configurable and
provides the foundation for transient view synthesis. Both contributions are realized within the KIELER project,1 which provides an Eclipse update site. A more
detailed version of this paper is available as technical report [12].
This paper is organized as follows. We discuss previous work on view synthesis
and layout integration in Sect. 2. The meta models and basic approaches for
transient views are presented in Sect. 3. The integration and configuration of
layout algorithms in Eclipse is described in Sect. 4, after which we conclude.
?
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2

Related Work

The work presented here builds on Model Driven Visualization as proposed by
Bull et al. [4, 2], which is an extension of the Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
approach to the creation of views. This helps to lift the development of graphical
tools to a more abstract level. However, Bull et al. focus on view models for different kinds of data visualization, which does not only include graphs, but also
tables and charts. The Zest toolkit [3] employed in their contribution mainly
addresses the SWT integration of graph viewers and o↵ers only few graph layout
algorithms. In our approach we go one step further and add rendering specification as well as layout directives to the graph view model and hence allow to
express all details of the generated view using MDE methods.
A very simple tool for visualizing EMF models is o↵ered by the EMF To
Graphviz project.2 Being restricted to drawing boxes with lists of attributes
and using Graphviz as layout engine [8], this tool it is very limited in terms of
rendering and layout, which makes it useful for debugging and rapid prototyping,
but insufficient for more complex visualizations.
The established graphical modeling frameworks GMF and Graphiti are not
well suited for transient model visualization in the sense of this paper. Both
are designed for composing models by dragging and dropping figures onto a
diagram canvas. They require a fully-fledged editor setup in order to simply show
diagrams, which is a waste of resources that is felt bitterly for large diagrams.
Although Graphiti maintains the description of figures in a view model (the
Pictogram model), some characteristics, such as the bend point rendering of
edges (angular or rounded), are configured in the editor code. GMF’s Notation
model has no means at all for specifying rendering primitives, but points to
predefined edit part classes using integer identifiers. The arrangement of figures
(micro layout) must be realized in Java code in both frameworks. While GMF
relies on the layout manager concept of Draw2D, Graphiti requires to implement
layout features. This inconsistent use of view models for the specification of
graphics impedes the application of model transformations and other modelbased techniques for full-automatic view generation.
Although editor code generation front-ends such as GMF Tooling 3 and Spray 4
o↵er means for model-based view specification, the generated code su↵ers from
the same problems as described above. The additional level of abstraction makes
it even harder to customize and fine-tune the views. Furthermore, GMF Tooling
requires a tight coupling of model and view. This imposes strong requirements
on the structure of the meta model, i. e. the abstract syntax of the language,
which is not acceptable, since we aim for multiple views on the same model.
Modeling tools such as GME [10] and VMTS [11], which are built on Windows
instead of Eclipse, allow the creation of graphical editors with custom graphics,
but the graphics must be created by either using a specific API or editing a
2

http://sourceforge.net/projects/emf2gv/

3

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmp/?project=gmf-tooling

4
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(a) Inheritance hierarchy of a class.

(b) Proposal: transient Statechart diagram.

Fig. 1. Examples of transient views

visualization model in the UI. The focus of these projects is on meta-modeling
and model transformations, and they do not cover automatic view generation
and layout.

3

Towards Lightweight Graphical Modeling

The common graphical modeling approaches, either based on generic modeling
environments or customized editing tools, require the modeler to manually put
each single element on the canvas and determine its position. If an element
shall be characterized with respect to di↵erent facets, e. g. a class as part of
a software system, multiple diagrams must be drawn, each representing that
element from di↵erent points of view. Those diagrams are often persisted in
separate files, which may lead to consistency issues if elements are reordered or
deleted. Regarding this dissatisfying situation we believe that it can be improved
by exploiting the ability to automatically arrange diagram elements.
3.1

Transient Graphical Views

We propose to employ the transient views approach, which consists of the direct
synthesis of graphical views out of existing models. This inverts the traditional
graphical editing approach, in which a model is constructed using a graphical
view. In our vision a modeler works with an arbitrary editor, e. g. based on a
textual DSL, and requests and dismisses graphical views like Java programmers
hit ctrl+T to see the inheritance hierarchy of a class, see Fig. 1. This way the
benefits of graphical modeling are preserved, while disadvantages such as time
consuming composition are avoided.
The transient graphical view synthesis process comprises the following steps.
1. Select models to be represented, possibly with manual or automatic filtering.
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2. Construct a view model according to mapping rules from the domain model.
a. Identify the essential graph elements (nodes, edges, labels, ports).
b. Create each element’s graphics by composing rendering primitives.
c. Arrange the rendering primitives (micro layout).
3. Arrange the graph structure of the view model (macro layout).
a. Analyze the view model and derive a layout graph.
b. Configure the layout by choosing layout algorithms and setting options.
c. Execute the layout algorithms.
d. Transfer the computed layout back to the view model.
4. Render the view model by means of a 2D graphics framework.
In our approach we aim to optimize the synthesis process in terms of performance and simplicity in order to justify the predicate “lightweight”. This would
enable truly transient views, eliminating the necessity of persisting the view
models. We achieve this by employing the same meta model for layout algorithms and for the view model, and extending it with annotations for expression
of rendering primitives and their arrangement. This yields the following benefits:
– The view model is based on EMF and thus allows to use model transformation
as well as other model-based techniques, which is the basic idea of MDV [4].
For instance, this enables the employment of interpreted transformations
that could be formulated by the tool user. This advantage applies to all
three parts of Step 2 in the view synthesis process.
– In common graphical editors the micro layout (Step 2.c) is implemented
in Java (see Sect. 2). By including the micro layout specification in the
rendering model we are able to express it on an abstract level. While this
may seem like a trivial matter, it turns out to be crucial for the consistent
use of automatic layout: as illustrated in Fig. 2, changes of the macro layout
may require recomputation of the micro layout. Therefore a close coupling
of both levels of layout is beneficial.
– Step 3.a is often an intricate task, which concerns the extraction of the graph
structure as well as the initial macro layout. We obtain the simplest possible
solution by using the same graph structure for the view model and the layout
process, hence no transformation or adaption is needed. This also applies to
Step 3.d, since the concrete layout attached to the graph instance during
execution of layout algorithms directly a↵ects the view model.
3.2

Use Cases

Applications of transient views are manifold. As motivated in Sect. 3.1, modelers
may want to get certain information on their system under development. Similarly, modelers continuously want to check the correctness of their work, e. g. the
reachability of states in Statecharts, by reviewing it in an alternative notation.
In case of an error the fix shall be performable directly in the view.
In practice, specifications of large systems are usually created in a componentbased way. This often occurs in form of declaring and referencing elements separately. An example, found in the railway signaling domain, looks as follows
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Fig. 2. Broken figure rendering after an update of the Statechart diagram: inserting
labels on the transitions between the OpenTray and ClosedTray states causes the On
state to be enlarged; afterwards the state label is not centered anymore and the line
below is too short.

Fig. 3. Component architectural outline on a specification excerpt of a complex railway
signaling system. It has been composed based on various single description parts.

(simplified). There are three types of components, each of them specified in a
separate document: a MainController, SwitchControllers, and SwitchDrivers. The
components communicate via dedicated interfaces described in further specification parts. Finally, instances of the components are introduced and connected in
an additional statement. Although those particular descriptions may be simple,
the resulting networks can become quite complex and difficult to browse, understand, and maintain. By means of transient views the tool can o↵er specific
compound representations, which are built upon multiple parts of the specification, and provide a component architectural outline as shown in Fig. 3.
3.3

The KGraph and KRendering Meta Models

The KGraph meta model describes the graph as used in steps 2.a and 3.a of the
view synthesis process. Its class diagram, derived from an EMF Ecore model, is
shown in Fig. 4. The graph structure is represented by the classes KNode, KEdge,
KPort, and KLabel. Each instance of these graph elements contains an attached
KEdgeLayout (for edges) or KShapeLayout (for other elements), which are both
able to hold concrete layout data as well as abstract layout data represented by
layout options (see Sect. 4). A graph is represented by a KNode instance with
its content stored in the children reference.
Fig. 5 depicts an excerpt of the KRendering notation meta model, which is
an extension of KGraph. Basic figure shapes are instances of KRendering, which
inherits from KGraphData and thus can be attached to KGraphElements. KRen-
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Fig. 4. KGraph meta model with basic graph structures and layout data.



















































Fig. 5. KRendering basic shapes to be composed to diagram figures.

derings can be configured in terms of KStyles for specification of properties such
as line width or foreground and background color (see Fig. 6). KRenderingRefs
refer to other rendering definitions, and templates of KRenderings may be stored
in a KRenderingLibrary. The placement of KRenderings can be defined by means
of KDirectPlacementData or KPolylinePlacementData (see Fig. 7), or by attaching
them to grid- or stack-based micro layouts, which are omitted here. The direct
placement definitions consist of two points, given by KX-/KYPositions, that are
related to the borders of the parent KRendering. Polyline placements consist of a
number of bend positions, respectively. These implicit coordinates are resolved
in Step 4 of the view synthesis process.
The composition of diagram figures by means of the KRendering primitives
is exemplified in Fig. 8, showing a description excerpt of the SwitchController diagram node from Fig. 3. The figure consists of a KNode comprising a KShapeLay-
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Fig. 6. KRendering core elements.


















 






























Fig. 7. KRendering placement elements for specifying micro layout directives.

out defining its size and a layouter hint, a KRectangle, and a bunch of KPorts
(only one is shown for the sake of brevity). The rectangle covers the whole figure,
since no placement data are given, and contains two horizontally centered text
fields showing the type and instance name of the depicted element (the second
text field’s description is omitted, too). They are modified in terms of the text’s
vertical alignment, the transparency of the background color, and their size and
position in the figure that is characterized by the KDirectPlacementData entry.
Thus, the first text field spans a rectangle ranging from the left to the right and
from the top to 14pt below the top border of the diagram figure. The horizontally
centered alignment is set by default.
The figures of the ports are basically constructed in the same way, apart from
horizontal alignment of the port label text field. In addition, one observes that
KText elements determine their minimal size by their font size and text length.
Hence, the horizontal part of the bottomRight position does not matter for the
left aligned port label. Observe furthermore that child KRenderings need not to
be placed within the bounds of its parent, which is the case for the port label.
The view synthesis process is realized in the KIELER Lightweight Diagrams
(KLighD) project, our test bed for investigating the topic of transient graphical
representations, which is integrated in the KIELER view management [7]. KLighD
provides infrastructure to manage the mapping rules needed in Step 2, which
currently have to be provided by the tool developer. Step 3, the macro layout, is
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KNode {
KShapeLayout {
width 200 height 100
mapProperties:
"de.cau.cs.kieler.portConstraints"
= "FIXED_POS"
},
KRectangle {
KBackgroundColor 255 250 205
KText "SwitchController" {
KVerticalAlignment TOP
KBackgroundVisibility false
KDirectPlacementData {
topLeft KLeftPosition abs 0.0 rel 0.0
/ KTopPosition abs 0.0 rel 0.0
bottomRight KRightPosition abs 0.0 rel 0.0
/ KTopPosition abs 14.0 rel 0.0
}
},
...
}

KPort {
KShapeLayout {
xpos -8 ypos 31 width 9 height 9
},
KRectangle {
KBackgroundColor 0 0 0
KText "turn" {
KFontSize 9,
KHorizontalAlignment LEFT
KBackgroundVisibility false
KDirectPlacementData {
topLeft KLeftPosition abs 12.0 rel 0.0
/ KTopPosition abs 0.0 rel 0.0
bottomRight KLeftPosition abs 0.0 rel 0.0
/ KBottomPosition abs 0.0 rel 0.0
}
}
}
},
...
}

Fig. 8. Excerpt of the KRendering-based specification of the SwitchController diagram
element depicted in Fig. 3.

delegated to the KIELER Infrastructure for Meta Layout (KIML), see Sec. 4, and
Step 4, the rendering of the representation, is performed by the graphics framework Piccolo2D [1]. Since the view model (KGraph + KRendering) does not rely
on any specific graphics framework, we will add support for other frameworks
such as Draw2D in the future.

4

Configurable Automatic Layout

Research on graph drawing algorithms has led to a rich variety of methods over
the past 30 years [6, 9]. In theory, these layout methods should equip users of
graphical modeling tools adequately to satisfy their need for automatic diagram
layout. However, today’s modeling tools are still quite far from the point where
diagram layout would be available with the same flexibility as textual formatting
such as the Java code formatter of Eclipse JDT. The problem is not the lack of
appropriate algorithms or libraries for graph layout, but rather their integration.
Two examples of excellent libraries are OGDF [5] and Graphviz [8], both of
which o↵er several layout methods with plenty of options for customization. The
former o↵ers a C++ API and support for GML and OGML graph formats, while
the latter o↵ers a C API and support for the DOT graph format. Connecting
one of these tools to a Java application is a costly task, since it consists either
in the intricacy of directly executing native code or in the communication with
a separate process using one of the supported graph formats.
The KIELER Infrastructure for Meta Layout (KIML) provides a bridge between diagram viewers and layout algorithms and o↵ers interfaces for layout
configuration. Graphviz, OGDF, and a collection of Java-based algorithms are
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included, thus o↵ering a wide variety of layouts to Eclipse based diagram editors and viewers. Graphiti and GMF have been connected generically such that
layout can be done in many editors that are based on these frameworks without
the need of adding or changing any code. However, as explained in Sect. 3.1, the
layout process is a lot more efficient for KLighD views.
4.1

Layout Configuration

We consider two levels of automatic layout: concrete layout and abstract layout.
A concrete layout determines the exact position and size of all elements of a
graph, including nodes, labels, and edge bend points, whereas an abstract layout
consists of options for the selection and configuration of layout algorithms. When
an algorithm is executed on an input graph, it reads these options and considers
them in the calculation of graph element positions.
Layout options can be set for each graph element independently. This allows
to modify general settings of an algorithm, to set constraints for specific graph
elements, or even to apply di↵erent layout algorithms for di↵erent hierarchy
levels of a compound graph. These layout options are set in Step 3.b of the view
synthesis process described in Sect. 3.1 by executing a set of layout configurators
on each graph element. Some of the currently defined layout configurators are
described in the following.
– The Default configurator has the lowest priority and returns default layout
settings that are acceptable for most graphs.
– The Eclipse configurator manages an extension point and a preference page,
which can both be used to override default values for specific element types.
The edit part class or the domain model class can be used to specify the
type of a graph element.
– The Semantic configurator is an extensible mechanism for deriving layout
settings from the domain model. This is used when di↵erent layout option
values are chosen depending on properties of the domain model instance.
– The GMF / Graphiti configurators allow to customize the layout for a
single diagram, which can be done through an Eclipse view named Layout.
For GMF diagrams the options are stored as Style annotations in the Notation
model, while for Graphiti the options are stored as Property annotations in
the Pictogram model.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a continuation of the MDV approach by allowing the view model to
express graph structure as well as rendering and layout directives. The KGraph
meta model includes structural information that is relevant for layout algorithms,
properties for abstract layout specification, and concrete layout data calculated
by algorithms. The KRendering meta model adds rendering primitives with style
and micro layout annotations. The system is backed by a flexible and configurable
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automatic layout infrastructure. Putting these building blocks together yields a
tool that is well suited for the visualization of complex models.
Our future work will target various aspects. Diagram specifications shall be
expressed in a textual language, similarly to Köhnlein’s Generic Graph View.5
This involves describing the rendering of elements, as well as composing diagrams, which may be understood as queries on a model base. The synthesized
diagrams shall be equipped with semantic zoom, i. e. the ability to change their
amount of detail according to the user’s focus. Finally, intuitive means for modifying the abstract layout, e. g. in form of sliders or gestures, shall be investigated.
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Abstract. In this paper we present CommentTemplate, which realizes
code generation features, as known from many model-driven development tools, as a Java language extension. This paper first introduces
CommentTemplate and discusses its features and limitations. Second,
it discusses CommentTemplate as an example of (a) a tool that makes
concepts from model-driven development easily accessible for Java programmers and (b) a powerful and stable tool that was realized in a short
time thanks to Eclipse modeling technology.

1

Introduction

One of the fundamental technologies of model-driven development approaches
is code generation. Hence, many code generation technologies emerged over the
years. In the Eclipse modeling project alone, multiple solutions exist [1–6]. Furthermore, there exist numerous code generation tools and framework for Java
outside Eclipse, which can also be combined with Eclipse modeling technology
(e.g., [7–9] and many more).
An issue model-driven development approaches, and code generation in particular, face when originating from academia, is their adoption by the “common”
developer in industry. First, an approach needs adequate tool support above the
level of academic prototyping. Second, such tools should be easily accessible for
the developer. That is, the developer should be able to immediately start working with the tools without the need to acquire more theoretical knowledge in the
beginning (flat learning curve).
Eclipse, and the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), have greatly supported
these two points in the past. First, the Eclipse plugin mechanism and the extendability of EMF allow a rapid development of new high-quality modeling
tools by reusing existing, well-tested functionality. Second, Eclipse, being the
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development platform of choice for many Java developers, gives Java developers
a quicker access to modeling technologies, because they are integrated into the
tool (Eclipse) they use on a daily basis. However, this second point so far mainly
addressed integration with the Eclipse IDE and not with the Java language itself. This makes it still difficult for Java developers to easily understand and use
modeling tools which, at a first glance, are not connected to Java programming.
We previously developed the Java Model Printer and Parser (JaMoPP) [10],
to bring Eclipse modeling and the Java language closer together. JaMoPP consists of a Java metamodel (defined in EMF’s Ecore) and the tooling to parse Java
source (and byte) code into instances of that metamodel as well as to print instances back to Java source code. This increases integration of modeling and Java
both on the modeling and metamodeling level. On the modeling level, JaMoPP
is used to handle the Java language equally to other modeling languages, which
allows Eclipse modeling tools to work on Java source code as on other models (e.g., model-to-model transformations can be used to generate Java code).
On the metamodeling level, JaMoPP allows the integration of Java and other
(modeling) languages. New elements can be inserted into Java by extending the
Java metamodel and syntax or parts of Java can be reused in other (modeling)
languages by importing the Java metamodel and syntax.
In this paper, we present CommentTemplate, which is a code generation extension for the Java language. CommentTemplate is both an example of a tool
that transfers concepts of model-driven development to the programming tool
world and an example of a powerful, stable tool that was developed in a short
time by taking advantage of Eclipse and Eclipse modeling technology. CommentTemplate takes the important features of existing code generation languages,
which are not o↵ered by Java itself already, and implements those as a lightweight extension for Java instead of providing a new language. This demonstrates
how fundamental features of model-driven technology can be realised closely to
an existing and well-accepted programming language to make these features,
which are valuable in their own right, more accessible for programmers. CommentTemplate is developed based on JaMoPP and consists of approximately 800
lines of code. This shows how JaMoPP can indeed be used on the metamodeling
level for developing tools that integrate into the Java language and thus benefit
from the existing Java tooling in the Eclipse IDE. Although, we are both modeling enthusiasts and Java programmers, we prefer using CommentTemplate over
other code generation tools in certain situations. We motivate our reasons for
that by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of CommentTemplate.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces CommentTemplate
an explains its features. Section 3 discusses how CommentTemplate is implemented using Eclipse modeling technology. Section 4 takes a critical look at
the usefulness of CommentTemplate and discuss its application areas. Section 5
discusses limitations of CommentTemplate and Sect. 6 points at related work,
before a conclusion is given in Sect. 7.
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@CommentTemplate
public String helloWorld() {
String greeting = "Hello";
/*<html>
<head><title>greeting world!</title></head>
<body>*/
for (int i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {
String greeted = "World" + i;
/*
greeting greeted!<br/>*/
if (greeted.equals("World2")) {
/*
greeted, you are the best!<br/>*/
}
}
/*
</body>
</html>*/
return null;
}

Listing 1. HelloWorld @CommentTemplate method

2

CommentTemplate Syntax and Features

CommentTemplate is a Java language extension for code generation. It makes
use of and extends the following Java language elements: multi-line comments,
methods, local variables and annotations. A code generation template written in
CommentTemplate is shown in Listing 1.
A template is defined as a Java method annotated with @CommentTemplate
that has the return type String.1 Inside the Method, one can use multi-line
comments (/* */ notation) to define fragments of the template. Around these
fragments, arbitrary Java code can be written and used to formulate, for example, loops (Line 7) or conditions (Line 11). Furthermore, one can refer to local
variables of type String that are declared before the corresponding template fragment. In the example, the variable greeting (declared in Line 3) is referred to
two times inside template fragments (Lines 5 and 10).
A @CommentTemplate method can be called as any Java method inside arbitrary Java code. However, it will return the expanded template as String. That
is, all template fragments are appended and the variables inside the fragments
are filled with their values. In the example of Listing 1, the String shown in
Listing 2 is produced.
This sums up the basic features of CommentTemplate. However, CommentTemplate o↵ers two additional annotations which help with syntax conflicts between templates and output syntax.
First, one can observe, that no special quotation is used to mark variables
in a template fragment in the example (e.g. greeting in Line 5). Other code
generation tools usually define a fixed symbol for escaping such variables. This
is sometimes problematic, because depending on which output is generated,
escape symbols can conflict with the output syntax. CommentTemplate does
1

To write compilable code, a return null; statement is needed at the end of the
method, which will be replaced by the CommentTemplate compiler (cf. Sect. 3).
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<html>
<head><title>Hello world!</title></head>
<body>
Hello World1!<br/>
Hello World2!<br/>
World2, you are the best!<br/>
Hello World3!<br/>
Hello World4!<br/>
Hello World5!<br/>
</body>
</html>

Listing 2. Expanded Hello World template of Listing 1
not define such a symbol itself. However, it allows the user to do so by offering the @VariableAntiQuotation annotation which takes a String formatting pattern as argument. In the example, we could add an annotation like
@VariableAntiQuotation("#%s#") to define that variables should be enclosed
in # characters. In the example in Line 5, we would then need to write #greeting#
to a access the greeting variable. In such a case, CommentTemplate could be extended to check if a variable is declared and report a missing declaration to
the user (cf. Sect. 5.3). If @VariableAntiQuotation is not used, this kind of
feedback can not be provided.
Second, CommentTemplate still relies on one problematic fixed symbol, which
is */ to end a template fragment. To generate this symbol in the output (e.g.,
when generating Java code with comments), an additional feature is needed.
Again, usually, a fixed escape symbol, to escape such symbols which are part
of the template language itself, is o↵ered. CommentTemplate makes this configurable by o↵ering the @ReplacementRule annotation. This annotation takes
two arguments, a pattern and a replacement, which allows the specification of a
replacement for a certain String. For the problem described above, one can use
@ReplacementRule(pattern="#/", replacement="*/"), which replaces all occurences of #/ with */. #/ can then be used as an alternative for */.
Both @VariableAntiQuotation and @ReplacementRule can be applied on
the level of single @CommentTemplate methods but also on the level of classes.
This allows a fine grained control of which escape characters are used where and
helps to avoid syntax conflicts with the output syntax.

3

CommentTemplate Compiler

CommentTemplate is implemented as a Java-source-to-Java-source compiler using JaMoPP. Since JaMoPP handles Java source code as models based on an
Ecore metamodel of Java, one could also look at the CommentTemplate compiler
as a model-to-model transformation with Java as input and output metamodel.
The implementation is realized in Java but could also be realized in a model
transformation language such as QVT.
The following transformation is performed by the compiler for each method
annotated with @CommentTemplate: An instantiation of a StringBuilder is added
to the beginning of the method body and the method’s return statements are
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public String helloWorld() {
StringBuilder __content = new StringBuilder();
String greeting = "Hello";
__content.append("<html>\n");
__content.append("\t<head><title>");
__content.append(greeting.replace("\n", "\n\t"));
__content.append(" world!</title></head>\n");
__content.append("\t<body>");
for (int i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {
String greeted = "World" + i;
__content.append("\n");
__content.append("\t\t");
__content.append(greeting.replace("\n","\n\t\t"));
__content.append(" ");
__content.append(greeted);
__content.append("!<br/>");
if (greeted.equals("World2")) {
__content.append("\n");
__content.append("\t\t");
__content.append(greeted.replace("\n","\n\t\t"));
__content.append(", you are the best!<br/>");
}
}
__content.append("\n");
__content.append("\t</body>\n");
__content.append("</html>");
return __content.toString();
}

Listing 3. The Compiled HelloWorld @CommentTemplate method of Listing 1

modified to return the content of that StringBuilder as String. Furthermore, all
elements inside the method body are checked for multi-line comments.2 This
accessibility of comments is an important feature of JaMoPP exploited in the
CommentTemplate realization, which is not o↵ered by mechanisms such as plain
Java reflection. If a comment is found, it is split into lines and for each line, a
StringReference (Metaclass in the Java metamodel) is instantiated, which is filled
with the text from the comment line. Each String that is generated this way, is
passed to the StringBuilder by adding an append() call to the position in the
method, where the comment was located before. For the example, the result of
this transformation is shown in Listing 3.
An additional feature of the compiler is the indentation handling. It is a well
known problem in code template development, that formatting of the template
and formatting of the output are mixed. This basically concerns indentations,
tab (\t) characters, at the beginning of a line. In the example of Listing 1, one
can observe this issue. In Lines 3–19, one tab character is used to indent the
method body. This is formatting of the template, but not of the output. The
generated <html> (Line 4), for instance, should not be indented in the output
(cp. Listing 2; Line 1). Additional indentations of blocks inside the method (e.g.,
for-loop in Lines 8–14) should also be ignored in the output. Therefore, the CommentTemplate compiler keeps track of indentation and corrects the indentation
in each String line. This behavior was adopted from Xtend2 [5].
2

In the Java metamodel, every metaclass is a subclass of Commentable which contains
the comments that are located before the element in the source file as String.
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4

Application and Discussion

One can look at CommentTemplate from two viewpoints. First, one can regard
it as yet another code generation tool. Second, one can look at it as a Java
language extension that is so slim, that it does not even extend the syntax of the
language. With a critical look from these two viewpoints, two questions arise:
1. Why do we need another code generation tool if there are so many already?
2. Is a language extension that does not extend the Java syntax powerful enough
to add any significant new functionality that is not o↵ered by Java itself or
can be added through a library alone?
4.1

CommentTemplate vs. Code-Generation Tools

We developed CommentTemplate out of a need we had ourselves, which was not
met by existing code generation solutions. For us, the most important properties
for a code generation tool were: (a) compilation of templates to Java such that
we can run them as plain Java applications without requiring a template interpreter at template expansion time, (b) no dependencies in the template code to
(possibly changing) runtime frameworks or libraries, (c) tight integration into
Java, since this is the language we are working with most, (d) the ability to
reasonably format both the output and the template directly (i.e., without using
an additional formatting post-processor).
While many existing solutions meet one or more of these criteria, none of
them satisfied us completely. Before we decided to develop CommentTemplate,
we were going with Xtend2 [5], because it fulfilled criteria (a) and (d) as well as
(c) to some degree.
A problem we had with Xtend2 was that it did not satisfy requirement (b)
by providing a runtime library which was evolving with each version of Xtend2
over the last year. This made it difficult to develop and use two code generators,
which were developed with di↵erent Xtend2 versions, side-by-side inside one
Eclipse installation, since it is not possible to run two Xtend2 versions in the
same Eclipse. This violated our requirement that the more than 700 Eclipse
plugins of our open-source toolbox DropsBox [11], which are integrated by a
Continuous Integration system and deployed on a single update-side, should all
be able to run together in one Eclipse installation.
Regarding criteria (c) one still has to consider that Xtend2 is a separate language and not Java. Although, the barrier for Java developers to get started
with Xtend2 is low, since it compiles to Java source code and provides tooling that is oriented at and integrated with the Eclipse Java Development Tools
(JDT), developers still need some time to familiarize with the syntax and programming model of Xtend2. If a Java developer only needs a code generation
feature, CommentTemplate provides this in the familiar Java syntax and tools.
For CommentTemplate, the JDT Java editor can be reused directly with all
its established features. No additional editor or other kind of UI tooling (e.g.,
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buttons or menus) are needed, since the compiler runs automatically in the background when a Java file is saved. On the downside, CommentTemplate does not
o↵er other additional languages features which are sometimes useful for code
generation (cp. limitations of CommentTemplate discussed in Sect. 5).
Instead of developing CommentTemplate, we could have extended or patched
an existing open source code generation solution. However, thanks to modeldriven technology, in particular EMF and JaMoPP, CommentTemplate was developed in a very short period of time (the initial working version was written
on one afternoon). This way, we obtained a solution that exactly met our requirements with little e↵ort.3
This shows that Eclipse modeling and metamodeling technology can be used
for rapid tool development in a quality that exceeds the level of prototypes.

4.2

CommentTemplate vs. Java libraries

Before we used a code generation tool, we performed code generation with Java
directly. In fact, all templates (approx. 230) of our modeling tool EMFText [14]
are written in plain Java. The code of these templates bears a likeness to compiled
CommentTemplate code (cp. Listing 3). To make it better readable, we wrote a
small Java library that helped us with the formatting. However, the main issue
remains, which is that there is no way to write a block of output code as a String
in Java, since Strings do not support multiple lines. This renders the templates
difficult to write and read, because there is a lot of boilerplate between the lines.4
Consequently, multi-line template fragments is the feature that CommentTemplate provides, which a Java library alone can not provide. Although, we do
not extend the Java syntax, we use an existing element of the syntax — multiline comments — for this feature, by altering the semantics of this element. The
advantage of avoiding syntax extensions is that the existing tooling can be used
without adjustment. Such an adjustment, in case of the JDT, would be possible
but complex, time consuming and error prone; let alone that other Java IDEs
would also need adjustment.
Nevertheless, altering the syntax of an existing element can be difficult or
even dangerous. For multi-line comments, however, this is not the case. From
the compilers point of view, comments have no existing semantics. From a user’s
point of view, there is still the alternative of single-line comments (//) to use
inside @CommentTemplate methods. Furthermore, outside of @CommentTemplate
methods, no new semantics are given to multi-line comments.
3

4

Currently, we use CommentTemplate for example to implement the generator of our
Hibernate DSL HEDL [13] (which in turn is used in multiple customer projects) and
for our HTML5/JavaScript based company website http://www.devboost.de.
The minimal way to write multi-line Strings in Java is to use String concatenation
with the plus (+) operator, which still requires opening and closing the String in each
line with quotes (").
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5

Limitiations and Future Work

As described in the previous section, we designed CommentTemplate as a minimal extension to Java that met our requirements for a code generation tool.
Compared to other code generation languages, CommentTemplate misses certain features. Currently, we believe that these features are out of scope for CommentTemplate as we discuss in the following.
5.1

Expressions inside Template Code

First, CommentTemplate does not allow complex expressions inside the template
fragments (multi-line comments). Only String variables can be referenced to
inject content into the template. Many code generation languages have an escape
mechanism, which allows the definition of expressions inside an anti-quotation.
In cases where the @VariableAntiQuotation annotation is used in CommentTemplate, we could also support arbitrary Java expressions. For this, we
would need to extend the CommentTemplate compiler such that it takes the
String from the anti-quoted part and parses it as an expression. Since most of
the tooling for this is provided by JaMoPP already, implementing this would
probably be possible with reasonable e↵ort.
Currently however, we feel that this feature is not necessary. One can always
define a new local variable and derive its value with an arbitrary expression.
This forces the developer to keep the template fragments clean from complex
calculations. A similar separation of data calculation and template code is also
deliberately enforced by StringTemplate [8] with the same argument. However,
future experiences with CommentTemplate might lead us to rethink this issue.
5.2

Support for closures/lambda expressions

Most of the mentioned code generation languages provide closure/lambda expression support. Many rely on OCL, or a variant of it, for this. This is convenient
in code generation, for example to iterate collections or to map a collection of
Objects to a collection of Strings.
We agree that this is a helpful language feature for code generation, but also
for other tasks. Thus, we see the responsibility to provide such features at Java
itself and they might indeed be provided in Java 8 [15]. Currently, Java classes
that use CommentTemplate can be combined with other JVM-based languages
which already provide such features such as Scala [16] or Xtend2 [5]. However,
this does not allow to use features of these languages and CommentTemplate
inside the same class. For this, the CommentTemplate would need to be ported
to work directly on the source of these languages.
5.3

Future Development

In the future, we plan to add some additional Eclipse tool support for CommentTemplate. Although, the existing JDT tooling can be reused without extension,
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the usability of CommentTemplate can be improved. For instance, when antiquotation is used, CommentTemplate can report errors about variables that do
not exist directly in the source (currently these errors are only seen in the compiled version) and could o↵er code completion for variables inside templates.
Since JaMoPP/EMFText do already o↵er infrastructure to add this kind functionality, we will constantly improve on it.
Furthermore, we plan to port the templates of EMFText, which are currently
written in plain Java (cp. Sect. 4.2), to CommentTemplate. This gives us the
possibility to further assess CommentTemplate on a collection of 230 templates.

6

Related Work

CommentTemplate was motivated by the functionalities and ideas behind existing code generation languages and language features such as JET, EGL, Acceleo,
Xpand, Xtend2, MOFScript Velocity, StringTemplate or JSP [1–9]. The idea of
compiling the templates to Java source code can be found in JET [1], Xtend2 [5]
and JSP [9]. The separation of template and output formatting by a smart
handling of tab characters was adopted from Xtend2 [5]. The limitation that
CommentTemplate does not support expressions inside templates, can be seen
as a strength which forces the user to separate model and view as publicized by
StringTemplate [8]. Unique to CommentTemplate is its closeness to Java and
its lightweightness reflected in its low number of new features added to Java
and the fact that compiled templates consist of plain Java code without any
dependencies despite Java itself.

7

Conclusion

This paper demonstrated CommentTemplate, a light-weight Java language extension for code generation. CommentTemplate is developed with Eclipse modeling technology on the basis of EMF and JaMoPP. It is an example of both a
powerful, stable tool that is developed in short time thanks to Eclipse modeling
technology and a tool that brings important concepts of model-driven development closer to the programming world.

Installation Instructions and Screencast
CommentTemplate can be installed from the DropsBox update-site available at
http://www.dropsbox.org/update_trunk (category CommentTemplate).
A screencast of the CommentTemplate installation and usage is available at
http://www.dropsbox.org/CommentTemplate
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Abstract. Inherent complexity in web application development is continually increasing, due to technical challenges, like new programming
frameworks and tools. In this context, model-driven techniques can currently be used to guide the development of web systems, by focusing
on diﬀerent levels of modeling abstractions that encapsulate both implementation details and the definition of system requirements. This paper
presents Model2Roo, a tool intended for Java web application development, that relies on the Eclipse Modeling Framework and on the Spring
Roo project. In particular, this paper outlines key issues highlighted by
previous users of the tool, and demonstrates recent implemented features.

1

Introduction

Web application development is one of the most evolving industries in software
engineering [3]. However, this evolution also represents an increased complexity
in functional and non-functional requirements associated to web applications [3].
In this environment, software engineers need to constantly evaluate new technical
solutions for the development and maintenance of web applications, including a
wide variety of programming languages, frameworks and tools.
To help overcome this complexity, the Model2Roo [1] project was presented
in early 2011. Model2Roo uses a model-driven approach, in particular Model to
Text (M2T) techniques, to transform UML and Ecore [10] class diagrams into
appropriate Spring Roo commands [9], which can then be used to generate a fullblown Java web application. The generated applications are automatically built
with a set of architecture patterns and industry best practices [9], and contain
not only the static structure of the system, but also comprehensive support for
the functionality associated to the Spring Framework module4 . Model2Roo has
also been available as an open-source tool since early 20115 .
4
5

http://www.springsource.org/
http://code.google.com/p/model2roo/
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This paper describes related work (Section 2), the main issues encountered
by previous users of the tool (Section 3), demonstrates implemented features
(Section 4), and finally, outlines conclusions and future work (Section 5).

2

Related work

Web application development based on model-driven techniques is a widely researched topic in software engineering. Representative results of this research
include the Web Modeling Language (WebML) [2] and the UWE approach [5].
Both projects provide tool support to generate fully functional web applications,
including not only presentation content, but also complex navigation features.
In comparison, tool support for Model2Roo is not yet as complete and mature
as the one provided by similar projects, however the main advantage of our tool
is that it provides an association to modern application development tools, by
means of the Spring Roo project. As a result, developers can easily access the
full potential of the Spring framework, and associated projects.

3

Previous tool issues

Three main issues have consistently been highlighted by previous users of the
tool: (i) Insuﬃcient support for graphical environments; (ii) Basic edition of
Spring Roo properties; and, (iii) Troublesome installation procedure.
The first issue, support for graphical environments, was mainly associated to
the use of UML tools within the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). In this
case, though Model2Roo could generate Spring Roo commands either from Ecore
and UML files, users found it troublesome to generate these files with the basic
UML and Ecore Model Editors [10], and wanted to use more complex tools,
such as Papyrus [8]. However, when trying to use Papyrus to generate UML
class diagrams, several incompatibilities with our tool were discovered, such as
inappropiate use of numeric data types.
Model2Roo allows the specification of Spring Roo properties through Ecore
Annotations and UML Profiles. However, in previous versions of the tool, the
value for each property could only be set as free text. This led to subtle errors,
such as assigning a String value to a property that required a numeric value,
but more importantly, users that were not familiar with Spring Roo, did not
know the possible domains for each property. For example, consider the property
debugLevel, that configures the level of application debug traces. In previous
versions of the tool, users had to know that this particular property could only
be assigned one of the following values: Debug, Info, Warn, Error and Fatal.
The third issue highlighted by the users, was a troublesome installation of the
tool. In this regard, though Model2Roo was distributed as a single plugin file,
the main issue was the installation of the required dependencies, in particular,
users were required to manually install the ATL [4] and Papyrus distributions.
These three main issues have been fixed in the last version of the Model2Roo
tool. The details will be demonstrated in the following section.
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4

Features demonstration

This section demonstrates the Model2Roo features, using the Spring PetClinic
sample application6 . This system is intended for clinic employees who need to
view and manage information regarding veterinarians, clients, and pets.
A screencast detailing this demonstration is available in the project web
site7 . To try this demonstration locally, install Spring Roo, an Eclipse Modeling
distribution8 , and finally, Model2Roo, using the project update site9 .
It should be noted that the update site already references all of the features
that are required to execute Model2Roo, both over Ecore and UML projects.
To generate the test application, we must define a class diagram containing
the system Classes and Enumerations, as well as their properties and the associations between them. In this case, we are going to use the Papyrus project,
applying the rooCommand and rooStructure UML profiles, which are part of the
Model2Roo installation. Fig. 1 depicts a fragment of the resulting class diagram.

Fig. 1. Fragment of the PetClinic class diagram.

As opposed to previous versions of Model2Roo, the current version fully supports Papyrus profiles. As a consequence, property values can now be specified
using drop-down menus. Also, in the current version of Model2Roo, the Acceleo
project [6] is used to generate the Spring Roo commands that correspond to
UML diagrams, as opposed to ATL queries in previous versions. This change
was motivated to increase maintainability, considering that Acceleo provides an
implementation of the MOF Model to Text Language (MTL) standard [7].
Finally, the generated commands can be executed by the Spring Roo console,
in order to create the corresponding Java web application, as depicted in Fig. 2.
6
7
8
9

http://static.springsource.org/docs/petclinic.html
http://code.google.com/p/model2roo/
http://eclipse.org/downloads/packages/eclipse-modeling-tools/indigosr1
http://model2roo.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/fr.imag.model2roo.update.site/
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Fig. 2. Generated web application.

5

Conclusions and Future work

This paper described Model2Roo, a tool for web application development that
relies on UML and Ecore class diagrams, in order to generate Spring Roo commands. The main issues highlighted by previous users were discussed, as well
as recent implemented features. Support for the full gamut of Spring Roo commands is intended for future work.
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Dynamics of changes and trends of todays systems show the growing role
of behaviour modelling in system life cycle. Growing variety of E-businesses: Ecommerce, E-logistics, E-procurement, E-government and collaborative services
result in the consequent emphasis on well defined interaction between software
components, importance of interfaces, contracts and service level agreements in
defining and managing behavioural system integration both within and across
organizational boundaries. New and new processes are covered with services
accumulating business intelligence to work with the Cloud.
Does the changes in software system size and architecture influence the requirements for the behaviour modelling paradigms? Are there elements of system
behaviour that we need to model but cannot model easily? What kind of analysis
has to be fulfilled on models? These and other related questions are discussed at
the Fourth International Workshop on Behaviour Modelling - Foundations and
Applications.
After the evaluation of existing modelling paradigms during the three previous workshops the Fourth Workshop is aimed to analyse the requirements for the
behaviour modelling paradigms formulated by the new trends in system design
and organization. The workshop will focus its discussion on the need of design
of interactive systems of independently maintained services and has an aim to
formulate requirement patterns for the behaviour modelling techniques used in
different domains of behaviour modelling.
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Defining and Verifying Behaviour of Domain Specific
Language with fUML
Qinan Lai and Andy Carpenter
School of Computer Science, the University of Manchester
laiq@cs.man.ac.uk, Andy.Carpenter@manchester.ac.uk

Abstract. The behavioural semantics of a Domain Specific Language (DSL)
are the instructions on how to execute the language. In practice, such semantics
are often documented by text, which leads to ambiguity and tool generation
problems. Although some formal frameworks have been proposed to address
these drawbacks, they only allow the correctness of a specification to be tested
at a later stage, usually when the semantics are implemented. This paper presents a new framework for implementing the behavioural semantics of metamodel based DSLs and tools. The framework uses the foundational subset of
executable UML (fUML) as its semantic base, and uses the fUML meta-model
for modelling the abstract syntax and operational semantics of a DSL. The semantics specification can be verified at design time without the need to execute
behaviour models. Thus, it can provide useful feedback to the DSL designer.
The framework is demonstrated in a Petri-net example.

1

Introduction

In Model-Driven Development, it is common to define a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) for an application domain. A DSL definition consists of four parts [11]. The
first one is abstract syntax, which defines the concepts of the language; it is often
defined as a meta-model. The second part is concrete syntax, which defines the notations for representing these concepts. The notations could be developed with plenty of
tools, such as Graphiti1 for graphical syntax and Xtext [8] for textual syntax. The third
part is static semantics. It adds further well-formedness rules to the language concepts; this can be achieved by using OCL constraints. The last part is behavioural
semantics that defines how to execute a DSL program. Unfortunately, there is no
universally agreed way to define the behavioural semantics. It is still unclear how to
produce a high quality specification of behavioural semantics for a DSL [4].
Two challenges must be solved when defining the behavioural semantics of a DSL.
The first challenge is that it is difficult to describe the behavioural semantics [4]. Informal descriptions lead to ambiguous and non-analysable specification. On the other
hand, existing formal approaches have still not gained wide support. One of the possible reason is they are hard to learn. The other challenge is how to maximise the qual1

http://www.eclipse.org/graphiti/

BM-FA '12, July 03 2012, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark.
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ity of the semantics specification, or in other words, minimise the defects in the specification [23].
Although a number of approaches to defining the behavioural semantics have been
proposed, none of them addresses both of these challenges. For example, translational
semantic and formal semantic frameworks require the DSL designers to combine an
understanding of technological spaces with mathematical knowledge; but they can
provide a better tool chain for verification. Whereas, weaving behaviour approaches
uses an action language for capturing the behavioural semantics, which is easier to
learn and use, but there is a lack of research on how to verify properties of the language.
In this paper, a new framework for defining DSLs is presented, with particular emphasis on behavioural semantics. Our framework aims to address both of the highlighted issues; firstly, the approach applies an intuitive and widely used notation for
expressing behavioural semantics, thus making it easier to understand for both language designers and domain experts. Secondly, the framework allows language design-time validation of the DSL, which can detect and help fix anomalies in semantics
specification. This validation includes static verification and integrated formal verification.
Our approach uses the newly published OMG standard foundational subset of executable UML (fUML) [13] and action language for fUML (ALF) [12] as the definition language. Due to its adoption of UML graphical syntax and ALF scripts, the
method only demands limited prerequisite knowledge. It is also possible to integrate
existing methods for verifying UML behavioural models; verification at design time
helps to assure the quality of the semantics specification. In addition, how to add additional static verification rules to our framework is demonstrated. Finally, a fUML
executor can take the language specification and a DSL program (an instance model)
as inputs; whether the behaviours of the DSL are expected can be tested by reading
the outputs of the executor.
The contributions of the paper are listed below. Firstly, we proposed a new way for
defining both the syntax and semantics aspects of a DSL by OMG standards. Compared to existing weaving behaviour approaches such as Kermeta [3] and XOCL[5],
our approach support a richer vocabulary, including parallel, signal send/receive and
sequence expressions. Secondly, in the framework, the ALF code editor, the transformation from ALF code to fUML model, and the model merger that combines the
behavioural aspects and structural aspects are implemented by us. Among them, the
transformation is the first one that can translate most of the concepts defined in ALF
standard.
Paper organisation. The second section summarises the work related to the two
challenges of behavioural semantics development. The third section describes how
our fUML-based framework addresses both these challenges. Furthermore, the technical details of the framework are discussed in this section. Section 4 demonstrates
our framework by specifying and verifying the behavioural semantics of a Petri net
language. The last section concludes the paper with discussion of further work.
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2

Related works

This section discusses existing approaches to defining the behavioural semantics of
DSLs and minimising defects in these specifications.
2.1

Behavioural Semantics Specification

A formally specification of the behavioural semantics of a language helps avoid ambiguities between language designers and users; it also makes automatic tool generation possible [4]. Existing approaches can be categorised as translational approaches
and operational approaches.
Translational approaches map DSL behavioural concepts to a language that is intended for the definition of semantics (a semantic domain); semantic domains include
Abstract State Machine [9], Alloy [16] and Maude [15]. The advantage of this approach is that existing tools associated with the semantic domain such as simulators,
verifiers and compilers can be used; disadvantages of translational approaches include
that the DSL developer must be an expert in both the application and semantic domains. It is also hard to define the mapping between the two domains. In comparison,
our approach does not require DSL developers to understand a semantic domain or a
mapping to a semantic domain.
Operational approaches derive from the idea of Plotkin’s structural operational semantics [18]; with behavioural semantics defined as transition rules between system
states. The original notation was a mathematical language that was not easy to learn
or execute on a platform. Later works use graph transformation [7], general model-tomodel transformation language [25] or an action language (also known as weaving
behaviour approach) for describing the transition rules.
Researchers are using graph transformation for building the operational semantics
of DSLs, for example the Dynamic Meta Modelling (DMM) [14] approach. When
compared to translational approaches, graph transformation provides an intuitive
mechanism for capturing operational semantics; additionally, its mathematical foundation makes it possible to analyse certain properties of descriptions. Although graph
transformation represents a promising approach, it does have limitations [19] in particular learning curve for language designers, scalability (dealing with large models),
maturity, and tool support. Our approach provides maintains the intuitive interface of
the graphical transformation approaches while combining this with a better tool chain
support.
Weaving behaviour approaches use an action language to describe operational semantics. Consequently, their usability depends on the capabilities of the action language. For instance, Kermeta [3], XOCL [5], and [24] use bespoke action languages
that are unfamiliar to DSL developers and on which limited work has been done on
design time verification of the semantics that they capture. In comparison, our work
uses OMG standard language with which developers should be more familiar. Additionally, our chosen language includes more abstract concepts such as parallel block
and signal sending/receiving which avoids the need to compose these from similar
primitives.
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Scheidgen and Fischer [20] use an UML activity diagram like notation for capturing behavioural semantics. However, their notation is only UML-like and they use
their own implementation of CMOF of the defining the meta-model, the result is that
their work does not integrate easily into existing tool chains. Furthermore, their work
does not highlight any further work for verification. Compared to them, our approach
provided better tool support and support more concepts in UML. Thus, it offers the
prospect of a seamless tool chain for DSL development that combines the syntax and
semantics defined together with verification to detect anomalies in the language definition.
2.2

Minimising defects in the Behavioural Semantics Specification

In section 2.1, the benefits of having a behavioural semantics specification were
summarised. However, they can only be achieved when the specification is correct. In
fact, some formal semantics specification, such as the Specification and Description
Language (SDL), contains a large amount of errors [10]. While minimising defects is
an important issue in developing DSLs, limited work has been done on the checking
of semantics specification. Soltenborn and Engels [23] propose the application of
Test-Driven Development (TDD) principles. This approach requires the execution of
DSL programs; thus, its coverage is dependent on the tests used. Combemale et. al.
[6] illustrated an idea to develop reference semantics for the original semantics, thus
the DSL has one translational and one operational semantics. Using different approaches means that misunderstanding can be identified.
These approaches are methodologies for assuring the quality of semantics specification and have the potential for fulfilling their aim. However, they are not sufficiently simple to ensure that this would be the case when they are applied in a practical situation.
In practice, static verification is widely applied in developing software using general-purpose languages. Methods such as type system, dataflow analysis, model
checking, logic based approaches and approaches based on pattern matching can detect potential or actual errors, enforce the developers to apply good programming
style, and report bad practice [21]. Weaving behaviour approaches are criticised for
their similarity to applying general-purpose language. On the other hand, it can be
seen as a benefit, because known approaches in general-purpose languages can be
adapted to use. To our knowledge, no work has provided a lightweight static verification tool for DSL behavioural semantic specification in the way that we propose.

3

DSL Behavioural Semantics as Behavioural Models

Whether creating a DSL from scratch or formalising an existing one, applying a
Model-Driven approach makes developing DSL and its tools simpler than traditional
approaches based around manipulating an abstract syntax tree. The abstract syntax of
a DSL is captured as a meta-model. The languages for meta-modelling such as MOF
or Ecore reuse the concepts and notations of UML class diagrams. Furthermore, UML
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is not only a language for modelling structural aspects; it also provides languages for
behaviour modelling. However, UML behaviour diagrams are a family of modelling
languages; their semantics are defined as text and many semantic variation points still
remain. Because different UML CASE tools provide different execution semantics of
UML activities, UML activity diagrams and action scripts are not compatible. To
capture the behavioural semantics of a DSL using UML would result in a language
valid for one particular UML dialect. This makes using UML for behavioural semantics modelling the same complexity as using a special modelling framework such as
Kermeta or XOCL.
3.1

fUML and ALF

The new OMG standard fUML (and its action language, ALF), which is almost
finalised, is intended to give UML formal execution semantics. It defines a basic subset (bUML) and its axiomic semantics using Process Specification Language (PSL)
[2]. The semantics of bUML are first-order logic axioms that constrain bUML concepts to the process concepts defined in PSL. These basic models serve as vocabulary
for defining the operational semantics of a larger subset of UML activities and actions. Therefore, fUML execution model is a model of itself; just like a meta-metamodel that could be used for define behaviour models. fUML specification gives execution semantics to three packages: CommonBehaviors, Activities and Actions. Although some behaviours existed in UML are excluded from fUML, it still
provides behaviour models in a platform-independent and abstract way.
The ALF language can be seen as a textual notation of fUML. Its primary goal is
for specifying executable behaviours that are not amenable to the UML graphical
notation, or there is no nominated graphical notation (e.g. LoopNode) for the concept.
Basic syntax of ALF is a Java-like syntax that is familiar to behaviour modelling
community. It also supports the syntax of UML such as colon for type and double
colon for qualified names. When dealing with sequences, ALF support OCL-like
syntax, such as select/reject/collect [12]. It does not have any naming
constraints; names could be declared as a string that contains any possible character.
Therefore, the UML graphical model does not need to change any names. ALF syntax
is easy to understand and learn when users have done some UML/OCL/Java beforehand. The execution semantics of ALF is defined by translating ALF meta-concepts
to fUML, ALF code could be compiled to fUML; hence, semantically ALF code has
no difference between fUML behaviour models. The concept of ALF code and fUML
model will be treated as the same concept in the following part.
fUML has shown its ability to define the semantics of general purpose languages
by defining its own behaviour. Hence, as a DSL usually has a simpler syntax and
semantics than a general purpose modelling language, it is possible to use fUML to
model a complete language definition [22].
A complete language specification based on fUML can gain these benefits: (1)
well-known benefits of model-driven development can be achieved because the language specification is fully model-based; we can reuse, translate, validate these models or generate code from it. (2) fUML has execution semantics, which makes verifi-
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cation at design time possible. Language designers can test their models as early as
creating them rather than finding design errors when implementing a compiler or
interpreter. (3) Unlike other action language based approaches, much research has
been done in UML behaviour modelling, including theory on how to verify particular
property or tools for composing models. Existing knowledge can be adapted to fUML
with a small effort, because a fUML model is still a valid UML model. (4) fUML
models can be represented by the UML graphical syntax, which is intuitive for the
users (domain experts) to understand.
3.2

Framework overview

To gain the benefits mentioned before, our framework (Fig. 1): works like this

Fig. 1. Overview of fUML behavior semantics framework

1. The language designer creates the language specification using any UML CASE
tool that supports UML2. The abstract syntax is modelled as a class diagram and
the behaviours are modelled as activity diagrams. Complex operations that are
cumbersome to create using the graphical syntax can be written in ALF.
2. The abstract syntax (class diagram) can be imported, as an Ecore model, into the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), where tools, such as Xtext or Graphiti, can
be used to create the concrete syntax of the DSL.
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3. ALF code is transformed to fUML behaviour model through an ATL model-tomodel transformation. This transformed model and the abstract syntax model are
then woven together using a simple model merger.
4. Currently the framework can perform static verification (such as [17] for executability, and we proposed to implement our own static verifier later) in the fUML
models. Feedback helps to reduce design error as early as possible.
5. The above steps support the DSL developer in defining their language and creating
the tooling needed to support the execution of a DSL program. An end-user’s DSL
program is transformed into a model that becomes instance data for the behavioural
model executed by the fUML execution engine.
To be clear, the complete framework has not been finished yet. In the next section,
details of the implementations are introduced.
3.3

Compilative Execution of ALF

ALF standard [12] defines three types of Semantic Conformance of ALF: Interpretive Execution, Compilative Execution, and Translational Execution. Interpretive
execution means that the executor directly interprets ALF code. Compilative Execution transforms ALF code to fUML models which are then executed. Translational
Execution translates ALF code to another language which is then run to execute it. As
our framework allows a combination of textual ALF and graphical UML syntax,
Compilative Execution is used. Unfortunately, no tool is currently available that can
editing of ALF code and its compilation to fUML. To give the DSL designers the
ability to use ALF as an action language for describing semantics, such a tool is implemented as part of our tool chain.

Fig. 2. Transformation from ALF to fUML

Xtext is used to create an ALF code editor. As Xtext is part of EMF, the process
shown in Fig. 2 can be used to create an equivalent fUML model.
To ensure that the ALF grammar is not LL recursive, the Ecore model generated
by Xtext is very verbose. Moreover, the mapping between the grammar model and
fUML is not specified. The second transformation transforms a grammar instance
model to an instance of the ALF meta - model. In this process, verbose structures in
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the grammar model are simplified. This is equivalent to the difference between a
parsed tree and an abstract syntax tree in programming language development.
To illustrate the process, here is an example.
activity test(){
startA();
//@parallel
{
startB();
startC();
}
}

Fig. 3. Result of the example

Assume that startA, startB, and startC are pre-defined by UML graphical
syntax. The activity test firstly calls the activity startA. Then startB and
startC are started in parallel. In the example only InvocationExpression,
Statement and AnnotatedStatement are included. Therefore, the Grammar
meta model and ALF meta-model are similar. Due to the meta model are too large,
they are not included in the paper.
The last transformation transforms ALF models to fUML models. The mapping
rules are specified in ALF standard. The resulted fUML model is represented in Fig.
3. An ALF statement maps to a StructuredActivityNode, and the
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InvocationExpression is mapped depends on what is really invocated. In our
case it is mapped to an CallBehaviorAction in fUML. A normal block is
mapped as each of the statements become a StructuredActivityNode, and
each of them has a ControlFlow between them. A parallel block is the same, only
without the ControlFlow between them.
Finally, the models in Fig. 3 is merged to the models defined as UML diagrams. In
this stage, the internal references are resolved.
3.4

Verification at Design Time

When defining a behavioural semantics specification, incorrect behaviours and potential design anomalies should be identified as early as possible. Leaving these errors
to implementation will lead to higher costs than correct them at design time. Some
certain errors such as deadlock can be identified by model checking or data flow
analysis. Another widely used way for static verification is to define an error pattern
library; the verifier can check whether these patterns exist in the target code. This
lightweight approach is applied by many static code analysers such as Findbug2 and
PMD3. Apart from the built-in rules, these tools also support to customise the pattern
database by adding new rules that are defined as XPath or Java code. Compared to
them, the targets of our framework are models, not text, thus the languages for defining rules for text are not easy to apply.
Seifert and Samlaus [21] proposed to use OCL for defining verification rules. It is
suitable for any language that has a meta-model, which is appropriate for our fUML
models. In addition, OCL is a standard technology in model-driven development,
there is no need for the developers to learn a new language. In their approach, OCL is
used to query models and add constraints to models; when a rule is violated, the generated code editor would report it.
Unused activities. In fUML, the only behaviour that users can customise is Activity. The Semantics specification is formed with a set of activities. If one activity is
defined but is never called in other activities, this activity is an unused activity. Unused activities should be removed when they are redundant. Another possibility is that
the semantics is deficient, additional activities should be added.
The following ATL helper checks whether an activity is used or not. It returns false
when there is no CallBehaviorAction calls the activity.
helper context UML!Activity def: isUsedActivity(): Boolean =
UML!CallBehaviorAction.allInstances()
->exists(e|e.behavior=self);

2
3

http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/
http://pmd.sourceforge.net/
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Unused class members. Similarly, when a property of a class is declared, but is never
used in any of the behaviour models, it is defined as an unused member. When an
unused member appears, it is possible that either the member is redundant, or there is
a deficiency in the behavioural semantics.
To check whether a property is an unused member, an ATL helper can be defined
as:
helper context UML!Property def: isUsedProperty(): Boolean =
UML!ReadStructuralFeatureAction.allInstances()
->exists(e|e.structuralFeature=self)
or UML!AddStructuralFeatureValueAction.allInstances()
->exists(e|e.structuralFeature=self);

This helper reports an unused member when there is no action that read or modifies
the class member.
The plan of the static verifier is to establish a library of suspicious models and bad
practices. As the library grows larger, the verifier can report a huge amount of warning and errors. Thus, an algorithm for controlling false positive is also needed to explore. The next step of the verification framework is applying formal verification
technology. This could be done by translating the DSL specification to an input language of a model checker. For example, [1] proposed a method to translate fUML
models to process algebraic specification language and check the models are deadlock
free. Due to the well established research on UML, other ways of verification, such as
verifying executability and data-flow analysis also exists. Unfortunately, this has not
been integrated with the framework. What are the expected features are still under
research.

4

Petri-Net Example

In the previous sections, the technology basis is introduced. How the proposed
framework could deal with specification and verification challenge is illustrated. In
this section, the abstract syntax and behavioural semantics of a Petri net language is
specified using our framework, then how to verify bad practices in the models and
execute instance models in the executor are demonstrated.
4.1

Petri net language specification

The meta-model of the DSL is firstly developed. Fig. 4 shows the meta-model of a
Petri net language. A Net class contains a set of places and transitions, each
transition has access to its source places (src) and target places (trg). Associations
between Transition and Place is bi-directional, so a Place also has access to its
sources and targets. The property token is an integer number, once all sources of a
Place have a token greater than 0, this Place is active.
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Fig. 4. Petri net meta-model and behaviour semantics definition

Fig. 5. Activity of step

The necessary operations are also declared in the UML class diagram. It is possible
to use a general-purpose language like Java to specify the body of the operation.
However, general-purpose language can contain too much detail or not sufficient for
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UML concepts (like associations, multiplicity, and concurrency). In addition, a
graphical language is preferable if the reader is a domain expert – not a programmer.
Therefore, the DSL developer can select whether to use graphical or textual syntax of
fUML by themselves. For example, Fig. 5 presents the graphical part of the behavioural semantics. The activity step firstly finds an active transition (of which all its
source places has a token property that is greater than 0; this done by activity selectActiveTransition), and then makes all the token of source places decrease by one (done by activity consume) and all its target places’ token increase by
one (done by activity produce).
The other activities are all presented as ALF programs (see Fig. 6). The activities
are the body of the operations defined in the class diagram. Because they are defined
in separate tools, to be convenient, the class name of the operation is added before
each activity. When using the merger, the activities will be assigned as the method of
the operations that has the same class name and the same operation name. Activity
runUntilDead, isActiveTransition, consume, produce and getActiveTransition are modelled as ALF script rather than graph diagram. As mentioned before, the graphical notation tends to be very verbose for complex behaviour;
equivalent representation in a diagram of OCL-like expressions in ALF, such as select and forAll, has to be mapped to an expansion region with all its condition
expressions inside that region. Diagrams are preferred when the diagram is intuitive,
but if the diagram is more verbose than a textual representation, and then textual is
preferred.
The activity runUntilDead use a while loop. It repeats to do the step activity
when there is an active transition. The isActiveTransition returns true if all
tokens of source places are greater than zero. The activity selectActiveTransition returns the first active transition because the semantics of this Petri net is
simplified by always firing the first active transition. The activities consume and
produce modify the token of a fired place.
@class=Net
activity runUntilDead(){
while (transitions->exists e (e.isActive())){
step();
}
}
@class=Net
activity getActiveTransition():Transition{
return transitions ->select e (e.isActive()).at(1);
}
@class=Place
activity product(){
token = token + 1;
}
@class=Place
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activity consume(){
token = token - 1;
}
@class=Transition
activity isActive(): boolean{
return src->forAll e (e.token>0);
}

Fig. 6. ALF code

4.2

Reduce Anomalies in Petri net behavioural semantics specification

While creating the behavioural semantics, it is possible that developers made some
flaws in the specification. Without static verification and test in design time, these
flaws could be left until implementation. By using the static verifier, simple deficiency and redundant can be detected. For example, in the Petri net example, the verifier would identify that the activity runUntilDead is never used, because it is the
main activity that executes the net. The verifier also reported that properties transition_place_0, net in class Place, and transition_place_1, net in
class Transition are never used. This is because the current fUML standard requires an association to be bi-directional, these properties are opposite properties of
used properties.
The logic errors can be identified by testing. For example, the Petri net model can
be created by the Ecore instance model editor, then the behavioural semantics specification (fUML models) and the instance are loaded to fUML executor, and whether the
result is expected can be checked.
Now it is possible to relate the example to the overview of the framework defined
in section 3.2. The definition of the DSL responds to the first step mentioned. The
transformation from ALF code to fUML and merged with fUML models (in the example, the step() activity) is step three. The verification relates to step 4 and 5.

5

Conclusion and Further work

It is a challenging work to develop a high quality behavioural semantics specification for a DSL. In this paper, a new framework for defining behavioural semantics
using the newly published OMG standard fUML is introduced. Tools for supporting
the framework are developed, including an ALF code editor, a transformation from
ALF code to fUML model and a rule-based static verifier. The reference implementation of fUML is modified to be able to execute an Ecore instance model of a DSL,
whose Ecore model is derived from fUML models.
Two contributions are highlighted here. Firstly, it is true that using UML activity
diagrams or similar notation for capturing behavioural semantics is not a new idea;
nevertheless, this paper is the first one that uses all OMG standard-based technology
for doing that. Secondly, we identified that the existing work for UML behaviour
model verification can be adapted to help to minimise the errors in a semantics speci-
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fication. Currently the framework only supports to report some structural errors, for
example, unused models and empty models. General model attributes, such as checking deadlocks, reachability and other properties requiring model checking are left as
future works of this project.
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Abstract. Modern technical systems often consist of multiple components that must fulfill complex functions in diverse and sometimes safetycritical situations. Precisely specifying the behavioral requirements for
such systems is a challenge, especially because there may be inconsistent
requirements in possibly unforeseen component configurations. We propose a scenario-based specification approach based on Modal Sequence
Diagrams and a novel technique for finding inconsistencies in such specification based on a combination of simulation and synthesis techniques.
The simulation via the play-out algorithm can be used to analyze the
scenario requirements in large and dynamic systems. Play-out, however,
may run into avoidable violations, so that the engineer cannot assume
the specification’s inconsistency nor its consistency. We thus propose to
check specification parts for static component configurations via synthesis. Then, if the part specifications are consistent, the resulting controllers can guide the play-out for the complete specification, avoiding
more avoidable violations in the next simulation run.

Keywords: scenario-based specification, dynamic systems, consistency checking, simulation, synthesis

1

Introduction

Modern technical systems in areas like transportation, traffic, or production typically consist of multiple components that must interact to fulfill complex functions in diverse and sometimes safety-critical situations. Moreover, these systems
?

This work was elaborated mainly as part of the author’s dissertation thesis [8], while
he was working at the University of Paderborn, Germany
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are often dynamic, i.e., the relationships among the components may change or
components may leave or enter the system. Precisely and consistently specifying the requirements for such dynamic systems is a major challenge, especially
because there may be many, possibly unforeseen configurations of components
where components are involved in multiple use cases at once and conflicts among
the components’ interaction specifications are possible to occur. If such inconsistencies remain undetected, this may lead to costly iterations in the development
or to flaws in the final product.
In this paper, we propose first (1) a use case- and scenario-based approach
for specifying the interaction behavior of components in a dynamic system. The
approach is based on Modal Sequence Diagrams (MSDs) [18,12], a recent variant
of Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [6], that allows the engineer to formally specify
what may, must, or must not happen in a system. Second (2), we propose a
novel technique for finding inconsistencies in MSD specifications, which is based
on the symbiosis of simulation and synthesis techniques.
As an example, we consider the specification of the RailCab system, which is
developed at the University of Paderborn. Here, small, autonomous rail vehicles,
called RailCabs, transport passengers and goods on demand. This system is
highly dynamic as relationships among RailCabs and control stations change
when for example RailCabs move along track sections, switches, and crossings.
First, to model such systems, we propose a special specification scheme where
the requirements described in use cases are formalized by scenario-based use case
specifications. A use case specification captures the structure and interaction
behavior described in a use case formally by using UML collaboration diagrams
and MSDs. We extend the MSDs with OCL binding expressions that can be
attached to lifelines and allow the engineer to specify precisely which components
in a dynamic system shall play which role in a use case. Within ScenarioTools, we have implemented an Eclipse/EMF&UML-based simulation engine
for executing such use case specifications via the play-out algorithm [14,18]. This
helps the engineer understand the interplay of different MSDs as environment
events occur in a particular, maybe structurally evolving, system instance.
The play-out algorithm typically has to make many non-deterministic choices
when executing the MSDs. In doing so, it may reach a state where a number
of MSD require that something must happen that is forbidden by other MSDs.
Such a violating state may indicate that the specification is inconsistent, but it
may also be consistent and just the play-out algorithm did not “look ahead” to
avoid the violation. Finding this out manually can be a very difficult.
We observe in our example that use cases typically describe the interaction of
a fixed set of participants. For this case, we developed a synthesis technique that
can effectively determine whether such a use case specifications is inconsistent or
not. If it is consistent, we can synthesize a strategy that demonstrates that there
exists a system that can always react to all possible sequences of environment
event in a way that satisfies the use case specification.
However, even if all use case specifications are consistent, it may be that conflicts among MSDs of different use case specifications occur if use cases overlap,
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i.e., components are involved in multiple use cases at the same time. To further
analyze the specification, we therefore still rely on the simulation via play-out.
To improve the play-out, we developed a mechanism that guides the play-out by
the strategies that could be successfully synthesized from single use case specifications. This improves the effectiveness of the simulation, giving the engineer
more reason to suspect an actual inconsistency if a violation occurs. In the future, this approach could even be extended to successively eliminate all false
negatives by synthesizing strategies also for overlapping use case occurrences.
This paper is structured as follows. We explain the foundations of MSDs
in Sect. 2 and present an example use case specification in Sect. 3. A strategy
that could be synthesized from a use case specification is explained in Sect. 4.
In Sect. 5 we then describe our extended play-out algorithm and overview our
tool implementation in Sect. 6. We discuss related work in Sect. 7 and conclude
in Sect. 8.

2

Foundations

MSDs were proposed by Harel and Maoz as a formal interpretation of UML
sequence diagrams, based on the concepts of LSCs [12]. In the following, we first
explain the basics of MSDs and the play-out algorithm with respect to static
systems. In Sect. 2.3 we then explain extensions to MSDs and their interpretation
in the context of dynamic systems.
2.1

MSD Specifications

An MSD specification consists of a set of MSDs. An MSD can be existential or
universal. Existential diagrams specify sequences of events that must be possible to occur in the system. Universal diagrams specify requirements that must
be satisfied by all sequences of events that occur. During specification, the focus typically lies on universal MSDs, since they allow the engineers to express
mandatory behavior. We also focus on universal MSDs in this paper.
Each lifeline in an MSD represents an object in an object system that consists
of environment objects and system objects. The set of system objects is called
the system; the set of environment objects is called the environment.
The objects can interchange messages. Here we consider only synchronous
messages where the sending and receiving of the message is a single event. Our
approach can, however, be extended also to asynchronous communication. We
call the sending and receiving of a message a message event or simply event.
The messages in a universal MSD can have a temperature and an execution
kind. The temperature can be either hot or cold; the execution kind can be either
monitored or executed.
The semantics of these messages is as follows: An event can be unified with a
message in an MSD iff the event name equals the message name and the sending
and the receiving objects are represented by the sending resp. receiving lifelines
of the message. When an event occurs in the system that can be unified with the
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first message in an MSD, an active copy of the MSD or active MSD is created.
(We consider that an MSD has only one first message.) As further events occur
that can be unified with the subsequent messages in the diagram, the active
MSD progresses. This progress is captured by the cut, which marks for every
lifeline the locations of the messages that were unified with the message events.
If the cut reaches the end of an active MSD, the active copy is terminated.
If the cut is in front of a message on its sending and receiving lifeline, the
message is enabled. If a hot message is enabled, the cut is also hot. Otherwise the
cut is cold. If an executed message is enabled, the cut is also executed. Otherwise
the cut is monitored. An enabled executed message is called an active message.
A safety violation occurs iff in a hot cut a message event occurs that can be
unified with a message in the MSD that is not currently enabled. If this happens
in a cold cut, it is called a cold violation. Safety violations must never happen,
while cold violations may occur and result in terminating the active copy of the
MSD. If the cut is executed, this means that the active MSD must progress and
it is a liveness violation if an active MSD never terminates or progresses to a
monitored cut.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows an MSD and an illustration of the considered
example. Cold monitored messages are shown as blue, dashed arrows; hot executed messages are shown as red, solid arrows. The dashed horizontal lines in
the MSD RequestEnterAtEndOfTrackSection also show the reachable cuts, which
are accordingly cold and monitored (c/m) or hot and executed (h/e). Intuitively,
this MSD expresses the following requirements. We consider a scenario where a
RailCab moves along its current track section. At some point the RailCab rc
detects that it reaches the end of the current track section. This is modeled as
the message endOfTS sent between the environment and the RailCab rc. Now
the RailCab rc must send requestEnter to the next track section control tsc2,
which must reply with enterAllowed. These two messages must be sent before
the RailCab reaches a point where it is possible for the last time to safely break
before entering the switch (modeled by the environment message lastBrake).
Messages can also have parameters of certain types. Message events must
then carry according parameter values. Here the message enterAllowed has a
Boolean parameter, representing the choice to allow or deny the RailCab to enter.
In this MSD, the required parameter value is not specified, which allows the
parameter value to be either true or false. For more details on the interpretation
of parameter values, we refer to [8, pp. 33].

MSD RequestEnterAtEndOfTrackSection

illustration

rc

tsc1

tsc2

env:Environment

rc:RailCab

endOfTS

enterNext
lastBreak
endOfTS

lastBrake

tsc2:TrackSectionControl
requestEnter
enterAllowed
(isAllowed)

Fig. 1. The MSD RequestEnterAtEndOfTrackSection with illustration

inactive
1. (h/e)
2. (h/e)
3. (c/m)
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We assume that the system is always fast enough to send any finite number
of messages before the next environment event occurs. An infinite sequence of
message events is called a run of the system and its environment. A run satisfies
an MSD specification consisting of a set of universal MSDs if it does not lead
to a safety or liveness violation in any MSD. (Multiple MSDs may be active
at the same time.) We say that an MSD specification is consistent or realizable
iff it is possible for the system objects to react to every possible sequence of
environment events so that the resulting run satisfies the MSD specification.
2.2

Play-Out

Harel and Marelly defined an executable semantics for the LSCs, called the playout algorithm [13], that was later also defined for MSDs [18]. The basic principle
is that if an environment event occurs and this results in one or more active
MSDs with active (enabled executed) system messages, then the algorithm nondeterministically chooses to send a corresponding message if that will not lead
to a safety violation in another active MSD. The algorithm will repeat sending
system messages until no active MSDs with an active message remain. Then the
algorithm will wait for the next environment event, and this process continues.
If the play-out algorithm reaches a state where there are active messages,
but they would all lead to safety violations, this is called a violation. If the
MSD specification is inconsistent, this implies that there exists a sequence of
environment events that will lead the play-out algorithm to a violation. Such
a situation can, however, also occur if the specification is consistent. That is
because the play-out algorithm will often make non-deterministic choices without
“looking ahead” if they guarantee it not to run into violations later.
2.3

MSDs and Dynamic Systems

When specifying the behavior of dynamic systems, it is often impractical to
consider MSDs where each lifeline refers to a concrete object. Instead, symbolic
lifelines were introduced by Marelly et al. [19,14], which refer to a class. MSDs
with symbolic lifelines are also called symbolic MSD; MSDs with non-symbolic
lifelines, also called concrete lifelines, are called concrete MSDs. Here, concrete
lifelines have an underlined label; the label of symbolic lifelines is not underlined.
In an active copy of an MSD with symbolic lifelines, a symbolic lifeline can
be bound to an object that is an instance of the class referenced by the lifeline.
For a given object system, the semantics of a symbolic MSD is equivalent to
a set of concrete MSDs where for each possible combination of bindings of the
symbolic lifelines, there exists a concrete MSD with lifelines corresponding to
this possible combination of bindings.
Typically, we want to restrict a symbolic MSD to specify the behavior only
for combinations of objects that have certain relationships or properties. Then,
binding expressions can be added to the MSD in order to restrict the possible
lifeline bindings. Harel and Marelly define that binding expressions are expressions over object properties or relationships between objects that evaluate to a
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Boolean value [14]. A symbolic MSD then only specifies the behavior for the
combinations of objects where there exists a set of lifeline bindings where all
binding expressions evaluate to true.
Instead of translating symbolic MSDs to sets of concrete MSDs, Harel and
Marelly extended the play-out algorithm to handle the dynamic binding of symbolic lifelines, supporting a simple form of binding expressions [14, pp. 209]. In
ScenarioTools, we implement similar mechanisms and consider binding expressions of the form <lifeline-name> := <expr> where <lifeline-name> is
the name of a lifeline, also called the slot lifeline, and <expr> is an OCL expression, also called the value expression. The value expression can evaluate to an
object that is an instance of the slot lifeline’s class.
Lifeline names can be used as variables within value expressions. If a lifeline is
bound to an object, so is the corresponding variable. Also other variables can be
used in value expression. In the course of progressing an active MSD, there may
be for example variables that are assigned parameter values, like the variable
isAllowed show in Fig. 1. The details of these mechanisms are not relevant here.
Important is that value expressions can only be evaluated when all the variables
appearing in the expression are bound.
During play-out, symbolic MSDs and binding expressions are interpreted as
follows: As a message event can be unified with a first message in an MSD,
an active copy of the MSD is created with the sending and receiving lifelines
of the first message bound to the sending and receiving object of the message
event. Then the value expressions of the binding expressions are evaluated as
soon as that is possible, and the corresponding slot lifelines are bound to the
resulting objects. It must not happen that a message is enabled and the sending
or receiving lifeline is unbound.
As an example, consider the symbolic variant of the MSD RequestEnterAtEndOfTrackSection shown on the right of Fig. 2, executed in the context of an
object system as illustrated on the left. If the message endOfTS is sent from the
environment object e to the RailCab rc1, an active copy of the MSD is created
where the lifeline env is bound to the object e and the lifeline rc is bound to
the object rc1. Now the binding expression can be evaluated, which results in
binding the lifeline next to the object tsc2.
We also consider that the value expression can evaluate to a set of objects.
Then for each object in the set a copy of the active MSD is created with the slot
lifeline bound to that object (see also [14, pp. 215]).

link
message event

(dynamic) object system

...

next

tsc1:Track
SectionControl

registeredRailCabs

rc1:RailCab

next

tsc2:Track
SectionControl

...

next := rc.current.next

env:Environment

rc:RailCab

endOfTS

current

endOfTS

next

MSD RequestEnterAtEndOfTrackSection

e:Environment

lastBrake

next:TrackSectionControl
requestEnter
enterAllowed
(isAllowed)

Fig. 2. A dynamic object system and the symbolic version of the MSD RequestEnterAtEndOfTrackSection
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3

Use Case Specifications

We observe that the early, informal requirements of a dynamic system are often
structured in use cases that describe (1) a particular configuration of objects
and (2), by a number of scenarios, how these objects may, must, or must not
react to certain, usually external, events. Instead of specifying the behavior of
a dynamic system with a plain set of symbolic MSDs, we thus propose a more
systematic approach where an engineer first captures the objects involved in the
use case and then specifies the MSDs based on this structure.
3.1

Use Case Specification Structure

Figure 3 shows the example of a use case specification for the use case RailCab
Obstacle Detected. The use case describes that a RailCab that detects an obstacle
must report a hazard and its position to its current track section control, which
then must warn the other RailCabs on that track section. The MSDs are in
fact an example where the play-out algorithm may choose an execution that
inevitably leads to a violation—but we will return to that in Sect. 4. We first
explain the structure and semantics of a use case specification.
A use case specification consists of a package with class definitions and a
collaboration (dashed ellipse) [1, Sect. 9.3.3]. The collaboration captures the
objects participating in a use case and it contains a set of MSDs. The nodes
in the collaboration diagram are called roles, and each role represents a system
or an environment object. Here environment roles are represented by a cloud
symbol. The roles are typed by classes, which are modeled in the class diagram.
The classes can define attributes, associations, and operations; the latter indicate
which messages an instance can receive.
Each lifeline of an MSD represents one role in the collaboration. Connectors
between the roles can be used for indicating structurally which roles interact in
the use case. In the MSDs it can then be ensured that messages are only modeled
between lifelines where their roles are connected.
3.2

Use Case Specification Semantics

The advantage of this specification scheme, besides supporting a more structures
modeling approach, is that it allows for two different interpretations that are
crucial for the symbiosis of simulation and synthesis.
Symbolic interpretation: The MSDs are interpreted as symbolic MSDs, as
if their lifelines would directly reference the classes that type the roles represented
by each lifeline. The object system can be any valid instance of the class model.
The collaboration has no particular semantics.
Static interpretation: Here we assume an object system where for each role
in the collaboration there is a corresponding object of the class typing the role.
The MSDs are then interpreted as static MSDs where each lifeline represents
the object that corresponds to its role.
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package RailCabObstacleDetected
TrackSectionControl
hazardOccurred()
obstaclePosition()
0..1 current
registered0..*
RailCabs

MSD WarningWhenObstacleDetected
current := detectingRC.current

env:Environment detectingRC:RailCab current:TrackSectionControl warnedRC:RailCab
obstacleDetected

hazardOccurred
hazardWarning
obstacleAtPosition

RailCab
obstacleDetected()
obstacleAtPosition()
hazardWarning()

MSD ReportObstaclePosition
current := detectingRC.current

Environment

warnedRC := current.
registeredRailCabs
->excluding(detectingRC)

warnedRC := current.
registeredRailCabs
->excluding(detectingRC)

env:Environment detectingRC:RailCab current:TrackSectionControl warnedRC:RailCab
obstacleDetected

RailCabObstacleDetected

RailCabObstacleDetected
current:TrackSectionControl

w

warnedRC:RailCab

(0,0,0,0)
(1,1,1,1)
(1,2,2,1)
(1,2,3,2)

detectingRC:RailCab

obstaclePosition
obstacleAtPosition

MSD ReportObstaclePositionAndIssueWarning

(0,0,0,0)
(1,1,1,1)
(1,2,2,1)

warnedRC := current.
registeredRailCabs
->excluding(detectingRC)

detectingRC:RailCab current:TrackSectionControl warnedRC:RailCab
hazardOccurred
obstaclePosition

env:Environment

obstacleAtPosition
hazardWarning

(0,0,0)
(1,1,1)
(2,2,1)
(2,3,2)

Fig. 3. The specification for the use case RailCab Obstacle Detected

The static interpretation makes the formal analysis of the use case specification feasible, which would not be the case with the symbolic interpretation, if
we would have to consider many different object systems with different possible
bindings of symbolic lifelines. The second-listed author has developed such a
analysis technique in his thesis [8], which will be explained Sect. 4.
3.3

Combining Use Case Specifications

This modeling scheme also allows different engineers to specify different use case
specifications in parallel. These can later be composed as follows.
(1) The class models of the use case specifications can be composed by merging them into one package using UML package merge [1, Sect. 7.3.41]. Package
merge copies the contents of one or multiple merged packages into a merging
package. Equally named UML elements (classes, attributes, operations, etc.) in
the merged packages are mapped to the same element in the merging package.
(2) The UML package merge only defines how to merge structural (class)
models. It could probably be extended easily to merge also the MSDs—but
instead, we just slightly modify the symbolic interpretation of the MSD: We
assume that the object system can be any valid instance of the merged class
model. Then we interpret the sets of MSDs of all use case specifications like a
plain set of (symbolic) MSDs where we interpret an MSD lifeline as if it was
typed by the class that its role’s class was merged into.
We call the merged package the integrated package. With this symbolic interpretation of the MSDs, it forms the integrated specification of the system.
If one use case depends on another, for example because one refers to message
types (i.e., operations) or object properties already specified in another, this can
also be expressed by a package merge where the depending use case specification
package merges the package of the use case specification it depends on.
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4

Synthesis

As already proposed by Bontemps et al. [3], the problem of deciding whether
an MSD/LSC specification is consistent can be mapped to a two-player game
problem. Intuitively, this means that environment events and system reactions
are mapped to “moves” in a game that lead from one game state to another. A
game state in this case is essentially a set cut configurations of currently active
MSDs. Then it is checked whether there exists a strategy for the system against
the environment such that a certain winning condition is satisfied. The winning
condition here is that never a safety or liveness violation occurs and that there is
no infinite sequence of system events, i.e., always eventually a next environment
event can occur.
Today there exist a number of tools with efficient algorithms for finding winning strategies in two-player games. Similar to Bontemps et al, we have developed
a synthesis approach [8,7] where MSD use case specifications are mapped to the
input of Uppaal Tiga [2], a tool based on the Uppaal model-checker that implements an efficient game-solving algorithm [4]. Novel in our approach is that it
also supports timed MSDs and MSDs that formulate environment assumptions,
i.e., properties that the environment must satisfy to “win” against the system.
But these novelties are not relevant in the scope of this paper.
In our synthesis approach, if an MSD use case specification is consistent,
Uppaal Tiga will synthesize a strategy that shows us how the system can
always react to the environment such that the specification is satisfied. Uppaal
Tiga can even synthesize a complete strategy that shows all the moves to all
states in which the system will be able to win. Furthermore, if an MSD use case
specification is inconsistent, Uppaal Tiga can synthesize a counter-strategy that
shows how the environment can always violate the MSD specification.
Listing 1.1 shows a excerpt from a complete strategy synthesized from the
use case specification RailCab Obstacle Detected; Uppaal Tiga generates such a
textual output to the console or a file. Here only one state in the game and the two
winning transitions for this state are shown. As shown here, the sate is essentially
a particular configuration of cuts of the active MSDs (see [8, App. C.2] for more
information). Here it is the cuts reached in the MSDs after the environment
event obstacleDetected occurred (compare also with Fig. 3).
Listing 1.1. Excerpt from the controller synthesized from the specification of the use
case Warn RailCabs On Track
Strategy to win :
...
State : ( . . . ) . . .
WarningWhenObstacleDetected_env=1
WarningWhenObstacleDetected_detectingRC=1
WarningWhenObstacleDetected_current=1
WarningWhenObstacleDetected_warnedRC=1
R e p o r t O b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n _ e n v=1
R e p o r t O b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n _ d e t e c t i n g R C=1
R e p o r t O b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n _ c u r r e n t =1
R e p o r t O b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n _ w a r n e d R C=1
R e p o r t O b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n A n d I s s u e W a r n i n g _ d e t e c t i n g R C=0
R e p o r t O b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n A n d I s s u e W a r n i n g _ c u r r e n t=0
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ReportObstaclePositionAndIssueWarning_warnedRC=0
When you are in true , take t r a n s i t i o n
s y s t e m P r o c e s s . s y s t e m A c t i v e −>s y s t e m P r o c e s s . p r o d u c e E v e n t
{ 1 , tau , e v e n t := d e t e c t i n g R C _ c u r r e n t _ r e p o r t H a z a r d }
When you are in true , take t r a n s i t i o n
s y s t e m P r o c e s s . s y s t e m A c t i v e −>s y s t e m P r o c e s s . p r o d u c e E v e n t
{ 1 , tau , e v e n t := d e t e c t i n g R C _ c u r r e n t _ o b s t a c l e P o s i t i o n }
...

According to this strategy, the system can satisfy the use case specification
against any environment if in this state the RailCab detectingRC sends the message reportHazard or obstaclePosition to the track section control current.
As it is a complete strategy, we know that sending any other system message
will not allow the system to “win” against any possible environment.
The possible violation is follows: Sending the message hazardOccurred, which
in this state is enabled in the MSD WarningWhenObstacleDetected, must be followed by sending obstaclePosition. This then leads to a situation where there
is an active copy of MSD WarningWhenObstacleDetected in cut (1,2,2,1) and an
active copy of MSD ReportObstaclePositionAndIssueWarning in cut (2,2,1). In the
former, hazardWarning must occur, but obstaclePosition must not occur. In
the latter, obstaclePosition must occur, but hazardWarning must not occur.
Thus a safety or liveness violation is inevitable.

5

Combining Play-Out and Synthesis

The naive play-out of an integrated specification containing the use case RailCab
Obstacle Detected could easily run into the above-mentioned, avoidable violation. In many cases, this could be avoided by using the strategies that could be
successfully synthesized from single use case specifications. In the following, we
explain an extension of the play-out algorithms that is guided by these strategies.
The principle of this extension is shown in Fig. 4. At the bottom, it sketches a
RailCab object system where the environment just sent the message obstacleDetected to the RailCab rc2. On the top left, two active MSDs are shown, which
are activated as a result. The lifeline bindings are indicated by the small labels
on the lifelines. The remaining parts of the figure are explained in the following.
The main challenge in employing the strategies synthesized from use case
specifications is to determine in a state during play-out which state in which
strategy (or which states in which strategies) to inquire about which message
event can be safely executed next. Intuitively, we have to determine where a use
case “occurs”. We define a use case occurrence as a set of active MSDs where
the MSDs belong to the same use case occurrence and the lifelines representing
the same role are bound to the same object.
After finding the active MSDs that make up a use case occurrence (1), we
create an active copy of the corresponding strategy (also called active strategy).
Then we find a state in the this strategy that corresponds to the cuts of the
active MSDs (2). This state is also called the current state of the active strategy
for the use case occurrence.
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MSD WarningWhenObstacleDetected
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rc2
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MSD ReportObstaclePosition
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Fig. 4. Guiding the play-out by strategies synthesized from use case specifications

Once such corresponding states are found for all occurrences of use case for
which a strategy is provided, we determine the prescribed and disobeying message
events (3). A message event is prescribed if it corresponds to an event that labels
a transition leaving the current state of the active strategy; a message event is
disobeying if it corresponds to a message event that labels a transition that is
not leaving the current state. (For brevity, we skip a more formal definition when
message events correspond in this case.)
As in regular play-out, we also have to determine which message events are
active and safety-violating in the active MSDs. We can now execute an active
event that is not safety-violating any other active MSD, and not disobeying any
active strategies (4). This process is repeated until the there are no more active
events. Then the system waits for the next environment event.
In this extended play-out it is not guaranteed that never an active strategy
must be disobeyed or never a safety violation occurs. This may still happen
when use cases overlap, i.e., objects participate in multiple use case occurrences
at once. Then again safety violations and events disobeying active strategies
may not necessarily mean that the specification is inconsistent—it could still
be that the system in the past could have chosen another sequence of steps to
avoid this. The second-listed author also describes an extension of this approach
for employing strategies synthesized from composed use case specifications, but
these concepts are not yet implemented.
After an active strategy was disobeyed, the play-out can still continue, but
then it may no longer be possible to find current state for the disobeyed active
strategy. Note that if the strategies used in this process are not complete, it
becomes more likely that active strategies must be disobeyed.
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Note also that we can only identify use case occurrences if all lifelines of
an active MSD are bound. For this process to work properly, there should thus
not be an active MSD with unbound lifelines. It remains to be investigate if
maybe the play-out can follow multiple active strategies in parallel for different
“candiadate” use case occurrences as long as lifelines are unbound.

6

Realization and Evaluation

The concepts introduced here have been implemented in an Eclipse-based tool
suite called ScenarioTools1 . Figure 5 gives an overview of ScenarioTools
and the supported modeling and analysis process.
In the first step, a UML-based MSD specification of the system is modeled.
For modeling, ScenarioTools extends the Topcased UML-Editor. The figure shows a number of packages that represent use case specifications (1). As
mentioned before, use case specifications can be modeled in separate packages,
dependencies can be expressed by package merge relationships, and finally all
use case specifications are merged into an integrated package.
The figure here also shows a base package. We suppose that sometimes, prior
to specifying the use cases, the requirements engineers already want to formally
capture a structural (class) model of the system. This is also called domain
modeling, and fosters a common understanding of the domain. This can be done
in this separate package from where classes, associations, and attributes can be
reused in the use case specifications. To do this, the use case specifications define
merge relationships to the base package.
In the second step, after formally specifying the use cases, we want to create
an instance system, or possible many instance systems, to carry simulations
of the specified behavior. To be able to do this, we create an EMF/ECore2
class model that corresponds to the merged class model of the UML-based MSD
specification. This transformation is described by Triple Graph Grammar (TGG)
that can be executed using the TGG Interpreter3 . The transformation not
only creates the ECore class model, but also a correspondence model that stores
a detailed mapping between classes, properties, associations and operations in
the UML and ECore class models.
The Eclipse/EMF framework allows us to automatically generate simple
editors from the ECore class model. With the help of these editors, instance
models can easily be created (3). In the RailCab case, this could be a particular
RailCab track system with a particular number of RailCabs currently on certain
track sections.
Based on an instance model, we can now simulate the behavior defined in the
UML-based MSD specification (4). To know which MSD lifelines can be bound
to which objects and which messages can be sent between the objects, we exploit
the information in the above-mentioned correspondence model.
1
2
3

http://www.cs.uni-paderborn.de/index.php?id=scenariotools
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/
http://www.cs.uni-paderborn.de/index.php?id=tgg-interpreter
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Fig. 5. Overview of the ScenarioTools simulation

The figure also illustrates that the play-out can be guided by strategies that
could be successfully synthesized from use case specification.
ScenarioTools supports different simulation modes: a user-guided stepby-step selection of system and environment events and a random execution.

7

Related Work

In the past, many approaches for the scenario-based specification of system requirements have been proposed. Many, however, did not regard that scenarios
can be overlapping [15] or they only regarded existential scenarios, i.e., descriptions of what must be possible to occur [17]. Others considered combining existential scenarios with pre-and post-conditions on messages [21], automata [20],
or safety properties in temporal logic [5] for expressing also mandatory requirements. With these additions also came the problem of checking the consistency
of the specification, which is addressed in these papers. To the best of our knowledge, all these approaches did not consider the specification of dynamic systems.
LSCs introduced a rigorous semantics for expressing universal and existential
requirements [6] and only with symbolic lifelines [19], the behavior of dynamic
systems could be specified in a formal scenario-based way. Many approaches for
consistency checking LSC specifications and synthesizing controllers from them
were proposed [9,11,3,16], but they only consider static systems.
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Another approach for improving the play-out of LSC specifications is smart
play-out [10]. Here model-checking is employed for finding a sequence of steps for
the system in reaction to an environment event that avoids avoidable violations.
The problem here is that this approach can only “look ahead” until the next
environment event occurs, thus not all avoidable violations can be anticipated.
Also, smart play-out only works in a static setting.
Maoz et al. presented an alternative implementation of the play-out algorithm
using AspectJ [18]. This implementation is extensible to plug-in different playout “strategies”, which for example allows for integrating smart play-out. This
implementation of the play-out algorithm is also used in the PlayGo tool4 . The
website also mentions that synthesized strategies and counter-strategies can be
executed using this tool, but no details have been published thus far. Kugler
et al. also mention to execute synthesized controllers [16], but these are not
combined with play-out.

8

Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a novel extension of the play-out algorithm which combines playout of MSDs in a dynamic object system with strategies synthesized from specification parts. This helps avoid more avoidable violations and improves the playout because engineers now have more reason to suspect an actual inconsistency
when violations occur.
We are currently developing a new version of the ScenarioTools play-out
and synthesis and plan to extend this approach to also support environment
assumptions and parametrized messages. We also plan to further investigate the
symbiosis of synthesis and play-out for composed use cases.
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Abstract. ECNO (Event Coordination Notation) is a notation for modelling the behaviour of a software system on top of some object-oriented
data model. ECNO has two main objectives: On the one hand, ECNO
should allow modelling the behaviour of a system on the domain level; on
the other hand, it should be possible to completely generate code from
ECNO and the underlying object-oriented domain models.
Today, there are several approaches that would allow to do this. But,
most of them would require that the data models and the behaviour
models are using the same technology and the code is generated together.
By contrast, ECNO can be used for modelling the behaviour on top of
any object-oriented model – or even on top of manually written objectoriented code. This way, it is easy to integrate ECNO models with other
technologies, to use ECNO on top of code generated by other technologies
or with code that was written manually.
In this paper, we rephrase the main concepts of ECNO. The focus of
this paper, however, is on the architecture of the ECNO execution engine and its programming framework. We will show how this framework
allows us to integrate ECNO with object-oriented models, how it works
without any explicit control, and how it easily integrates with traditional
programming.
Keywords: Model-based Software Engineering, Local and global behaviour modelling, Event coordination, Model integration.

1

Introduction

The Event Coordination Notation (ECNO) [1–3] aims at modelling the behaviour of software systems on top of object-oriented data models. This way,
domain models can not only cover the data part, but also the behaviour of a
system. ECNO’s main concept are events and the coordination of the joint execution of events among different objects. For each class, it is defined in which
events the objects of the class can participate, and the local behaviour for the
class defines when an object can participate in an event, and what happens
within that object when the event happens. The joint execution of all the participating objects is called an interaction. The main concepts of ECNO have
been presented earlier already [2, 3]; therefore, we only rephrase these ideas in
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Sect. 2. For lack of space, however, we cannot discuss the related work again; for
a detailed discussion of the related work we refer to [3].
In a first prototype [2], we had shown that the coordination of events defined by ECNO’s coordination diagrams can be handled by an execution engine,
and that the code for the local behaviour of each class can be generated from
an extended version of Petri nets, which we called ECNO nets [3]. This prototype, however, required that all the object-oriented models or the manually
written code followed the principles of ECNO and used the ECNO interfaces; for
this purpose, the prototype was equipped with a light-weight version of objectoriented models. The first prototype of ECNO did not meet one of the most
important objectives of ECNO yet: it should be easy to integrate different modelling technologies, and to use ECNO on top of existing software, which might
be any manually written code or code generated by some other technology.
In this paper, we discuss the design and architecture of a second ECNO
prototype, which consists of a ECNO engine and a programming framework
that supports the integration of ECNO with other technologies. As an example,
ECNO can now be used on top of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [4].

2

The Event Coordination Notation

In this section, we rephrase the main concepts of ECNO by the help of an
example, which is taken from [2] with minor modifications.
2.1

Coordination Diagrams

This running example is the eternal coffee and tea vending machine. Figure 1
shows a class diagram with some extensions concerning events and their coordination. Therefore, we call it coordination diagram.
Before explaining the extensions that concern the coordination, let us have a
brief look at it as a class diagram – ignoring the operations compartment for a
moment. The diagram shows the different possible elements 1 that are part of the
system: A coin can be close to a slot, which is represented by the reference from
Coin to Slot, or a coin can be in the slot, which is represented by the reference
from Slot to Coin. There is a Safe to which a coin is passed when a coffee or tea
is dispensed. There is a Panel for the user to interact with the vending machine.
This panel is connected to a control, which is represented by the reference from
Panel to Control. The control is connected to brewers, which can be either coffee
or tea brewers. At last, there is an output device for the beverage, which is
connected to the brewers.
As a class diagram, Fig. 1 can have instances, which would define a concrete
configuration of the vending machine. In our example, we assume that there
initially are three coins (not inserted yet to the slot), and that there are two
1

In order to point out that our objects are a bit more than objects in the traditional
sense of object orientation, we call them elements throughout this paper.
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reset();
cancel();
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Coffee
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insert(Coin coin, Slot slot);
pass(Coin coin, Slot slot);
return(Slot slot);

Brewer

drink();

cup_in: 1
*

Output
cup_in
cup_out

Tea
tea

coffee() extends drink;
tea() extends drink;

cup_in();
cup_out();

Fig. 1. A class and coordination diagram

coffee brewers and one tea brewer; for all other classes, we assume that there
is exactly one instance. Figure 2 shows such such an instance at a later stage –
after two of the coins were inserted to the slot. The overlays on top of the object
diagram will be discussed later.
Now, let us explain the extensions of Fig. 1 that concern events and their
coordination: First, there are some events defined at the bottom of the diagram,
such as insert or drink, which will be explained in some more detail later. For
now, we just use their names. These events occur in the operations compartment
of the classes again: for example, the events insert, pass and return for Coin. They
define in which events the different elements could participate. More importantly,
the references between the different elements are annotated with events and an
additional quantifier: 1 or ALL. We call them coordination annotations. These
annotations define the coordination of events and the participating elements:
more precisely, for an element executing some event, it defines which other elements need to participate in the execution of this event. We call a combination
of all the required elements and events and their execution an interaction. Fig. 2
indicates two examples of such interactions in the given situation, which we will
use to explain the meaning of coordination annotations below; note that there
would be more interactions in this situation, which are not shown.
Let us assume that some element is involved in the execution of some event
and that, in the coordination diagram, the type of this element has a reference
that is annotated with that event. Then, some elements at the other end of the
respective links also need to participate in the interaction. In Fig. 2, for example,
the panel is involved in the event drink (actually, it is the more specific coffee
event), the coordination annotation drink:1 at the reference to control, implies
that the control also needs to participate in the interaction with that event;
in turn, the reference from control to brewer annotated with drink:1 requires
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p:Panel

drink: 1

:coffee

Fig. 2. A vending machine configuration with two interactions high-lighted

that also one brewer must participate. In the interaction shown in Fig. 2, it is
the coffee brewer cf1; but choosing cf2 would also be fine. For reasons that will
become clear later, the control is required to participate in a pass event together
with a drink event. Therefore, the annotation pass:1 at the reference from class
Control to class Slot requires a slot to participate too. The slot, in turn, has two
references annotated with pass:1, one to the class Coin and one to the class Safe,
both of which must be met. Therefore, one coin and one safe need to participate
in the execution – this way, the coin will be passed from the slot to the safe,
when the interaction is executed, which will be discussed in more detail later
in Sect. 2.3. Altogether, this gives us an interaction with six elements and two
events as shown in Fig. 2. Note that, though the synchronisations are via the
drink event, the actually event in this interaction is a coffee event, since the
coffee machine specializes the drink event to a coffee event.
As discussed above, a coordination annotation refers to an event and has
a quantifier, which can be 1 or ALL. In the example, above, we have seen the
quantifier 1 already: it means that one partner at the other end of the links
corresponding to that reference must participate. If the event is quantified by
ALL, all the elements at the other end of these links need to participate.
In our example from Fig. 2, there are two coins inserted to the slot. If, in
this situation, the slot participates in a return event, the annotation return:ALL
at the reference from Slot to Coin means, that both coins must participate in the
execution of the event return.
2.2

Event Types and Parameters

Up to now, events have, basically, been names, which were used in coordination
annotations to identify other partners that need to participate in an interaction.
In addition to that, events can also be used to exchange information between
the partners of an interaction. To this end, events can have parameters. The
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c = coffee();
r = reset();

ready

brewing

1

cup = cup_in();

Fig. 3. Local behaviour of the coffee brewer
t = tea();

declarations of the events of our vending machine along with their parameters is
shown at the bottom of Figure 1. In order to distinguish them from the concrete
instances in interactions, we actually call them event types. On a first glance,
the definition of event types looks very much like method declarations. In contrast to methods, however, event types or events do not have behaviour of their
own. Events are used only for synchronizing participants in an interaction and to
share information between them. Moreover, events are shared between different
elements and do not belong to a particular element. This is why events are declared outside a specific element and are types in their own right. In particular,
events do not have a caller or callee. Therefore, event parameters can be contributed in many different ways, and by different elements. It is not defined in
advance, who will provide and who will use the parameters or in which direction
the values are propagated. The execution engine of ECNO, however, guarantees
that all elements participating in an interaction have the same parameters for
the same event – if two partners contribute inconsistent values to an event, the
interaction would not be possible.
In our example, we can also see inheritance on events: the coffee and tea
event extend the more general event drink. This is an extension with respect to
[2], but, we do not go into details here.
2.3

Local Behaviour

The local behaviour of an element defines when the element can participate in an
event or a combination of events, and it defines what happens when the element
participates in such an interaction. We use a slightly extended version of Petri
nets for modelling the local behaviour of an element, which we call ECNO nets
[3]. We will discuss the main concepts of ECNO nets by the help of our example.
We start with the ECNO net for the coffee brewer, which is shown in Fig. 3.
Except for the annotations associated with the transitions, this is a conventional
P/T-system. A transition annotation relates each transition of the ECNO net
to one or more events; we call this annotation an event binding. After the event
coffee, which represents the user pressing the coffee button, the coffee is brewed,
which will be dispensed, when a cup is inserted (event cup in). The reset event
is possible only when the coffee machine is in the initial state (no coffee is being
made). In this example, the notation for event bindings might appear overly
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i = insert(self, none);
init

self.getSlot().remove(i.slot);
inserted

p = pass(self, none);

end

1

r = return(none);

self.getSlot().add(r.slot);

Fig. 4. Local behaviour of the coin

verbose. The reason for denoting an event binding as an assignment will become
clear in the next example.
To explain some more details, let us have a look at the local behaviour of
a coin, which is modelled by the ECNO net shown in Fig. 4. Here, the event
bindings and the involved events have parameters. Let us consider the transition
that is bound to the insert event first: as we have seen in Fig. 1, the event
insert has two parameters: a coin and a slot. The annotation refers to these two
parameters. The first one, self, assigns the coin itself as the first parameter (coin)
to this event. The second parameter is none, which is the keyword indicating
that, in this case, the coin does not assign a parameter to the event insert (in
this case, this parameter is provided by another partner of the interaction). The
other annotation of this transition is the action, which will be executed when all
partners of an interaction are found and the interaction is executed. In this case,
the coin deletes the link to the slot. The link to the slot is removed by using
the API generated by EMF from the class diagram; self is an ECNO construct,
which represents the object to which this behaviour is attached, the coin. The
method getSlot() is the EMF generated API of the coin, returning a list of all
slots the coin is close to, from which the involved slot is removed. This slot is
denoted by i.slot, where i is the variable to which the insert event was assigned,
and slot refers to the respective parameter, which, in this case, is assigned to the
event by the element slot (see Fig. 5), which will be part of that interaction.
Once the coin is inserted, the ECNO net for the coin allows two things to
happen: either the coin can be passed to the safe by the transition that is bound
to event pass, or the coin is returned by the transition bound to event return.
In the case of a pass event, the coin assigns itself (self) as the coin parameter;
and there is no action. In the case of a return event, no parameter is assigned to
the event (none), but the action will add a link from the coin to the slot again,
where the slot is coming from the parameter r.slot of the event return.
Figure 5 shows the local behaviour of the slot. This is a rather degenerated
Petri net. As a P/T-system, all transitions would be enabled all the time since
their presets are empty. Due to the event bindings, however, the local behaviour
becomes a bit more interesting. We start with explaining the bottom transition:
This transition has two events bound to it: reset and return. This implies that the
events reset and return must be executed together; this way, the slot defines that
coins are returned during a reset. The slot assigns itself as a parameter to the
return event. In the action, the slot deletes all the links to the coins it contains
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self.getCoin().size() < 2
i = insert(none, self);

self.getCoin().add(i.coin);
p = pass(none,none); d = drink();

p = pass(none, self);

self.getCoin().remove(p.coin);
c = cancel(); r = reset();

res = reset();
r = return(self);

self.getCoin().clear();

Fig. 5. Local behaviour of the slot

Fig. 6. Local behaviour of the control

using the EMF generated API: self.getCoin().clear(). At last, let us discuss the
top transition of Fig. 5. It is bound to an insert event, where the slot assigns
itself to the event’s slot parameter. In the action, it adds a link to that coin. In
this transition, another modelling concept is used: the condition which is shown
above the transition. This condition guarantees that an insert event can happen
only when there are less than two coins in the slot; to this end, the condition
refers to the list of coins of the slot (getCoin()). In general, a condition can refer
to the parameters of all involved events and to anything that the element can
access via the API of its object-oriented implementation.
The ECNO nets for the other elements are similar. In particular, the ECNO
net for the control uses two transitions (see Fig. 6). The first transition is bound
to the two events drink and pass, which is the reason why in the large interaction
of Fig. 2 must contain both of these events – this way making sure that a drink
is only be dispensed together with passing a coin from the slot to the safe. The
second transition combines events cancel and reset.
2.4

Discussion and Summary of Concepts

Altogether, the ECNO extends class diagrams by the explicit definition of events,
resp. event types, and coordination annotations, which define in which way different elements need to participate in an interaction. We call this extension on
top of class diagrams coordination diagrams.
The basic mechanism for defining these coordination requirements is annotating references of the class diagram with an event type and a quantification. Each
of these annotations defines a bilateral coordination. In combination, however,
they might require that many different elements participate in an interaction
(cf. Fig. 2): First, there might be different references for the same event, which
require different other elements to participate. Second, the other elements that
are required to participate might have references with annotations, which require
further elements to participate; in this way, establishing a chain or network of
required elements until all requirements are met. Third, an event annotation
with quantification ALL requires that all the elements at the other end of the
respective links participate. Forth, the local behaviour of an element can require
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synchronization of two or more different events that all need to be part of the
interaction (see Fig. 6 for example); the required other event, may in turn impose additional requirements on participating partners. This way, coordination
diagrams define the global behaviour of a system by coordination annotations
based on the local behaviour of its elements.
A coordination diagram does not say anything about the possible local behaviour of the elements. In our example, the local behaviour was defined by an
ECNO net; but this could be done with other formalisms too. In essence, the local behaviour answers the following questions: when can an event be executed by
an element (to be more precise, when can an element participate in an event),
what is the local effect when the element participates in such an interaction,
and which events need to be executed together. The ECNO framework provides
an API for programming the local behaviour for every element [2]. This code,
however, can be generated fully automatically from ECNO nets.

3

ECNO Engine: Concepts, Algorithms, and Architecture

In this section, we discuss the main concepts and the architecture of the ECNO
execution engine: the algorithm for calculating interactions, the control mechanisms for automatically updating possible interactions, and their execution.
3.1

Local Behaviour

In Sect. 3.2, we will briefly discuss how the execution engine calculates the possible interactions for some element. The possible interactions depend on the information from the coordination diagram concerning global behaviour as well as on
the local behaviour. In our example, we used ECNO nets for defining the local
behaviour of an element. In order to be independent from a specific modelling
notation, however, the ECNO provides a general programming interface for the
local behaviour, which was discussed in [2]. For the calculation of the possible
interactions this programming interface is used. Here, we briefly recapitulate the
main functions of this interface.
The local behaviour of an element is represented by an interface ElementBehaviour. Its most important method provides, in any given situation, a list of all
possible choices, each of which is represented by an instance of class Choice. In
ECNO nets, each enabled transition would correspond to a choice. In general,
a choice defines events of which type are involved in the choice and methods
for assigning values to the parameters of the involved events. Since the value
assigned to a parameter of some event might depend on other event parameters,
the details are slightly more involved. The details of the parameter assignment,
however, are not relevant for understanding the computation of the possible interactions. Therefore, we do not discuss this here (see [2] for more details). The
class Choice also has a method that, after all parameters have been assigned to
the events, checks the additional condition (as we have seen in Fig. 5). At last,
each Choice provides a method to execute the choice; this will make all the local
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changes to the element, when the interaction eventually is executed. In ECNO
nets, this would be the change of the net’s marking as well as the execution of
the transition’s action.
3.2

Computing Interactions

Next, we discuss how the ECNO engine computes all the possible interactions
for a given element and for a given event type. The basic idea of this algorithm
is quite simple: it is a search in an AND/OR-Tree, which starts from the element
together with an event type, following systematically up all the possible alternatives. When the search starts or arrives at an element with some event type,
the possible alternatives are all the possible choices of the element with an event
of the respective type. Each of these choices represents one possible interaction
that needs to be followed up. Once a choice is fixed, we need to follow up all the
event types of the choice; note that for a choice with more than one event type,
we need to follow up all of them for the same interaction; therefore, there is no
alternative here. Following up an event type for an element means that we need
to follow up all the coordination annotation for that type – again all of them
need to be followed for a single interaction. Following up a coordination annotation has two different cases: if the coordination annotation has cardinality 1,
each link of the element with respect to that reference is a possible alternative.
If the coordination annotation has cardinality ALL, there is no alternative; we
need to follow up all of the respective links of the element. Following a link, will
lead us to an element and an event type again, were the search continues. If this
element is already part of the currently computed interaction, we just need to
check whether the respective event type is already part of the choice for that
element. If it is, this branch of the search is successful. If the event type is not
part of that choice, the currently computed interaction fails unsuccessfully.
During the computation, a potential interaction is represented as a set of
elements that are determined to be part of the potential interaction along with
the respective choice of the local behaviour for that element and the events.
We call this a partial interaction. A partial interaction is complete, if all search
branches terminate successfully. Since the computation, ultimately, should be
able to compute all possible interactions for a given element and event type, the
search is actually not done recursively. It is done iteratively, where the stack of
all possible alternatives is stored explicitly along with each partial interaction in
a list. Whenever the search has more than one alternative, the partial interaction along with its current stack of alternatives is copied for every possible new
alternative and the new alternatives are put on top of the stack.
The above algorithm will systematically compute all interactions that are
possible from the coordination point of view. For simplicity, the event parameters will not be assigned during the search in the current implementation. The
parameters will only be assigned at the end of the search. This assignment could
result in failures too, when different elements assign different values to the same
event parameter. If the assignment of the event parameters was successful, the
conditions of all the choices are checked. If this is successful for all the choices
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of all the interaction’s elements, the interaction is actually valid. Only in that
case, the computed interaction will be returned as a result.
Note that, technically, the ECNO engine does not compute and return the
set of all valid interactions in a single go. It returns an iterator that, on demand,
computes and returns one valid interaction after the other. We call this the
interaction iterator.
Executing an interaction is very simple, once it is computed: The execution
method on the choice attached to every element of the interaction is called one
after the other – in an arbitrary order.
3.3

Controllers, Updates, and Notifications

Based on the algorithm from Sect. 3.2, the ECNO engine provides a method
that returns an interaction iterator that can compute all currently possible interactions for some element and some event type. Other parts of the program
can obtain these interaction iterators from the engine, obtain interactions and
then execute them. The idea of ECNO, however, is that there is no need for
a program that globally controls and selects the possible elements and events,
and which executes interactions. The idea is, that as soon as some interaction
is possible, it would be offered at some GUI so that the end-user could select it
– and it should automatically be disabled again when the interaction becomes
invalid again. To this end, ECNO has some features that allow us to indicate
which kind of elements and which event types should show up on the GUI.
But, it should not only be possible to trigger interactions from the GUI;
also other parts of the software should be able to trigger an interaction on
some element, once it become enabled. Moreover, this should work, even when
objects are added, removed, or its links are changed by some other parts of the
software – even when these changes are made independently from the ECNO
engine. To this end, the ECNO framework provides controllers, which can register
for some element and event type, and which are automatically notified when
interactions become enabled or disabled. The GUI mentioned above is just one
specific extension of these ECNO controllers. Other applications can use and
extend these controllers to be notified about enabled interactions and for issuing
their execution.
In order to make the controllers aware of any changes in the underlying
objects and their links, ECNO makes use of some notification and listener mechanisms. Here, we give an overview of these mechanisms and their interplay with
the controllers. For lack of space, however, we cannot go into the subtle details
of making these mechanisms re-entrant and thread-safe – most of which use
standard concepts of concurrent programming.
Since ECNO should work independently from the underlying implementation
of object-oriented models, the listeners actually register with the behaviour on
top of the object-oriented part of the software. In order to be aware of changes
in the underlying object-oriented parts, adapters need to be implemented, which
will be discussed in Sect. 3.5. For now, we assume, that the element’s behaviour
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is notified of any change that might have an effect on the enabledness of some
interactions it could be involved in.
Note that also an interaction iterator must be aware of changes that potentially invalidate the interactions it is computing. To this end, an interaction
iterator (see Sect. 3.2), registers itself as a listener with any new element, as soon
as it comes across it during the computation of its interactions. As soon as the
iterator receives a notification from one of the elements it had registered with, it
assumes that its computed interactions and partial interactions are invalid; and
it will not return any interactions anymore. Instead, it will raise an exception,
when asked for another interaction. Moreover, the iterator de-registers itself from
all the elements, since it is invalid already and nothing can change that.
In turn, a controller registers as a listener on the interaction iterator when
it obtains it from the engine. This way, the controller is notified as soon as the
interaction iterator becomes invalid. In that case, the controller, will obtain a
fresh interaction iterator from the engine. This way, the controller stays up to
date – and can select a new valid interaction from the new iterator.
Note that an iterator that did not find any interaction, remains registered
with all elements it came across in its search for possible interactions. The reason
is that any change in these elements could result in new possible interactions
– and only changes in these elements can make new interactions possible. This
way, an “empty” interaction iterator can notify a controller about possible new
interactions, once they become enabled. Then, the controller can create a new
interaction iterator which provides it with the currently possible interactions.
Once a controller has obtained a possible interaction, it should also be notified when this interaction becomes invalid. Therefore, the interaction iterator
registers an interaction with all the elements the interaction is involved in before the interaction is returned to the controller. In turn, the controller registers
with the interaction that it obtained from the interaction iterator, so that the
controller can be updated when this interaction becomes invalid.
As long as such an interaction is not invalidated, the controller could execute
this interaction anytime. Since changes in the objects and their structure can be
made concurrently from different threads, it could happen that an interaction is
invalidated while it is executing; to avoid this, the ECNO engine comes with a
transaction mechanism, which will be discussed in Sect. 3.4.
The above mechanism result in a lot of notifications, which in turn would
result in many re-computations of possible interactions in the respective controllers. The execution of a single interactions will make many changes: changes
of attributes of the involved elements, state changes in the local behaviour of
every element, and addition or deletion of links between some elements. Updating the controllers after every of these intermediate changes would just waste
computation power. Therefore, notifications that happen due to changes of an interaction should be deferred until the execution of the interaction is finished. To
this end, the notifiers of the ECNO engine are implemented in such a way that,
when they encounter a change resulting from the execution of an interaction,
they do not send out the notifications right away; they will register themselves
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with the end of the interaction (actually with the end of the respective transaction – see Sect. 3.4), and send out only one notification to all listeners in the
end. We call this a deferred notification.
3.4

Transactions

As discussed before, controllers should be as independent from each other as possible, it should be possible that controllers run concurrently in different threads,
and interactions should be computed and executed concurrently. As long as the
sets of elements that are involved in two interactions are disjoint, there is no
harm in executing interactions concurrently. When two interactions have elements in common, however, this might cause some problems. The change made
by an action of one element might make the condition of the same element in the
other interaction invalid; likewise, links that are part of an interaction might be
deleted by the other, etc. The ECNO engine should make sure that interactions
do not interfere with each other. In the sense of the ACID principle, we want to
make sure that an interaction runs atomically (either completely or not at all)
and in isolation (no other interaction interferes with it once it is started).
To this end, the ECNO engine introduces a transaction concept with a simple
locking mechanism. When the execution of (a still valid) interaction is started,
a transaction will be started and locks on all the elements of this interaction
will be acquired. Acquiring the locks is actually done in some canonical order,
in order to avoid deadlocks due to cyclic waiting for a lock. This way, we are
sure that an interaction resp. its transaction eventually will be able to acquire
all locks. Once the transaction has obtained all locks, the interaction will be
executed – and we can be sure that it terminates. When the execution of the
interaction is finished, the locks on all its elements are released again. Note that,
this way, ECNO’s transaction mechanism provides slightly more than atomicity:
once successfully started2 the interaction will successfully terminate.
As long as interactions are executed by controllers derived from ECNO controllers, interactions are executed atomically and in isolation – even when these
controller are running concurrently. When other parts of the software make
changes on the objects, they should also use transactions acquiring locks on all
changed elements. If they do, ECNO’s engine guarantees atomicity and isolation.
If changes are made outside of transactions, ECNO’s updating and notification
mechanism would still work. But, atomicity and isolation might be compromised.
As pointed out in Sect. 3.3 already, transactions are also used for another
purpose: In order to avoid unnecessary updates of the possible interactions of
the controllers, the notification of the invalidation of an interaction iterator or
an interaction is deferred to the end of the transaction (interaction), when a
change on the element is made from within a transaction.
2

It might happen that, while the transaction is still acquiring the locks, another
interaction invalidates the interaction. In that case, the interaction will abort. So,
“successfully started” for an interaction means, that the interaction is still valid after
the transaction has acquire all locks.
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Fig. 7. ECNO model and EMF adapters

The ACID principle of transaction theory would also cover persistence or
durability of changes in data – meaning that the changes would be persisted in
a file or database, once the interaction is successfully completed. The ECNO
engine does not (yet) take care of that. The reason is that persisting data is
tightly coupled to the technology underlying the data model. Therefore, the implementation of durability depends on the underlying object-oriented technology.
For models in EMF technology, for example, we are planning to use Hibernate
for that purpose. A general infrastructure for persisting object-oriented models
spanning different technologies, however, is beyond the scope of ECNO for now.
3.5

ECNO: Meta Model and Adapters

The concepts discussed up to now are independent from any technology and
implementation issues. One of the objectives of ECNO was that models for local
and global behaviour could be added on top of any other object-oriented technology. In this section, we discuss how this technology independence is achieved
in the ECNO engine and programming framework.
ECNO comes with its own light-weight meta model of object-oriented models,
on top of which the additional concepts for coordination diagrams are introduced.
For a particular object-oriented technology, there will be a meta model that
maps the concepts of ECNO’s light-weight meta model of the object-oriented
concepts to the concepts of the specific technology. Figure 7 shows the meta
model of ECNO and the mapping of its object-oriented concepts to the corresponding concepts of the EMF technology. In the top row, you see the concepts
of EMF, which we ignore for a moment. The rest of the diagram shows ECNO’s
meta model. Actually it shows already the mapping, but since there is almost
a 1:1-correspondence, we use this diagram to explain the concepts of ECNO’s
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meta model, which technically is just a set of Java interfaces (not visible in this
diagram).
The main concept of ECNO’s meta model for objects are the element types,
which can have references to other element types. Note that there are no multiplicities for references, since these would come from the actual object-oriented
model (the EMF model in our case).
The concepts specific to coordination diagrams are coordination sets (which
reflect the different possibilities an event type requires synchronisations with).
This is represented by the synchronisations that are contained in a reference
and are attached to exactly one coordination set of an element type. Each synchronisation represents the coordination annotations of a reference (cf. Fig. 1),
which consists of an event type and a synchronisation type (either ONE or ALL).
Note that an event type can be derived from another event type (in the meta
model represented by super) and event types also can have parameters.
As mentioned above, Fig. 7 shows how the ECNO concepts are mapped to
the Ecore concepts: most importantly, an element type is referring to an EClass,
and an ECNO reference is referring to an EReference.
The important point here is, that the ECNO mapping refers to concepts of
the Ecore model, but there are no references in the opposite direction. Therefore,
the ECNO engine works on code that was generated from the Ecore model. The
Ecore objects, however, do not know anything about ECNO’s element types,
coordination sets, or synchronisations. In order for the ECNO engine to be able
to obtain that information when it calculates the possible interactions, the ECNO
engine uses so-called package adapters. For the EMF technology, these adapters
can be generated automatically from the coordination diagrams.
A package adapter, basically, does the following: for a given object, it will
check whether the object is of a type for which it provides a mapping; if so, it
returns the object’s element type. Based on the object, its element type, and
some of its references, the adapter will provide all the links of that object with
respect to that reference. This will be used by the engine to navigate to the
respective related elements when computing the interactions.
Another important function of the package adapter is to create an object
that represents the element’s local behaviour (ElementBehaviour) the first time
the engine encounters a new object. The ECNO engine will then use this element
behaviour throughout the life-cycle of this object. The main concepts of the
element behaviour have already been explained in Sect. 3.1. The package adapter
is responsible only for creating it, when a new object is encountered.
As mentioned above, the package adapter can be automatically generated
from a coordination diagram. The relevant package adapters are then registered
with the ECNO engine, when it is started.
For the prototype version 0.2.0 of this ECNO implementation and some
examples, we refer to the ECNO home page http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~eki/
projects/ECNO/.
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4

Conclusion

We briefly discussed the goals and objectives of ECNO, and its main ideas and
concepts. The ideas of ECNO and the related work have been discussed before
with the focus on the programming interface for local behaviour [2] and with the
focus on ECNO nets for modelling the local behaviour [3].
In this paper, we presented the ECNO engine and its architecture and design
in order to show that ECNO also technically can be used on top of different
object-oriented technologies. By the use of adapters, the ECNO engine can be
integrated with different technologies.
In addition, we have discussed the main ideas of the algorithm for computing
the possible interactions, and the control mechanisms that make it possible to
update and execute interactions completely independently of each other. No
additional control code is needed; the ECNO engine provides all the control
mechanisms for making the interactions update and execute – just triggered by
changes on the underlying model. The concepts of events and interactions allow
systems to be integrated without using method invocation or function calls at
all – and without explicitly thinking in terms of threaded programming.
The algorithm for computing the possible interactions has still much potential for optimizations. Since interactions are typically not very large and since
the computation of interactions is local, the complete approach should scale in
principle. Still, optimizations would depend on the kind of application, the size
of typical interactions, how different interactions are intertwined, and on the
timescale of their execution. Getting more experience with that, would require
case studies that are larger than our simple vending machine. With the current
version of the ECNO engine, we can now start working on examples – and case
studies – on a large scale, which would provide the necessary input for optimizations and an evaluation of the ECNO approach in practice.
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Abstract. Web services are goal-oriented software systems and often
need to influence or motivate particular behaviour of their communication parties: humans and other services. This paper investigates modeling
of motivation for human-service interaction. It shows why motivation
needs a separate model different from the service process model, how
to specify motivation and compose the motivation model with the service process model. Depending on the goals, the same service process
model may have different motivation models. We provide an example of
a service model with different motivation models that stimulate different
behaviour of humans interacting with the web service.
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1

Introduction

In 2010, the Object Management Group and the Business Rules Group completed their work on the Business Motivation Model (BMM), Version 1.1 [13,
15]. The BMM provides a scheme or structure for developing, communicating,
and managing business plans. The schema covers four related elements:
1. The Ends of a business plan. “Among the Ends are things the enterprise
wishes to achieve, for example, Goals and Objectives” [15].
2. The Means of a business plan.“Among the Means are things the enterprise
will employ to achieve the Ends, for example, Strategies, Tactics, Business Policies, and Business Rules”.
3. “The Influences that shape elements of a business plan”.
4. “The Assessments that are made about the impacts of such Influencers on
Ends and Means (i.e., Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats).”
The OMG predicts that “three types of people are expected to benefit from
the Business Motivation Model: developers of business plans, business modelers,
and implementers of software tools and repositories”. The Business Rule Group
believes that “Eventually specifications such as the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) together with the Business Motivation Model (BMM)
should be merged into a single business-oriented modeling architecture, and implemented in integrated tool suites”[15]. The BMM is not a full business model
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and it does not prescribe in detail business processes, workflows and business vocabulary. However, business processes are key elements of business plans and the
BMM does include a placeholder for Business Processes. The relations between
Goals and other elements of BMM are left open.
In this paper we make a step in direction of relating BMM with business processes and show how business modelers can benefit from motivation modelling.
The motivation modelling is especially important for the modern electronic business that covers any area of human life. Web services govern job application,
purchasing orders, booking requests, testing and requesting official documents the list of web services is endless. Depending on their goals, web services need
to motivate their users to choose particular actions among all possible actions.
If business services are provided by people, these people motivate actions of customers. The web services themselves favour the choices of their customers and
therefore they should benefit from having well designed motivation models built
into them. This motivation of users is a some sort of intelligence that we need to
add to services. The first step to systematic use of this intelligence is propagating
the business Ends (Goals and Objectives) to the business process.
Goals are usually formulated as non-functional requirements. They are usually abstract. The goals can be even unrealisable. The Objectives corresponding
to goals are specific and measurable. They show realisability of goals. The motivation modelling can be seen as transformation of Goals into the corresponding
Objectives described using elements of business processes and as a way to estimate realisability of Goals.
This paper presents a model of Business Motivation in Business Processes.
We show how the semantics of Protocol Modelling [10] allows for localizing the
motivation model in the business processes.
The structure of the paper is the following.
In Section 2 we formally define a process and introduce a motivation model
on a process. Section 3 shows how to propagate the business goals and combination of goals to the motivation model of the process. Section 4 discusses the
advantages of our approach to motivation modelling. Section 5 discusses related
work. Section 6 concludes the paper and identifies future work.

2
2.1

Motivation Modelling
Process with can-semantics

In order to relate motivation and business process, we need a model of a process,
a state transition system. We take a state transition system which is usually
presented as a triple of P = (S, A, T ), where
- S is a finite set of states {s1 , ....si , ...sj ...},
- A is the alphabet of P , a finite set of environmental actions or events ranged
over {a, b, ...},
- T is a finite set of transitions (si , a, sj ).
The set of transitions can be presented as a set of two relations [11]
T = {C, U } :
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- C ⊆ (A × S) is a binary relation, where (a, s) ∈ C means that action a is a
possible action for P when in state s. C is called the can-model of P because it
models the actions that P “can do” in each state.
- U is a total mapping C → S that defines for each member of C the new state
that P adopts as a result of the action. U (a; si ) = sj means that if P engages in
action a when in state si it will then adopt state sj . U is called the update-model
of P because it models the update to the state of P that results from engagement
in an action.
With separation of the can- and update-models a process P is a tuple:
P = (S; A; C; U ).
This is the same process, it does not contain motivation yet.
2.2

Motivation Modelling

There sequences of states in the process that lead to achievement of a particular
goal. There are also sets of states when a particular goal is achieved. We name
these states goal states.
From the goal perspective the events triggering transitions to a goal state
are the priority actions in the states preceding the goal state. They need to
be motivated. So, a state preceding a goal state and the event that triggers a
transition that may lead to the goal state, form a new binary relation:
– M ⊂ (A × S), (a; s) ∈ M means that event a is a motivated action for
P when in state s. We call relation M the motivation-model to show its
semantic difference from the relation C [8].
In order to model motivation we propose to add the motivation-model M to
the process:
PM = (S; A; C; U ; M ).
The can- and motivation-models of a process are independent of each other,
so when a process is in a given state, an action can have different combinations
of can- and motivation- alternatives:
{can happen; can not happen} × {motivated; not motivated}
In this paper we base the modeling of motivation on this extra relation M
added to the process.
2.3

Human-Computer Interaction

As motivation-models do not contribute to behaviour of the systems but motivate the human communication with the service, the most simple application of
motivation models is the justified design of human-computer interfaces.
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A service presents to a human the possibilities and wishes in form the canand motivation-model. For example, two events can be submitted, but only one
of them is motivated:
((a; sP ) ∈ C) ∧ ((b; sP ) ∈ C) ∧ ((a; sP ) ∈ M ).
The human can choose any possible action, but the action indicated by the
motivation-model leads to achieving a goal of the service:
((a; sP ) ∈ C) ∧ ((a; sP ) ∈ M )
Having a chosen goal in mind it is possible to favour the paths leading to the
goal states by indicating motivated actions in any state of the process.
2.4

Several Goals

The goals can be OR-composed or AND-composed [14] in requirement specifications. In this case several motivation-models should be taken into account.
Two goals forming an AND-composition are conflicting if the system has a
state from which it is impossible to reach a state where both goals are satisfied
simultaneously. In the case of conflicting goals the motivation model should
identify the subsequences in the process that lead to states from which achieving
of all AND-composed goals is possible.
2.5

Requirements for a Semantics that Relates Motivation and
Behaviour Models

Process PM contains a new relation M = (A × S).
Usually M ⊆ C and in this case the semantics of M means highlighting the
transitions that lead to the goals state.
However, the new goals emerging in the life cycle of the modeled system
may challenge the can-update process and may need transitions to other states
caused by both the events from the alphabet A and new events. In this case the
motivation model introduces a new subprocess.
Conventional behaviour modelling techniques use only can-update semantics
and therefore they do not provide means for motivation modelling.
For example, if a process is presented as a workflow, as an activity diagram,
then, to specify a motivation-model, extra means are needed to identify the
motivated outgoing transitions in each state. For, example, we can colour the
motivated transitions leading to a goal. The state of a workflow is a set of marked
nodes, so the combinations of nodes have to be built to formulate a motivationmodel. If several motivation-models should be presented, then an incomprehensible spaghetti of coloured sub-diagrams will cover paths of the workflow. The
events submitted by the human are accumulated in this model as tokens in
places. The tokens are handled in a non-deterministic way and handling of them
cannot be motivated.
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In another semantics, when a system is specified as a composition of communicating state machines, the model often contains states that cannot be described
as composition of states of composed state machines. Such states appear because
the semantics of state machines includes queues to keep the events which were
submitted to the system when the system was not able to accept them. Events
in queues are waiting for acceptance and may affect the motivated transitions in
any state. The non-determinism takes control of the process from the human.
These observations lead to requirements for the modeling semantics that
relates Motivation and Behaviour Models.
– The semantics should allow separating can-update and motivation models.
– The semantics should present all states and transitions of the process explicitly. The states should be visible as they are used for specification of goal
states and for motivation modelling. Having invisible states in the model the
user loses control over the process. The transitions should be visible as they
are used for specification of motivation.
– For the purpose of transformation of a goal into a objective the semantics
should be able to present abstractions on sets of goal states.
– The semantics should present deterministic models as the motivation specifies the choice of transitions. The human communicating with the model
should be able to choose, not the machine. Any queues of events submitted
by the human and the non-determinism caused by them take control from
the human.
– The determinism of the semantics should not restrict the concurrency of the
model as both can-update and motivation models should work in parallel in
the model.

3

Motivation Models In Protocol Modelling

The semantics of the Protocol Modelling approach [10] offers an easy and practical way to model motivation separately from the can-update model of the process. The Modelscope tool [9] supporting Protocol Modelling enables execution
of the can-update models with motivation models.
A Protocol Model is a synchronous CSP parallel composition of protocol
machines [10]. This composition has its roots in the algebra Communicating
Sequential Processes (CSP) proposed by Hoare [4]. McNeile [10] extended this
composition for machines with data.
The CSP parallel composition means that a Protocol Model accepts an event
if all the protocol machines recognizing this event accept it. Otherwise the event
is refused.
A protocol model is deterministic, but this does not restrict concurrency as
the synchronized protocol machines work concurrently. A state of a protocol
model is always a composition of states of its protocol machines, so there are no
states hidden for specification and observation. All the transitions are caused by
the events initiated by environment, i.e. humans in our case.
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We will introduce the relevant semantics of Protocol Modelling on a simple example. We show how reflect goals in a can-update protocol model, how
to model motivation and how the motivation model justifies different humancomputer interface for the same can-update model.

3.1

Web service: Pay by Credit Card.Goals and Requirements

Our simple case study is a Pay by Credit Card web service that can be seen
in many electronic booking systems. The user of the service instantiates the
service. The user is asked accept the privacy conditions of the service and to fill
in his credit card number. The user may fill in the credit card number without
accepting the privacy conditions and after accepting the privacy conditions. If
the user has filled in the credit card number, he is not able to accept the privacy
condition anymore (the service does not have the strict rule ”first accept and
then fill in” ). The service can always be cancelled before the credit card number
is filled in.



 



 
 

  
     



 

  

    
 

Fig. 1. Goal model of the web service: Pay by Credit Card

The goal-oriented methods for requirements engineering (GORE) emphasize
the relations between the goals and requirements [3]. Usually, the top of a goal
tree represents abstract goals that are refined with sub-goals and requirements.
Requirements are the leaves of goal trees. In any set of requirements there are
goals and other concerns.
The goal of a seller having the service Pay by Credit Card is to receive
payment. This goal is refined by the sub-goal ”Pay by Credit Card”. We don’t
show the complete goal tree. Figure 1 shows a sub-tree of the goal tree in the
notation of the KAOS method [3]. We recognize two goals (requirements) for
this service, namely,
1. credit card number is filled in and
2. privacy statement accepted by the user.
The possibility of service cancelation is yet another concern. It is obvious that
cancelation cannot be called a goal of the service.
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Fig. 2. Can-Update-Model: Pay by Credit Card
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MODEL Pay by Credit Card
OBJECT Input
NAME Session
ATTRIBUTES Session: String,
Credit Card Number: Integer
STATES instantiated,filled in
TRANSITIONS @new*Instantiate=instantiated,
instantiated*Fill In=filled in,
instantiated*Accept=instantiated,
instantiated*Cancel=instantiated
BEHAVIOUR Decision
STATES instantiated,
not accepted, accepted, final
TRANSITIONS @new*Instantiate=not accepted,
not accepted*Accept=accepted,
not accepted*Cancel=not accepted,
not accepted*Fill In=not accepted,
accepted*Cancel=accepted,
accepted*Fill In=accepted,
BEHAVIOUR Cancelation
STATES not cancelled, cancelled
TRANSITIONS @new*Instantiate=not cancelled,
not cancelled*Cancel=cancelled,
not cancelled*Accept=not cancelled,
not cancelled*Fill In=not cancelled,
EVENT Instantiate
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input, Session:String,
EVENT Fill In
ATTRIBUTES Input: Input,
Credit Card Number: Integer,
EVENT Accept
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input,
EVENT Cancel
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input,

Fig. 3. Meta code of the Can-Update-Model: Pay by Credit Card
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3.2

Process Model of the Service

We model the can-update process as a CSP composition of protocol machines
corresponding to goals and concerns: Input, Decision and Cancelation. The
graphical presentation of the protocol model is shown in Figure 2. The executable
meta code is presented in Figure 3.
The CSP composition of protocol machines allows us presentation abstract
goal states. State filled in of protocol machine Input is the goal state of
the first goal and state accepted of the protocol machine Decision is the goal
state of the second goal. The state space of a protocol model is a subset of the
Cartesian Product of the states of allprotocol machines. Every tuple from this
subset of states that contains a goal state is a goal state.
For example,
(not accepted, not cancelled, filled in),
(accepted, not cancelled, filled in)
are the goal states for the first goal.
The manually written meta code describing protocol machines (Figure 3)
is executable in the Modelscope tool. The generic user interface is generated
allowing submission events and observing the state of the model in form of
visible states and attributes.
The protocol machine Input is coded as OBJECT; every instance of it has
its identification name. The protocol machines Decision and Cancelation are
BEHAVIOURS. This means that their instances do not have identification names.
BEHAVIOURS present only parts of objects behaviour (so-called mixins). They are
included into each instance of object Input. This is shown as INCLUDE relations
depicted as arcs with half-dashed ends. If a BEHAVIOUR and an OBJECT have
an INCLUDE relation than for any instance of this OBJECT an instance of this
BEHAVIOUR is generated and the traces of this instance are CSP composed with
the traces of the OBJECT.
A human interacts with the service and with the protocol model by submitting events. Each protocol machine has an alphabet of recognized events. The
events recognized by protocol machines are specified as data structures. Each
instance of an event type contains own values of specified types. For example,
each instance of event Fill In contains own identifier Input:Input and Credit
Card Number: Integer.
All three machines Input, Decision and Cancelation are synchronously
instantiated accepting event Instantiate.
Similar to a state machine, a protocol machine has a set of states and the
local storage presented with attributes. However, the semantics of a protocol
machine is different:
– A transition label of a state machine presents the pre-condition and the postcondition for enabling event to run to completion. A transition from state
s1 to state s2 is labeled by
(s1 , [precondition] event/ [postcondition], s2 )[12].
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The label shows that the transition in a state takes place only if the precondition is satisfied. If the pre-condition is not satisfied, the behaviour is
defined by the semantic rules. Namely, the event is kept in a queue and waits
for a state change to fire the transition.
– A transition label of a protocol machine presents an event that causes this
transition. The storage information is localized in the state. Being in a quiescent state in which the protocol machine can accept the submitted event,
the protocol machine accepts one event at a time and handles it until another quiescent state. If the protocol machine cannot accept the event in its
current state, the event is refused [7, 10].
The default type of protocol machines is ESSENTIAL. Essential protocol machines are composed (synchronized) using the CSP parallel composition and
these machines are used to present the can-update model, i.e. the the business
process.
3.3

Protocol Machines of Motivation Models

There are some semantic properties of Protocol Modelling that allow for localization of motivation models and separation them from the can-update model.
1. Thanks to the abilities of protocol machines to read but not modify the
state of other protocol machines and to have an associated state function, it
is possible to build protocol machines with derived states.
A derived state is a state that is calculated from the states of other machines
using the state function associated with the protocol machine.
2. Thanks to different types of protocol machines, the use of composition can be
changed. The protocol machines of type DESIRED are not composed using the
CSP parallel composition technique. These machines can be used to model
the motivated behaviour.
3. It is also important that the refusal of events that arrive, when the system
is not able to accept them, guarantees that any state of a protocol model
is always described as a composition of states of a final subset of composed
protocol machines.
According to the definition given in section 2.2, a state of a motivation model
is related to some states of the process. Therefore, a motivation-model is presented as a protocol machine that does not have stored states but only derived
states.
A motivation model cannot forbid any transition in the can-update model
and does not participate in the event synchronization with the can-update models. Therefore, the motivation models are not composed using the CSP parallel
composition and have type DESIRED.
Summarizing, we can say that the semantic of Protocol Modelling meets the
requirements to specify motivation.
The motivation models for goals 1 and 2 are depicted in Figure 4,5.
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The meta code and the corresponding call-back functions in Figure 6 show
how motivation models corresponding to each goal are modelled as protocol
machines. The code is added manually and it executed together with the meta
code of protocol machines in the Modelscope tool.
The meta code presentations of protocol machines Motivate Insert and
Motivate Accept have exclamation marks that show to the Modelscope tool
that there are call-back functions in java files with the same names. Each callback function derives state of the motivation model from the state of the objects
and behaviours of the can-update model.
For example, if the state of object Input is instantiated or the state of the
behaviour Decision is accepted then state motivate fill in is derived for
protocol machine Motivate Fill In.

Cancelation Fill In,Accept

If (Input.instantiate or
Decision.accepted) return
Motivate Fill In, motivate
fill in

Instantiate

Cancel
not
cancelled

cancelled

Motivate Fill In
INCLUDE
motivate
fill in

Include

Fill In
Cancel,Accept

Input
Instantiate

Motivate Accept
motivate
accept

Fill in
filled in

instantiated

Accept
INCLUDE

Include

Decision
If (Decision.not accepted)
return Motivate Accept,
motivate accept

Instantiate

not
accepted

Fill In, Cancel

Accept
accepted

Fill In, Cancel

Fig. 4. Graphical Presentation: OR-combination of goals

3.4

Combination of Goals

If the goals are OR-composed then achieving any of the goals is a goal on its
own and both call-back functions shown in Figure 6 are CSP parallel composed
with the can-update model.
Motivation model of the AND-combination of goals should not direct to states
where at least one of goals cannot be achieved.
The motivation model should lead to goals states. The goal state of the
AND-composition of goals in our case is
{Input.f illed in} × {Decision.accepted}.
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Cancelation Fill In,Accept
If ( Decision.accepted)
return Motivate Fill In,
motivate fill in

Instantiate

Cancel
not
cancelled

cancelled

Motivate Fill In
INCLUDE
motivate
fill in

Include

Fill In
Cancel,Accept

Input
Instantiate

Motivate Accept
motivate
accept

Fill in
filled in

instantiated

Accept
INCLUDE

Include

Decision
If (Decision.not accepted)
return Motivate Accept,
motivate accept

Instantiate

not
accepted

Fill In, Cancel

Accept
accepted

Fill In, Cancel

Fig. 5. Graphical Presentation: AND-combination of goals

Event Fill In should not be motivated in state
{Input.instantiated} × {Decision.notaccepted}
because acceptance of this event in this state leads to the state
{Input.f illed in} × {Decision.not accepted}
where the privacy statement can not be accepted anymore.
The new call-back function MotivateFillIn as shown in Figure 7.

4
4.1

Discussion
Context-Dependent Decisions

It is known from the phycology studies that decisions of people are contextdependent [2]. The human-computer interface may provide the context that leads
to the choices that lead to goal states.
The motivation model can be transformed into human-computer interface of
different sort: different visual elements, different colour or different position on
the screen or another output device. In the generic interface of the the Modelscope tool, the wanted events are presented in green.
The visual elements of the human interface can be generated from the motivation model with the context related to the specified goals. The user of the
system gets extra context information to choose the right action.
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MODEL Pay by Credit Card
OBJECT Input
NAME Session
INCLUDES Decision, Cancelation, Motivate
ATTRIBUTES Session: String, Card Number: Integer
STATES instantiated,filled in
TRANSITIONS @new*Instantiate=instantiated,
instantiated*Fill In=filled in
BEHAVIOUR Decision
STATES instantiated ,not accepted, accepted, final
TRANSITIONS @new*Instantiate=not accepted,
not accepted*Accept=accepted,
accepted*Rethink=not accepted,
accepted*Finalize=final,
not accepted*Finalize=final
BEHAVIOUR Cancelation
STATES not cancelled, cancelled
TRANSITIONS @new*Instantiate=not cancelled,
not cancelled*Cancel=cancelled,
EVENT Instantiate
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input, Session:String,
EVENT Fill In
ATTRIBUTES Input: Input, Credit Card Number: Integer,
EVENT Accept
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input,
EVENT Rethink
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input,
EVENT Cancel
ATTRIBUTES Input:Input,
GENERIC Finalize
MATCHES Fill In, Cancel
package PayByCreditCard;
import com.metamaxim.modelscope.callbacks.*;
public class MotivateFillIn extends Behaviour {
public String getState() {
String y=this.getState("Input");
String x=this.getState("Decision");
if (y.equals("instantiated") || x.equals("accepted")
) return "motivate fill in";
else return "other";
}
}
1
package PayByCreditCard;
2
import com.metamaxim.modelscope.callbacks.*;
3
public class MotivateAccept extends Behaviour {
4
public String getState() {
5
String x=this.getState("Decision");
6
if (x.equals("not accepted")
7
) return "motivate accept";
8
else return "other";
9
}
10
11
}

Fig. 6. Protocol Model with Motivation Model for OR-combination of goals
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package PayByCreditCard;
import com.metamaxim.modelscope.callbacks.*;
public class MotivateFillIn extends Behaviour {
public String getState() {
String x=this.getState("Decision");
if (x.equals("accepted")
) return "motivate fill in";
else return "other";
}
}

Fig. 7. Call-back function Motivate Fill In for AND-composition of goals.

4.2

BMM and BPM

Relating the OMG Business Motivation and Business Process Models serves to
better understanding between managers making strategic decisions and requirement engineers preparing requirements for implementation.
In our approach the Ends of the Business Motivation model are presented as
abstract goal states.
The Means are events included into motivating protocol machines. They
present the strategies.
The Influences can be modelled as protocol machines. The choice of the
objects included into the model as Influences is made on the basis of the
Assessments about the impact of Influences relevant for the business process.

5

Related Work

There are many approaches that try to relate goals and processes.
The User Requirements Notation (URN) [5] is a standard that recommends
languages for software development in telecommunication. The URN consists
of the Goal-Oriented Requirements Language (GRL), based on i* modelling
framework [17], and Use Case Maps (UCM) [1], a scenario modelling notation.
The GRL provides a notation for modelling goals and rationales, and strategic
relationships among social actors [18]. It is used to explore and identify system
requirements, including especially non-functional requirements. The UCM is a
convenient notation to represent use cases. The use cases are selected paths in
the system behaviour and they can be related to goals by developers. The goals
are used to prioritize some use cases. If a use case presents alternative behaviours
or cycles, then the goals prioritize alternatives. The use cases can be simulated.
However, use cases do not model data and the state of the system and they
present only selected traces. This means that behaviour model as well as the
motivation model shown by use cases are incomplete and cannot be used for
code generation.
Letier at al. [6] derive event-based transition systems from goal-oriented requirements models. The goal-oriented models are defined in the well known
declarative approach KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specification) [3].
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Goals are specified in Linear Temporal Logic and organized using the AND
and OR refinement structures. Then the operations are derived from goals as
triples of domain pre-conditions, trigger conditions and post-conditions for each
state transition. The declarative goal statements are transformed into the operational model. To produce consistent operational models, a required trigger
condition on an operation must imply the conjunction of its required preconditions.
Van at al [16] propose goal-oriented requirements animation. The modelling
formalism is the UML State Diagrams that are generated from the goal specifications and called Goal State Machines (GSMs). A GSM contains only transitions
that are justified by goals. The GSMs are synchronized through event broadcast.
A GSM that can’t accept an event in its current state keeps it in a queue. These
events will be submitted to goal state machines internally. This means that the
composition of GSMs contains extra states that cannot be composed from the
states of separate GSMs and can prevent achieving of goals.
The problems are mostly caused by different semantics used by process modelling and goal modelling techniques. Letier at al [6] explained that the operational specification and the KAOS goal models use different formalisms. KAOS
uses synchronous temporal logics that are interpreted over sequences of states
observed at a fixed time rate. The operational models use asynchronous temporal logics that are interpreted over sequences of states observed after each
occurrence of an event. Most operational formalisms have the asynchronous semantics. Letier at al. [6] admit that in order to be semantically equivalent to
the synchronous KAOS models, the derived event-based models need to refer
explicitly to timing events.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has presented an approach to motivation modelling. The approach is
based on an extra binary relation included into the process model. This relation
is used to identify the transitions in the process that lead to goal states.
The presented motivation model uses the semantics of Protocol Modelling
which combines the CSP parallel synchronous composition and concurrency and
therefore avoids the semantic mismatch between process modelling and goal
modelling techniques, identified by Letier at al. [6]. Synchronous goal models
can be rendered in protocol models. The motivation model relates the processes
to system goals and transforms them into objectives in terms of goal states in the
business process of services. Goal states as objectives are specific and measurable
and motivation models can make services more effective by motivating actions
leading to the goal states.
Reflecting the objectives in the models is important for requirements engineering. New goals can challenge the business process. Such questions as, if the
process model supports some needed Means or if an End is no longer relevant to
the enterprise, are the elements of business process analysis [15].
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The most interesting direction for future work is connecting web services on
the basis of matching motivation models. Motivation model can be used to direct
communication of collaborative services and to verify the realizability of service
collaboration.
Acknowledgement. The author thanks A.McNeile for sharing ideas and fruitful discussions.
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Abstract In this paper we propose a metamodelling approach to behavioural
modelling. The approach combines diagrammatic modelling with formal foundations based on category theory and graph transformations. The static semantics
of behavioural models is represented by instances of (meta)models, while their
dynamic semantics is represented by transition systems. Transitions are described
by coupled model transformations. To illustrate the approach, we present a running example of a workflow model for health services delivery.

1 Introduction
Model-driven engineering (MDE) promotes models as the primary artefact of the software development process. Unlike traditional approaches where models are used merely
for documentation purposes, the relation between the final results of the development
process – the executable software systems – and the models remains synchronized during the software development process (design, maintenance, deployment, testing, etc.).
A software model is an abstract representation of some aspect of a software system,
such as the system’s structure, design, behaviour, etc. In MDE, the software models
are automatically transformed to program code. Currently, many different MDE technologies automatically generate code from models. These technologies are particularly
suited to specifying the structural aspects of software systems. Generally, the actual
behaviour is still programmed manually. Some technologies for behavioural modelling in MDE exist, e.g., [23,12]. However, there are still some challenges to overcome
before these technologies fully benefit from MDE. Current approaches are often at a
low level of abstraction and lack domain concepts for specifying behaviour [17]. To
overcome this issue, the use of domain specific modelling languages (DSMLs) is proposed. However, existing DSMLs for behavioural modelling have limited support for
metamodelling and it is difficult to reuse the models and their transformations.
This paper presents a metamodelling approach to behavioural modelling, allowing
us to reason about behavioural models at different levels of abstraction. Following the
MDE methodology, each state of the software system corresponds to an instance of
the model; and, each execution path allowed by the software system corresponds to
a sequence of instance transitions. The dynamic semantics of behavioural models is
described using a transition system.
To describe the transition system, we employ coupled model transformations [27,4],
an adaptation of coupled software transformations [20]. Coupled transformations are
useful in several areas of computer science such as schema evolution, grammar evolution, format evolution, etc. The idea is to couple a model with each of its instances
⋆

Currently W.F. James Chair Professor at St. Francis Xavier University
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and define coupled transformation rules which simultaneously transform the model and
its instances. We use a particular kind of coupled transformations where only instances
evolve (the models stay unchanged). The transitions begin with the start instance, representing the start state of the system. By applying the rules, we get reachable instances
that are on at least one execution path from the start instance. In this way, we obtain the
set of reachable instances, a subset of the set of instances of the model.
To illustrate our approach, we present a running example of a workflow model for
health services delivery. Workflow models are behavioural models used in the development of software to support complex business processes. A workflow consists of steps
(called tasks) performed by various participants, e.g., persons, robots or software components, in order to achieve a business goal. Despite their popularity, most workflow
modelling languages lack a solid formal foundation; e.g., there is no complete formal
semantics for all constructs of the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) [7].
In our approach, static and dynamic semantics are well formalised in a metamodelling
hierarchy; thus model transformations and code-generation techniques can be used in
refinement processes to obtain executable workflow software systems from workflow
models. Although we use workflow models in our example, our approach may be adapted to other kinds of behavioural models. Currently we are considering fault tolerance,
especially compensation [6], another aspect of behavioural models. We have already
considered behaviour wrt. real time information in [29].
In modeling in general and behavior modeling in particular, correctness of models
are usually ensured by translating the models into a formalism that provides language
and tool support to express and verify semantic consistency conditions [19]. Such support is complicated by the fact that results of verification are given in terms of the formal
language and usually requires complex backtracking methods to be represented in the
original model because of the semantic gap between the formal method and the original
modelling language. Our approach tackles this challenge by combing formal semantics
and diagrammatic syntax in one formalism. In this way, correctness of the models can
be ensured without translation to another language; we inspect the models with respect
to type and constraint conformance, moreover the model transformation system ensures
that the models have the intended dynamic behavior.
Section 2 outlines our metamodelling approach. Section 3 presents the semantics
of behavioural modelling. Section 4 presents the transition system and discusses some
analysis techniques to check the correctness of the models. Sections 5 and 6 present
some related and future work and conclude the paper.

2 Metamodelling
A simple metamodelling hierarchy consists of metamodels, models and instances of
models. Modelling languages are represented by metamodels, software systems are represented by models, and the possible states of each software system are represented by
the instances of the models. The metamodel defines syntax of the modelling language;
i.e., it defines the types and relations between types. Each model must conform to the
language’s metamodel; i.e., it must respect the typing and other constraints of the language; we will explain this below. Instances, in turn, must conform to models.
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Figure 1: Two metamodels and their corresponding model editors
To create and modify models, a model editor is constructed from a metamodel. For
example, consider a metamodel where we have the general concepts Task and Flow
(see Fig. 1a). The associated model editor will allow users to define models consisting of specific tasks and flows, e.g., Check eligibility and f, respectively. In order to
understand how the represented software system will behave, it is necessary to inspect
the instances of the models; instance editors are used to create these instances. In fact,
constructing an instance editor from a model is analogous to constructing a model editor from a metamodel since a metamodel is just a model that has the role of being a
metamodel wrt. models defined by the associated model editor [21]. In this way we can
construct a metamodelling hierarchy in which a model at any level can be considered a
metamodel wrt. models at the level below it, known as multi-level metamodelling.
Model editors must deal with constraints at two meta-levels. First, there are metamodel
constraints; that is, the editor should not allow definition of models which violate the
constraints of the metamodel. For example, if in the metamodel we require that flows
are irreflexive (see Fig. 1a) the model editor should not allow users to define loops in
models. Second, there are model constraints; that is, if users want to define models with
a satisfactory degree of precision, they sometimes need to add constraints to the models. Instances of these models should satisfy these constraints. Examples of this kind of
constraint are routing constraints such as XOR, AND, OR, etc.
Metamodel constraints are usually enforced by the model editor’s validation mechanisms. These mechanisms prevent the definition of models which do not conform to
the language’s metamodel. In most current modelling techniques, model constraints are
coded as types in the metamodel; e.g., an XOR constraint is coded as a type XOR which
has two guards as its attributes (see Fig. 1b). A model element :XOR (typed by XOR
in the metamodel) describes the property that exactly one of the two flows (e.g., f or g
in Fig. 1b) can be followed, based on the guards (e.g., isEligible and isNotEligible).
In our approach, model constraints are coded as diagrammatic predicates over models; e.g., in Fig. 1a, the predicate [xor_split,c]is used to describe the same property as described by :XOR, where c is a parameter for the guard (or condition) [isEligible]. We chose this technique since it clearly distinguishes between types (such as
Task, Flow, etc.) and constraints (such as XOR, OR, etc.). Defining all model constraints
as types, however, will complicate the metamodel. Another commonly used alternative
is, despite the graph-based nature of models, to define model constraints using textual
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languages such as the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [22]. This introduces several
challenges to the maintainance of links between constraints and models, especially wrt.
model transformations [26]. Use of diagrammatic predicates avoids these challenges.
No matter which approach is chosen for coding constraints, they must be encoded
in the software system which will be generated from the model. Most importantly with
regard to MDE, to enable reasoning about models – i.e., before code-generation – the
semantics of these constraints must be well-defined already in the modelling language.
For models, the semantics is all about which structures are qualified as their instances;
that is, in the same way a metamodel defines certain restrictions or language requirements and each model which conforms to the metamodel must satisfy these requirements, a model also defines certain domain requirements and each instance which conforms to the model must satisfy these requirements.
The approach of this paper is based on the Diagram Predicate Framework (DPF),
which provides a formalisation of multi-level (meta)modelling and model transformations based on category theory [3] and graph transformations [10]. We briefly review the
basic concepts of DPF used for the formalisation of modelling; for details and formal
definitions, the interested reader can consult [8,9,25,24,26]. In DPF, a model is represented by a specification S = (S, C S : Σ) which consists of a graph S and a set of
constraints C S specified by a predicate signature Σ. A predicate signature consists of a
collection of predicates, each having a name and an arity (or shape graph). A constraint
consists of a predicate from the signature together with the subgraph of the model’s
underlying graph which is affected by the constraint; e.g., an XOR constraint with a
condition c in the model in Fig. 1a consists of [xor_split,c]and a subgraph of the
model which in this case is the whole underlying graph of the model. We use the terms
“specification” and “(meta)model” interchangeably.
We define the semantics of a predicate as the set of graphs satisfying the predicate,
called the instances of the predicate. For example, for the [irreflexive] predicate
all graphs which do not include a loop are in the set of its instances. The semantics
of a specification S = (S, C S : Σ) is given by the set of its instances. Similar to the
semantics of predicates, the set of instances of a specification S consists of all graphs
which are (i) typed by the underlying graph S and (ii) satisfy the constraints C S .
To facilitate the discussion of metamodelling hierarchies, we will define the conformance relation between models at adjacent levels of a hierarchy. We distinguish
between two kinds of conformance: typed by and conforms to. A specification S is
typed by a graph T if there exists a graph homomorphism ι : S → T, called the typing
morphism, between S, the underlying graph of S, and T. A specification S is said to
conform to a specification T if S is typed by T and S is an instance of T; e.g., imagine
adding a new flow f’ from the task Check eligibility to itself in Fig. 1a; then the model
would still be typed by the metamodel, however, it would not conform to it because of
the violation of the irreflexivity constraint.
In DPF, a modelling language is described as a modelling formalism Fi = (Σi , Si , Σi+1 ).
The figure below shows the correspondence between the elements of modelling formalisms and modelling languages as was explained in Fig. 1a. The corresponding metamodel
of the modelling language is represented by the specification Si which has its constraints formulated by predicates (e.g., [irreflexive]) from the signature Σi+1 .
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These constraints should be satisfied by all specifications (e.g., Si−1 = (Si−1 , C Si−1 :
Σi ) in the figure) which are specified by Fi . The constructs used for defining constraints
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3 Behavioural Modelling
We now adapt DPF to behavioural modelling. We introduce the needed concepts and
illustrate them with a running example of an excerpt of a workflow model for Palliative
Care [11]. We start by defining a workflow modelling formalism, then we define the
static semantics of workflow models as reachable instances. We will provide a conceptual framework which can be used to describe fine-grained states of software systems,
and, may be used to deal with some of the challenges existing in workflow modelling,
such as flexibility in the definition of various diagrammatic routing constraints.
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Figure 2: The modelling formalism F2 = (Σ2 , S2 , Σ3 ) and the workflow model S1
Workflow modelling languages provide constructs to define tasks and their routing
flows. In this section we introduce the modelling formalism F2 = (Σ2 , S2 , Σ3 ) used
for the specification of workflow models (see Fig. 2). The signature Σ2 contains predicates for splitting and merging; the metamodel S2 includes the types Task and Flow;
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the signature Σ3 constains predicates used to constrain the metamodel. The figure also
shows an excerpt of a workflow model S1 which is specified by F2 .
Table 1 shows the signature Σ2 with some predicates useful for workflow modelling. The predicates have spans or sinks of two arrows as arity, and are used to define
relations between different flows. In general, these predicates may have spans or sinks
of any finite number of arrows as arities, but two arrows suffice to explain the modelling
formalism. The predicate [xor_split,c]indicates that exactly one of the two flows
must be followed. The parameter condition c is a proposition that may evaluate to true
or false. One of the two flows will have c as a condition, the other one will have the
negation of c. The predicate [and_merge] is used to indicate that both flows must be
followed. To save space, we omit from Table 1 the other usual splitting and merging predicates used in workflow modelling, such as [or_split,c1, c2 ] and [or_merge].
Table 1: A sample signature Σ2 used for workflow modelling
p

Visualisation

[and_split]

X

f

Semantics (set of instances)

Y

:f

x:X

y:Y

[and]
:g

g

Z
[and_merge]

f

X

z:Z

Y

x:X

:f

y:Y

[and’]
g

:g

Z
[xor_split,c]

X

z:Z
f

Y

[c]

x:X

:f

y:Y

x:X

[xor]
:g

g
[!c]

Z
[xor_merge]

X

f

Y

z:Z
x:X

:f

y:Y

x:X

y:Y

x:X

:f

y:Y

[xor’]
g

Z

z:Z

:g

z:Z

y:Y

:g

z:Z

We now illustrate how the modelling formalism can be used to define a workflow
model. Fig. 3 shows a simplified version of the team-building workflow model S1 used
for Palliative Care (PC). The specification S1 is compliant with the following:
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

A patient’s eligibility has to be checked before any other tasks are performed;
If the patient is eligible for PC, then build PC team;
If the patient is not eligible for PC, then reject patient;
The patient is either eligible or not eligible for PC, but not both;
After PC team planning, assign both a general practitioner (GP) and a PC nurse;
If both the GP and the PC nurse are assigned, then submit the team information.

In S1 , R1 is specified by the task Check Eligibility which is the only task with no
incoming flows. R2 is specified by the task PC team planning, R3 is specified by the
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Figure 3: PC team-building workflow represented by the specification S1
task Reject patient, and R4 is specified by the two flows f and g, and the constraint
[xor_split,isEligible]. R5 is specified by the tasks Assign GP and Assign PC
nurse, and the flows i and j with the constraint [and_split]. R6 is specified by the
task Submit team info and the flows i’ and j’, and the constraint [and_merge].
In general, the static semantics of a model is given by its set of instances, which
represent the states of the actual software systems. To analyse a software system which
is developed from a model – before the system is implemented – the modelling environment should facilitate instantiation of the model, i.e., creation of instances of the model.
Except for EMF [28] which facilitates instantiation of structural models, there is limited
support for instance creation in most existing modelling environments.
Recall that the set of instances of a model S consists of graphs that are typed by the
underlying graph of S and satisfy the constraints of S. To determine whether a graph
satisfies the constraints of a model, we need to check the graph against the semantics of
the corresponding predicates. The semantics of the predicates in Table 1 is illustrated
by listing the set of their valid instances. We use x:X to denote the typing morphism
ι : x 7→ X, and we write :X if x is the only instance of type X. Fig. 4 shows three graphs
which are instances of the workflow model S1 in Fig. 3.
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:Assign
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Figure 4: Three sample instances S0 , S0′ and S0′′ of S1 from Fig. 3
As we see from Fig. 4, the graphs alone are not enough to represent the states of the
software system. For example, although the graph S0′′ is both well-typed and satisfies
the constraints of S1 , it does not represent a “reachable” state of the system. This is
because the flow f from the task Check eligibility to the task PC team building in the
workflow model indicates that the task instance :Check eligibility must be “executed”
before the task instance :PC team building is “executed”; however, this requirement is
not satisfied in S0′′ since the fact that the task instance :Check eligibility does not exist
implies that it is not executed yet (see Section 4 for the details). Throughout this paper,
we use these conventions: “Task” and “Flow” indicate the concepts at the metamodel
level; “task” and “flow” indicate model elements typed by “Task” and “Flow”, respectively; “task instance” and “flow instance” indicate instances of “task” and “flow”, at the
instance level, respectively.
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Since a behavioural model represents a software system’s dynamics, we need to determine the set of “reachable” instances of models; that is, one of the instances (which
we call start instance) must represent the start state of the system, and the other instances must be narrowed down to those which are reachable from the start instance.
We first extend DPF with the necessary techniques to support the creation of reachable
instances. In Section 4 we will give a further explanation of the start instance and the
transition rules which are used to generate the reachable instances.
We use a modelling formalism F1 = (Σ1 , S1 , Σ2 ) to specify the reachable instances of a workflow model S1 (see Fig. 5). The signatures Σ2 and Σ1 are shown
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of a reachable instance S0 of
S1 . S0 is again a specification (S0 , C S0 : Σ1 ) consisting of a graph S0 and a set of
constraints C S0 formulated by predicates from Σ1 .
The role of these new constraints C S0 is to distinguish between reachable and nonreachable instances. At any state of the workflow software system, the task instances,
e.g., :Check eligibility in S0 in Fig. 3, are either enabled, running or finished, according
to the constraints specified in the workflow model S1 . We use the signature Σ1 shown
in Table 2 to annotate the task instances in S0 accordingly. Moreover, the condition c of
the predicate [xor_split,c]may be evaluated to either true or false; the signature
Σ1 also includes predicates to denote this. As we see from Table 2, the signature Σ1
has no semantic counterpart since for this modelling environment instances of S0 do
not have any practical meaning. We call these constraints “annotations” since they are
just syntactic markings on the task instances in the specification S0 .
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Figure 5: The modelling formalism F1 = (Σ1 , S1 , Σ2 ) used for creation of reachable
instances of the workflow model S1 , and a reachable instances S0
Fig. 6 shows two specifications S0 and S′0 which are reachable instances of S1 . In
S0 both task instances :Check eligibility and :PC team planning are finished (annotated with <F>). In S′0 the task instance :Assign GP is running (annotated with <R>), and
the task instance :Assign PC nurse is enabled (annotated with <E>).
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Figure 6: Two reachable instances S0 and S′0 of S1 in Fig. 3

4 Transition System
In this section, we describe the dynamic semantics of worflow models by a transition
system. The transition system can be used to calculate the reachable instances of workflow models as well as the transitions between them. The state of a workflow software system is changed according to certain rules during an execution. For example, a
task which is enabled may either remain enabled or change to running, a task which is
running may either remain running or change to finished, etc. Correspondingly, for
the workflow model S1 , a task instance (in a reachable instance of S1 ) annotated
with the predicate [enabled] may either remain annotated with [enabled] or
become annotated with [running]; a task instance which is annotated with the predicate [running] may either remain annotated with [running] or become annotated with [finished], etc. Table 3 shows two rules, t1 and t2 , which are used to
change the annotation of a task instance x from [enabled] to [running] and from
[running] to [finished], respectively. In rule t1 , the annotation of the task instance x is changed in two steps, first the annotation [enabled] is deleted, then the
annotation [running] is added.
When a task instance is finished, if its type in the model has a consecutive task,
we will create a new, enabled task instance which is typed by the consecutive task. In
this way, the control flow will be passed from the finished task instance to the next task
instance. In our transition system, the addition of an enabled task instance is done by
applying rule t8 in Table 4, which is used to create a task instance y with the annotation
[enabled] (and a flow instance a) when the preceding task instance x is finished.
Other legal changes which task instances undergo during execution are described
by transformation rules shown in Table 4. Rules t3 and t4 are used to describe the transitions of spans of flow instances, and t5 , t6 and t7 are used to describe the transitions of
<E|R|F>
sinks of flow instances. For rule t6 , we have used x:X
to denote the case where
<E>

<R>

<F>

we have one of the following: x:X
, x:X
or x:X
. The rule t7 expresses that
even if the task instance z is does not exist yet, the transition can go forward and enable
y. For the [xor_split,c]and [xor_merge] predicates, there are analogous rules
for generation of z and b, however, we have omitted these rules to save space.
Table 2: A signature Σ1 used for annotation of workflow instances
q
[enabled]
[running]
[finished]

Visualisation q
X
X
X

<E>

[true]
<R>

[false]
<F>

Visualisation
X
X

f
<⊤>
f
<⊥>

Y
Y
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Table 3: The coupled transformation rules t1 and t2 of our transition system
t (L0 99K L1 ) (K0 99K K1 ) (R0 99K R1 ) t (L0 99K L1 ) (K0 99K K1 ) (R0 99K R1 )
X

t1

x

X

<E>

X

x

x

X

t2

<R>

x

X

<R>

X

x

<F>

x

A sequence of changes represents one execution path of the workflow software system. These changes are formulated by transformation rules (see Tables 3 and 4) which
describe the transition system. Given a workflow model S1 , the start instance Ss0 is a
specification which conforms to S1 and consists of only task instances with no incoming flows, annotated with [enabled]. All possible sequences of rule applications
starting from the start instance gives the set of reachable instances; these sequences
define the dynamic semantics of our behavioural models.
Table 4: Some coupled transformation rules for the transition system
t (L0 99K L1 ) = (K0 99K K1 )
A

X

t3
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Y

A

X
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X
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Z
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a

x

y
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<E>
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Z
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Z
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x

y

<⊤>
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<E>

b

z
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X
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Y

X
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x
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z

iz

<F>

z
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Y

y

<E>
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ix
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Y
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ix
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X
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Since the routing constraints of the models determine the behaviour of the models, it is necessary to inspect these constraints in order to decide which rules to apply. For example, for [and_split], all of y, a, z and b will be created, while
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for [xor_split,c], either y and a, or z and b will be created, but not both. To
facilitate “generic” rules which apply to any occurences of the [and_split] and
[xor_split,c]constraints, we keep track of the (conformance) relation between
models and their instances. We do this by employing coupled model transformations
to describe transitions between the instances of workflow models. In more detail, for a
<t>

S′0 is given by an application of a coupled
workflow model S1 , a transition S0
transformation rule t, where both specifications S0 , S′0 are reachable instances of S1 .
We omit the technical details of the application of (coupled) transformation rules (for
details see [10,14,27,25,20,15]), and our specific case in which the model part remains
unchanged will be elaborated in a future work. Here, we briefly outline the general
structure and ingredients of coupled transformation rules and the necessary details to
understand our approach to the definition of dynamic semantics for behavioural models.
φ1
Specification morphisms are used to formaly describe
S1
S1′
the relation between specifications. A specification morph′
ism [25] is a constraint preserving graph homomorph- ιS0
ιS0
φ0
ism [10] between the underlying graphs of the specificaS0′
S0
tions. A coupled specification (S0 99K S1 ) consists of
a specification S1 together with one of its instances S0 ; i.e., S1 , S0 and the typing morphism ιS0 : S0 → S1 from the underlying graph S0 of S0 to the underlying graph S1 of S1 . A coupled specification morphism is a mapping φ : (S0 99K
S1 ) → (S′0 99K S′1 ) given by two specification morphisms φ1 : S1 → S′1 and
φ0 : S0 → S′0 such that φ0 (S0 ) conforms to φ1 (S1 ). A coupled transformation rule
l

r

(R0 99K R1 ) consists of three coupled spet = (L0 99K L1 )
(K0 99K K1 )
cifications and two coupled specification morphisms l, r.
l

r

In a coupled transformation rule, t = (L0 99K L1 )
(K0 99K K1 )
(R0 99K R1 ) ,
(L0 99K L1 ) is the left-hand side (LHS) and (R0 99K R1 ) is the right-hand side (RHS)
of t, and (K0 99K K1 ) is their interface. (L0 99K L1 ) \ l((K0 99K K1 )) describes the
part of a specification which is to be deleted, (R0 99K R1 ) \ (K0 99K K1 ) describes
the part to be added, and (K0 99K K1 ) describes the overlap between (L0 99K L1 )
and (R0 99K R1 ). Note that the rules in Table 3 are deleting rules, while the rules
in Table 4 are non-deleting rules. Non-deleting rules could be seen as special cases of
deleting rules where (L0 99K L1 ) = (R0 99K R1 ).
As mentioned, a transition from one state S0 to another S′0 of a workflow specification S1 is given by an application of a coupled transformation rule. We remark that
after applying a rule, the instances are decoupled from their models, and indicate the
transition S0

<t>

S′0 by a double arrow and the name of the applied rule.

Transition systems in general may be or may not be terminating [10,25]. That is,
starting with Ss0 , it may always be possible to apply more rules. To achieve termination
of our transition system, we control the application of transformation rules through (i)
the use of negative application conditions (NACs) and (ii) priorities [10]. To ensure that
the rules can be applied only once via the same match, we require that the RHSs of the
rules in Tables 3 and 4 are NACs for themselves. Moreover, we require that the rule t8
has the lowest priority, which avoids changing the annotation on a single task instance
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if it is part of a bigger structure. This priority definition is necessary since in a bigger
structure there may be dependencies between flow and task instances.
In Fig. 7 we show an execution path of the workflow model S1 in Fig. 3. For the
sake of illustration, we also show a specification S⋄0 which is not a reachable instance
since it violates the semantics of the [xor_split,c]constraint.
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Figure 7: An execution path of the workflow model S1 , the dashed double arrows represent sequences of transitions, the specification S⋄0 is not a reachable instance
One of the advantages of formalising workflow modelling languages is to facilitate
automatic analysis of workflow models. We now outline some properties of workflow
models which have to be satisfied in order to make sure that each execution scenario
(of workflow software systems developed from the workflow models) terminates in an
appropriate way [1]. Workflow models which have the option to terminate, have proper
termination, and, lack dead tasks (i.e., tasks which are not enabled in any execution
scenario), are said to be sound [2].
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Since our transition system is based on graph transformations, we use the termination property from graph transformations [10]. More precisely, we have defined our
transformation rules in such a way that for any start state of a workflow model, we can
guarantee that the transformation system will eventually terminate and produce an end
state; termination in this sense means that no more transformation rules are applicable.
Proving that the transformation rules from Tables 3 and 4 together with the control
structures are terminating is straightforward, but outside the scope of this paper. In addition to the termination property of the transition system, we need also to require that
each task will be annotated with [enabled] at least in one state.
We define end states as follows (see the last model Se0 in Fig. 7). Given a workflow
model S1 , an end state Se0 is a reachable instance of S1 such that no more transformation rules are applicable to Se0 , and, at least one task instance with no outgoing flows
is annotated with [finished]. We use E S1 to denote the set of all end states of S1 .
Now the properties which a workflow model S1 must satisfy in order to be sound
can be expressed as: (i) Proper termination: the transition system terminates always
resulting in one of the end states in E S1 ; (ii) No dead tasks: for each task X in S1 , the
specification SX0 is one of the reachable instances in the transition system, where SX0 is
an instance of S1 in which a task instance x:X is annotated with [enabled].
We could prove that for each workflow model S1 the transition system (described
by the rules in Tables 3 and 4) starting from the start state Ss0 , will terminate in one
of the end states in E S1 . That is, given the start state and the transition system, we
can construct all possible sequences of transformation rule applications and inspect
the resulting target specifications – those that cannot be transformed anymore– to check
whether they are end states. The non-existence of dead task can be checked analogously.

5 Related Work
Kindler [16] advocated MDE, particularly the Model-driven Architecture (MDA) for
Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS). He also argued for the suitability of MDE
in PAIS; while many MDE concepts were explained and put in relation to PAIS, a
specific modelling language for behavioural and process modelling was not proposed.
Brüning et al. [5] present a strict metamodelling approach to workflow modelling,
which makes it possible to easily express semantics of sophisticated transition relationships between activities using UML class diagrams and OCL constraints. Due to
shortcomings of UML and OCL wrt. constraint evaluation combined with multi-level
metamodelling, this approach flattens the three levels – metamodel, model and instance
– into two levels. OCL constraints are defined at the metamodel level and they are forced
at the model/instance level. Our approach allows multi-level metamodelling with a unification of structural and OCL constraints in one formalism, and clearly distinguishes
between the different levels of the metamodelling hierarchy.
Ghamarian et al. [13] employ a graph transformations-based framework, GROOVE,
to provide semantics for behavioural models. Our approach extends graph transformations by using constraint-aware model transformations – i.e., considering diagrammatic constraints in transformation rule definitions and applications – which facilitate
the definition of more fine grained rules and better control of their applications [26].
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a formal approach to behavioural modelling following MDE methodologies. As a running example, we provide a visually appealing technique for workflow modelling. Two modelling formalisms are used for the specification of workflow
models and their instances. Coupled model transformation rules are used to describe
a transition system. All possible sequences of rule applications starting from the start
instance gives the set of reachable instances; these sequences define the dynamic semantics of our behavioural models. Use of coupled transformation rules avoids the
proliferation of rules associated to types; i.e., one rule can be used for each predicate regardless of the types. The approach is illustrated with an application to workflow modelling, but its generalisation to other kinds of behavioural models should be
straightforward.
In our coupled model transformations only the instances are changed, while the
models remain the same. This category of model transformation falls between traditional model transformations and coupled model transformations. We will explore this
new kind of coupled model transformations in future work.
Workflow models often change, even when their corresponding software system
is running. Migrating these changes to the software system affects its future and past
states. In future work, we will elaborate on this kind of workflow model evolution. We
plan to extend our formalism with support for composition of behavioural models with
structural models, as found in [18]. As a proof of concept, the proposed approach will
be implemented as a plugin to the DPF Workbench [21], a workbench that supports
multi-level, diagrammatic (meta)modelling.
Acknowledgments. This research is sponsored by Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada and by the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency.
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Preface
Models play an important role in software development. They not only support communication and understanding, but are increasingly used in automating software development tasks such as code generation, testing, simulation and analysis. While
many languages are created for software developers others may be created for business analysts, interaction specialists, test engineers, or persons responsible for product
configuration and deployment. Often these languages are domain-specific, created for
a narrow application area or for use only inside one company.
The workshop on Graphical Modeling Language Development1 aims to cover all
the phases of language development, including definition, testing, evaluation, and
maintenance of modeling languages. Particular attention is given to the principles of
modeling language development, especially graphical modeling languages for domain-specific needs. It also includes papers that discuss challenges and new trends.
The workshop does not focus on tools, but recognizes the need for metamodelbased tools, which significantly ease the production of modeling environments. These
tools also enable experimentation with the language as it is built, and remove the burden of tool creation and maintenance from the language creator.
In response to the call for papers, 8 submissions were received. Submitted papers
were formally peer-reviewed by three referees, and 5 papers were finally accepted for
presentation at the workshop and publication at the proceedings.
The workshop program is composed of two parts: paper presentations and group
work. Selected papers describe experiences at a practical level, or propose new ideas
and approaches. Group work sessions aim at discussing in more detail the topics
found most relevant during the paper presentations. Results of the group work will be
presented at the end of the workshop.

1
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Abstract. This paper presents a domain-specific language (DSL) design
for automation systems. We describe basic components of the language,
its mapping to automation devices and to automation software elements.
The DSL design achieves low domain model complexity and is easy to
maintain. Furthermore, it allows easy and intuitive modeling of systems
in a domain. We present an industrial case study using the proposed
DSL design and evaluate it regarding its maintainability and complexity.
For this evaluation we use existing metrics to evaluate the domain model
complexity and we introduce novel metrics to evaluate the code generator
complexity.
Keywords: domain-specific language, automation system, domain model
metrics, code generator metrics

1

Introduction

Domain-specific languages (DSL) allow product modeling on a high level of abstraction and enable structured software reuse through code generation from
these models. To develop a DSL, a meta-model has to be constructed for a
specific product family. Meta-model development requires careful design of the
domain model structure and the mapping of DSL elements to artifacts in the
solution space. This is a sophisticated task and several guidelines on how to construct a good domain model exist. Such guidelines can be more detailed if they
just address specific domain families, but are rarely present for domain families
where DSLs are not often applied. An example for such a domain family where
no detailed guideline for DSL development exists is the automation domain.
In this paper we present a flexible design to develop automation system DSLs.
We discuss design decisions and their rationale concerning the meta-model and
the mapping of DSL elements to automation devices and to generated artifacts
like the automation system software. We present and evaluate PISCAS (Pisciculture Automation System), an industrial case study which applies the discussed

2
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DSL design guidelines. For the evaluation of the DSL complexity, we use existing domain model metrics and we introduce novel metrics to measure the code
generator complexity. Furthermore, we evaluate the DSL in terms of modeling
effort and maintainability.

2

Related Work

Issues regarding the construction of domain models for automation systems are
discussed in [9], where experiences with different domain model granularities
are presented. Hierarchical, nested domain models are suggested for automation
systems to provide different levels of granularity and abstraction. In Leitner’s
work [8] an evaluation method for the domain model complexity for DSLs and
for feature oriented modeling is presented. We use the proposed DSL metrics in
our domain model evaluation.
Graphical domain-specific languages are used in [4] to model home automation systems. Eclipse GMF is used to create DSLs where systems can be modeled
on different levels of abstraction which is shown on an industrial case study. A
graphical DSL for automation systems in the railway domain is presented in [3]
where special focus is put on safety constraints of the system. Here, the DSL is
used as a formal specification of the system containing system verification functionality. The MetaEdit+ tool suite is used in [2] to model high rack warehouse
information systems. These literature examples show case studies for automation system DSLs. None of them, however, handles the topic on a more abstract
level and discusses generic design decisions for these DSLs.
Automation system modeling is handled on a more general level by the Christian Doppler Laboratory in Linz, Austria. They developed a tool for variability
management and show several case studies in the automation domain [1]. In [11]
a textual DSL for general automation systems is suggested. In a more recent work
of the Doppler Laboratory, a DSL is applied to the automation domain using
hierarchical structuring of the domain model [10]. Compared to our paper they
do not focus on specific automation domains, but address generic automation
system solutions.

3

Domain-Specific Language Design for Automation
Domains

In this section we present general design decisions for the development of automation system DSLs. First we present the required meta-meta-model which
we later use to provide guidelines for the development of a DSL for automation domains. We present the DSL mapping to automation devices and to the
automation software. Finally, we discuss the rationale of the presented design
decisions.
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3.1

3

Meta-Meta-Model

The DSL design suggested in the next section requires the GOPPRR (GraphObject-Property-Port-Role-Relationship) meta-meta-model [6]. This meta-metamodel allows defining the meta-model in form of a DSL. Objects as basic DSL
elements can be connected with Relationships which define a Role for the connection to an Object. The connection to an Object can be further refined by a
Port to which the connection is attached. The Port is attached to the Object,
while the Role is attached to the Relationship. Objects and their Relationships
can be gathered in a Graph. Properties can be added to each of these elements
(Object, Relationship, Role, Port and Graph).

3.2

DSL Design

Physical automation devices connected to the automation hardware (e.g. to the
PLC) are represented as basic DSL Objects. Variants for device types are defined by Properties of an Object. Automation I/O modules are also modeled as
Objects. Wire connections between the automation devices are directly modeled
as Relationships between Objects. The semantics of the Relationship is given by
the Port it is connected to. Each DSL Object has a minimum set of basic elements: Property ’Name’, Property ’Voltage’, Port ’Input’, Port ’Output’. This
set of basic DSL elements represents our meta-model for the automation domain
which is shown in Figure 1. Additional Relationships or Ports can be used to
connect concrete objects with additional semantics, but concrete Objects still
have to adhere to the rules specified for the abstract automation domain object.
All GOPPRR entities apart from Roles are used in the mapping of DSL
elements to the automation domain. When using the proposed DSL design, Roles
might still be of interest for some domains which might need additional semantics
for their interfaces. The Port entity of GOPPRR is especially useful due to its
straight semantic mapping to wire connections of automation devices.

Fig. 1. Suggested meta-model for the automation domain

4
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In the automation software, each Object is represented by a function block.
Function blocks at least implement the interface variables ’input’ and ’output’
which represent the corresponding Ports in the DSL. Function Block parameters
allow configuring the variants modeled with Object Properties. Relationships between DSL Objects are mapped to function block connections (e.g. in a function
block diagram). Table 1 contains an overview of the mapping between the DSL,
the automation software, and the physical automation devices.
Figure 2 illustrates this mapping and shows how two different aspects of the
automation system (physical devices and source code) can be represented by
the DSL using the proposed design. This direct mapping between the DSL, the
automation software, and the physical devices is possible, because of the nature
of the automation domain, which already provides a tight relationship between
concepts in the physical world such as physical wires, and corresponding concepts
in the automation software such as function block connections representing wires.
Physical system GOPPRR concepts Automation software
automation plant Graph
overall software
device
Object
function block
wire
Relationship
connecting function block interface variables
Role
wire connection Port
function block interface variables
device attribute Property
function block parameters
Table 1. Mapping of the physical system to GOPPRR concepts and to the automation
software

3.3

DSL Design Rationale

Graphical DSL - choosing a graphical model representation allows capturing
information about the assembly and position of physical objects. This information can be used to generate the system documentation and the visualization,
which is an essential part for automation systems.
Directly mapping of physical devices to DSL Objects - Directly mapping
physical devices to DSL Objects and physical wires to DSL Relationships, makes
modeling of the automation system more intuitive for domain experts, because
then the DSL is quite similar to function block diagrams which are well known
to automation system developers.
Explicit modeling of I/O modules integrates the physical view of the automation system into the DSL and allows capturing all physical wires of the
project. Information on the system topology and the electrical wiring is then
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5

Fig. 2. Mapping between the DSL, physical devices, and automation software

present in the model. Explicit modeling of the I/O modules is not absolutely
necessary, because the information about the I/O module type to which a device has to be connected to, is implicitly present in the device type. This would
allow automatic generation of the wiring connections, which might not always
be desired. To model systems with already installed hardware, this automatic
wiring plan generation would most likely be inconsistent. The labels for wiring
closets can be generated from the information of the module connections. The
Property ’Voltage’ adds the necessary information to a model with explicitly
modeled I/O modules for generating the complete wiring plan for the automation system as well as the list of hardware parts required for the automation
project.
Abstract DSL Object - The convention that each Object has an ’Input’ and
’Output’ Port and a Property ’Name’, makes the code generators much simpler, because they can use this abstract Object interface. The generators for
the visualization, the graphical system overview in the documentation, and the
mapping between automation system function blocks can be made independent
from the Object type. Therefore, adding new Object types to the DSL or changing existing ones does not affect those code generators. The reason for explicitly
makingObject types rather flexible is that in the automation domain the basic automation elements, which are represented as Objects in our meta-model,
change rather often [9].

6
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Case Study: PISCAS

In this section the industrial case study is presented. The automation domain
and the developed DSL are described and advantages regarding the use of the
proposed DSL design are evaluated.
PISCAS is a product line for fish farm automation systems. The project was
carried out as a master’s thesis at the Institute for Technical Informatics at Graz
University of Technology [12]. The core functionality of PISCAS includes water
oxygen control and fish feeding. Additionally, water level supervision including
an alarm system and standard automation system functionality like steering
actuators, such as lights, are part of PISCAS. The automation system can be
controlled and configured with a visualization integrated into a web portal. Typically fish farms just vary in the amount of ponds and the functionality for ponds
like feeding and oxygen supervision. Fish farm automation elements are rather
independent from each other and do not interact a lot. Further information on
the PISCAS project can be found on the PISCAS website1 .
A graphical DSL was developed to model fish farm projects. The information
in the model is used to parametrize a generic fish farm automation software. Fully
executable automation code is created including the hardware mapping and the
visualization of the automation project. Additionally PISCAS generates a system
documentation including an electrical wiring plan and a list of needed hardware
components. Configuration files for the web portal and for network devices are
generated. For the web portal, SQL configuration files needed for system initialization are generated. The network routers installed for PISCAS automation
systems require configuration of a VPN connection which is needed for remote
maintenance of the fish farm automation systems. Furthermore, Configuration
files for the router to set up this VPN connection are generated. Figure 3 gives
an overview of generated artifacts.

Fig. 3. PISCAS - generated artifacts
1

http://www.piscas.eu
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Bernecker+Rainer2 (B&R) automation products were used for the PISCAS
project. The reason for choosing B&R is that compared to other automation system vendors, the B&R software is easier to generate. All project files including
the visualization and hardware mapping files are stored in XML format. Therefore, they are easy to parse and to modify. Metaedit+3 was used for development
of the DSL and for system modeling. Several DSL tools were evaluated according to an evaluation method suggested in [7]. The tools were evaluated regarding
technical, management, and product line related criteria. The full evaluation is
available in [12]. MetaEdit+ implements the GOPPRR meta-metamodel [5] and
is therefore suitable to apply the DSL design proposed in Section 3.2.
4.1

PISCAS DSL

The PISCAS DSL consists of Objects representing basic fish farm automation
devices, such as a feeder or an oxygen control unit. Each Object implements an
abstract Object definition as presented in Figure 1. The abstract object consists of two Ports (Input and Output) and two Properties (Name and Voltage).
Different variants of a concrete Object (e.g. different feeder types) are configured via additional Properties. The DSL consists of one Relationship type (wire
connection) and two Roles. A Relationship represents an actual physical wire
connection.

Fig. 4. MetaEdit+ DSL elements of the PISCAS language

Figure 4 gives an overview of PISCAS language elements. PISCAS consists
of 7 basic DSL elements (2 Roles, 1 Relationship, 2 Ports, (at least) 2 Properties). These elements are needed to use the proposed DSL design. Additionally,
18 Properties and 12 Objects, are used for domain-specific elements. Therefore,
the PISCAS DSL consists of overall 37 elements. Code generators are kept as
2
3

http://www.br-automation.com
http://www.metacase.com
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independent as possible from the Object type. This means that each Object provides a well defined interface (defined minimum set of Properties and Ports)
which is accessed by the code generators. General code for the generation of the
visualization, the wiring plan, the documentation and the automation software
function block parametrization and connection can be generated by Object independent generators which access this interface. The DSL is independent from
basic functional changes or bug fixes in the automation code, because model
is just used to configure a generic fish farm automation software. This generic
software has a well defined interface to the DSL through the function blocks and
their interface variables. Therefore, the generic fish farm automation software
can be maintained independently from the DSL as long as the interface between
the automation software and the DSL is not affected by a change. Figure 5 shows
an example for a fish farm model constructed with the PISCAS DSL.

Fig. 5. Example for a PISCAS fish farm model in MetaEdit+ Modeler

4.2

Evaluation

This section contains experiences from applying the suggested DSL decisions
presented in Section 3.2 to the PISCAS project.
Application modeling - Two fish farm systems were modeled with the PISCAS
DSL and are currently in operation. Both systems could actually be modeled during meetings with the fish farm owner. This was possible due to the intuitive
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Fish Farm element B&R I/O module
modeling (ponds, modeling
switches, lights, ...)
Fish farm A
2h
3h
Fish farm B
1h
1.5h
Add new components to B 1h
2h
(model approximately doubled)
Table 2. Time spent on application modeling for the PISCAS systems

system representation and allowed the fish farm owner to directly check the fish
farm DSL model.
Explicitly modeling the hardware connections took the most time during
the modeling process. Table 2 shows the effort (in hours) required for system
modeling for different PISCAS fish farms. The high modeling effort is caused by
the high number of connections in the hardware mapping. To reduce this effort,
we suggest to generate the hardware mapping in the model automatically the
first time. The mapping can still be changed in the model after initial generation.
Bug fixes - Most PISCAS changes were related to bugs in the automation
software. Therefore, decoupling automation software maintenance from the DSL
maintenance is very important for PISCAS and allows decreasing the overall
maintenance effort.
For the generation of a concrete PISCAS system, a generic fish farm automation software is configured with the information in the DSL model. The generic
automation software is a complete automation program which compiles and can
be used to maintain and debug the automation code without the need to work
with the DSL tools. This from the DSL decoupled, generic code allowed easy
bug fixes and did not require PISCAS DSL modifications often.
Decoupling the generic automation software allows to test new features in the
generic automation system without the need work with MetaEdit+. Therefore,
MetaEdit+ did not have to be installed on the computer which was used to
develop the fish farm automation software. New automation code can easily be
integrated later on into the DSL as long as the interface constraints regarding the
automation software (physical automation elements are mapped to configurable
function blocks with input and output interfaces representing wire connections)
are met. Taking this thought one step further, the generic automation software
could even be programmed by someone who does not construct the DSL, as long
as the constraints regarding the automation code interfaces where the DSL is
mapped to, are met.
DSL Complexity - To assess the complexity of the DSL, two different metrics
were used. One metric describes the domain model complexity and one describes
the code generator complexity.

10
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The domain model was assessed with the metrics suggested by Leitner [8].
The domain model complexity consists of values describing the complexity of interfaces, elements, and properties. These complexities are defined in general and
explicitly for the GOPPRR meta-meta-model used in MetaEdit+. The metrics
are shown in Equation 1 where C stands for the complexity and n is the number
of items. We modified the element complexity metric, by taking the number of
Ports (nP ort ) into account. This number is added to the element complexity,
because Ports are attached to Objects. The reason for preferring these metrics
to other domain model metrics such as presented in [13] is that they separately
handle the complexity of DSL interfaces and DSL elements which allows us to
reason about the element complexity, which is especially interesting in the automation domain due to the high semantics these elements usually carry [9].
Cinterf ace = nRelationships + nRoles + nConstraints
Celement = nObjects + nP orts
Cproperties = nP roperties

(1)

To assess the code generator complexity, Leitner’s metrics [8] have been
adopted. The interface complexity of the code generators consists of the number
of lines of code (#LOC) where any Role or Relationship type is explicitly used
in the generator source code. The element complexity describes the same for the
number of Objects and Ports and the properties complexity handles the occurrence of Property types in the code generators. Equation 2 shows these metrics
which describe the dependence (D) of the code generators on DSL items. The
code generator dependence is a metric describing the affect of domain model
changes on the code generator. A lower code generator dependence value suggests less necessary changes in the code generators if DSL items are changed.
Dinterf ace = #LOCRelationships + #LOCRoles + #LOCConstraints
Delement = #LOCObjects + #LOCP orts

(2)

Dproperties = #LOCP roperties
We calculated the two metrics for two versions of the PISCAS DSL. The
first version (PISCASv1) did not follow the DSL design guidelines given in Section 3.2. The interface Roles carried semantic information which was in some
cases redundant. In some other cases this semantic information was later, in
the second version, put into the simple ’input’ and ’output’ Ports. The second version (PISCASv2) is a refactored version of PISCASv1 and adheres to
the guidelines given in this paper. Objects follow the specified interface conventions (input Port, output Port, name Property, voltage Property) and, therefore,
most Relationships became unnecessary for the PISCAS DSL. This makes the
domain model a lot simpler, because many Roles could be deleted. For the transition from PISCASv1 to PISCASv2, the two Port types ’input’ and ’output’
had to be added. The Properties and the number of Objects did not change.
Most of the Roles were removed leading to a much lower interface complexity
(see Figure 6(a)). This reduced domain model interface complexity, obviously,
lead to a decrease of the code generator interface dependence (see Figure 6(b)).
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The code generator element dependence also decreased even though the element
complexity of the domain model increased. The lower code generator dependence
suggests, that the DSL can easier be modified, because less changes to the code
generators are required if domain model items are changed. In particular changes
of Objects in the domain model seem to have lower affect on the code generators
in PISCASv2 due to the decreased code generator object dependence.

(a) Complexity of the PISCAS domain (b) Dependence of the code generators
models
from the domain model
Fig. 6. Complexity of the PISCAS domain models

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented design decisions to develop a flexible DSL for automation systems. We presented the domain model design and the mapping of
automation elements to the DSL. The presented design decisions can be taken
as a guideline for automation system DSL developers and can help to develop a
flexible and easily maintainable automation DSL.
The proposed DSL design was applied to a fish farm automation system
DSL (PISCAS) which was evaluated in terms of modeling effort and maintainability. The maintainability is evaluated by measuring the DSL complexity with
domain model and code generator complexity metrics. The introduced code generator dependence metric used for this evaluation works very well to describe the
PISCAS code generator complexity. For future work it would be very interesting
to evaluate the maturity of the proposed code generator metric by applying it to
other code generator based systems. It would also be of high interest to evaluate
the proposed DSL design, by developing automation DSLs in other domains by
following the proposed DSL guidelines.
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Abstract. The complexity of software and hardware in embedded systems has
risen rapidly due to convergence of diverse applications and adoption of multicore technologies. Consequently, the abstraction level of system design, modeling and exploration needs to be raised to manage the complexity. The Y-chart
approach, typically applied in the system-level performance evaluation, allocates/maps a model of application on a model of execution platform and the resulting system model is simulated to obtain performance data. In this work,
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) has been adopted as means of raising the
abstraction level for building, composing, configuring and checking of highlevel models in the virtual system performance modeling and simulation approach, called ABSOLUT. Domain-Specific Languages (DSL) were defined to
serve as front-ends for application workload, platform and allocation modeling
using the MetaEdit+ tool. The results are demonstrated with a video player case
example. First experiences indicate that in performance evaluation related tasks
the modeling productivity, model management and ease of learning have improved.
Keywords: DSM, DSL, embedded system, virtual system, SystemC, performance exploration

1

Introduction

The complexity of hardware and software has risen rapidly particularly in advanced
embedded system domains, like communication systems, during the recent years due
to extensive adoption of multi-core technologies. Real-time embedded systems are
often computationally intensive and constrained with limited resources, e.g. power/energy, size and cost. The systems accommodate a large number of on terminal
and/or downloadable applications offering the users with numerous services related to
telecommunication, video, digital television, internet etc. More flexibility, scalability
and modularity are expected from the execution platforms to support the applications.
The digital processing architectures will evolve from current system-on-chips to massively parallel computers consisting of heterogeneous subsystems connected by a
network-on-chip.
The design complexity requires the elevation of the design process to a higher level
of abstraction. At the system level, models of entire platforms can be built that enable
hardware-software co-development and rapid, early design space exploration. Such
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models provide quick feedback for the designers about the effect of their design decisions to critical system metrics like performance. Complex interactions and the highly
dynamic nature of systems make their static analysis difficult, which is why such
executable models are indispensable [1].
In this work we use ABSOLUT [2] methodology and toolset as a backend for early
phase system level performance simulation of embedded systems. The main modeling
phases in the virtual system modeling include specifying computing platform’s capacity model, application workload and allocation of workload to computing resources of
the platform. The result of an allocation is a virtual system model, which can be simulated using the OSCI SystemC simulator to measure performance data, e.g. utilization
of platform resources.
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) raises the level of abstraction beyond programming by specifying the solution directly using domain concepts. It is used in
many application domains and in particular embedded application development with
domain specific language (DSL) has been adopted in many companies [3].The final
products are generated from these high-level specifications [4]. The benefits of DSM
come in many forms like easier modeling/programming, productivity increase, better
code quality and maintenance ability [5].
In this paper we propose applying DSM in virtual system modeling domain and
present a MetaEdit+[6] based prototype DSL that can be used as a front-end to the
ABSOLUT performance modeling and simulation approach. It resembles a traditional
Graphical User Interface (GUI) of modeling tool and it can be used like one. We applied the DSL in an example case study and present the enhanced performance evaluation workflow using DSM.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 system-level performance modeling and evaluation and used ABSOLUT approach are described. Chapter
3 discusses Domain-Specific Modeling. Chapter 4 presents the DSL front-end for
ABSOLUT approach through applying the DSM method for virtual system model
development phases. In Chapter 5 the ABSOLUT workflow and the use of the DSL in
it is presented and results of the case study are shown. Chapter 6 gives conclusions.

2

System-level performance modeling and evaluation

Performance evaluation approaches can be divided into three categories: analytical
approach, simulations and measurements [7]. The analytical approach is suitable for
early performance evaluation, but the accuracy of results is low because it requires
many simplifications and assumptions. In simulations, the execution of an application
is simulated using a computer program. Simulation provides more accurate results
than analysis since it is possible to incorporate more details of the system in the models. Simulations are suitable for early evaluation, since they can be performed before
implementations of hardware and/or software are completed. Measurements can be
done with real applications, prototypes of applications or benchmark programs that
mimic real software. An implementation of the execution platform is, however, required in all cases and therefore measurements are not suitable for early evaluation.
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Performance simulation approaches are categorized in the European EDA
Roadmap [8] into virtual systems, virtual platforms and virtual prototypes:
• Virtual system approaches combine abstract application models with an abstract
execution platform model. The applications are represented using e.g. workload
models, traces or task graphs but not as real instructions of processors. The platform model typically has a high abstraction level and capacity models of components instead of instruction set simulators.
• Virtual platform approaches use real application software compiled to binary
form in simulations. The execution of the applications is simulated on top of a
virtual platform model, which contains one or more instruction set simulators.
The platform models need to be functionally complete and use accurate memory
maps to be able to execute the application binaries.
• Virtual prototype approaches also use real application binaries with instruction
set simulators. The virtual prototype approaches model full functionality of the
execution platform using hardware description languages like VHDL or Verilog.
ABSOLUT [2] is a virtual system performance simulation approach intended for
early evaluation of embedded computer systems and for exploring the design space. It
is also a set of tools, which assist the designer with application and platform modeling, allocation and configuration, simulation and result visualization. It has been applied to several case studies ranging from contemporary mobile phone platforms to
future high-performance systems consisting of hundreds of components. Fig. 1 presents the main phases of ABSOLUT performance modeling method.

Fig. 1. Y-chart model of ABSOLUT performance modeling

Applications are modeled as layered workload models, which ultimately consist of
abstract, instruction-like workload primitives. Several techniques have been developed to create workload models from information sources such as application specifications or execution traces. A compiler-based tool exists to create workload models
automatically from application source code [9].
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As application functionality is abstracted, the complexity of execution platform
models is also reduced especially with respect to the processing elements. The data
paths of processing elements need not be modeled in detail and data transfers and
storage are simulated only from the performance point of view. A capacity model of
platform can be rapidly constructed from components in a model library with the help
of a platform generation tool.
The virtual system model, constructed by allocating workload models on top of the
platform components, is simulated using the IEEE standard SystemC [10] simulation
kernel and models based on the TLM standard [11]. Performance, power and energy
consumption is obtained from simulation by instrumenting the workload and/or platform models with custom performance probes. Designer can freely set the probes and
extract e.g. resource utilization, execution latencies or interconnection traffic.

3

Domain-Specific Modeling

Basically, Domain-Specific Modeling is creating and using modeling languages for
specific purposes. Domain-specificity of modeling means that key concepts of each
domain can be used as the modeling elements of the language. Modeling elements can
have graphical symbols and the use of DSL is actually placing these elements on diagram according language modeling rules. Diagrams made with DSL are formal descriptions of systems and applications and as such suitable for documentation, analysis and transforming them to other forms like source code or other artifacts. In particular, the generation features complete the benefits that DSM and DSLs provide.
Tool support for applying DSM exists in commercial, academic and open source
tools [12]. True DSM tools enable developing of new DSL, which can be run on top
of the tool or as a standalone program depending of the tool. Increasing interest towards DSM has brought DSM features also to IDEs [13].
DSLs are often made to very specific domains inside companies, which are not in
public use. However, DSLs are applied in the graphical user interfaces of some embedded system development tools, too. For example, CoFluent Studio [14] and Simics
[15] include DSL that can be used for modeling of explored system. These apply for
somewhat similar purposes as ABSOLUT and have therefore similar modeling phases. However, the modeling notions differ due methodology differences. In addition, it
is important to notice the fundamental difference between the ABSOLUT DSL frontend and the DSLs of mentioned tools. Neither GUIs nor DSLs of the mentioned tools
are implemented on an actual DSM tool as the front-end presented in this paper is.

4

DSL front-end for virtual system modeling

Virtual systems for performance simulations are often made from existing components and in an ideal case, the modeling should not require much coding. However,
the platform model needs to be composed and configured. The application modeling
requires making a high-level model of application. The allocation of application elements to the processing elements of platform model is one of the modeling phases.
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In this work, the DSM approach is applied to the modeling phases. The same DSM
environment that consists of a DSM tool, a few DSLs and ABSOLUT tools applies
also for building simulateable models, running simulations and analyzing results.
4.1

DSM workflow and environment

Although every domain has its special features, a workflow consisting of the next four
phases for developing DSLs for different domains can be used [16]:
1. Identifying abstractions and how they work together
2. Specifying the language concepts and their rules (meta-model)
3. Creating the visual representation of the language (notation)
4. Defining the generators for model checking, code, documentation, etc.
In our case, the Y-chart model shows clearly the modeling phases and their interrelations. Consequently, it was natural to proceed towards modeling phase specific
abstractions. The existing ABSOLUT model library and experiences of tools of the
domain were the basis according which the language concepts, properties, rules and
notations were defined. The notation design in prototype development phase had naturally low priority. In the generator definitions, the goal was to enable the usage of
the existing ABSOLUT tools and generation of compatible mid- representations.
Proceeding according to the workflow requires expertise of both the problem domain and the DSM. Additionally an appropriate DSM tool is needed. In this work, the
DSM tool MetaEdit+ 4.5 Workbench [6] developed by MetaCase has been used and
the solution presented here contains some tool specific notions. The tool provides
different diagram editors for modeling with the DSM languages, support for the DSL
and generator definition and is upgraded with new versions by the tool vendor.
4.2

DSL for workload modeling

The workload modeling DSL is developed for the compiler based workload generator
of ABSOLUT, which produces workload models from normal C/C++ code. Any application modeling DSL that can generate C code can therefore be used in producing
the ABSOLUT compatible workload model. Existing C code is also used for workload generation. The workload modeling DSL of ABSOLUT front-end is targeted for
workload model and workload trace configuration and generation.
The workload modeling is made with the diagram presentations of Workload Modeling Graph, on which the DSL objects and connections are placed. Fig. 2 presents an
example of such a diagram. It contains two Workload Model objects, which both are
linked to two Workload Trace objects. The object symbols contain symbol names and
information about the status of the workload models and traces. The MetaEdit+
toolbar contains the modeling elements of the graph type and the generator buttons.
The workload modeling scheme consists of two phases and both have an own object notation in this solution. The Workload Model object is used for defining and
generating the workload model according to the object properties. Properties are used
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to select the valid external workload model generator, the generation script and the
source code folder. The MERL workload model generator uses the property information and generates the workload model. Several Workload Model objects can be
used in a single diagram to generate different workload models from the same source
code or from many different source codes.
The Workload Trace object is used to make the workload trace that can be allocated to the platform model. It needs a link to the Workload Model object defining the
workload model that is executed in trace generation. The properties of the Workload
Trace object define all the parameters that are needed to execute the workload model.
The object has also a property, which defines path used to store the generated trace.

Fig. 2. Diagram presentation of Workload Modeling Graph

The MERL generator first runs the workload model that produces the workload trace
and then stores the trace files to defined path. Generated workload trace consists of
files of which each contains trace of one workload model thread. Several Workload
Trace objects can be linked to single Workload Model object, which enables producing different workload traces from the workload model based on the parameters.
4.3

DSL for platform modeling

The key concepts that are needed in the platform modeling are the various hardware
elements (see Table 1). The element types and their properties are specified with different property sets. In addition to the objects, some relationship types and role types
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are needed for linkage between hardware elements. If large platforms are modeled,
the sub-system object could be applied in the DSL too. Modeling rules can be included in the DSL to prevent the designer from making impossible or erroneous connections between elements or other kind of modeling mistakes.
A diagram editor is the only alternative for a block based platform modeling. Modeling work convenience depends of the modeling elements. By using different symbols for the language concepts, perceiving of the platform model is easier. Different
shapes, colors and text of the component objects symbols enable this. The relationship
and role symbols can also have tuned symbols, if there are many of them or if they
have properties.
Generators can have more than one purpose in the platform modeling DSL.
Checkup generators are another way to confirm the platform validity in addition to the
rules set in the DSL definition. The main purpose of the generator in the platform
modeling is to produce a description of a platform that can be used in the simulation
phase. Generators can also be used to update the modeling element list, which is important when the components are modeled elsewhere.
Our DSL for platform modeling consists of platform objects, their relationships,
roles, modeling rules and the platform model to XML generator. The objects and
other elements of the platform modeling DSL are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Modeling elements of platform modeling DSL.

Element
Processor
Memory
Bus
Interface
Subsystem
Router
Connection
Master
Slave

Description
Object is used to model processor and accelerator components.
Object is used to model memory components.
Object is used to model bus components.
Object is used to model interface of subsystem.
Object is used to model subsystems of platform.
Object is used to model connections between subsystems.
Relationship used to model all connections in the platform diagram.
Role that connects master component to connection.
Role that connects slave component to connection.

The integration of the DSL with ABSOLUT and its component library is established
by importing the component library description to the DSL. The import updates the
pull down list of each hardware element. For example, a new processor type can be
selected from the pull down list of Processor object types when an updated
ABSOLUT component library definition has been imported.
An example ARM processor platform, modeled in a diagram presentation of the
Platform Modeling Graph is presented in Fig. 3. Using of the platform modeling DSL
resembles the use of many other platform-modeling tools. Components are picked
from toolbar, placed, connected to other components and configured from the properties of the particular component type.
Subsystem objects are also defined in the DSL to help the modeling of large platforms in smaller parts. When they are used, the top level of platform is composed
from Subsystem and Router objects. The architecture of each subsystem can be mod-
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eled with a separate platform diagram as Subsystem object decomposition. The interface objects are used inside them to define how they are connected to other subsystems.

Fig. 3. Platform model made with platform modeling DSL

The MERL generator is used to generate XML descriptions of the modeled platforms.
The generator goes through all the platform diagrams that are related to the platform
model and includes their connections, components and the whole platform structure
into the XML file.
4.4

DSL for allocation

An allocation DSL should contain objects presenting application model elements and
computing resources of platform. Some way to link application model elements to
selected platform model elements is also required. A generator for generating allocation file belongs also to allocation DSL.
Object locations on a diagram can be utilized with the used DSM tool for building
the allocation DSL. The links between application and platform elements can be
based on object locations. The allocation DSL uses the Allocation Area and the Allocation to Resource allocation objects. The application elements are items of the workload, and the Workload Thread objects and the Workload Thread Group objects are
used in the allocation diagram in addition to the allocation objects. The location of
workload objects with respect to the allocation objects defines the allocation.
There are several ways to bring workload item objects to the diagram. They can be
picked from the object list, which shows existing objects, or they can be created manually from the scratch. They can also be generated according to corresponding workload traces or according prompt input.
The MERL generator producing the allocation file detects all the Allocation to Resource objects that are placed on the Allocation Area object. The generator also detects items of the workload on top of the Allocation to Resource objects and forms the
allocation file accordingly. When a workload item is on the Allocation to Resource
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object, which has the valid resource property and the Allocation to Resource object is
on the Allocation Area object, the workload item is correctly placed. Warnings are
generated on the allocation objects when the objects are placed wrongly. The Allocation Area object contains also a listing of the allocation, which changes according to
the locations of the other objects in the diagram. The generator producing the listing
can also print warnings, because the Allocation Area object has information of the
workload items and the platform resources, which can be used in composing the allocation.
Dynamic symbols are used as guidance for the designer towards valid allocations.
The symbols of workload objects are made dynamic and the symbols are changing
during the allocation work depending how they are placed. A correctly placed workload item has symbol, which is emphasized with yellow. Wrongly placed workload
item has two different symbols.
Fig. 4 shows an example allocation, modeled in a diagram presentation of the Allocation Modeling Graph. It contains the Allocation Area object, Allocation to Resource
objects and Workload Thread objects. The allocation in it contains errors, which are
reported in the allocation listing.

Fig. 4. Allocation is illegal because two workload items, irrelevant to selected workload, are
placed on the allocation area and one relevant item of workload is not inside allocation objects.
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5

Modeling with ABSOLUT DSL

The updated workflow of the ABSOLUT modeling enhanced by the developed DSLs
is described using a video player as a demonstration case.
5.1

ABSOLUT workflow with DSL

The ABSOLUT workflow presented earlier in Fig. 1 does not change dramatically
because of DSLs. The Y-chart flow is still the basis of the modeling method. The
main changes are related to the modeling phases, which are enhanced with the DSLs.
The developed front-end can also be used for performance simulations and simulation
result analysis but this does not change the overall workflow.
The workload modeling DSL gathers all workload modeling information to one diagram. The workload modeling can be therefore managed more efficiently. Different
versions of workload models and workload traces can be generated in a controlled
way and stored in an appropriate location.
The platform modeling DSL speeds up the composition of platform models from
the ABSOLUT model library components and makes it less error prone by avoiding
manual editing of XML documents. The platform description generator produces an
XML file, which ABSOLUT tools need to produce the platform source code.
Allocation DSL enables drag and drop like method for allocation of workload
items to platform resources. Workload items can be imported which reduces effort. It
guides the designer and alerts from illegal allocations. In addition to the graphical
allocation, a textual allocation listing is visible during the allocation phase. Allocation
description files are generated in a format suitable for the ABSOLUT tools.
The generators are used to start ABSOLUT tools and compilers, which produce the
simulation model. There is also a generator, which runs the performance simulation.
5.2

Case study

The video player case study has been made with the described front-end. The player
uses H264 high definition video coding which is used in high quality mobile devices.
The ABSOLUT workload model was generated from the open source FFMPEG [17]
source code. The workload generation DSL was used to set the Workload Model configuration and single and two thread configurations of the Workload Trace object.
Workload traces were generated by the generator that is used to execute the workload
models.
Our test case used an OMAP4 like platform [18]. The platform model was composed from platform modeling elements with our platform modeling DSL. The platform model is a simplified version of the OMAP4 but e.g. includes the dual-core CPU
for testing of different allocations. The XML description of the modeled platform was
produced with the platform description generator.
Two different allocations were made with the allocation DSL so that the effect of
changing the workload allocation could be detected. The workload items were im-
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ported and allocation objects instantiated. Then the allocation was composed and the
allocation description files generated. The same was done for both of the workloads.
SystemC simulations were performed with the OMAP4 platform model and two
pairs of allocation files and workload models. The utilization of the ARM cores was
the property, which was measured from the simulations. The single-threaded version
of the application utilizes the Core 0 100 %, but the Core 1 is not used at all. In the
dual-threaded version, the load is evenly divided to both cores, which shows that platform capacity is nicely harnessed. The observed utilization rates for the dual-core
CPU of the multi-threaded case are presented in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Data processing load of both cores in the two thread video coding case.

6

Conclusions

This paper describes a way of utilizing the DSM method on the domain of virtual
system modeling. The resulting prototype DSL set can be used as a modeling and
simulation front-end to the ABSOLUT virtual system modeling tools.
Our experience of DSM was near to zero when the work began and notion of DSM
has become clearer in the course of the work. The experiences of the DSM and from
the used DSM tool are positive. The DSLs were developed incrementally in smalls
steps and they were tested with example data. All three DSLs have evolved steadily
without major tool or DSM approach related problems.
The developed DSLs improve the usability of the ABSOLUT, which so far has
been used without a graphical front-end. Especially the learning curve shortens due
more user-friendly modeling. In particular, the DSL front-end makes modeling easier
for designers who are not experienced with SystemC [10] and TLM [11].
The phases of the ABSOLUT virtual system modeling - workload modeling, platform modeling and allocation modeling - were carried out with the developed DSL in
a video player case study. The performance simulation was carried out for two system
models from which the performance data was recorded. According to our experiences,
the DSL-aided workload, platform and allocation modeling is a workable idea.
Our work continues with the refinement of the ABSOLUT DSL. The usage of a
DSM tool for simulation observation and simulation result analysis front-end is also
an interesting research direction that has already been pretested. There are also possibilities to explore how this sort of DSM approach suits to other embedded system
modeling phases.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a comparison between the main concepts of
the Ecore meta-meta-model and the GOPPRR meta-language. Through our previous research we have specified the PIM concepts of our model driven software development tool for information system design IIS*Case using Ecore
implementation of Meta object Facility 2.0 in Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF). We have also modeled the same concepts by Graph-Object-PropertyPort-Role-Relationship (GOPPRR) meta-modeling language provided by the
MetaEdit+ meta-modeling environment. Both MetaEdit+ and EMF provide the
environment for the meta-models specification. In this paper we give a brief
overview of MetaEdit+’s and EMF’s main concepts and syntax, as well as an
example of IIS*Case PIM concepts modeling using Ecore and GOPPRR metameta-models. We also present the main differences between two meta-modeling
environments, EMF and MetaEdit+, from the PIM concept modeling point of
view.
Keywords: Model Driven Approaches, Domain Specific Languages, Domain
Specific Modeling, EMF, MetaEdit+, Information System Modeling.

1

Introduction

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are special-purpose languages designed to solve a
particular range of problems. DSLs are tailored to a specific application domain. They
offer substantial gains in expressiveness and ease of use in their domain of application, compared with general-purpose programming languages.
Nowadays, DSLs are of increasing importance for the development of software and
other systems. In specifications of DSLs, visual notations are often used. They are to
be supported by a tool environment consisting of visual editors, simulators and model
transformers. Existing approaches for generating or adjusting the desired tool environments rely on meta-modeling concepts, grammars, or some kind of logics. Dependent on the underlying concepts, different kinds of editors are generated.
Several Eclipse projects are heading towards meta-technology to define DSLs.
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [1] mainly generates the underlying models of
visual and textual editors that may be extended by additional syntax checks, implementing certain rules, using Object Constraint Language [2]. A graphical view of
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visual editors can be hand coded on the basis of Eclipse Graphical Editor Framework
(GEF) [3] or generated using Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) project [4].
MetaEdit+ [5] is the metaCase tool for development of DSLs. MetaEdit+ is an integrated, repository-based tool aimed at creating and using modeling languages and
code generators. It provides a tool support for different modeling languages by configuring the generic tool set with meta-models.
DSLs may take a distinguished role in the modern information system (IS) development process. In IS development DSLs may be used for various purposes, such as:
conceptual modeling, specification of rules and constraints, code generation, generation of test cases, specification of transformations between models etc. A detailed
overview of DSL usage in the context of Model Driven Software Development
(MDSD) and IS development may be found in [6]. Through our research, we are developing a textual DSL, named IIS*CDesLang. It is aimed at modeling PIM specifications of an IS. Our research goals are to couple it with our model driven software
development tool, named Integrated Information Systems CASE Tool (IIS*Case).
IIS*Case provides IS modeling and prototype generation. At the level of PIM specifications, IIS*Case provides conceptual modeling of database schemas and business
applications. Performing a chain of model-to model and model-to-code transformations of PIM models, we obtain executable program code of software applications
and database scripts for a selected platform.
In order to provide design of various platform independent models (PIM) by
IIS*Case, we have created a number of modeling, meta-level concepts and formal
rules that are used in the design process. Our experience from previous research [6, 8,
10], leads to the conclusion that there was a strong need to have PIM concepts specified formally in a platform independent way, i.e. to be fully independent of repository
based specifications that typically may include some implementation details.
Our current research is based on three related approaches to formally describe
IIS*Case PIM Concepts. The first one is based on the attribute grammars through
which we are developing the textual DSL, named IIS*CDesLang. In [8], we present
IIS*CDesLang. It formalizes IIS*Case PIM concepts and provides modeling in a
formal way. IIS*CDesLang meta-model is developed under a visual programming
environment for attribute grammar specifications named VisualLISA [9].
The second approach is based on Meta Object Facility (MOF) [7]. MOF 2.0 is a
common meta-meta-model proposed by Object Management Group (OMG) where a
meta-model is created by means of UML class diagrams and Object Constraint Language (OCL). This approach is presented in [10]. As we could not find standardized
implementation of MOF, we selected Ecore meta-meta-model to implement PIM
model, since MOF 2.0 is widely used meta-modeling framework. Ecore is the Eclipse
implementation of MOF 2.0 in Java programming language which is provided by
EMF. We deploy it to implement a meta-model as a basis for textual and graphical
DSL we plan to build in the future.
In the last approach, we deploy MetaEdit+’s GOPPRR [5, 14, 15] as a metamodeling framework to describe our PIM concepts. MetaEdit+ provides an integrated
environment for definition of PIM concepts as well as the definition of their graphical
representation using graphical symbol editor. After the definition of meta-model,
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specified concepts are to be loaded into the MetaEdit+’s repository and then used to
define IS models through graphical representation of these concepts. Through our
previous research, we have gained a valuable experience in the practical application
of Domain Specific Modeling (DSM) for creating our PIM meta-model using different environments and paradigms.
In this paper we present a comparison of EMF and MetaEdit+’s meta-modeling
environments and their respective frameworks through modeling of the same PIM
concepts. This comparison comprises our previous practical experiences. It is based
on the evaluation of environments’ meta-language concepts through the comparison
of their ease of use. Our goal is to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each
environment as both of them are used in implementation of meta-models as a basis for
further textual and graphical DSL development. Although we have modeled all
IIS*Case PIM concepts using both environments, in this paper we chose to present
most representative parts of our PIM concepts, on which we are able to see the true
difference between EMF and MetaEdit+.
Apart from Introduction and Conclusion, the paper is organized in three sections.
In Section 2 we present related works. In Section 3 we present a comparison of EMF
and MetaEdit+’s basic concepts, while in Section 4 we give a presentation of
IIS*Case’s FormType and FormTypeUsage PIM concepts specified through the metamodels implemented in MetaEdit+ and EMF.

2

Related Work

Nowadays, meta-modeling is widely spread area of research and there is a huge number of references covering this area. However we could not find a lot of papers, relevant to the comparison of DSM tools. We have found only three of them, presenting
EMF and MetaEdit+ concepts and providing their comparison.
In [11] , the author presents the comparison between GEF workbench environment
and MetaEdit+. The author also proposes a DSL named Logic Gate Language, for the
description of logic circuits models. The language was developed both under
MetaEdit+ and GEF. The author reported that, in general, the process of the implementation was much faster in MetaEdit+ than in GEF. GEF also required much more
Java language coding, than MetaEdit+.
In [12], the author presents a mapping between MetaEdit+ and EMF meta-metalevel concepts. He proposes the M3-Level-Based Bridges solution that provides interoperability between MetaEdit+ and EMF, i.e. an interface for the exchange of meta-models and models between the two tools. Transformations between models at the
M2-level and M1-level have been implemented as the Eclipse plug-in. In this way, the
bridge may be used for the model re-usage.
In [13] the authors analyzed a set of meta-modeling languages including Ecore and
GOPPRR. To compare the selected meta-meta-models, they defined criteria for their
comparison and proposed a comparison framework consisting of abstractions of metamodeling concepts available in each meta-modeling language. As the last step, the
authors evaluated obtained results according to the three aspects: availability of the
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meta-modeling concepts, definition of relationships and the concepts of structuring,
reuse and modularization in meta-modeling.
In [11], development of a graphical DSL is considered. However, we base our
comparison on the modeling of PIM concepts that can be later used for development
of either textual or graphical DSLs. In [12] the focus is set to mappings between concepts of two meta-languages, only. In [13], the authors compared meta-modeling
languages with respect to diversity of the meta-modeling concepts. However, we focus not only to the similarities and differences of the concepts, but also considerations
regarding their practical usage.

3

The Main Concepts of EMF and MetaEdit+

Here we give a brief overview of main Ecore and GOPPRR concepts used in the specification of IIS*Case PIM concepts. We make a comparison between the concepts
existing in both meta-meta languages that are used in conceptual specification of meta-models. Although the Ecore provides only conceptual structures, GOPPRR concepts also include information about graphical representation of elements. Concepts
used in our PIM specification that are specific to one of the meta-meta languages
only, are also described. A presentation of basic concepts of both meta-languages is
based on a comparison of the corresponding meta-modeling concept classes.
A grouping concept allows to structure meta-model elements in defined parts or
modules. Regarding their grouping characteristics, Ecore and GOPPRR contain similar concepts. EPackage is the Ecore concept used for the model organization. It
groups the instances of all Ecore concepts into one logical unit. EPackage's name
need not be generally unique. Instead, a URI is used to uniquely identify the package.
GOPPRR’s concept for grouping elements is the Graph concept. Graph is a collection
of objects, relationships, roles and bindings. Graph contains all elements and their
explosions to other graphs. Explosion allows each object, relationship or role in a
graph to be linked to other graphs. Additionally, Graph can contain properties that
describe it further.
A class concept defines a class of objects with the same characteristics. A class is
the blueprint from which the individual objects are created. EClass is an Ecore concept used to define set of model entities. The corresponding concept used in GOPPRR
is the Object.
A relationship concept describes a connection between elements of the model and
is a subset of the Cartesian product over the participating object types. EReference is
an Ecore concept that defines a set of relations between objects. It establishes the link
from one EClass instance to another. As the EReference instance links at most two
objects, it represents the binary relationship. GOPPRR owns a similar concept named
Relationship. An instance of Relationship differs from EReference instance, as it may
have own properties describing the relationship. It can also link more than two Object
instances, of the same or different Object concept. GOPPRR Relationship instances
attach to objects via roles and they can define properties for the objects’ connections.
They are used to form bindings with objects and roles. Role concept exists only in
GOPPRR and no direct equivalent concept exists in Ecore. This concept specifies the
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lines and end-points of relationships and describes how an object participates in a
relationship. Object Set and Bindings are also the concepts existing in GOPPRR only.
An object set describes a collection of objects with the same role in a binding. Bindings contain the information about how the objects, ports, roles and relationships in a
Graph are connected. Inheritance is a special kind of a relationship that allows creating subtypes of other language concepts. Both Ecore and GOPPRR provide this concept. In Ecore only the class concept can be inherited, whereas in GOPPRR all metatypes can be inherited.
An attribute concept is a property of a meta-model element. At a model level an attribute can hold concrete values. EAttribute is the Ecore concept used to define the
characteristics of the EClass instances. EDataType is another Ecore concept used for
the specification of the EAttribute instances type. The similar concept to EAttribute in
GOPPRR is the Property concept. Both of them have the same behavior in the usage
for primitive attribute data types. Additionally, Property concept may represent the
link to another object, specifying it as an object member. In Ecore this is accomplished using the EReference concept.

4

IIS*Case Meta-model

Through our previous research we have formally described IIS*Case PIM models
using Ecore and GOPPRR meta-modeling languages and attribute grammars. As we
used Ecore and GOPPPR to describe same PIM concepts we found some similarities
and some differences in these approaches. In this chapter we describe those findings
through detailed description of FormType and FormTypeUsage PIM concepts. We
also give a brief overview of other main PIM concepts: Project, ApplicationSystem,
ApplicationType, BusinessApplication and Fundamentals. Modeling of the IIS*Case
PIM concepts is organized through the package concept in EMF. In order to provide
grouping of elements inside a graph in MetaEdit+, we added a GraphGroup concept
to the graphical meta-model of MetaEdit+. It is represented in form of dotted rectangle surrounding concepts that need to be grouped as one logical unit. GraphGroup
element contains a name of the group shown in the top left corner of the graphical
representation.
4.1

A Brief Overview of Main PIM Concepts

Everything that exists in IIS*Case’s repository is always stored in a context of a project. Therefore, the central concept of the meta-model illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 is
the concept of a Project. In MetaEdit+ model we restricted the number of Project
instances to one instance per graph. As one project is one IS specification, a designer
may have only one instance of Project in a single MetaEdit+’s graph. Also, a designer
may not create two projects with the same name as the project’s name must have
globally unique value.
As it is shown in Figures 1 and 2, ApplicationSystems and Fundamentals are subunits of a Project. Every instance of a Project may be connected to zero or more instances of the ApplicationSystem and zero or more instances of any descendant of
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Fundamentals. ApplicationSystems are organizational parts, i.e. segments of a project.
Designers of an IS may create application systems of various types. By the
ApplicationType concept, designers introduce various application system types and
then associate each application system instance with one application type.
Fig. 1. A Meta-Model of the Main IIS*Case PIM Concepts in MetaEdit+

Fig.2. A Meta-Model of the Main IIS*Case PIM Concepts in EMF

Fundamentals (Fundamental concepts) are formally independent of any application
system. They are created at the level of a project and may be used in various application systems latter on. Fundamentals comprise zero or more: Attributes, Domains,
ProgramUnits, Reports and InclusionDependencies.
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BusinessApplication represents an IS functionality and is organized through a
structure of form types. Each business application has a mandatory name and description. One of the form types included into the application system structure must be
declared as the entry form type of the business application. It represents the first
transaction program invoked upon the start of the business application.
4.2

FormType

Form type is the main concept in IIS*Case. The meta-models of this concept are presented in Figures 3 and 4. It abstracts document types, screen forms, or reports that
end users of an IS may use in a daily job. By means of the Form type concept, a designer indirectly specifies at the level of PIMs a model of a database schema with
attributes and constraints included, as well as a model of transaction programs and
applications of an IS.
Each form type has a name that identifies it in the scope of a project, a title, frequency of usage, response time and usage type. All these properties are mandatory. In
MetaEdit+ there is no built-in mechanism to declare mandatory properties. Instead, a
user is to specify a regular expression option for every property. In EMF this kind of
constraint is easier to specify by setting the lower and upper bounds of cardinality. In
MetaEdit+, the regular expression option provides a more powerful mechanism for
specifying properties’ value characteristics.
Frequency is an optional property that represents the number of executions of a
corresponding transaction program per time unit. Response time is also an optional
property specifying expected response time of a program execution. By the usage type
property, we classify form types as: a) menus and b) programs.
Menu form types are used to model menus without data items. Program form types
model transaction programs providing data operations over a database. They may
represent either screen forms for data retrievals and updates, or just reports for data
retrievals. As a rule, a user interface of such programs is rather complex.
Apart from creating form types in an application system, a designer may include
form types created in other application systems. Therefore, we classify form types as:
a) owned and b) referenced. A form type is owned if it is created in an application
system. It may be modified later on through the same application system without any
restrictions. A referenced form type is created in another application system and then
included into the application system being considered. All the referenced form types
in an application system are read-only. In EMF we have modeled the Form Type concept by the Inheritance rule. We have the abstract class named FormType. It is superordinated to the classes: OwnedFormType and ReferencedFormType.
A main advantage of GOPPRR’s relationship properties may be used in the modeling of referenced form type concept. Through GOPPRR’s concepts we have modeled
referenced form type as the relationship named CallFT. This relationship is illustrated
in Figure 3. The relationship has a property named “Options”, which is an instance of
Options object. Similarly, property named “CalledFTParameters” is a collection of
CalledFormTypeParameter object instances.
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Fig.3. A Meta-Model of FormType concept in MetaEdit+

Fig.4. A Meta-Model of FormType concept in EMF

Calling referenced form requires some options and form parameters to be set. Options
contain CallingMode, CallingMethod and UIPosition of the element calling the form.
Every form can be called in a modal or non-modal mode. Modal called form must be
closed before a user can continue to work in a calling form. Non-modal form specifies
that a calling and the called form may exist simultaneously opened on the screen.
CallingMethod specifies two parameters “Select on open” and “Restricted select”.
Select on open specifies if a called program, generated from the called form type, will
be opened with an automatic data selection, during the call execution, or not. Restricted select parameter specifies if a called program, generated from the called form type,
will be opened in a way to allow only selection of data restricted to the values of
passed parameters. UIPosition specifies if a called form is shown as a menu item or
button in the calling form.
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CalledFormTypeParameter in MetaEdit+’s meta-model or Binding in EMF’s meta-model, is a definition of parameter that is being passed in a form type call. For each
form type call parameter we may select this parameter for binding and, if it is selected, to define how a real argument value will be passed to that parameter.
4.3

FormTypeUsage

All FormTypeUsage concepts are presented in Figures 5 and 6. Each program form
type is a tree of component types. A component type has a name, title, number of
occurrences, allowed operations and a reference to the parent component type, if it is
not a root component type. Name is the component type identifier. All the subordinated component types of the same parent must have different names. Each instance of
the superordinated component type in a tree may have more than one related instance
of the corresponding subordinated component type. The number of occurrences constrains the allowed minimal number of instances of a subordinated component type
related to the same instance of a superordinated component type. It may have one of
two values: 0-N or 1-N. The 0-N value means that an instance of a superordinated
component type may exist while not having any related instance of the corresponding
subordinated component type. The 1-N value means that each instance of a superordinated component type must have at least one related instance of the subordinated
component type. The allowed operations of a component type denote database operations that can be performed on instances of the component type. They are selected
from the set {query, insert, update, delete}.
A designer can also define component type display properties that are used by the
program generator. The concept of component type display is defined by properties:
window layout, data layout, relative order, layout relative position, window relative
position, search functionality, massive delete functionality and retain last inserted
record.
Each component type attribute provides defining a “List of values” (LOV) functionality. To do that, a designer needs to reference a form type that will serve as a
LOV form type. He or she should also define how an end user can edit attributes:
“Only via LOV” or “Directly & via LOV”. Each component type has one or more
keys and uniqueness constraints. Both elements comprise one or more component
type attributes. Component type keys and unique constraints with non-null values
represent the unique identification of a component type instance but only in the scope
of its superordinated component instance.
Due to limited space we omit descriptions of many other properties concerning
FormTypeUsage concept. Their detailed descriptions may be found in [10].
Through the specification of FormTypeUsage concepts we have modeled the same
concepts in EMF and MetaEdit+. Those concepts are modeled in the same way and
using similar constructs in both environments. Our goal in this subsection was to
show that despite all the differences between environments, both of them can be used
equally to model the same concepts.
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Fig. 5. A Meta-Model of FormTypeUsage concept in MetaEdit+

Fig.6. A Meta-Model of FormTypeUsage concept in EMF
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5

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a comparison between two DSM tools: EMF and
MetaEdit+. For this purpose, we explored the MetaEdit+ language definition concepts
and Ecore meta-meta-model. The concepts used by MetaEdit+ are described by
GOPPRR meta-language that actually represents the meta-meta-model language definition. Ecore is MOF 2.0 implementation used by EMF meta-modeling environment.
Unlike EMF modeling environments that we have worked in, MetaEdit+ allows us
to easily generate meta-objects in the repository from our meta-model. Further we can
use MetaEdit+’s environment to produce graphical DSL by importing the metamodel. Unlike MetaEdit+’s environment, EMF modeling environment provides only
the abstract syntax development. The concrete syntax of some DSLs may be developed under some other Eclipse frameworks, such as Xtext, EMFText or GMF Tooling. These frameworks rely on EMF, and they also use Ecore meta-meta-model. EMF
modeling environment is widely used. Using the Ecore meta-meta-model, users have
the opportunity to model using the MOF 2.0 concepts as a de facto standard. The
meta-model specified under the EMF environment can be further used in the development of some textual or graphical DSLs, using some other Eclipse tools.
Both MetaEdit+’s and EMF’s workbenches may be deployed to make an IS model
containing this meta-objects. MetaEdit+’s symbol editor also allows instances of meta-objects to have distinctive graphical representation. Therefore designers can easily
read and specify models in a graphical way. By specifying IS models, designers have
better opportunities for mental testing the ideas and checking validity of their models.
We conclude that MetaEdit+ is an environment well suited with concepts to develop fully functional graphical DSLs. It provides all-in-one environment for defining
meta-models as well as the representations of graphical DSLs. On the other hand side,
EMF provides developing meta-models only. MetaEdit+ is extensible at the level of
graphical meta-language, with new concepts that can make modeling more precise
and easier. However, the resulting set of concepts still needs to be mapped onto the
actual GOPPRR concepts in MetaEdit+. Unlike the MetaEdit+ tool, EMF does not
allow introducing new concepts at the meta-meta-level. EMF is the modeling environment, and majority of its concepts are not used when developing a modeling language. Other tools, like GMF, are also needed when specifying the modeling language. On the other hand all GOPPRR is built for the definition of graphical modeling
languages and all of its meta-concepts are well suited for fulfilling its purpose. Ecore
concepts are supported by many other tools and environments through standard import and export mechanisms, such as XML Metadata Interchange (XMI). This standardization makes a usage of an environment easier for users already familiar with
MOF 2.0 concepts.
Our further research will be directed towards the implementation of mapping between the meta-models using GOPPRR and Ecore specification. One goal is to provide a bridge that will support the transformation from the model specified by one
meta-model to the other. One of the goals is to deploy MetaEdit+-EMF-Bridge [12] to
import IIS*Case GOPPRR meta-model into EMF and then use a transformation engine like Epsilon or XPand, to define a model-to-model transformation. It should
provide the users with the ability to deploy both modeling environments utilizing their
advantages. This mapping will also allow exchanging models between coworkers
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using different environments and thus make them easier work on the same problem
with tools they already have.
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Abstract. Several approaches have been discussed in the past to manage semantic aspects of semi-formal conceptual models based on mappings of their elements to ontologies. In the paper at hand we describe the
foundations for these approaches, derive requirements for an according
tool support and present the design and implementation of the SeMFIS
toolkit together with use cases where it has been successfully applied.
In contrast to other approaches, SeMFIS is based on a meta modeling
approach that can be easily adapted and extended to support arbitrary
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1

Introduction

In the last years several approaches have been discussed in the literature that
focus on the enrichment of semi-formal conceptual models about information
systems with semantic aspects, e.g. [27]. Thereby, the elements of a modeling
language or of models whose labels are given in natural language are mapped
to a semantic schema. Typically, the semantic schema comes in the form of an
ontology, i.e. a computer-usable definition of basic concepts of a domain and the
relationships among them [26]. In this way, additional semantic information can
be made explicit and processed by machines. In comparison to approaches that
are targeted towards an a-priori description of the semantics, these mappings
can also be added ex-post, i.e. after the creation of a modeling language or the
instantiation of models. This not only leads to enhanced flexibility in terms of
processing because the semantic mappings and according processing functionalities are not tightly coupled to a particular model or modeling language. It also
enables a stepwise semantic enrichment of models, where the degree of formality of the underlying ontology can be chosen according to a user’s needs [13]:
for some applications it may be sufficient to use vocabularies or thesauri as an
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ontology, whereas for other scenarios the use of logic-based languages may be
necessary to conduct inferencing [26,32].
Based on these approaches several tools have been developed that support
the handling of such aspects. However, in practice most of them have two major
shortcomings: Firstly, they are often tied to one particular type of modeling language and/or one particular type of ontology. Although this may be acceptable
for realizing a concrete usage scenario, the scientific community would greatly
benefit from an approach that can be applied to arbitrary modeling and ontology languages without the need for a complete re-implementation of similar
concepts. Secondly, only some of the tools are available on an open source basis
or in some other way open to the further development by the scientific community. Therefore, we will describe in the following the necessary foundations
and considerations for realizing a flexible, open accessible solution to address
these issues. Subsequently, we will present SeMFIS, a tool based implementation that has been realized using concepts from meta modeling and that will be
shared using the Open Models Initiative. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we will clarify some terms and briefly describe the
foundations for our approach. Section 3 will discuss the requirements for managing semantic aspects and review existing approaches in this area. Section 4
will present the approach of SeMFIS including its goals, implementation and
use cases. The paper will be concluded with an outlook on the next steps in the
development in section 5.

2

Foundations

In order to clarify our understanding of the terms modeling method, modeling
language, modeling procedure and algorithms in this context, we will revert to
a framework proposed by Karagiannis and Kühn [20] - see also figure 1. In their
view a modeling method is composed of a modeling technique and mechanisms
and algorithms. The modeling technique is further split into a modeling language
and a modeling procedure that defines the application of the modeling language
by defining steps and delivered results. The modeling language is composed of
syntax, semantics, and a notation. Thereby, the notation part is used to explicitly
define the visualization of the syntax while obeying the meaning of the syntax
elements as defined by the semantics. The semantics itself consists of a semantic
mapping and a semantic schema. The mapping connects the elements of the
syntax, i.e. the grammar, to the elements of the semantic schema through a
reference relationship.
The mechanisms and algorithms are used in the modeling procedure and are
applied to the modeling language. They can either be generic, i.e. applicable to
arbitrary modeling languages, specific, i.e. applicable only to a particular modeling language or hybrid, i.e. configurable for multiple modeling languages. As
our approach builds upon concepts of meta modeling, we will also explain our
notion of a meta model. Therefore we revert to the definition given in [28] who
consider a meta model to be a model of the abstract syntax of a modeling lan-
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guage. However, as our focus is on conceptual models, we also need to take into
account the specificities of these types of models here. In contrast to other views
on models such as in software engineering or knowledge representation, conceptual models are primarily intended to be used by humans for communication
and understanding and not machines [25].
This in turn also affects how semantics is viewed: whereas for models that
are intended for machine usage, the addition of some kind of formal semantics is
obligatory, conceptual models often revert to natural language descriptions for
explaining their use and behavior, cf. [21,25]. The combination of a formal syntax
and a natural language description of its use, which is also denoted as a semiformal specification, directly affects the application of algorithms [14]: in contrast
to formal specifications with a rigourously defined syntax and semantics that
offers a theoretical model against which descriptions can be verified, semiformal
specifications have only limited checking facilities. Based on the specifications
in the meta model, the types of the elements in the model can be identified
and accordingly processed based on the instantiation relationship defined by the
syntax. However, when it comes to the meaning/behavior of the types and the
meaning that is assigned to their instances during modeling, only natural language descriptions in the form of labels that are attached to the elements are
available.
To enable the processing of such models, additional semantic specifications
are required. These can be added on the level of the meta models and/or the
level of the models and may be described using different degrees of formality. A
common approach, in particular for conceptual modeling languages in the area
of process and workflow modeling, is to map the elements of a meta model to
formal semantic schemata. These can be formalisms such as Petri nets [1] or
also appropriately represented system runs that are linked to the models via
algorithms [15]. Thereby, the behavior of a modeling language can be unam-
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biguously defined and the resulting models can be checked for conformance to
these formalisms.
Another direction is to use computer-usable definitions of a domain vocabulary, i.e. ontologies, as a semantic schema [24,2]. This permits e.g. to analyze
the structure of a modeling language in terms of semantic phenomena such as
synonymity or similarity. It also provides a basis for the application of algorithmic analyses and logic-based inference mechanisms. Furthermore, the use
of standardized languages such as OWL or RDF for describing the domain vocabulary allows to exchange the semantic specifications with other tools and
services [30,24]. However, when a user instantiates a meta model and adds semantic information in the form of natural language descriptions by using labels
for the elements in the models, this information is not known at the design-time
of the modeling language as the user does not face any constraints which information to assign. A solution to this is to map the labels to ontologies that
contain machine-processable entities of natural language [3,17]. In this way for
example semantic similarities between model instances can be determined [7] as
well as integration points for services [16] and other modeling languages can be
discovered [17].

3

Requirements for Semantic Conceptual Models and
Related Approaches

With these foundations we can now derive some basic requirements for tools to
handle semantic aspects in conceptual models. Subsequently we will review related approaches in this area and then discuss our approach and implementation
of the SeMFIS toolkit that is based upon semantic conceptual models. For the
derivation of the requirements we took into account the work by Uren et al. that
dealt with similar issues in the context of knowledge management [31].
3.1

Requirements

Regarding functional requirements, an according tool ideally has the ability to
deal with arbitrary conceptual modeling languages, because we would like to
address semantic aspects of conceptual modeling languages and models from a
general perspective. It should thus be possible to map elements of a meta model
or a model of any type to various types of semantic schemata. In this way, the
approach would be highly re-usable for a large range of application scenarios
and domains. This also includes that the content of models, the semantic mappings and the semantic schemata should be exchangeable, i.e. that interfaces for
accessing their content are available.
To detail requirements concerning interfaces and the exchange of information, a tool needs to support widely accepted IT-standards to reduce the effort
of learning new methods and simplify the re-use of the contained information. In
the area of ontologies based on description logics for example, the web ontology
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language OWL is one of the most widely used standards. Therefore, any tool
dealing with such types of ontologies should be able to support OWL.
From the persepctive of user interaction requirements, a tool has to focus on
a user-centered design and meet the intended users’ abilities and thus ease the
handling of semantic aspects. This concerns in particular the effort for dealing
with formal issues of the definition of mappings and the use of the underlying
semantic schemata. Due to the large effort that may be involved in defining the
mappings, a tool should permit the collaboration of multiple users, ideally also
in distributed environments. Furthermore, the tool should support the handling
of the evolution of the modeling languages, the models, the semantic mappings
and the semantic schemata so that the consistency between all these parts can be
ensured. As already mentioned in the introduction, the tool should be open for
the further development by the scientific community. From an implementation
perspective it should also be easily adaptable and extensible so that researchers
can implement new functionality and re-use existing ones without much effort.
3.2

Related Approaches

When investigating existing approaches for handling semantic aspects in the
ways mentioned above, a large number of tools can be found that have been
developed in the context of semantic web. For realizing the vision of semantic
web, a core feature is to define mappings between textual resources and machine
understandable semantic schemata - for a comprehensive overview of approaches
in this field we refer to [31]. Although some of the concepts developed for semantic web can be re-used, these approaches and tools do not focus on the specific
properties of conceptual modeling languages or models.
Regarding approaches that do focus on conceptual models, several contributions have been made in the area of semantic business process management.
However, only very few publications can be found that deal with these issues
from a modeling language independent view, e.g. [5]. Apart from business process modeling also the field of software engineering and service modeling have
discussed these aspects [34,18] - but also these approaches are tied to particular
modeling languages, e.g. UML class diagrams and SoaML. In semantic business
process modeling five tools can be directly related to the above mentioned requirements: the SemPeT tool by the University of Karlsruhe [7], Maestro for
BPMN by SAP Research [4], an extension for the ARIS toolkit [29], WSMO
Studio [6], and Pro-SEAT [23]. Maestro, WSMO Studio and PRO-SEAT support the BPMN notation for defining process models, SemPeT supports Petri
nets and ARIS event driven process chains. SemPet, Pro-SEAT and WSMO Studio support the web ontology language OWL whereas Maestro, ARIS and also
WSMO Studio revert to ontologies expressed in the WSML/WSMO format. To
the best of our knowledge none of these tools currently explicitly supports the
handling of evolutions of semantic aspects. Concerning the licensing strategies
only WSMO Studio is explicitly available under an open source license. Each
of these tools has been developed for a particular use case: SemPeT has been
applied for determining the semantic similarity of process models described by
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Petri nets, Maestro for BPMN, the ARIS extension and WSMO studio target the
automatic discovery and composition of web services during process execution
based on annotations of BPMN process models. PRO-SEAT focuses on enabling
the semantic interoperability of process models between different enterprise information systems.

4

The Approach of SeMFIS

In this section we will present the approach of the SeMFIS1 tool for managing
semantic conceptual models. The core parts of SeMFIS have been developed
in the course of a research project conducted at Stanford University and are
today being further developed by the author at the University of Vienna. The
implementation of SeMFIS is provided via the Open Models Initiative [19,22]2 .
We will first describe the goals and concepts of the SeMFIS approach and then
the concrete implementation and use cases.
4.1

Goals and Concepts

The main goal of the SeMFIS approach is to provide an open platform for describing the semantic aspects of multiple conceptual modeling languages and
models. Besides this, SeMFIS also aims at establishing a community for the
exchange of know-how on handling these semantic aspects and according implementations. For this purpose it provides a set of semantic conceptual model types
that are described using meta models, a set of algorithms and support tools and
a set of web services. In the basic configuration these semantic conceptual models comprise a semantic annotation model type, an OWL ontology model type, a
frames model type, and a term model type - for an excerpt of the meta models
see figure 4 in the appendix. The meta models underlying these model types can
then be added to other existing meta models as required. The OWL ontology
model type is used to represent ontologies based on the OWL specification by
W3C in the form of visual models. Similarly, the frames ontology model type
represents frames ontologies based on the Protégé frames ontology implementation of the OKBC Knowledge Model as described in [33]. Whereas the support
of OWL ontologies originates from the wide spread use of this type of ontologies,
frames ontologies were chosen because of advantages in certain scenarios: as they
are based on the closed-world assumption where everything is prohibited until
it is permitted, they sometimes require less effort for their specification and are
easier to handle than OWL ontologies. In addition, for both types of ontologies powerful programming libraries and additional tools such as reasoners and
rule engines are available. In addition to these ontology types, the term model
type provides a way to represent an extended form of controlled vocabularies.
Thereby, terms, their synonyms and a simple generalization/specialization hierarchy of the terms can be defined. Although similar results can be achieved by
1
2

SeMFIS stands for Semantic based Modeling Framework for Information Systems
See the project website at http://www.openmodels.at/web/semfis/
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using one of the two full-fledged ontology types, in industry scenarios where only
limited knowledge about ontologies is available, such a ’reduced ontology type’
may better meet the users’ abilities [13].
For defining the mappings between conceptual modeling languages and models and the different types of ontology models, the semantic annotation model
type has been defined based on a previous concept for linking models and ontologies in [10]. It provides constructs for expressing triple statements that contain a
reference to a particular meta model or model element, the type of annotation,
and a reference to an ontology element. Currently ten types of annotations are
pre-defined, however these may extended based on particular needs: ’is equal to’,
’is broader than’, ’is narrower than’, ’is instance of’, ’is subclass of’, ’is superclass
of’, ’is instance using fromClass’, ’is instance using toClass’, ’transfers Value to
Slot’, and ’is annotated with’. Thereby, the two types referencing ’fromClass’
and ’toClass’ are used to map from the endpoints of a relation or relationclass.
In addition to the model types, several algorithms were specified to handle
the exchange of model information and provide certain processing functionalities
required by various use cases as will be described below. These currently include
algorithms for: exchanging the models in XML format; exporting frames ontology models in the Protégé frames project format; transferring information from
models that are mapped to a frames ontology into instances of that ontology; and
obfuscating model information based on mapppings to a subsumption hierarchy
expressed in an OWL ontology [12,11]. In order to easily support interaction in
distributed web environments, a number of web services were specified. These
include functionalities such as the access to the contents of the models and the
generation of various graphical formats of the model representation.
4.2

Implementation and Use Cases

The meta models described above were implemented using the ADOxx meta
modeling platform3 that is provided by BOC AG through an open access licence
for projects of the Open Models Initiative - see figure 2 for a screenshot of the
model editors. From the functionality provided by ADOxx, several components
were re-used for the realization of SeMFIS - see figure 3. These encompass not
only the modeling component for the automatic generation of model editors from
the meta models but also the analysis, simulation and evaluation components
as well as the HTML generation and import/export component for exchanging
model information. The algorithms for SeMFIS were implemented in the ADOxx
scripting language ADOscript. For the implementation of the web services, the
ADOxx web service component was used that provides a WSDL interface for the
remote execution of ADOscript code. This provided the basis for the implementation of the SeMFIS REST web services. To interact with these services a web
based user interface was implemented using the Google web toolkit (GWT) and
the LGPL SmartGWT library4 . Currently this user interface does not provide
3

4

For a detailed discussion of the formal aspects of the ADOxx meta modeling approach see [9].
See http://www.smartclient.com/
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all functionalities of the desktop application, however it is planned to add these
in the future.

Fig. 2. Model Editors for Semantic Conceptual Models

To ease the handling of OWL ontologies the Protégé5 ontology management
toolkit was integrated in the architecture through a plug-in. With this plugin
parts of OWL ontologies can either be exported in an XML file format and imported in ADOxx or directly submitted to a SeMFIS web service. In this way the
vast range of functionalities provided by Protégé and its plug-ins can be re-used
for managing ontologies. Although the SeMFIS implementation currently does
not provide a specific semantic aspect evolution mechanism, the generic ADOxx
functionality for managing model changes and the functionalities of Protégé for
handling the evolution of ontologies is available. As all relevant information for
expressing semantic aspects is stored in ADOxx, also the generic ADOxx consistency functions, e.g. for ensuring that only existing elements and concepts can
be linked, can be re-used.
The SeMFIS tool has already been successfully applied for several use cases in
the research on semantic aspects of conceptual models. In [12] the tool has been
applied to support tasks in business process benchmarking. Thereby, semantic
analyses of business processes could be conducted for the purpose of performance
management and confidential information could be obfuscated based on semantic
5

See http://protege.stanford.edu
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annotations with concepts from an OWL ontology. For the approach described
in [13], annotation and term models were used to provide input for a visualization
algorithm that creates user-specific views on process models. Finally, in [8] a
mapping between process models and concepts from a frames ontology are used
to make risks and their impact on business processes explicit and thus serve as
input for simulations.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we have described the foundations and conceptions for the development of the SeMFIS tool. Based on the provided meta models, algorithms and
services this tool can be linked to arbitrary types of modeling languages for realizing semantic conceptual models. The next steps in the development will be the
further development of the web interaction functionalities. These are currently
being designed and implemented in several students’ projects. Furthermore, also
the provision of specific evolution and change handling functionalities will be
investigated and integrated in the implementation. In parallel, it is planned to
evaluate the practical application of the tool in research and industrial projects.
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Abstract. Model-Driven Engineering is rapidly emerging as a powerful way to increase quality and productivity in software development
projects. However, its focus on modeling, specially with graphical notations, makes its adoption very difficult to blind and visually impaired
users, who have always been able to program with the help of assistive
technologies such as screen readers. Without a comprehensive and updated alternative text, this type of software artifact is of little use to
a developer with visual impairment. In this paper we present ongoing
research and the proposal of a tool to enable the collaboration between
sighted and blind/visually impaired software developers. The tool will
provide alternative textual representation to models in a web environment, so that collaboration can effectively occur. Details on the technical
viability and basic functionality of the tool are presented. We believe
these are of great interest to the MDE community, as other researchers
and practitioners may build upon our initial ideas to develop their work.
We also discuss future investigation possibilities, and the expected contributions of our research.
Keywords: MDE, Graphical, Textual, Accessibility

1

Introduction

Computer programming has historically been a field in which the visually impaired were able to work and teach, because programs are essentially text and,
therefore, accessible by the use of assistive technologies such as screen readers.
However, the use of visual models became more popular with the growth of the
software engineering discipline and visual languages such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Visual languages were designed to capture and structure
complex problems such as architectural design and requirement specification [1],
⋆⋆
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Km 235 - 13565-905 São Carlos-SP
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but as they rely on complex visual-dependent software to be developed and read,
the blind and visually impaired have many restrictions or do not have access to
them at all [9, 13].
As a workaround, blind developers often depend on others to read and explain
the concepts to them. This is not a serious problem if we consider traditional
software development, where models are used mainly as support and documentation that help programmers to understand what needs to be done in terms
of a software solution. The actual software, i.e. the code, is still accessible by
the blind and visually impaired. But with the rise of Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE), many types of models and their corresponding visual notations gained
a new importance in the software project life cycle. On the model-driven approach, models are the main artifact of the development process [7], and are
actually used as input to automatic software transformation and code generation. As a consequence, direct access to them is essential, which poses a serious
issue to people with visual disabilities.
In theory, every visual model can be translated into a corresponding textual model. For instance, most UML tools are capable of importing/exporting
models to the XMI format (XML Metadata Interchange) [15], which is a textual representation. Of course, XMI has many readability issues, but we believe
a similar translation process can be applied to produce a much more readable
representation, thus making visual models accessible through screen readers. In
a model-driven scenario, blind and visually impaired developers could use this
alternative representation to read and modify models directly, thus actively collaborating in the development process.
This paper presents an ongoing work towards a multiple representation of
models using graphical and textual notations and proposes the Accessible Web
Modeler (AWMo), a web-based tool that aims to leverage collaboration with
visually impaired users by using multiple presentations for models. Figure 1
demonstrates how the collaboration will happen: with the use of a screen reader,
a blind or visually impaired software developer will be able to interact with the
textual model while other developers can interact with a traditional graphical
model they are used to, when working on the same model. Changes made to one
of the views will be shown on the other view and vice-versa.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
Model-Driven Engineering concepts. Section 3 shows some of the related work
found in the literature. Section 4 presents more details about the ongoing research and proposal of the AWMo tool. In Section 5 we present a discussion
on the future possibilities of how valuable research data can be extracted from
evaluations involving AWMo. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper with
some final remarks.

2

Model-Driven Engineering

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is the combination of generative programming, domain-specific languages and software transformations, concepts that
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Fig. 1. Schematic of how the AWMo tool will work. Developers should be able to edit
the model on both graphical and textual views and achieve the same results.

have been explored since 1980 [14, 11]. Its purpose is to reduce the semantic
gap between the problem and the solution/implementation, through high level
models that shield developers from the complexities of the underlying platform
[7]. In MDE, models are used to express domain concepts more effectively, while
transformations automatically generate the artifacts that reflect the solutions
contained in the models [19].
As a result, the task of the developer becomes simpler and less repetitive.
With the use of automations and the higher level of abstraction, the developer
can work on a much more conceptual level, leaving implementation details to
the responsibility of the code generators.
A particularly effective way of specifying models in the context of MDE is
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM). In contrast with generic modeling approaches
like those using UML, DSM uses a Domain-Specific Language (DSL), a smaller,
more focused language, designed specifically to provide maximum expressiveness
in a particular area or domain [3]. DSLs are normally used in MDE due to
some problems with general-purpose languages: UML, for instance, requires that
special markings are inserted in order to facilitate transformations, which ends up
polluting the models [10]. Even extension mechanisms, which are used in practice
to solve part of the problems, are insufficient when MDE is being adopted [10],
given its low expressiveness, flexibility and inadequate notation [22].
In MDE, models with different levels of abstraction may be used, from models
that have no relation with any computation platform to models that are highly
specialized to a specific platform such as Web or mobile development.
Transformations are procedures used to transform a model into another artifact during the software development life cycle. With transformations it is
possible to transform a model into a different model, documentation artifacts or
even executable code.
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3

Related work

In [8], Guerra et al. explore multiple graphical views for the same model,
maintaining the consistency between them by the use of a global model and
triple grammars. In a later evolution of their work, the authors explore the use
of multiple notation on the metamodeling tool AToM3 with the goal of allowing
users to use either visual and textual notations on what they called Multi-View
DSLs (Domain-Specific Languages). The main goal of their project was to allow
the user to model on the notation that is better suited for different perspectives
or viewpoints [16].
The TeDUB project (Technical Diagram Understanding for the Blind) tried
to address some of the issues of access of blind users to UML by creating a UML
reader for the blind, where the users were able to open common UML diagram
files like XMI (XML Metadata Interchange), navigate and access its contents
with the use of a joystick, sound cues and text to speech [9].
The work of Metatla et al. [12] and Bryan-Kinns et al. [1] explore the use
of cross-modality to make diagrams more accessible to workers with visual disabilities. In this context, cross-modality means using more than one sensorial
channel to convey or acquire information. A workshop was organized to help the
researchers better understand the issues they were dealing with and the needs
of their target users. As a result of the workshop they identified that the two
limitations that all current aproaches share are the inability to create and edit
the diagrams without the assistance of a sighted person and the inefficiency on
use of collaborative interaction.
Our approach is closer to the work of Guerra et al. [8, 16], however we intend that the two views represent the whole model, instead of submodels or
projections of the model, creating different perspectives. This is required mainly
because the different views in our approach are not meant to be used together,
in fact, they should be able to completely replace each other in terms of model
understanding. We believe a consistent mapping between visual and textual notations can bring better results, given the familiarity that the blind and visually
impaired users have with text and screen readers.
The literature also has some reports about Web modeling environments and
applications. One of them is SLiM (Synchronous Lightweight Modeling). SLiM
is an environment that allows users to collaborate on modeling activities in a
synchronized way. It uses techniques such as COMET [2] for server communication and Scalable Vector Graphics [6] for the diagram visual representation over
the Web. The main goal of SLiM is to allow the collaboration of users that are
geographically apart [20].
Another example is GEMSjax [5], a Web implementation of GEMS (Generic
Eclipse Modeling System [23]). GEMS is a project that was created by the
Eclipse Foundation to bring together the experience about visual metamodeling
tools of the GME community at Vanderbilt university and Eclipse communities
such as EMF and GMF. The GEMSjax uses the Google Web Toolkit framework
to create a Web interface for modeling and metamodeling activities. There are
some other examples that are not Web applications, but Desktop, such as COMA
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(COllaborative Modeling Architecture tool) that focus on collaboration [18] and
the Eclipse Foundation GEMS that inspired and was used by the GEMSjax
mentioned earlier.
Our approach is also web-based, and aimed at leveraging collaboration, and
thus we intend to employ well-known techniques for this kind of tool. However,
our focus is on the inclusion of blind and visually impaired users, and therefore
the support for synchronization and real-time collaboration will be limited.

4

Proposed tool and methods

In this section we discuss the building blocks of our approach. We discuss
the technical viability of AWMo and then present more details on how the tool
should work.
4.1

Viability

The web environment of AWMo will be based on JSF (Java Server Faces),
which will be used to construct the menus and basic interaction functionality.
Accessibility guidelines [21] will be adopted during the construction of this base
environment, helping to make the interface accessible.
For the textual representation, we intend to use Xtext [4]. Xtext provides a
set of tools that allows the definition of a grammar in EBNF (Extended Backus–
Naur Form) notation and generation of a textual editor resources such as a language parser, validators and code generators. Xtext can also generate an Ecore
metamodel and EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) classes from the language
grammar. This makes the programmatic management of the parsed (textual)
models and metamodels possible.
One of the advantages of Xtext is that the generated tools are independent
from the Eclipse environment and can be used, for instance, in a JSF Web
application. This indicates that the integration of the Xtext tools with JSF for
the development of the AWMo tool is possible and will happen naturally.
For the visual modeling functionality, such as diagram creation and disposition of the visual elements, we intend to use some pre-existing web-based library for graph rendering and construction. Some examples include Raphaël JS1 ,
jsUML22 and Joint JS3 . From these, we intend to adopt the jsUML2, which is a
JavaScript library that already implements many aspects of UML modeling in
a web application.
With Xtext, EMF and a visual library, much of the desired functionality is
already available: textual language definition, parsing, model manipulation and
the creation of visual diagrams. What is left is the mapping between the parsed
(textual) model and the appearance and disposition of the visual elements, which
will have to be built by hand. However, the generated EMF classes will greatly
facilitate this task.
1
2
3

http://raphaeljs.com/
http://code.google.com/p/jsuml2/
http://www.jointjs.com/
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4.2

Our approach

Initially, we intend to build a simplified UML class model, mainly because of
jsUML2. However, other than that, we see no reason why the idea could not be
later extended to other types of models.
Once the textual grammar is defined using Xtext, and the respective textual
language infrastructure is generated, they will be integrated into the AWMo
JSF Web application. The language parser will be used to parse the defined
textual class model and create an EMF-based representation of the model. This
representation will be used, along with external positioning data, to transform
the textual model into a notation that is accepted by the jsUML2 JavaScript
library on the application view.
The following code shows an example of a typical textual class model in
AWMo:
Example of the AWMo class diagram textual model
class Person {
attribute firstName, type string, visibility public
attribute lastName, type string, visibility public
method getName, return null
}
class Student {
inherit Person
attribute grade, type float, visibility private
method setGrade, return void, parameters
parameter grade, type float
}

{

method getGrade, return float, no parameters
}
One of the issues faced by having both graphical and textual views for the
same model is that some of the information about the model will be only present
on the graphical view. As an example we can cite the spatial information regarding a class such as its X and Y coordinates on the diagram. We intend to store
any spatial information apart from the model itself, so it can be used when displaying the graphical editor but will not be represented or even parsed during
the use of the textual editor. If spatial information is not available, for example
when a developer creates a new element in the textual view, default coordinates
will be assigned to it on the graphical representation. This position may not be
adequate, however it could be later changed by another user, without any effect
on the textual view.
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Figure 2 shows the basic AWMo textual and visual modeling scheme. The
AWMo model is made of the combination between the textual model, which
contains all the semantic and information about the model that conforms to
the Ecore metamodel generated by Xtext, and the spatial information which
contains all the data required to display the textual model in a graphical way.
Every time the model is saved from one of the views, the entire AWMo model
will have to be checked in order to maintain the relation between the textual
model and the spatial information. For example, if a class is removed from the
textual view, its spatial information must also be removed. In the case a new
class is added, its the spatial information must be created with default values,
as mentioned earlier.

Fig. 2. Representation of the data structure store on database for the AWMo models
including both textual and graphical information that are stored apart.

Figure 3 shows an example of use of the proposed tool. At first, on (A), the
graphical view is shown and the user added a Person class along with its methods
and attributes in the same way he would have done on his preferred UML tool.
When the textual view is accessed, the user should see a textual representation
of the Person class that is semantically equivalent to the graphical model (B ).
Then on the same textual view, the user adds a second class, Student (C ). Once
again, when accessing the graphical view, both Person and Student classes will
be visible, reflecting the changes performed by the user on the textual view (D).
At last, the developer adds as specialization between the Student and the Person
classes (E ); This last change is also reflected on the graphical view (F ). This
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simple use case illustrates the bidirectional nature of the approach and gives an
idea on how the collaboration between users of the different views will happen.

Fig. 3. Illustration of a usage scenario for the AWMo where both graphical and textual
views are used to build a simple class model

5

Discussion

With the AWMo tool, there are many evaluation areas to explore. One of the
possibilities is to evaluate how it leverages the collaboration between blind or
visually impaired and sighted software engineers when modeling with the proposed tool. We expect to completely eliminate the need for an auxiliary person
to read diagrams, thus making this collaboration possible in a MDE scenario.
Another common problem we faced while contacting computer programmers
with disabilities is that some of them never came to learn UML class diagram
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because of their special needs and the lack of accessible tools. This makes the
process of gathering initial requirements for AWMo a challenge. For that reason
we plan on developing AWMo on an interactive way, building a first version that
will be incrementally evolved in constant contact with real users, in order to
identify their needs with the working tools and then iterate on improvements
and validations.
Another – more delicate – issue is the so-called “secondary notation”. Usually
on a model, there are many ways to convey the same information, however the
clarity and readability of the information relies on something that is not always
on the language syntax. This is called ’secondary notation’, and is defined as
additional visual cues that are not part of the language itself but greatly affects
the way the information on the model is perceived [17]. An example of such cues
is when elements of a graphic that are closely related are represented near each
other in a diagram. This information is not part of the language itself and an
alternative graphic with the two elements far from each other does not make the
graphic wrong according to the visual language syntax, but strongly affects the
way the graphic will be read. Another example is inheritance: classes on the top
of a diagram are usually higher on the class hierarchy. The same happens with
textual models. In most languages, indentation is not part of the syntax, and
yet they play an important part on readability. The exact part played by this
notation and its importance to blind and visually impaired developers will have
to be investigated.
Another possibility of investigation is how these visual cues pointed by Petre
(1995) [17] can influence the use of the graphical representation and if, in such
cases, the textual representation presents any advantages to help the users understand the models. This comparison transcends the accessibility scenario, and
may be useful even without considering the blind and visually impaired developers. We believe there are many interesting issues that could be identified by
means of usability and HCI evaluation techniques.

6

Concluding remarks

Visual modeling has been a major problem for blind and visually impaired
developers. Without the natural capacity of understanding visual information,
these types of model are of little use to these people, who depend on other types
of mental abilities to develop software. Most are able to program through the
use of screen readers, but in the new MDE scenario the increased importance of
models makes this task nearly impossible.
In this paper we present an ongoing work and a proposal for a tool that will
allow the collaboration between sighted and blind/visually impaired users in
a model-based software development project. We discuss its technical viability
and our ideas of how such functionality will be implemented in a web tool.
We believe this information can generate healthful discussion and provide some
insight for other researchers and practitioners interested in web-based modeling
and accessibility.
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We also discuss the future possibilities for investigation, highlighting different
types of data that could be gathered once the tool is ready. We expect to be able
to identify interesting issues and draw important conclusions in the MDE and
software engineering areas, helping to advance our knowledge and deliver such
inclusion benefits for our society.
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Engineering (PMDE), held in Lyngby, Denmark, on July 3rd , 2012.
The PMDE Workshop aims to gather researchers and industrial practitioners working
in the field of Model- Based Engineering, and more particularly on the use of
processes to improve software reliability and productivity. Indeed, despite the
benefits brought by the Model-Driven Engineering approach, the complexity of
today's applications is still hard to master. Building complex and trustworthy
software systems in the shortest time-to- market remains the challenging objective
that competitive companies are facing constantly. A more challenging objective for
these companies is to be able to formalize their development processes in order to
analyze them, to simulate and execute them, and to reason about their possible
improvement.
The PMDE workshop’s goal in this edition is to present research results or work-inprogress in all areas of process-based approaches for model-driven engineering. The
main topics that where targeted this year by accepted papers range from collaborative
processes, formal semantics in processes, processes integration to the presentation of
new methodologies and visions in the area of process modeling and enactment.
The organization of this second edition of the PMDE workshop would not have been
possible without the dedication and professional work of many colleagues. We wish
to express our gratitude to all contributors who submitted papers. Their work formed
the basis for the success of this year’s edition and we hope, for the upcoming editions
of PMDE. We would also like to thank the Program Committee members and
reviewers for volunteering their time to help assess the submissions and guarantee
the quality of the workshop.
Finally, we are also grateful to the ECMFA 2012 organizing Committee, particularly
to Harald Störrle and Ekkart Kindler for their help and valuable advices.
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Abstract. Management of software development processes is indispensable for systematic development of all the artifacts required or provided
by the process. The nature of a software development process can vary
from manual to automatic, static to dynamic, concrete to abstract and
simple to complex. Thus, a process modeling approach should be able
to deal with all these variations. CAMA Process Modeling Framework
(CPMF) is a process modeling approach that caters the varying requirements of software development processes. It is inspired from the component based paradigm, where each activity is taken as a component, and
the process itself is visualized as an architecture. It models the processes
in different abstractions in terms of development phases and multiple implementations. Hierarchical Petri Net is mathematical modeling language
having proper definitions of its execution semantics and process analysis.
This article concerns the mapping of CPMF metamodel constructs onto
a Hierarchical Petri Net, so as to formally define the semantics of the
interaction control.
Keywords: Process Modeling, Activities, Petri Nets, Connectors

1

Introduction

All the disciplines of engineering tend to achieve their targets in a systematic
manner. Likewise, one of the important considerations for software engineering
domain is to develop artifacts in the same fashion. An important management
goal is to make the development process cost effective and time efficient, without
any compromise on the quality of software. This promotes the use of specific process management methodologies that can help to design, model, execute, monitor
and optimize the processes involved in software development [16]. The number of
process modeling approaches devised in the recent decades reinforce the importance of process modeling. These approaches offer many different features like
support for execution and semantics [3, 12, 4]. The influence of business process
modeling over domain specific modeling methodologies has lead to a plethora of
languages that are based on the workflows or sequencing approaches [15, 2, 5].
Many of the these process modeling languages still seem to lack the support to
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effectively model the dynamic processes [14]. These dynamic processes may either be automated, having the authority of creating /destroying other processes
during execution or updating themselves on the fly. We believe that in specifying
a process as a collection of activities, the workflow should not be the principle
focus. Workflows and other sequential approaches are well adapted to model and
compose existing web services [2], but are insufficient for modeling a much wider
range of development processes. We argue that even though effective dataflow
and controlflow is indispensable for the process, still the principle focus should
remain on the semantics of the activities.
CAMA Process Modeling Framework (CPMF) targets to model processes
at different phases on development. Besides this, it also targets to model the
activities using multiple implementations for a single definition. It is presented
using three metamodels: Process Specification Metamodel, Process Implementation Metamodel and the Process Instantiation Metamodel. The structure of the
first two metamodels has been finalized [9, 10], however the Process Instantiation
Metamodel is still under development.
The implementation specific metamodel has all the implementation details,
which are not present in the specification model and at the same time it has
all the principal constructs of the process model, apart from instance specific
details. PN is a well known formalism for the qualitative analysis of a variety
of systems. Various attempts have been made to define the formal semantics of
different process modeling languages through Petri Nets. These endeavors have
translated BPMN [5], BPEL [6] and EPC [17] to Petri Nets. A complete survey
of the business process model mappings towards Petri Nets can be consulted
here [13]. This article focuses on the mapping of the implementation specific
metamodel to Hierarchical Petri Nets (HPN), because of its ability to formalize
abstractions. Our mapping of CPMF process to HPN describes the interaction
control behavior at business level logic of component based processes, and is
not targeted towards a complete formal specification. We have tried to exploit
the refinement mapping presented in the Hierarchical Petri Nets to formalize the
mapping between the abstract and concrete level constructs of CPMF. The focus
of this paper is to specify the behavior of connectors to control the interactions
between the activities at both abstraction levels and to specify the mappings
between these levels. The objective of this mapping is to verify the correctness
of the process modeling approach in CPMF in future. This would help in the
correct implementation of the tool as well.

2

CAMA Process Modeling Framework

The hallmark of MDE is the usage of multiple models along with defined transformations amongst them. Models are created, modified, merged or split, as the
software development project advances. We argue that a unique process model
cannot capture all the semantics of the processes at different development stages.
For this reason, CPMF presents three metamodels: the Process Specification
Metamodel, the Process Implementation Metamodel and the Process Instantia-
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Fig. 1. Process metamodels for Multi-metamodel development

tion Metamodel, as illustrated in Figure 1. The Process Specification Metamodel
is used to document the process best practices. It is not specific to the organization or project. When this Process Specification Metamodel is applied to
a specific project by some organization, it is refined to guide the development
process. This refinement is carried out using a transformation that injects the
implementation details and provides the Process Implementation Metamodel.
Another transformation is used in the framework to transform the implementation specific metamodel to instantiation specific metamodel by injecting the
instantiation level details to it. The Process Instantiation Metamodel is responsible for the execution of the processes for a project, thus it takes into account
various details like time plan and status of the project. For example, if we take
the ECSS software development standard[7], we can model it as a Process Specification Model. A specific implementation model for an application conforming to
this standard, can be modeled as Process Implementation Model. And finally, for
the execution of this application model, we have a Process Instantiation Model,
which provides support for project management. Model transformations are used
between the models conforming to their respective metamodels.
For reasons of brevity we are not discussing any of these metamodels, and the
readers are referred to the corresponding articles for the in-depth study [9, 10].
We are looking forward to provide the tool support for modeling the processes
using CAMA process framework. In this regard, we are working to extend an existing open source process modeling tool, Openflexo [1]. Openflexo uses BPMN
as the underlying process modeling approach. Its execution semantics have been
defined though a mapping towards Petri Nets. We want it to offer CPMF as
an alternate core process model. In order to validate our process modeling approach, we need to verify the executability of the concrete level process model
and the correctness of its mapping towards the abstract level process model. The
mapping of the CPMF concrete level process model towards Hierarchical Petri
Nets, would allow us in future to verify its executability.

3

Implementation specific process modeling

Process Implementation Metamodel presents the activities in two levels of abstractions: activity types and activity implementations. Activity types at the
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abstract level have abstract contracts that deal with dataflow. The dataflow between the activities of a process is modeled through the abstract level process
model that deals with the activity definitions and their abstract contracts using
artifacts. The notion of connector is hidden within the semantics of the activity definitions. This dataflow is managed through the use of resource pools and
appropriate mechanisms of version control. These abstract constructs are shown
in the example depicted in figure 2 for a semi-automatic process with five activities supporting model transformation. An activity type can be implemented
using multiple activity implementations. Each of these activity implementations
at the concrete level have concrete contracts that deal with controlflow. This
controlflow is managed using the underlying event management system. Though
CPMF does not offer a graphical notation yet. Figures 2 and 3 presents an
example with both abstraction levels, for illustration purpose only. The pattern identification activity identifies the matching patterns in the input and the
output metamodels. It then passes on the matching pattern list to technology
decision for choosing the implementation technology and to rule generation for
generating the transformation rules. The rule generation activity waits for the
confirmation from tool procurement. Finally, the developed transformation definition is passed on to transformation execution that generates the output model,
using the input model.
Each activity definition at the abstract level is implemented by several activity implementations at the concrete level. All these activity implementations
map to their activity definitions. Activity definitions at the abstract level are
bound together through artifacts, whereas the activity implementations at the
concrete level are bound together using events. Events at concrete level map
to the artifacts at the abstract level. Connectors at concrete level are defined
as separate nodes, outside of activity implementations. These connectors at the
concrete level map to the activity definitions at the abstract level, where connector semantics is encoded within activity definition. Inputs to the activity
definition are always of OR-kind, whereas output are of AND-kind. There are
three type of connectors: and (∧), or (∨) and exclusive or (⊕). The concrete
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level constructs of the transformation process example are shown in figure 3. The
activity implementations in this figure implement their respective activity definitions in the abstract level, for example Identify Pattern is an implementation
of Patten Identification. Contracts are based on events that map to respective
artifacts at the abstract level, for example Input Metamodel Available maps to
Input Metamodel. Connectors at this level are made explicit and they are used
for all types of branching or merging of the nodes.
In order to specify the interaction behavior of CPMF, we have chosen to map
the constructs of Process Implementation Metamodel to Hierarchical Petri Nets.
The main constructs of a CPMF process model are activity definitions (AD),
artifacts (W ) and abstract arcs (Arca ) at abstract level and activity implementations (AI), events (E), connectors (C) and concrete arcs (Arcc ) at the concrete
level. All these sets are finite and we will use the term of abstract nodes (set N a )
and concrete nodes (set N c ) for AD ∪ W and AI ∪ E ∪ C, respectively. The arcs
are directed and map nodes to nodes staying either at abstract level (Arca ⊆
(AD×W )∪(W ×AD)) or at concrete level (Arcc ⊆ (N c ×N c )\(AI ×AI ∪E×E)).
Lastly, each connectors is mapped to one of the three connector kinds: ∧, ∨ or
⊕ by a mapping noted MC .
A mapping between the concrete level and the abstract level ensures the
refinement of process functions from activity definitions to activity implementations. The contracts of the activity implementations need to conform to the
contracts of the activity definition. Altogether, this forms a CPMF process as
defined below.
Definition 1 (CPMF Process). Let P a = (AD, W, Arca ) be an abstract process and P c = (AI, E, C, Arcc , MC ) be a concrete process. A CPMF process aggregates them as sub-processes in a tuple (AD, W, AI, E, C, Arca , Arcc , MC , f ),
where f defines the refinement mapping between the abstract and concrete level
(f : P c → P a ):
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– each event maps to an artifact, Imf (E) ⊂ W
– each activity implementation and each connector maps to an activity definition, Imf (AI ∪ C) ⊂ AD
– each arc maps to an arc, Imf (Arcc ) ⊂ Arca
A process may be viewed as a directed graph (N, Arc), where N = N a ∪ N c
and Arc = Arca ∪ Arcc . To manipulate a process, we reuse the usual notions of
input, output and path.
– for n ∈ N , in(n) = {m | (m, n) ∈ Arc},
– for n ∈ N , out(n) = {m | (n, m) ∈ Arc},
– a directed path from a node n1 to a node nk is a sequence hn1 , n2 , ..., nk i
such that (ni , ni+1 ) ∈ Arc for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
As arcs are either at the abstract or at the concrete level, so are the paths.
The connectors can be classified in three sets depending on their semantics
defined by the MC mapping:
– CAN D = {c ∈ C | MC (c) = ∧} is the set of AND kind connectors
– COR = {c ∈ C | MC (c) = ∨} is the set of OR kind connectors
– CXOR = {c ∈ C | MC (c) = ⊕} is the set of XOR kind connectors
These connectors can also be separated into two sets: merge connectors that
have more than one input and fork connectors that have more than one output:
– CM = {c ∈ C | |in(c)| ≥ 2},
– CF = {c ∈ C | |out(c)| ≥ 2}.
Having these definitions at hand, we can define a well formed CPMF process
representing the kind of correct processes that we will be able to translate to
hierarchical Petri Nets.
Definition 2 (Well formed CPMF Process). A well formed concrete process in CPMF is a process (AD, W, AI, E, C, Arca , Arcc , MC , f ) that satisfies
the following requirements:
– On any path in the CPMF process after an AD/AI (respectively W/E), one
may not find another AD/AI (respectively W/E) before an W/E (respectively AD/AI).
– Events and artifacts can not have an indegree and outdegree of more than
one, ∀b ∈ E ∪ W | {|in(b)| ≤ 1 ∧ |out(b)| ≤ 1}.
– There exists a start event with a zero indegree, ∃e ∈ E | {|in(e)| = 0}.
– There exists an end event with a zero outdegree, ∃e ∈ E | {|out(e)| = 0}.
– Activity definitions have an indegree and outdegree of at least one, ∀a ∈ AD |
{|in(a)| ≥ 1 ∧ |out(a)| ≥ 1}.
– Activity implementations have an indegree and outdegree of one, ∀a ∈ AD ∪
AI | {|in(a)| = 1 ∧ |out(a)| = 1}.
– A connector has an indegree and outdegree of at least one, ∀c ∈ C | {|in(c)| ≥
1 ∧ |out(c)| ≥ 1}.
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– Connectors can be partitioned into disjoint sets of merge and fork connectors,
CM ∩ CF = ∅ ∧ CM ∪ CF = C.
The first requirement sets the path constraint such that no activity definition/ activity implementation can follow another activity definition/ activity
implementation, even if they are connected through a connector (at concrete
level). Same ways, no event/artifact can follow another event/ artifact, even if
there is connector in between (at concrete level). The next requirement states
that an event or artifact can not have more than one input/ output node. The
next two requirements precise that the start event has no input node and the
end event has no output node. Activity definitions and connectors should also
have at least one input and one output nodes, whereas activity implementations
should have exactly one input/output nodes. Connectors can be partitioned using two criteria: First by their type, which partitions them into CAN D , COR
and CXOR and second by their position, which partitions them into CM and
CF . Having these two criteria, we can have six different kinds of connectors. A
connector that is XOR and merge, means that the process should not proceed,
if two synchronized inputs arrive to the node, which does not make any sense in
the process modeling, so we do not consider this connector. We have one more
connector, pipe connector, that is used to connect a single node to another single
node when no branching or merging is needed.

4

Mapping to Petri Net

The previous section defined the structure of a CPMF process, whereas in this
section we are going to define its interaction behavior by mapping its constructs
to Hierarchical Petri Nets. As described before this formalization is targeted towards the business logic level of processes and not towards the formal specification of the processes. Thus we are more concerned about the structural behavior
of the processes. As Hierarchical Petri Nets already have a formal specification,
we are going to map our process constructs to it.
4.1

Hierarchical Petri Nets

This subsection is a basic presentation of Hierarchical Petri Nets, the interested
reader is invited to read [8] to find a complete treatment and all the mathematical
definitions. Here, we will only give an intuitive presentation.
First, one has to recall what is a Petri Net. It is a bipartite graph N defined
as a triple (S, T, F ) where S and T are finite sets of places and transitions
respectively and F is a finite set of directed arcs from places to transitions or
from transitions to places (F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P )). It is required that S and T
are separated (S ∩ T = ∅) and their union is not empty (S ∪ T 6= ∅). Figure 4(a)
contains a simple example of a Petri Net where the places are depicted as circles
and transition as black bars.
Then, we are in position to define what is a Hierarchical Petri Nets (HN). It
is a Petri Net with a refinement function. This function links nodes (places or
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start

Parent Activity
Running

Parent Activity
Running

suspend

Child 1
Running

stop
(a) A simple Petri Net

Child 2
Running

(b) A Hierarchical Petri Net

Fig. 4. Examples of Petri Nets

transitions) giving it a structure of tree (a bottom element ⊥ is added to become
the root) as illustrated in the figure 4(b). Formally, a HN is a tuple (S, T, F, f, ⊥)
where (S, T, F ) is a Petri Net and f is the refinement mapping from S ∪ T to
S ∪ T ∪ {⊥}. Moreover f must ensure that (a) it defines a tree structure on
S ∪ T ∪ {⊥} where ⊥ is the root, (b) the arcs (F ) only bind leaf nodes (i.e. nodes
refined by no other nodes) and (c) for any node n, all the leafs refining n that
are connected to leafs not refining n are of the same kind of n (both are either
places or transitions)1 .
4.2

The translation

We need to map the constructs of CPMF to Hierarchical Petri Nets for this translation. Artifacts/Events are mapped to places, whereas the activity definitions/
implementations are mapped to a small Petri Net Pattern. The corresponding
pattern of the activity implementation takes the form of place-transition-place,
where the first place corresponds to its pre-conditions and the last to its postconditions. Activity implementations accepting more than one inputs/outputs
can have multiple input/output places. The corresponding pattern of the activity definition is in the form of transition-place-transition, as it has the connector
semantics(OR-kind input, AND-kind output) encoded within it. The mapping
of connectors also uses sub-Petri Nets, where each type of connector is mapped
to a different corresponding Pattern of small Petri Net. Places and transitions in
small Petri Nets corresponding to the logical connectors are also part of the Petri
Net formed by the process.We are postponing the arcs in between two connectors
for later discussion, as they would be resolved later, as complex connectors.
Definition 3 (Corresponding Petri Net). A well formed process in CPMF
is defined as a tuple CP = (N a , N c , AD, AI, W, E, C, Arca , Arcc ) where Arcc ∩
(C ×C) = ∅. Let HP N (CP ) = (S, T ; F, f ) be a Hierarchical Petri Net generated
by the process CP , where:
1

This last constraint is a form of well kindness property ensuring that f is really a
refinement. Any refinement of a place (resp. transition) is also known by the rest of
the system as a place (resp. transition).
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Fig. 5. Petri Nets translations of connectors

– S = W ∪ E ∪ (∪x∈AD∪AI Sx ) ∪ (∪c∈C Sc ) i.e. the places in the generated
Hierarchical Petri Net are the artifacts, events, places in the activity definition/implementation translation and connector places (representing connector behavior)
– T = (∪x∈AD∪AI Tx ) ∪ (∪c∈C Tc ) i.e. the transitions in the generated Hierarchical Petri Net are the transitions in the corresponding pattern for activity
definitions/ implementations and connector transitions (representing connector behavior)
– F = Arca ∪ Arcc ∪ (∪c∈C Fc ) i.e. the arcs in the generated Hierarchical Petri
Net are both the abstract and concrete level arcs and the also the ones created
for representing connector behavior
– (f : X2 → X1 ) = f : N c → N a i.e. the mappings in the generated Hierarchical Petri Net are the ones between the concrete level sub process nodes and
the abstract level sub process nodes.
4.3

Connector translation

Connectors are translated to Petri Nets using sub nets i.e. each connector corresponds to a small Petri Net in the translation. We were considering six different
types of connectors for this process model i.e. a pipe connector, two AND connectors, a XOR connector and two OR connectors. Each connector is translated
in a manner that the entry node and the exit node of the translated connector
is a transition. The places (resp. transitions) created to map the behavior of the
connectors, do not correspond to any events or activities.
Pipe Connector: In order to connect an event with an activity directly,
where no branching or merging is required, we use a pipe connector. This connector is translated to the Petri Net by a single corresponding transition.
Arcs FcP N
{(tc , pcx ) | x ∈ out(c)}∪
c ∈ CAN D ∩ CF {pcx | x ∈ out(c)} {tc } ∪ {tcx | x ∈ out(c)}
{(pcx , tcx ) | x ∈ out(c)}
{(tcx , pcx ) | x ∈ in(c)}∪
c ∈ CAN D ∩ CM {pcx | x ∈ in(c)} {tcx | x ∈ in(c)} ∪ {tc }
{(pcx , tc ) | x ∈ in(c)}
{(tc , pc )}∪
c ∈ CXOR ∩ CF {pc }
{tc } ∪ {tcx | x ∈ out(c)}
{(pc , tcx ) | x ∈ out(c)}∪
Table 1. Corresponding constructs in Petri net for Logical Connectors
Connectors

Places PcP N

Transitions TcP N
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x1

y1
(a) COR ∪ CM

y2

(b) COR ∪ CF

Fig. 6. Behavior of OR connectors in Petri nets

AND Connectors: We have two types of AND connectors in CPMF: merge
and fork. Like other connectors, this connector also follows the same structure,
where the boundary nodes of the translation are transitions that have places in
between them. These places and transitions generated for mapping AND connectors are depicted in figure 5(a) and 5(b). Table 1 shows the formal generation
of Petri Net constructs, corresponding to each AND connector kind.
XOR Connectors: As discussed earlier, it makes no sense in process modeling that the controlflow should be stopped, if the inputs of the merge connectors
are synchronized. Thus we have only one XOR connector that behaves as fork.
The generated places and transitions for this connector can be seen in figure 5(c).
The formal generation of Petri Net constructs are shown in table 1.
OR Connectors: Just like AND connectors, we have two types of OR connectors. The OR connector that is used for merging is a little more complex than
the rest of the connectors. It has to deal with multiple inputs, where the semantics of parallel execution is complex to map to Petri Nets. We have mapped it to
a small Petri Net, that is inspired from the discriminator Petri Net [11]. A more
comprehensive structure to deal with this problem is presented through this discriminator in synchronizing workflow models [11]. This enhanced discriminator
allows the mapping of OR connector to Petri Nets in order to avoid the generation of double tokens during synchronized parallel execution of the inputs,
as shown in the figure 6(a). A fork OR connector can be mapped by using a
combination of XOR and AND connectors, as shown in figure 6(b).
4.4

Complex Connectors

A fork behavior OR connector can be realized by using AND and XOR connectors but this realization returns some complex connectors in the CPMF process
model i.e. (n × n0 ) ∈ Arc | n, n0 ∈ C. Such complex connectors can also be
intentionally added to meet the semantic requirements of the process model. In
order to resolve such complex connectors, we inject a ’dummy’ event between
the two connectors in the Petri Net i.e.
(n × n0 ) ∈ Arc | n, n0 ∈ C → (n × x) ∪ (x × n0 ) | x ∈ E
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In order to translate a CPMF process in a corresponding HPN, it is first
checked for the complex connectors, which are resolved using these dummy
events. Then the rest of the translation is carried out. The translation of the
Transformation example of CPMF in corresponding Hierarchical Petri Net can
be seen in figure 7. The upper part of the figure depicts the abstract level translation, whereas the lower part depicts the concrete level. For the reasons of clarity,
the figure does not show all the mappings, however the portion with highlighted
background shows the mapping of constructs between the two levels i.e. the
Identify Pattern activity implementation along with its associated events, maps
to the Pattern Identification activity definition and its associated artifacts.

5

Conclusion

This paper formally defines the constructs of the CAMA Process Modeling
Framework both at the abstract and concrete level. It then takes the definition of Hierarchical Petri Nets and maps CPMF constructs to it. This mapping
takes into account the constructs presented in the Process Implementation Metamodel of CPMF. Though this approach is not targeting to a formal specification
of the approach, still it describes the interaction behavior of the activities in the
process model. This interaction behavior is captured by specifying the behavior
of each connector at the abstract level and at the concrete level. The dataflow is
handled at the abstract level, whereas the controlflow is handled at the concrete
level. We are looking forward to use this mapping for the verification of the
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execution semantics of CPMF. This would also help us in developing the tool
support for the CPMF framework, where we are planning to extend Openflexo,
an open source tool, whose semantics are already defined using Petri Nets.
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Abstract. Software quality and reliability were verified for a long time at the
post-implementation level (test, fault scenario …). The design of embedded
systems and digital circuits is more and more complex because of integration
density, heterogeneity. Now almost ¾ of the digital circuits contain at least one
processor, that is, can execute software code. In other words, co-design is the
most usual case and traditional verification by simulation is no more practical.
Moreover, the increase in integration density comes with a decrease in the reliability of the components. So fault detection, diagnostics techniques, introspection are essential for defect tolerance, fault tolerance and self repair of safetycritical systems.
The use of a formal specification language is considered as the foundation of a
real validation. What we would like to emphasize is that refinement (from an
abstract model to the point where the system will be implemented) could be and
should be formal too in order to ensure the traceability of requirements, to manage such development projects and so to design fault-tolerant systems correct
by proven construction. Such a thorough approach can be achieved by the automation or semi-automation of the refinement process.
We have studied how to ensure the traceability of these requirements in a component-based approach. Reliability, fault tolerance can be seen here as particular refinement steps. For instance, a given formal specification of a system/component may be refined by adding redundancy (data, computation, component) and be verified to be fault-tolerant w.r.t. some given fault scenarios. A
self-repair component can be defined as the refinement of its original form enhanced with error detection.
We describe in this paper the PCSI project (Zero Defect Systems) based on B
Method, VHDL and PSL. The three modeling approaches can collaborate together and guarantee the codesign of embedded systems for which the requirements and the fault-tolerant aspects are taken into account for the beginning and
formally verified all along the implementation process.

1

Introduction

The final decades of the 19th century and the first decades of the 20th century witnessed many efforts to formulate mathematics. Some fruits of these essays are Set
theory, Propositional Logic, First Order Logic, etc. Introduced by Alonzo Church in
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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the 1930s, λ-calculus is a primitive method to formalize algorithms where many concepts similar to those of programming languages are well defined such as: Recursion
and fixed points, Logic and predicates, Free and bound variables, Substitutions. In
the beginning of 1950s Von Neumann described a computer architecture in which the
data and the program are both stored in the computer's memory in the same address
space. This architecture is to this day the basis of modern computer design. In the
beginning programmers wrote their programs as strings of zeros and ones. A work
would often be an extremely frustrating activity. Rapidly this task is facilitated depending on Assembly language and OpCode tables. Developed in the mid-1950s,
FORTRAN was intended for use in scientific and numerical computing applications.
It may be considered as the first high level language. From the outside, it uses formal
mathematical-like expressions but actually these expressions and instructions are
chosen to abstract the executive machine code. A compiler is written to convert each
FORTRAN program code into machine code. Programs were used to partially help
client with automatically and rapidly executing an algorithm. Most of later software
developments (such as structural programing then OOP) concentrated on the abstraction of the executive machine code. Nowadays writing the implementation is partially
automated and designer may give more attention on system structure. Actually with
CASE (computer Aided Software Engineering) tools and with techniques such as
MDA (Model Driven Architecture), programmer can graphically specify the components of the design, precise the operation of each component and defines the relations
between components then executive code is automatically generated. Nowadays
computer is used not only to execute a program but to represent a complete system
and furthermore to simulate a complex of interacting systems. Verification becomes
more and more difficult because its cost increases exponentially with complexity.
Reusing is another aspect of complex systems. In most cases programmer reuses ancient classes or libraries (written by him or by others) in new projects. With COSTS
(Commercial, off-the-shelf), programmer reuses a complete software system. He
ought to adapt them to the novel environment.
Only few efforts are made to formulate the other side of the programming task; that is
client requirements. With the increasing machine power and augmenting complexity
of computer based systems, Software engineering developed many principles and
techniques to formulate client requirements. Comparing to the development of programming language, these efforts rest primitive and a formal gap between what a
program do and what a client wants is always exists.
B method (1996) filled partially the gap. It defines what a formal refinement of software is. So it guarantees the complete correctness of software regarding to its formal
specification. In our approach this method is generalized to be used in software,
hardware and in embedded systems. Proving the correctness of one component is
usually expensive comparing to the traditional methods of verification but this is rapidly compensated when the component is reused and when complexity augments;
proving the correctness of a system that consists of proven components needs only to
prove the correctness of the connections between the components. This approach also
facilitates the verification parallelism since each component could be independently
proven.
Components in real word (especially hardware ones) do not correspond 100% to their
formal specification. This is a cause for many failures in the system even if it was
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proven to be correct or if its behavior is verified during the simulation. Another important feature of our approach is the possibility to prove the correctness of model
even with real failure scenario if it is combined with a suitable correcting treatment.

2

Domain Specific Languages

On the opposite of programming languages who are designed for experimented programmers, a Domain Specific Language (DSL), comes from a domain and is used by
users of this domain. Thus, a successful DSL is of course a used language and first
intuitively usable by users of the chosen domain.
One of the first Domain Specific Language (DSL) was introduced for children. Its
name was Logo and was designed by Seymour Papert at MIT in the sixties. He was
been nominated by Marvin Minsky as “the greatest living educator in Mathematics”.
In Mindstorms [5], Seymour Papert explained that some children have difficulties in
mathematics logic and this new language was specifically create to improve the way
that children solve mathematical problems. Excel and MatLab are two well-known
examples of DSL in mathematics too. Excel was even described as a killer application
because it is so easy and funny to use by anyone.
This is quite opposite to view of universality in general-purpose programming language, such as C or Java, or a general-purpose modeling language such as UML.
Recently, the DSL approach has really been successful in two domains, web applications and cell phones. There are a lot of View/Edit WebDSLs from which we can
generate Java or PHP code, web pages and Seam session beans. For instance, SPIP is
a publishing system for the Internet in which great importance is attached to collaborative working, to multilingual environments, and to simplicity of use for web authors
Developing a new DSL needs definitively a good understanding of the application
domain, then the next usual consist of finding programming patterns, designing a core
language, building syntactic abstractions on top of the core language. But this type of
design is a real complex activity and must be based on good tools, especially for verification. A lot of researches have to be lead to propose such an appropriate environment with good tools and libraries.
From the other hand, another challenge is appeared with embedded systems where
more or more communities (usually hardware and software) with totally different
methodologies, terminologies and measurements should design one common component! The DSLs have to be combined and collaborate in the same final objet.

2.1

VHDL

Due to the difference between hardware product and software product, Production of
hardware or software component passes through two different sequences. Software
engineers concentrate on requirement collection, development, verification, deployment .etc. Hardware engineers emphasis on functional level, logic gate level, RTL
(Register Transfer Level) and printed circuit level. The increasing system complexity
obligates both communities to develop their tools towards abstract system level.
VHDL that is the dominant language in hardware design was the first to take system
level in account.
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Even if VHDL was designed for electronic design automation to describe VLSI circuits, it argues that it can be used as a general-purpose language and even can handle
parallelism. From hardware community point of view, VHDL may be used to describe the structure of the system since any circuit may be defined as a black box
(ENTITY) where all the inputs and outputs are defined then by a white box
(ARCHITECTURE) where all the components and connections between these components are declared. Components in the architecture are functionally defined and
they could be mapped later to the real word components by an additional level
(CONFIGURATION). So it is supported with libraries that contain all specifications
of electronic units known in the world. These layers permit to simulate the real circuit
in order to verify the design. ARCHITECTURE layer in VHDL may define the behavior of the circuit instead of its structure.

2.2

B METHOD, MOCHA, B-Event

B method [1,2] is known in software engineering as a formal method to specify and to
develop finely the specification towards an executable program basing on set theory
and first order logic notation. B draws together advances in formal methods that span
the last forty years (pre and post notations, guarded commands, stepwise refinement,
the refinement calculus and data refinement). During the software development in B
method, many versions of the same component may be found. The first and the most
abstract one is the abstract machine where client needs are declared. Then the following versions should be more concrete and precise more and more how we obtain the
needed specifications. These versions are called refinements except the last one where
there is no more possible refinement. This deterministic version is called implementation. B generates the necessary proof obligations to verify the coherence of each component and correctness of the development. Furthermore, B tools help to execute these proofs.
Like B, Mocha [3] is a interactive verification environment for the modular and hierarchical verification of heterogeneous systems. Mocha supports the heterogeneous
modeling framework of reactive components and based on Alternating Temporal
Logic (ATL), for specifying collaborations and interactions between the components
of a system.
Event B is an evolution of B Method. Key features of B Event are the extensions to
events for modeling concurrency. The primary concept in doing formal developments
in Event-B is that of a model. A model contains the complete mathematical development of a Discrete Transition System. It is made of several components of two kinds:
machines and contexts. Machines contain the variables, invariants, theorems, and
events (section 2) of a model, whereas contexts contain carrier sets, constants, axioms, and theorems of a mode. The Rodin platform is an open source Eclipse-based
IDE for Event B is further extendable with plugins. The overall objective of this open
platform is to propose a toll for the cost effective rigorous development of dependable
complex systems and services. It focus on tacking complexity (1) caused by the environment in which the software I to operate (2) which comes from poorly conceived
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architectural structure. Mastering complexity in the shortest time-to-market requires
design techniques that support clear thinking and rigorous validation and verification.
Coping with complexity also requires architectures that are tolerant of faults and unpredictable changes in environment. This is addressed by fault tolerance design techniques.

3

Formal Hardware Design In BHDL Project

In this section, we are going to focus of the collaboration of two DSL languages, one
for mathematics and logic (Event B) and the other to design VLSI (VHDL). Both
have been widely validated by complex large industrial applications. Here we try to
combine the advanced notion of formal refinement in B with the formal conception of
HDL. The core of the work, from which the name of the project BHDL comes, is to
create the correspondence between a VHDL design and a B one. In VHDL, the transition from an Entity into a corresponding Architecture is usually performed in one
step. In BHDL, this may be performed finely by many steps or levels. We may consider the refinement of a component in BHDL as a replacement by other components.
Also we may refine a component by another one which has the same structure and
links but with more strict logic property. In all cases the refinement is performed towards lower levels where the behavior of the system becomes more deterministic.
The principal relation between the interface (external view) and its refinement (or
between two levels of refinement) is Connection(1, 2,, …n)   which means
that the logical connection between the properties of the sub-components should satisfied the properties indicated in the abstract machine that represents the Entity. The
property () in the interface is not original in VHDL, it is inserted in special comments in VHDL code so BHDL code does not affect the design portability.
The principle of B refinement permits not only to prove the consistency of Architecture but also to prove the correctness of the design w.r.t. the abstract specification in
the external view (VHDL Entity). Furthermore it allows hardware community to built
their pattern throw many smooth phases instead of one rough phase from all the components should be specified. The main components of BHDL project are:
Interface

Implementation

1



2

n

1  2  n  links  
Fig. 1. Structural refinement and proof obligation.
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3.1

A graphical interface for System Entry (VGUI)

It is a Graphical User Interface for Hardware Diagrams. It is an open source tool that
may be considered as a simple component description tool. VGUI may be used to
create generic interconnected boxes. Each box may be decomposed hierarchically into
sub-boxes and so on. The boxes and the connections of VGUI are typed. In cooperation with VGUI developer, we added the possibility to attach logic property to each
box and hide data. Eventually, VGUI generates VHDL code annotated with B expressions. This step is optional; designer may use a textual editor to directly write the
annotated code to be analyzed by the following step.

3.2

B Model Generator

Here a B model that corresponds to the annotated VHDL model is created. The
ANTLR compiler is used to generate B code. From the external view of VHDL or
from an entity in VHDL model, it generates the suitable B Abstract Machine that
contains the necessary properties of the Entity and traces the structure of VHDL model.
In a similar way, the internal view in VGUI is translated into Architecture in VHDL
then into a refinement in B. Because that design in VHDL usually depends of some
predefined standard libraries, we created some B components that correspond to some
VHDL libraries (such as the Standard logic 1164).

External

Entity
Libraries

Abstract MaLibraries

Internal
View

Architec-

Refinement

VGUI

VHDL

B

Fig. 2. Main transformations of BHDL.

The compiler is the most important practical part of BHDL project. It is built on
ANTLR compiler generator. ANTLR (Another Tool for Language Recognition) is a
powerful tool that accepts grammatical language descriptions and generates programs
(compliers or translators) that can recognize texts in the described languages, analyzes
these texts, constructs trees corresponding to their structure and generates events related to the syntax. These events, written in C++ or in Java, may be used to translate
the text into other languages. It can generate AST (Abstract Syntactic Trees) which
can stock a lot of information about the analyzed text, provides tree rewriting rules for
easily translating these ASTs. The correction of such a translator depends only on the
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correction of every elementary rewriting rule (declarative semantics). As VGUI,
ANTLR is open source software written in Java. The translation from VHDL+ to B in
is performed over many steps:
 BHDL Lexer/Parser : which analyses the input VHDL+, verifies the syntax and the
semantic of VHDL code, then it generates a pure VHDL tree (AST) with independent branches that contain the B annotations
 TreeWalker: this tree parser parses the previous AST in order to capture the necessary information to construct a new AST that corresponds to B model.
 B-Generator: It traverses the AST produced by the TreeWalker in order to generate
B code.
Even if a corresponding B model is automatically created, the design correctness is
not automatically proven. The generated B code should be proven to be correct. B
tools (AtelierB, Rodin, B4Free, B-Toolkit) render the task easier. It generates the
necessary proof obligations (POs), automatically produces an important quantity of
these proofs, cooperates with the programmer to prove the remaining POs. Here, if
the model is not completely proven, some defects may be detected and the original
VHDL design should be modified.

4

PCSI Project

BHDL project is developed in the LIFL (Lille’s Computer Science Laboratory). This
research first conducted into the AFCIM project (LIFL, INRETS, HEUDIASYC
Lab). Eventually the main concepts of BHDL have been extended and implemented
with support of PCSI project (Zero Defect Systems) between Lille University, Aleppo
University and Annaba University. The main new features of the project are the following:
HDL
PS

Eclipse
RODIN

PS

Event B

Software

Temporal

VHDL
Fig. 3. basic augmentation in the PCSI project (Zero Defect Systems) vs. BHDL.

4.1

Including PSL

Instead of special comments used in the first version of BHDL to represent the logical
behavior of VHDL components, we use here a formal language, PSL, standardized in
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2005. PSL (Property Specification Language) is a language for the formal specification of hardware. This language is essentially based on Linear Temporal Logic “LTL”.
It is used to describe properties that are required to hold in the design under verification. It contains Boolean, Temporal, Verification and modelling layers. The flavour of
PSL could be added to many HDL (Hardware Description Language) such as VHDL,
Verilog, SystemVerilog. This enlarges the usability of our tool since PSL is expressive and standard.
In this project, we generate a software model which is B representation of a model
described by Property Specification Language “PSL” using Event B Systems. Generated model can be proven by using B method techniques; this means a proof of the
original PSL model.

4.2

Extending scope of VHDL treated in BHDL

While the first version of BHDL mainly manipulates the design structure decorated
with logical properties, here we enlarge the model to accept important concepts of
VHDL such as signals where the concept of Time appears.
4.3

Creating the target model using Event-B instead of Classical
B

The purpose of Event-B is to model full systems (including hardware, software and
environment of operation). Classical B is not suitable to represent temporal properties
which are important in hardware design. Furthermore, Event-B facilitates the representation of many subsystems in a global one.
After the creation of a HDL model, it will be traced in B. in order to facilitate the
proof of the consistency and the formal refinement of the model; we integrated our
work in Eclipse environment. Eclipse is generic platform to develop multi-language
software comprising an integrated development environment (IDE) and an extensible
plug-in system. The Rodin Platform is an Eclipse-based IDE for Event-B that provides effective support for refinement and mathematical proof. The platform is open
source, contributes to the Eclipse framework and is further extendable with plugins.
Such integration renders the integration between hardware community and software
community easy since they work on the same environment. All the tools used in our
platform are freely used and distributed (Rodin, Eclipse, Antlr, …).

4.4

Completion wrt robustness

Robustness or Fault-Tolerance is by definition “The ability of a system to respond
gracefully to an unexpected hardware or software failure”. There are many levels of
fault tolerance, the lowest being the ability to continue operation in the event of a
power failure. Many fault-tolerant computer systems mirror all operations -- that is,
every operation is performed on two or more duplicate systems, so if one fails the
other can take over. Multitolerance refers to the ability of a system to tolerate multiple classes of faults. [19] illustrates a compositional and stepwise method for design-
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ing programs and handling Byzantine failures [18]. It proposes also a component
based method, starts with a intolerant system and adds a set of components, one for
each desired type of tolerant. The complexity of multitolerant design is reduced to
that of designing the components and of correctly adding them to the intolerant one.
Indeed, fault tolerance is often based on replication and redundancy. This is involved
by the use of hybrid systems with different sources of energy (electric, mechanic).
This duplication can be also seen as component refinement or algorithmic refinement.
For instance, nowadays, because of the integration of circuits, stuck-at–fault is a more
and more frequent fault model. According that the probability that a circuit contains at
least k stuck-a-fault is too high, we can generate an equivalent circuit, except that it is
k-stuck-at-fault tolerant. We focus here on the problem in evolving a fault-intolerant
program to a fault-tolerant one. The question is “Is It possible to add a default scenario to an existing model or program and generate the tolerant model or program?” This
problem occurs during program evolution new requirement (fault-tolerance property,
timing constraints, and safety property) change. We argue here that refinement can
handle this evolution. In others words a fault-tolerant program is a refined form of its
intolerant one. We have shown how to apply this formalism to characterize faulttolerance mechanisms and to then reason about logical and mathematical properties.
For instance, the hamming code is a kind of “minimal” + data refinement. By adding
data redundancy (extra parity bits), error-detection and even error-correction are possible. This can generalize to handle Byzantine properties. For instance, masking tolerance considers that in the presence of faults each step in the system computation satisfies Validity and Agreement properties. Weakly, Stabilizing tolerance considers that
each step in the system computation will satisfy in a near future (reachable state) Validity and Agreement. What we show here is that fault-tolerant design is compositional (component-based method), adaptive (stepwise and hierarchical approach) and
formal (these completions are refinements which have to be formally proven). The
fault-tolerant design appears as a logico-mathematical completion of an intolerant
model in order to tolerant multiple classes of faults.

5

CONCLUSION

The novel aspects of this proposal are the pursuit of a process-based approach,
the combination of Formal Methods with Fault Tolerant techniques, the development of FM support for component reuse and composition and the extension of an open and extensible tools platform for formal development. It is
clear that the open tools platforms will have a more and more important impact on future research, but they have to be adapted to users and their languages as VHDL. We believe that proposing intelligent interfaces between
DSL approaches (as VHDL+PSL) and FM tools (as RODIN) is the shortest
way to make these techniques more popular and will encourage greater industrial uptake.
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Abstract. The Software Engineering Method and Theory (SEMAT) initiative
seeks to develop a rigorous, theoretically sound basis for software engineering
methods. In contrast to previous software engineering method frameworks that
rely on separate method engineers, the primary target of SEMAT are practitioners. The goal is to give software development teams the opportunity to themselves define, refine and customize the methods and processes they use in software development. To achieve this goal SEMAT proposes a new practitioneroriented language for software engineering methods that is focused, small, extensible and provides formally defined provides formally defined behaviour to
support the conduct of a software engineering endeavour. This paper presents
and discusses how the proposed language supports an agile creation and enactment of software engineering methods. The SEMAT approach is illustrated by
modelling parts of the Scrum project management practice.
Keywords: Method engineering, software engineering methods, SEMAT,
SPEM, ISO/IEC 24744, Scrum

1

Introduction

The Software Engineering Method and Theory (SEMAT)1 initiative seeks to develop
a rigorous, theoretically sound basis for software engineering methods. Previous
software engineering frameworks and standards such as the Software and Systems
Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) 2.0 [1] mainly target method engineers by
providing rich but consequently often complex languages for detailed process definition; but generally not supporting enactment [2]. In contrast, the primary objective of
SEMAT is to target practitioners (i.e., architects, designers, developers, programmers, testers, analysts, project managers, etc.) by providing a focused, small, extensi-

1

http://www.semat.org
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ble domain-specific language that allows them to create and enact software engineering methods in an agile manner.
An agile approach to software engineering methods is one that supports practitioners in dynamically adapting and customizing their methods during the preparation and
execution of a project, controlled through company-specific governance, use of examples and other means. This enables practitioners to accurately document how they
work and effectively share their experiences with other teams. To go beyond the current state of the practice a robust and extensible foundation for the agile creation and
enactment of software engineering methods is required.
This paper presents and discusses the main new ideas and language concepts from
the Essence specification [3] which has been submitted by SEMAT as a response to
the Request for Proposal (RFP) “A Foundation for the Agile Creation and Enactment
of Software Engineering Methods” [4] issued by the Object Management Group
(OMG). The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present
and summarise the language requirements stated in the OMG RFP. In Section 3 we
present the language architecture of the Essence specification and its main language
constructs. In Section 4 we illustrate the SEMAT approach by modelling parts of the
Scrum project management practice. Section 5 discusses this approach to related
work. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and describes some future work.

2

Language Requirements and the Meta-Object Facility (MOF)

The OMG RFP “A Foundation for the Agile Creation and Enactment of Software
Engineering Methods” [4] solicits proposals for a foundation for the agile creation
and enactment of software engineering methods. This foundation is to consist of a
kernel of software engineering domain concepts and relationships that is extensible
(scalable), flexible and easy to use, and a domain-specific modelling language that
allows software practitioners to describe the essentials of their current and future
practices and methods. In this paper we focus on the language. The requirements for
the language are summarised in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Language definition (1.x) and language features (2.x) requirements
ID Name
1.1 MOF metamodel
1.2 Static and operational
semantics
1.3 Graphical syntax
1.4 Textual syntax
1.5 SPEM 2.0 metamodel
reuse
2.1 Ease of use
2.2 Separation of views

Description
Abstract syntax defined in MOF.
Static and operational semantics defined in terms of the abstract syntax.
Graphical syntax that maps to the abstract syntax.
Textual syntax that maps to the abstract syntax.
Reuse SPEM 2.0 metamodel where appropriate.
Easy to use by practitioners.
Separation of two different views of a method for practitioners
and method engineers.
Description, relationships, states, instantiation and metrics.

2.3 Specification of kernel
elements
2.4 Specification of practices Cross-cutting concern, element instantiation, work products,
work progress, verification.
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ID Name
Description
2.5 Composition of practices Overall concerns, merging elements, separating elements,
practice substitution.
2.6 Enactment of methods
Tailoring, communication, managing, coordinating, monitoring, tooling.

The language definition (1.x) requirements mandate that the language must be compliant with the MOF metamodel architecture. The Meta-Object Facility (MOF) specification [5] serves as a foundation for the OMG Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)
[6] approach and provides us with a formalism to define and integrate modelling languages. The left side of Fig. 1 illustrates the MOF four-layer architecture. MOF defines a meta-metamodel or meta-language at the M3 layer which can be used to define
a metamodel or language to support method engineering at the M2 layer. A method
engineering modelling language typically defines language constructs to support the
definition and composition of methods out of reusable model fragments or templates.
These model templates at the M1 level are typically defined by method engineers and
are instantiated during a software endeavour, i.e., software development project, and
used by the software practitioners (M0 level).
The right side of Fig. 1 illustrates an instance tree. MDA positions MOF as the single meta-language (M3), so there is only one top node for which different languages
(M2) can be defined. Each of these modelling languages can be used to define various
models (M1) of which different instantiations can be made (M0). In this paper we
focus our discussion on a single domain-specific language to support method engineering. Thus in the remainder of this paper we will focus on the M2 layers and below
as illustrated by the dashed boxes.
M3

Meta-metamodel
(meta-language)
instance_of

M2

Metamodel
(language)

...

instance_of

M1

Model
(method template)

...

...

instance_of

M0

Endeavour
(process instance)

...

...

...

...

Fig. 1. MOF metamodel architecture and instantiation tree

The language features (2.x) requirements focus in particular on the ability to specify
practices, compose practices into methods and enact those methods. The requirements
also state that existing foundations such as the SPEM 2.0 [1] should be reused where
appropriate.

3

The SEMAT Approach

The Essence specification [3], which is the initial response to the OMG RFP from the
SEMAT community, defines a kernel of essentials for software engineering and an
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associatedd language fo
or describing ppractices and methods using the kernel aas a standardised baseline.
b
This approach draaws inspiratio
on from the ideas presenteed by Ivar
Jacbosonn et al. in [7] which
w
is suppoorted by the to
ool EssWork2. The SEMAT
T community is iterating and im
mproving on these ideas with
w the goall of defining a widelynguage that caan be standard
dised by the OMG.
O
accepted kernel and lan

Fig. 2. Overvview of the SEM
MAT approach

Fig. 2 illuustrates the SEMAT approoach and somee of the key laanguage consstructs and
their propposed graphical notation. A key idea is that
t
in all softtware endeavoours, there
is a kerneel, i.e., a com
mmon ground,, which includ
des a few esseential element
nts of software enggineering that can be used aas a standardiised baseline for describingg software
engineeriing methods. The kernel deefines a comp
pact set of Alp
phas that reprresents essential thhings to work with (e.g., R
Requirements, Work, Team, Software Sysstem, etc.)
that are universal
u
to so
oftware engineeering and a small
s
set of Activity
A
Spacess that represents thhe essential th
hings to do (e. g., Prepare to
o do the Workk, Coordinate the Work,
Support the
t Team, etc.).
A Pracctice (e.g., Usser Story, Scruum, etc.) use the
t kernel as a baseline andd provides
specific guidelines ex
xpressed usinng language constructs su
uch as State,, Activity,
nd Work Prodduct addressin
ng a particulaar aspect of thhe work at
Checkpoiint, Pattern an
hand. Thee practices aree composed too form a method. A definition of a methood is given
in [8] as “a
“ systematic way of doingg things in a paarticular discip
pline”.
The laanguage contaains four partts, 1) abstractt syntax, 2) composition
c
aalgebra, 3)
dynamic semantics and
d 4) graphicaal syntax. Thiss paper focusees on the statiic and dymantics which
h will be elaboorated in the following
f
subssections.
namic sem
3.1

Sttatic Semantics – Creation
n of Softwaree Engineering
g Methods

The staticc semantics off the languagee specifies a metamodel
m
thaat contains connstructs to
describe the
t kernel, praactices and meethods. The laanguage has been structuredd as layers
to allow for easier und
derstanding annd usage of diifferent subsets. Fig. 3 beloow shows,

2

http://ww
ww.ivarjacobson
n.com/process__improvement_
_technology/esswork
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in a slighhtly simplified
d form3, the llayers of the language and
d the key connstructs of
each layeer.

Fig. 3. Laanguage specification – static ssemantics (mod
dified and simpllified metamode
del excerpt)

The Kernnel layer contaains the consttructs Kernel, Alpha and Activity Space. A Kernel
is a set of
o elements ussed to form a common gro
ound for describing a softw
ware engineering endeavour.
e
Alp
lpha is short ffor Abstract-L
Level Progresss Health Attrribute and
representts an essentiall element thatt is relevant to
o the assessment of the proogress and
health off a software engineering eendeavour. Alphas
A
are useed to describee subjects
whose evvolution we waant to understtand, monitor, direct and control. Each A
Alpha has a
state grapph with well-d
defined states.. The states deefine a contro
olled evolutionn throughout its liffecycle. Each state has a coollection of ch
heckpoints that describes thhe criteria
that the Alpha
A
must fu
ulfil to be in thhat particular state. An Alp
pha may also have subalphas, e..g., for splittin
ng Software SSystem into Co
omponents orr Requirementts into Requiremennt Items. An Activity
A
Spacee provides a placeholder forr something tto be done
in the sofftware engineering endeavoour. Activity Spaces
S
frame the activitiess of a software enggineering endeeavour at an abstract leveel, capturing what
w
needs too be done
without defining
d
or constraining how
w it is done. Activity
A
Spaces take Alphaas as input
to the woork. When th
he work is cooncluded the Alphas
A
are up
pdated and heence their
states maay have changeed.
The Practice
P
layer contains thee constructs Practice,
P
Activity, Activity Manifest,
Work Prooduct, Alpha Manifest andd Pattern. A Practice
P
is a general, repea
eatable approach too doing sometthing with a specific purpose in mind, providing a ssystematic
and teachhable way of addressing a pparticular asp
pect of the wo
ork at hand. A
An Activity
3

In the Esssence specificaation, the languuage is actually structured as four
f
layers, as th
the Practice
layer iss divided into tw
wo: for simple aand advanced practices.
p
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defines one
o or more kinds of work and gives gu
uidance on how
w to perform these. An
Activity Manifest
M
bindss a collection of activities to
t an activity space. A Worrk Product
is an arteefact of value and relevancee for a softwaare engineering endeavour. An Alpha
Manifest binds a colleection of worrk products to
t an alpha. A Pattern is a general
ng a structure in a practice. The practice may also speecify addimechanissm for definin
tional alpphas or extend
d existing alphhas with sub-alphas.
The Method
M
layer contains the coonstructs Meth
hod and Library. A Methodd describes
how an enndeavour is ru
un. A Library includes a co
ollection of praactices and meethods.
3.2

Dyynamic Sema
antics – Enacctment of Softtware Engineeering Methoods

In contrasst to the staticc semantics off the language, the dynamic semantics doo not specify a mettamodel at the M2 layer inn the MOF arrchitecture (seee Fig. 1), buut rather a
model at the M1 layerr. This model defines abstrract superclassses that contai
ain properdeavour, i.e., at the M0 laye
yer accordties for thhe "run-time" occurrences dduring the end
ing to thee MOF architeecture.

Fig
g. 4. Language sspecification – dynamic seman
ntics

Fig. 4 illuustrates the dualism
d
of thee static seman
ntics and the dynamic sem
mantics domain. The M2:Metamo
odel, M1:Kernnel and a set of
o M1:Dynamiic classes are ppart of the
M
and the highstandard proposed by the Essence specification,, while the M1:Static
Ext class in M1:Dynamic
M
aare extensions added by a practitioner. The static
lighted _E
semantic domain defin
nes constructss such as Alph
ha, Activity an
nd Work Prodduct at M2
nt, Sprint Plannning and
and classs instances off these metacllasses at M1 such as Sprin
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Product Backlog. Th
he dynamic ssemantic dom
main defines superclassess such as
or the respectiive Alpha, Acctivity and
my_Alphaa, my_Activityy and my_WoorkProduct fo
Work Prooduct class insstances from tthe static semaantic domain.
The geeneralization mechanism
m
ennsures that thee instances on the endeavouur M0 layer containn slots that haave been definned both from
m the static sem
mantic and thee dynamic
semantic domains. Using this mechhanism one co
ould also defiine specific ex
extensions,
such as ruun-time endeaavour propertiies that should only apply to certain subbclasses of
alphas, e.g., my_Alpha
a_Ext that conntains propertties such as stateTime, enddTime and
pply to Sprintt instances thaat are sub-alphas of Work tthat is deduration that should ap
t kernel. Mo
oreover, dynam
mic semanticss can be form
malized with thhis mechafined in the
nism by defining
d
operaations using thhe superclassees of the dynam
mic semantic domain.
The reelationship bettween the stattic elements an
nd their dynam
mic counterpaarts can be
supportedd by tools an
nd services thhat allow preccise definition
n of these asssociations.
Having such
s
mechanisms in place will providee practitionerss the ability tto use the
methods as described,, but also refi
fine and custo
omize the methods accordiing to the
t endeavourr.
needs of the

4

Illustrative Approach
A
– Scrum

This secttion illustratees the SEMA
AT approach by modelling
g selected par
arts of the
Scrum prroject manageement practicee [9] and explores how the Scrum practicce may be
mapped to
t the Essencee Kernel and Language. A particular Meethod can be ccomposed
from a seet of well-defiined Practicess that plugs in
nto the Kerneel. Compositioon and usage of thhe method is supported byy language's composition
c
and dynamic ssemantics.
The Scruum practice deefines specificc work produccts and activitiies that can bee associated with thhe alphas and activity spacees defined by the kernel.
4.1

Crreating the Scrum Practicce and Metho
od

In this paaper we only present
p
a subsset of the Essence Kernel in
i order to illuustrate the
principless. Fig. 5 repreesents a subseet of the alphaas and activity spaces definned in the
Essence specification
s
[3]. The Kernnel defines a small
s
set of un
niversal alphaa elements
such as Requirements,
R
Software Sysstem, Work an
nd Team, and their relationnships, and
activity spaces
s
for thee endeavour ssuch as Prepa
are to do the Work, Coorddinate the
Work, Suppport the Team, Track Proggress and Stop
p the Work.

Fig. 5. Alpha
A
and Activvity Space subset defined by th
he Kernel
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Since thee paper focuses on the enaactment part we
w only elaborate the detaails of the
Work alpha. Fig. 6 sho
ows the states of work, the corresponding
g state descripptions and
the checkkpoints associaated with eachh state.

Fig. 6. Stattes of work, statte descriptions and associated checkpoints

A checkppoint describes the entry criiteria for enteering a specific state of the alpha and
can be ussed to measurre the progresss of the alphaa in the softw
ware endeavouur. Checkpoints aree typically ex
xpressed in naatural languag
ge and providee a basis for ggeneration
of descripptive checklistts items that aare interpreted
d by the practittioners.
We exxtend the Worrk alpha for S
Scrum (see lefft side of Fig. 7). The Worrk alpha is
typically used for the duration of a development project that may
m cover a nnumber of
T
we defin
ne a new sub--alpha called Sprint. The Sprint
S
Backloog is modsprints. Thus
elled as a work producct that is assocciated with thee Sprint sub-aalpha. The Sprrint has its
own statee graph (see middle
m
part off Fig. 7). Scrum
m comes with
h its own speccific set of
rules thatt should be deefined as partt of the practice, whereas the Work statee machine
and its asssociated checckpoints are m
more general. The identified
d Scrum evennts may be
mapped to
t correspondiing activities aand associated
d with the pro
oper activity sppaces (see
right sidee of Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. The
T Sprint sub-aalpha extends thhe Work alpha (left), the statess of the Sprint ssub-alpha
(midddle) and mapping of Scrum acctivities to the Activity
A
Spaces of the Kernel ((right)
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4.2

En
nacting the Scrum Method
d

The enactment supportt in the Essencce language recognizes that software devvelopment
a most of thhe progress within
w
the sofftware developpment enis a creattive process and
deavour is
i done by hum
man agents [110]. Thus, proccess enactmen
nt of softwaree engineering methoods and practices must ackknowledge thee human know
wledge worker
er and provide meaans of monito
oring and proogressing the software endeavour througgh human
agents fooremost and au
utomation seccondly. In enaactment, a teaam of practitiooners collaborates on decision--making, plannning and exeecution. Enacttment may bee partially
r
annd process en
ngines that are linked to toools such as
supportedd by method repositories
project management
m
an
nd issue trackiing systems.
The cooncrete syntax
x of the langguage has beeen designed so
o that the usaage of the
composedd practices, i..e., the methood, should bee easy for thee practitionerss. For this
purpose, the concept of
o Alpha state cards is intro
oduced. Fig. 8 below show
ws the state
t Sprint alph
ha at the initiaal state (left) and
a in the Pla
anned state (riight). Thecard for the
se cards can
c be used fo
or reading andd understandin
ng the practice, and also hoow to progress the states of the Sprint accordding to the cheecklist defined
d. This requirres that all
checkpoinnts are ticked off.

Fig. 8. Sprint state ccard (initial statte and planned state)

Using thee checkpoints of the Alphass it is at the discretion
d
of th
he team to deccide when
a state chhange has occcurred. These state cards may
m also have different view
ws so that
instead of the checklisst items one ccould get a lisst of activitiess to do in ordder to prom one state to
t another, orr which work
k products to produce. Thee language
gress from
supports the definition of different vviews suitable for different kinds
k
of practtitioners.

5

R
Related
Worrk and Disccussions

One mainn criticism off SPEM 2.0 iss the lack of enactment support [8, 11].. Enacting
SPEM prrocesses are ty
ypically done through mapp
ping, e.g., (1) mapping proccesses into
project pllans and enaccting these wiith project plaanning and en
nactment systeems or (2)
mapping processes to a business flow
w or executio
on language an
nd executing tthis with a
w engine [1]. Designing
D
nattive dynamic semantics
s
into
o the languagee is arguaworkflow
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bly one of
o the main reequirements thhat will requiire a redesign of the SPEM
M architecture.
ommunity [12
2] has been w
working on
The Siituational Metthod Engineerring (SME) co
related metamodelling
m
approaches w
which has resu
ulted in the IS
SO/IEC 247444 standard
[13] that provides an alternative
a
to the OMG SP
PEM 2.0 speccification. Figg. 9 shows
c
in the ISO 24744 m
metamodel. Th
he metamodell can be seenn as a dual
the key classes
metamoddel that defin
nes Methodoloogy elements and Endeavvour elementss that are
linked toogether throu
ugh the conncept of pow
wertypes [14]]. An explan
anation of
powertyppes to model software
s
deveelopment metthods is described in [11]. There are
two typess of methodollogy element classes, nameely Template and Resourcee. Endeavour elem
ments which in
ncludes Stagee, WorkUnit, WorkProduct and Produceer, always
have a corresponding
g methodoloogy element ...Kind type representedd using a
powertyppe relationship
p. Resource constructs, which
w
includee Language, Notation,
Constrainnt, Outcome and
a Guideline,, represents ellements that arre directly useed without
requiring the need for instantiation
i
aat the endeavo
our level.

Fig.
F 9. Overview
w of the ISO 24
4744 metamodeel

modelling consstructs such ass powertypes are
a not compaatible with
Since advvanced metam
MOF thee ISO 24744 standard use s a different metamodel architecture
a
[111, 13] to
support dynamic
d
semaantics. This m
metamodelling
g issue is not present in SPPEM as it
leaves ouut the endeavo
our M0 layer.. In the SEMAT approach we propose a solution
that is MOF
M
compliantt and define ttwo separate domains,
d
the metamodel
m
off the static
semanticss and the mod
del of the dynnamic semantiics. We comp
pose these twoo domains
at the M11 layer of the MOF architeecture (see Fig
g. 4) to support both methood and endeavour properties
p
at the
t endeavourr M0 layer. This
T is very similar to the cconcept of
using pow
wertypes but maintains coompatibility with
w
the MOF
F architecturee. Fig. 10
illustratess the difference between thhe two approaches. The WorkProduct
W
aand WorkProductK
Kind metaclassses from thee ISO/IEC 24
4744 standard
d are equivaleent to the
WorkProduct (at M2 layer) and my__WorkProducct (at M1 layerr) in the Essennce specification. Standardised endeavour pproperties on WorkProducct (ISO 247444) can be
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representted as properrties on my_W
WorkProduct (Essence). Additional
A
useer-specific
extensionns and properrties such as version on ProductBacklo
P
og (ISO 24744
44) can be
done throough extension
ns of the dom
main classes ass shown using
g my_WorkPro
roduct_Ext
(Essence)). The resultin
ng slots in thee ProductBaccklog instance at M0 are thhe same in
both apprroaches.

Fig. 10. Comparison
C
off the ISO 24744 and Essence ap
pproaches

6

Conclusions and Futurre Work

In this paaper we have presented
p
the main ideas of the Essence language subbmitted by
SEMAT as a responsee to the OMG
G RFP “A Foundation for the Agile Creeation and
Enactmennt of Softwaree Engineeringg Methods” [4]. This paper has explainedd the static
and dynaamic semantics of the Essennce language and
a illustrated
d the enactmennt support
by modellling selected parts
p
of the Sccrum project management
m
practice.
p
The prroposed langu
uage contains a static seman
ntics part defiined as a metaamodel on
the M2 laayer in the MO
OF architecturre and a dynam
mic semanticss part defined as a model on thee M1 layer in the MOF arcchitecture. Th
he proposed language consstructs are
intended to simplify software
s
engiineering meth
hod modelling
g adaptation ffor practiT concepts of
o Kernel, Alppha, Activity Space
S
and Pra
actice are intrroduced as
tioners. The
exampless of such requ
uired languagee constructs. The kernel ellements form a domain
model foor software en
ngineering annd provide a standardised baseline
b
for ddescribing
current annd future pracctices that afteerwards are ad
dapted and cusstomized for uusage, i.e.,
enactmennt, in softwaree endeavours. Our discussio
on has tried to
o clarify the ddifferences
and simillarities betweeen the Essencee approach an
nd other relateed standards suuch as the
ISO/IEC 24744.
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We are currently progressing this work in the context of SEMAT where we are
preparing a revised submission to the OMG RFP. The aim is to take advantage of
recent development and experiences from software engineering and method engineering communities in order to give the best possible direct support towards software
practitioners.
Acknowledgments. This research was co-funded by the European Union in the frame
of the NEFFICS project (FP7-ICT-258076) (www.neffics.eu) and the REMICS project (FP7-ICT-257793) (www.remics.eu), and SINTEF in the frame of the SiSaS project (sisas.modelbased.net). The authors acknowledge and thank collaboration with
colleagues within SEMAT (www.semat.org) for foundational input and feedback.
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Abstract. The collaborative design of mechatronic systems is still a
challenging task as different engineering disciplines have to be considered and coordinated during the design process. Here, an independent
and isolated view on discipline-specific tools, model data and activities is
not appropriate. So, the integration of these aspects for improved collaboration is still a remaining task in industry and research. Former research
have already developed first solutions each directing into the integration
of distinct aspects among the involved disciplines. This paper claims
that a comprehensive view on the different aspects can bring significant
benefits for the design of mechatronic systems. In detail, it presents an
approach which combines interdisciplinary system modeling with design
activity management by describing and integrating these aspects on metalevel. This integration leads automatically to enhanced possibilities for
design activity coordination and monitoring.

1

Introduction

The mechatronics engineering discipline is one of the main innovation leader in
industry nowadays. It offers possibilities to achieve highly innovative products
offering high performance whilst getting cost related aspects under control [1].
The design of mechatronic systems describes the synergetic creation and integration of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and information technology
for the specification and description of any kind of physical products [2]. However, mechatronic design is a manifold and challenging task as complexity of
such systems is increasing and the beneficial application of synergetic interdisciplinary effects has to be considered. This implicates an amount of challenges
which have to be met while designing a mechatronic system. The structured
handling of the increasing complexity of mechatronic systems is one main challenge. For compliance with market demands, systems have to offer a wider range
of functionality with increasing performance. This can only be reached by the
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combination of mechanical, electrical and control aspects into more and more
integrated devices where synergies can be exploited. This causes an increasing
amount of mutual interdependencies between different parts of the system. So,
mechanical space limitations resulting from the design of a chassis has direct
impacts on the assembly of electric components. However, nowadays distributed
development environments, discipline-specific terminologies and diverse modeling notations hinder direct communication and agreements. Nevertheless, the
needs and requirements of each engineering discipline have to be considered
equally. Therefore, systematic approaches for collaborative design even in the
early phases of the design process are needed and must be supported methodologically.
The presence and collaboration of diverse engineering disciplines also leads to
novel challenges in the management and coordination of the engineering design
process. Due to pressure for shorter time to market and so shorter development
time, an efficient coordination is crucial in nowadays design processes. It is obvious that a reduction of development time can be achieved through concurrent
arrangement of design activities. However, real life projects come along with
mutual dependencies between different design steps, especially in cases of strong
discipline-spanning cooperation. This inhibits independent and parallel activity
processing and requires crucial planning and coordination efforts.
The growing complexity of mechatronic systems as well as the extensive
amount of design activities within several engineering domains results in an increasing amount of design model data produced by diverse design tools. However,
complex interdependencies between these data exist and have to be considered to
allow engineers to work with a common set of information. This problem even
exacerbates with enhanced degree of integration and system complexity. The
resulting need for consistency management and model integration is therefore
evident for successful product design.
This paper intends to make a contribution to the mentioned problems and
presents a possibility for collaborative coordination of participated disciplines
during mechatronic design processes. This aims for an improved, collaborative
system design and an optimized way for design activity coordination. Particularly, the paper claims that a comprehensive view on these aspects will offer
extended possibilities for an improved collaboration between involved engineers.
Considerations about the relationship between product and process and the different kind of design model dependencies which can be deduced are the foundation of the approach. Metamodels will be used to describe the syntax of a
mechatronic system, related design activities and their relations and possibilities will be presented, how this approach can make a contribution to mechatronic
product design.
The remainder of the paper is structured as followed: Section 2 shows the
current state-of-the-art of mechatronic system modeling and design process management and shows remaining drawbacks. Section 3 presents the approach of an
integrated combination of system and process modeling. Section 4 provides a
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discussion about the approach. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and gives
an outlook for future work.

2

Related Work

The optimization of mechatronic designs has been the topic of a lot of research
and industrial projects. However, this field of research is wide and intensive work
has already been done in diverse areas. This section details current problems and
reviews the related works on which the proposed approach is based.
2.1

System Modeling

The rising complexity of mechatronic systems and their higher degree of discipline-spanning integration comes along with the need for extended systematic
approaches and methods. These have to address the needs of all involved engineering domains equally even in early phases of the mechatronic design process.
This issue is also discussed in the VDI guideline 2206 [3] which suggests the collaborative creation of an interdisciplinary principle solution during the system
design phase. As the guideline lacks of a concrete realization for this principle
solution, several attempts have been developed which can be applied for the realization. Whereas [4] proposes with Mechatronic UML a UML profile that extends
the common UML2 standard for mechatronic needs, [5] developed a novel specification notation for the description of the principle solution. Modelica [6] offers
possibilities for component-based modeling of complex systems with extensive
simulation capabilities. Furthermore, SysML is an approach for interdisciplinary
system modeling and defined as “a general-purpose graphical modeling language
for specifying, analyzing, designing and verifying complex systems that may include hardware, software, information, personnel, procedures and facilities” [7].
As it is defined as a standardized profile for UML2, tool support is widely given
and it gains more and more acceptance in industry. Several research projects have
already shown the general feasibility of this modeling notation for the creation
of an interdisciplinary system model [8–10]. Interviews with industrial partners
have shown that the idea of an interdisciplinary system model has not yet been
fully accepted in industry. As the creation of an additional model causes further
efforts, the concrete benefits must be demonstrated in advance. Furthermore, the
introduction of a collaboratively created system model requests novel methodologies and roles within the project. Finally, the continuous usage of a system
model during the overall development process of the mechatronic system has to
be shown precisely. This is still an ongoing research topic in industry.
2.2

Engineering Design Process Management

The efficient organization and management of engineering design processes is
a crucial factor for successful and cost efficient product development. As a
consequence, several process models have been developed [3, 11]. They offer a
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framework to which engineering activities can be aligned and present common
methodologies for problem solving and designing engineering systems. However,
they are very abstract and give only few information to assist engineers in their
daily activities [12].
From business process management (BPM) the idea of modeling a workflow
of activities in a formal and computer interpretable way arose. Notations, such
as BPMN [13], have been developed to support process designers with standardized modeling languages and, at the same time, workflow management systems
opened the possibility for process enactment. Also notations specialized to engineering activities appeared, such as SPEM [14].
However, the established workflow modeling techniques from BPM cannot be
applied directly on the modeling of engineering design activities. Deterministic
and sequential business process chains are commonly performed several times
in the same manner. In contrast, design processes are knowledge intensive and
characterized by their weakly-structured and nondeterministic activity order.
Additionally, the long duration increases the degree of uncertainty and hinders
a complete planning in advance. [12] and [15] have identified that the process
depends very much on the product itself and already produced design artifacts.
So, results of former design steps influence the further process heavily and lead
to an evolutionary process model. Engineering design activities are additionally
characterized by very complex interdependencies as engineers have to exchange
informations and activities may depend on the results of others. Nevertheless, a
maximum degree of concurrency is desirable in order to optimize the process. In
industry it is a common practice to work with assumptions to avoid unnecessary
delays especially in early phases of the design process. However, this approach
leads to high consistency problems, as refined parameters need to be propagated
reliably. One approach for successful planning and modeling of design processes
is the determination of the right level of granularity of the considered activities.
So, Lindemann [16] identifies four levels of hierarchy, separated from micro to
macro logic, which can be used for structured planning. This categorization as
well the fact that the system and process depend on each other will also be used
in the current approach.
2.3

Model Integration

With rising complexity of mechatronic systems, also the amount of model data
produced during system design is increasing extensively. These models describe
the system from different views on several levels of abstraction, such as models for
requirements analysis, CAD models for geometric information or detailed mathematical models for simulation. Whereas the storage and retrieval of physical data
can already be managed by established product data management systems, the
management of logical dependencies and the consistency between model data is
still a challenge. Several approaches exist trying to increase the interoperability and consistency between design tools. Especially the idea of model-based
systems engineering lead to novel approaches as design models during the systems engineering process base on formal models. This increases determinism
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and understandability [17] and offers automated processing by computers. The
Modelbus [18] project connects existing design tools with a common bus where
data can be exchanged flexibly. So tool chains can be created which automatically transfer model data between the involved tools. Modelisar [19] is a project
which offers standardized interfaces between existing design tools which can also
be used to exchange model data and create tool chains. Other approaches use
the idea of a central system model where important information from several
disciplines and design tools are stored and related to design tool specific models
[20, 21]. Also the AGENTES project [22] follows the idea of a common system
model and applies a multi-agent system for change propagation from system
model to design tools and back.

3

Integration of System and Design Activity Modeling

This research continues with ongoing trends within the research field of collaborative mechatronic design. Concretely, it deals with the planning and modelling of
design activities to enable concurrent enactment. However, waiting for availability of information hinders the parallel processing and the usage of assumptions
leads to intense consistency issues. This approach is founded on the fact that
mechatronic design activity planning bases intensively on the characteristics and
the structure of the product to be developed. By using information and dependencies of the system, design activities can be coordinated and synchronized.
We argue that the consideration of logical dependencies (originating from the
product) together with chronological dependencies (originating from the activity
sequence) enhances the concurrent processing of design activities. Supported by
an IT tool, engineers can be guided through the design process in a pro-active
way and inconsistencies can be detected and propagated.
The conceptual background of the approach will be introduced by two technology neutral metamodels that will narrow the terms down to our scope and
demonstrate the interrelation between the domains. The first metamodel represents the abstract syntax of a mechatronic product whereas the second metamodel will demonstrate the concepts of mechatronic design activities. These
metamodels have been built based on common state-of-the-art insights about
mechatronic systems and borrows concepts from common modeling notations.
In that way, we make the approach portable to established notations. The mutual
integration between product and design activities is represented by cross references between the metamodels. Further, a way will be demonstrated that offers
a possible realization of the concepts with common and well-known modeling
notations.
The remainder of this chapter shows the abstract syntax and composition of
a mechatronic product as well the syntax of mechatronic design activities. Next,
a possible application of these concepts is shown. Finally, tool support of the
approach is sketched.
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3.1

Product Structure

The abstract syntax and composition of a mechatronic product have been defined
formally by a metamodel. The design considerations of the metamodel were
influenced by current insights about mechatronic systems and their structural
composition [22]. The following assumptions were taken and considered:
– An mechatronic system can be described in terms of its requirements, its
functional decomposition as well as the product structure. Tracing information can exist to relate information between these different levels of abstraction.
– A mechatronic system is assembled of mechatronic subsystems and components which themselves can be decomposed into an hierarchical structure of
mechatronic subcomponents.
– A mechatronic component is an interdisciplinary element which stores information and parameters from diverse engineering disciplines, e.g. from mechanics and electronics [23].
– Mechatronic components are connected via uni- or bidirectional interfaces
which offer or use an interface definition
– Dependencies and mathematical relationships between parameters from different levels of abstraction, different components as well different disciplines
can exist.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the developed metamodel. The root element
of the metamodel is EngSystem, which represents the mechatronic system. This
system is defined on several levels of abstraction, namely: (1) as the set of requirements (Requirement) the system has to fulfill; (2) the set of functions (Function)
that refine the requirements; and (3) the set of concrete components (Component) that realize the functions. A Requirement is specified by a textual description. Furthermore the metaclass Property can be used to express the requirement
more formally with a set of properties. Each requirement can be refined by a
function hierarchy represented as Function metaclasses. The idea of functional
decomposition is common in mechatronic engineering and offers a means to describe a system in a solution independent way [24]. The concrete realization is
expressed as a hierarchy of the Components and decomposes the EngSystem.
The EngSystem as well as each Component is a subclass of StructuralElement
and so owns a set of Property, Interface and Constraint metaclasses: A Property
can be used to express any discrete parameter by stating its Name, the Unit
and the respective Value of the Property. Additionally, a PropertyState can be
attached which holds information about the maturity of the value. Theses states
can be used to support evolutionary development of the product. An Interface
serves as a connection point between distinct StructuralElement instances. The
connection between two interfaces is realized via a common InterfaceDefinition.
It describes an interface in terms of its name and id as well as a set of properties
which are again expressed with the metaclass Property. An InterfaceDefinition
is offered by exactly one Interface and can be used by several other Interfaces.
The Constraint metaclass allows an engineer to express dependencies between
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any level of hierarchy within the system model. Therefore, a mapping between
a Parameter of the constraint and an arbitrary Property can be defined and the
relation between the parameters can be expressed with mathematical expressions. In that way, dependencies within the system can be expressed formally
and consistently.

Fig. 1. The engineering metamodel

3.2

Process Modeling

The description of the flow of activities in a formal and computer interpretable
way has shown its effectiveness already in business process management. It increases transparency between involved engineers, improves coordination and assistance, allows better planning and management capabilities and leads finally to
shorter development cycles [25]. However, as discussed in section 2, engineering
design processes have special characteristics that make traditional process modeling not directly applicable to them. According to Lindemann [16] engineering
processes can be described on different levels of abstraction. This paper focuses
on the operational level ”with interrelated activities” [12]. These are characterized by their strong dependencies on mutual exchanged information but weak
possibilities for a predictable order. This is the reason why the metamodel con-
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tains possibilities to express pre- and postconditions rather than explicit control
flow elements.
Principally, it is assumed that engineering design activities consume information about the mechatronic system, e.g. requirements, functionalities or important parameters of previous design decisions. These knowledge is used to produce
new design knowledge which can be reflected to the mechatronic product and
influences further design steps. The reflection of information may lead to iterations or repetitions of former activities. So, an aligned and synchronous planning
of design activities parallel to the evolution of the product is meaningful. This
paper performs the integration on metamodel level by adding cross references
between the activity and the product metamodel.
For the design of the metamodel, the following assumptions are taken:
– An activity describes a work package with defined input and output information for a single or a group of engineers.
– Activities are coupled via their interdependencies of produced and consumed
information.
– The inputs of an activity are specified by a textual description of the work
package, related requirements and functions, existing work products such as
previously created simulation models as well as a context within the system
model. Depending on the level of maturity of the system, some inputs may
be optional.
– The output is again a set of properties. These properties can refine existing
properties or give new properties an initial value.
– An activity produces or refines work products such as e.g. a simulation model
of a specific tool.
– Pre- and post-conditions can specify extended dependencies between activities.
These assumptions lead to the metamodel presented in figure 2. As the process
in this paper deals with operational level, the process model shall be declared as
an activity model and be represented via the metaclass ActivityModel. A model
contains a set of independent activities (Activity) which are specified by a name,
a textual description as well as an optional deadline. One ore more Roles which
are instances of the metaclass Role have to be assigned to an activity indicating
the responsibilities. A Role is part of a RoleCollection storing available roles of
the project. Similarly, a Tool, which is again part of a ToolCollection, can be
attached to an Activity. Furthermore, produced and consumed WorkProducts
can be specified by their filenames. With subclasses of the abstract metaclass
Condition, additional activity flow information can be attached to an Activity.
The integration with the system metamodel is realized with the metaclasses
StructuralElement, Property, Function and Requirement. These classes origin
from the system metamodel and specify directly the context as well as attached
requirements and functions which deliver additional information for the engineer.
Further, the abstract metaclass ActivityProperty reflects a concrete Property of
the system model and offers as optional alias name. Subclasses of an ActivityProperty are used to specify input and output properties for an activity.
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Fig. 2. The process metamodel

3.3

Application

The abstract metamodels can be applied on real life projects in several ways.
Several modeling notations have been developed which offer possibilities for the
creation of a system model according to the presented metamodels (see section 2). For broader acceptance and generic applicability, some notations have
intentionally been designed without clearly defined semantics. So, the projectspecific definition of the semantics of syntax elements have been evolved to a
common practice at the beginning of a project. By having the structure of
a mechatronic product defined formally, the approach can be realized by any
modeling notation which allows the modeling of system in these terms. The
system modeling language SysML is an example of such a language. In [26] a
modeling approach with SysML which can be aligned to the presented metamodel has already been shown. Hence, the authors used the block definition
diagram to model the hierarchical structure of the system with the SysML element <block>. The single components have been connected within an internal
block diagram and constraints between parameters of the system have been modeled with <constraint>-elements within a parametric diagram. So, that model
is expressive enough to describe a system in the presented syntax. Nevertheless,
other modeling approaches - also with SysML - are suitable to model such a
representation, too.
The creation of an activity model is more complex as the cross references
to the system model have to be implemented. Actually, in the domain of engineering processes, no standard modeling notation have been revealed so far.
Even proprietary models in Microsoft Excel or Powerpoint are still a common
means to express design activities in industry. Nevertheless, the approach can
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be applied as long as the notation is expressive enough to obtain a model that
satisfies the syntax of the metamodel. The implementation of the references to
the system model can be realized in several ways. So, for prototypical realization,
even referencing a property by its string identifier is a valid option. Extended
possibilities for cross-referencing include the adaption of the modeling tool for
direct access of the system model elements. This extension is currently under
development.
3.4

Tool support

Necessarily, the presented approach has to be supported by an IT tool for several
reasons: First, change impacts due to modeled dependencies and constraints
within the product can only be evaluated reliably by an application that owns
this knowledge. Second, the modeled activities need to be enacted in a way
similar to traditional business process workflow management systems. Third,
timing information of enacted activities have to be traced to take advantage of
the chronological dependencies for extended change impact analysis.
The initial architecture of an IT tool has already been presented in [26]. The
paper at hand shows the configuration of that system. The presented metamodels
are used as a data structure that serves as the interface to the proposed framework. Rather than bounding an existing modeling notation to the semantics of
our need, we define a metamodel that specifies our syntax of a mechatronic system as a distinct metamodel and offer transformation possibilities from existing
notations. So, established modeling notations can still be used and the approach
stays technology neutral.

4

Discussion

The presented approach offers possibilities for activity planning and modeling
based on information of the system model. The combination of these two modeling levels possesses two kinds of dependencies and tracing information that
can be used for consistency management: First, modeled constraints and associations on system model level define system internal dependencies centrally in
one model. These information can be used for change impact analysis after a
parameter has been refined by an engineer. So, other elements can be updated
based on the new information and affected engineers can be informed. The second kind of dependency are chronological dependencies that come along with the
enactment of activities. As each property can serve as an input or be the output
of design activities, these properties are related in a chronological order. This
enables an extended change impact analysis, as affected design activities can be
considered and, if necessary, be restarted with updated information. Further, the
coupling of activities by their input/output relationship offers dynamic ordering
and automatic enactment of activities by availability of necessary information.
Furthermore, activity modeling bridges the gap between information modeled in the system model and corresponding information with discipline-specific
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engineering tools. As an activity possesses knowledge about input properties,
the used tool as well as the produced work product, implicit mappings between
system model properties and tool parameters can be created and used.
Finally, as our description of the system and the activities base on a formal
metamodel, they can be used as the input for an IT system that is able to enact
the activity model.

5

Conclusion and future work

This paper presented an integrated approach for system and activity modeling
in the context of mechatronic design processes. Two metamodels that describe
a mechatronic system and related design activities have been developed. It has
been highlighted that the combined usage can enhance the coordination of engineers in distributed environments and improves collaboration and consistency
management. Furthermore, model data consistency can be ensured by the combined consideration of system model and chronological dependencies.
Future work will deal with the realization of the approach. For beneficial application, IT-based tool support is necessary and the mentioned prototype [26]
has to be refined by integrating the demonstrated metamodels and concepts.
Next, transformations from established system and process modeling notations
to the metamodels will be developed. Furthermore, process management has to
be integrated into the existing multi-agent system in a way we already described
in [26]. So, chronological dependencies can also be considered. Additionally, specialized tool adapters will be needed that serve as interfaces to discipline specific
modeling and simulation tools. So, automatic mappings between properties of
the system model and the parameters within an IT tool are possible to automate
model consistency. In parallel, the metamodels will be revised and use cases will
show the applicability in real life projects.
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In re ent years, the development of domain-spe i modeling
languages (DSMLs) that are based on the MOF and/or UML has be ome
a popular option in the model-driven development ontext. As a result,
the model-driven software engineering ommunity olle ted many design
and implementation experien es. However, most resear h ontributions
on this topi do not aim at supporting the DSML development pro ess as
a repetitive de ision-making pro ess. In this paper, we do ument some of
our experien es gathered from developing ten MOF/UML-based DSMLs
and present our experien es in a reusable manner via de ision templates.
In parti ular, this paper fo uses on design de isions for the initial phase
of the DSML development pro ess, i.e. the denition of the DSML's ore
language model.
Abstra t.
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1

Introdu tion

In model-driven development (MDD), a domain-spe i

modeling language

(DSML) is a spe ialized modeling language tailored for a parti ular appli ation
domain (e.g., a

ess

ontrol, ba kup poli ies, or system auditing) (see, e.g.,

[1,2,3,4℄). Thus, a DSML's abstra tion level, its expressiveness, and
syntax are

on rete

ustomized for software developers and for experts in the DSML's

appli ation domain. Often DSMLs are developed based on the Unied Modeling Language (UML) [5℄. The UML

an leverage industry-grade tool support,

s ienti

foundations, and standardized modeling

evaluations of its semanti

extensions (e.g., SoaML for servi e-oriented systems [6℄). The UML benets

This work has partly been funded by the Austrian Resear h Promotion Agen y
(FFG) of the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Te hnology
(BMVIT) through the Competen e Centers for Ex ellent Te hnologies (COMET K1)
initiative and the FIT-IT program.
∗
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from its organizational maintenan e through the Obje t Management Group
(OMG) and builds upon a standardized metamodel: the Meta Obje t Fa ility
(MOF) [7℄. With this, the MOF and the UML provide a ri h DSML development
toolkit.
In re ent years, a number of
domain-spe i
(e.g.,

ontributions dis ussed the development of

languages (DSLs). Examples in lude empiri al resear h eviden e

ase study resear h [8,9,10℄), DSL development pro esses [1℄, develop-

ment guidelines and patterns [2,3,4,11℄, or sele ted fa ets of UML-based DSMLs
[12,13℄. Despite the availability of su h sour es of design knowledge, most

ontri-

butions fall short in one or several respe ts: Many experien es la k empiri ally
gathered eviden e (e.g., an expli itly do umented resear h design). Many are
not spe i ally tailored toward DSMLs in general, or MOF/UML-based DSMLs
in parti ular, but rather toward textual DSLs. Others ree t design knowledge
whi h is spe i

to a parti ular toolkit (e.g., the E lipse Modeling Framework,

EMF). Our work

omplements the experien es mentioned above by providing

reusable design knowledge for designing the
based DSMLs; i.e. spe i

options,

ore language model of MOF/UML-

onsequen es, and dependen ies of de isions

in this parti ular phase of DSML development.
The purpose of this paper is to present our experien es, lessons learned, and
some of the

hallenges we fa ed while developing ten MOF/UML-based DSMLs

over the last years. For an overview of these proje ts see Table 1 (P1P10). From
these experien es, we extra ted two de ision points with

orresponding de ision

options for the initial DSML development phase of onstru ting the

model.

The

ore language model

ore language

aptures all relevant domain abstra tions and

spe ies the relations between these abstra tions. A

ordingly, we dened a

ore

language model for ea h of our DSMLs. We do ument the design de isions in
a reusable manner by adopting de ision templates inspired by related work on
do umenting ar hite tural design de isions (see, e.g., [3℄). The basi

phases of

DSML development are adopted from [1℄.
The remainder of the paper is stru tured as follows: In Se tion 2, we introdu e the pro ess model of DSML development a

ording to [1℄. In Se tion 3, we

des ribe the relations between the de isions and the respe tive de ision options
in a stru tured manner. Limitations of our

ontribution are dis ussed in Se tion

4. Se tion 5 provides an overview of related work and Se tion 6

on ludes the

paper.

2

Ba kground: DSML Development Phases

Before we outline the lessons learned from our DSML proje ts (see Table 1), we
give an overview of the DSML development pro ess applied in our proje ts (for
a detailed dis ussion see [1℄). The following steps were performed iteratively to
build the DSMLs:

Dene DSML ore language model
guage model and the

One rst denes an initial

orresponding language model

ore lan-

onstraints for the target

domain. By following a domain analysis method, su h as domain-driven design
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#
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

Obje tives
Domain
An approa h to model interdependent on ern behavior using Separation of on erns
extended UML a tivity models [14℄.
An integrated approa h for modeling pro esses and pro ess- Business pro esses, rolerelated RBAC models (roles, hierar hies, stati ally and dynam- based
a ess
ontrol
i ally mutual ex lusive tasks et .) [15℄.
(RBAC)
A UML extension for an integrated modeling of business pro- Business
pro esses,
esses and pro ess-related duties; parti ularly the modeling of pro ess-related duties
duties and asso iated tasks in business pro ess models [16℄.
An approa h to provide modeling support for the delegation of Business pro esses, delegaroles, tasks, and duties in the ontext of pro ess-related RBAC tion of roles, tasks, and dumodels [17℄.
ties
A UML extension to model ondentiality and integrity of ob- Data ondentiality and
je t ows in a tivity models [18℄.
integrity
UML modeling support for the notion of mutual ex lusion and RBAC ( onsisten y he ks
binding onstraints for duties in pro ess-related RBAC models for duties)
[19℄.
In orporation of data integrity and ondentiality into the
and ondentialmodel-driven development of pro ess-driven servi e-oriented ar- Integrity
ity for servi e invo ations
hite tures [20℄.
Integration of ontext onstraints with pro ess-related RBAC
pro esses, RBAC,
models and thereby supporting ontext-dependent task exe u- Business
ontext onstraints
tion [21℄.
A generi UML extension for the denition of audit requirements Audit rules
and spe i ation of audit rules at the modeling-level [22℄.
An approa h based on model transformations between the valid
stru tural and behavioral runtime states that a system an have Model transformation
[23℄.
Table 1. Overview of ondu ted DSML development proje ts.

(see, e.g., [24℄), domain abstra tions are identied and form the language model
of a DSML. Be ause the language model often
and/or semanti

are added, if ne essary. This phase results in the
a

atalog of

annot

DSML language model onstraints.

onstraints

DSML ore language model

Dene DSML on rete syntax In this phase, graphi
symbols as well as

and

al or textual notation

omposition and produ tion rules are dened. The DSML

ore language model and the DSML language model
to produ e the

apture all restri tions

properties of the DSML elements, language model

DSML on rete syntax spe i ation.

Dene DSML behavior

onstraints serve as input

The behavior spe i ation of a DSML determines

how the DSML elements intera t to produ e the behavior intended by the DSML
designer. Syntax and behavior of a DSML are usually dened in parallel. The

DSML behavior spe i ation

(e.g.,

ontrol ow models, formal textual spe i a-

tions) is the output of this phase.

DSML platform integration

All artifa ts dened for a DSML are mapped

to the features of a sele ted platform, either by extending an existing platform
or by developing a new tool set. Platform integration is a hieved by dening
model transformations (see, e.g., [25℄) to
spe i

onvert a model into another platform-

model (model-to-model transformation, M2M) or into ma hine-readable

software artifa ts (model-to-text transformation, M2T).

3
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#

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10

De ision/Option

D1 Language model formalization

O1.1
O1.2
O1.3
O1.4
O1.5

M1 lass model
Prole denition
Metamodel extension
Metamodel modi ation
Combination of options1

O2.1
O2.2
O2.3
O2.4
O2.5
O2.6

Expli it onstraint expressions
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
Code annotations
Constraining M2T transformations
×
Textual annotations
×
×
1
≍
⊂
≍
Combination of options
None
Table 2. Overview of design de ision points and options.

×
×

×
×

×

⊂

×

×

×

⊂

×
×

×

≍

×
×

×
×

⊂

⊂

×

×

D2 Language model onstraints

3

×

×
×
⊂

⊂

×
⊂

Colle ted De isions on the Core Language Model

Most of our DSMLs (see Table 1) provide modeling support for dierent types of
se urity aspe ts in a business pro ess

ontext. P10 [23℄ is an ex eption and aims

at des ribing program transformations in dynami

programming environments.

Ea h of the ten DSML proje ts adopted the development pro ess sket hed in
Se tion 2. However, due to diering requirements, we did not always perform all
DSML development phases. For example, we do not provide platform integration
for P10. Thus, to do ument our experien es from the ten proje ts, we fo us on
a single phase and on two spe i

de isions that appeared in ea h of the ten

proje ts. In parti ular, this paper reports on the

ore language model denition

and on the respe tive design de isions.
For ea h

ase presented in Table 1, we identied dierent de ision options.

The development of a DSML

ore language model requires two important de i-

sions: DSML language model formalization (Se tion 3.1) and dening language
model

onstraints (Se tion 3.2). Table 2 summarizes these options for both de-

sign de ision points and lists the options adopted for ea h of the ten
1 depi ts an overview of the two de isions, the

ases. Fig.

orresponding options, as well as

the interdependen ies between the de isions and their options. These relations
are then dis ussed for ea h de ision in the respe tive

Consequen es

sub-se tion

(see below).

3.1 D1 Language Model Formalization
De ision In whi h way should the domain on epts be formalized?
Context Domain abstra tions are identied and form the language
a DSML (i.e., the abstra t syntax). This language model denition

model of
an be ex-

pressed, for instan e, in a narrative text form, with mathemati al expressions
(e.g., set algebra), or via a modeling language (e.g., the UML). The language
model denition serves as input for the phase of formalizing the domain
stru ts into the

1

ore language model expressed via the UML.

⊂ options omplementary; ≍ options equivalent

on-
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R3
O2.1 Explicit
constraints

O1.1 Class
model

R1

R4
O2.2 Code
annotations

O1.2 Profile
definition

D1
Language model
formalization

O2.3 M2T
constraints

O1.3 MM
extension

R2

R6

D2
Language model
constraints

O2.4 Textual
annotations

O1.4 MM
modification

O2.5 Combination

O1.5 Combination

O2.6 None

R5

Fig. 1.

Relations (R1R6) between de ision options.

Options For UML-based DSMLs, the language model

an be dened within the

boundaries of the modeling language via dedi ated language extension

onstru ts

(su h as UML proles) or by extending the modeling language to provide the
required semanti s (see, e.g., [5,26℄).

O1.1 M1 lass model :

UML

lass models are an ad-ho

malize domain abstra tions. Domain

on epts

instrument to for-

an be expressed as

lasses and

relationships as asso iations.

O1.2 Prole denition : Proles are a language extension option to tailor the

UML for dierent purposes. A prole

onsists of a set of stereotypes whi h dene

existing UML meta lass may be extended.
O1.3 Metamodel extension : A metamodel extension introdu

how an

es, for instan e,

new meta lasses and/or new asso iations between meta lasses (MOF-based extension [7℄).

O1.4 Metamodel modi ation : In

ontrast to a metamodel extension, existing

meta lasses of the UML metamodel are modied; e.g., by
a

hanging the type of

lass property or by deleting existing asso iations (MOF-based extension [7℄).

O1.5 Combination of options : A

ombination may in lude the denition of a

metamodel extension as well as an equivalent prole denition (e.g., P7). Similarly, stereotype denitions

an be provided to a

ompany a metamodel modi-

ation (e.g., P9).

Drivers

Domain spa e : The degree of overlap between the domain spa

on epts and the general purpose language

e of the DSML

onstru ts (i.e., the UML spe i a-

tion) has a dire t impa t on whether a prole denition is su ient or on whether
a metamodel extension/modi ation is needed (O1.2O1.4). In general, a UML
extension is reusable if it is

ompliant with the UML standard.

DSML expressiveness : For instan

e, a UML prole (O1.2)

an only spe ialize

the UML metamodel in su h a way that the prole semanti s do not
the semanti s of the referen ed metamodel. Therefore, prole

oni t with

onstraints may

5
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only dene well-formed rules that are more
those spe ied by the metamodel [5℄. In

onstraining (but

onsistent with)

ontrast, a metamodel extension/modi-

 ation (O1.3 and O1.4) is only limited by the

onstraints imposed by the MOF

metamodel.

Portability and evolution :

O1.4) reates a fork of a

A metamodel extension/modi ation (O1.3 and

ertain version of the UML spe i ation. The metamodel

does not inherit revisions

oming from newly released OMG spe i ations and

an deviate from the UML or MOF standard.

DSML integration :

Available DSMLs, software systems, and tool support

have a dire t impa t on the design pro ess of a DSML in terms of integration
possibilities. For instan e, the UML spe i ation denes a standardized way to
use i ons and display options for proles (O1.2). Tool support for authoring
UML

lass models and proles (O1.1 and O1.2) is widely available.

Consequen es (see Fig. 1)

R1 Constraint limitations for lass models : A

lass model denes a language

model at the UML instan e level (i.e. at the M1 level, see [7℄). This means,
no metamodel is dened to ree t the domain spa e and, thus, domain
an neither be instantiated nor expli itly
onstru ts. Thus, restri tions

on epts

onstrained for their usage as modeling

an only be dened in terms of text annotations

atta hed to the language model.

R2 Prole dependen y :

Dependen ies

an o

ur from

ombined language

model formalizations. For instan e, proles are dependent on the UML metamodel. If a prole is
metamodel

ombined with a metamodel modi ation,

an lead to impli it and unwanted

hanges to the

hanges ae ting the dened

stereotypes (e.g., if a stereotype-extended meta lass is modied).

Examples In all DSML proje

ts, we formalized the language models as meta-

model extensions (O1.3). Additionally, proles (O1.2) were employed in P1, P3,
P7, P9, and P10. Therefore, we ee tively adopted
In order to be

ombined strategies (O1.5).

ompliant with the OMG spe i ations, we did not

onsider modi-

fying the UML metamodel (O1.4). As an example, Fig. 2 depi ts an ex erpt from
a UML extension (taken from P7). On the left hand side, it shows a UML pa kage
denition

alled

Se ureObje tFlows::Servi es as an example of a metamodel

extension, on the right hand side, it shows a UML prole spe i ation named

SOF::Servi es.

Mappings between these two language-model representations

are provided as M2M transformations. Both UML
same modeling

ustomizations provide the

apabilities for using one of our UML se urity extensions (for

details see [18,20℄) with the SoaML spe i ation [6℄.

3.2 D2 Language Model Constraints
De ision Do we have to dene onstraints over the ore language model(s)? If
so, how should these onstraints be expressed?

Context A

ore language model has been formalized in the UML, using either a

UML metamodel extension/modi ation, a UML prole, or a UML

lass model

(see Se tion 3.1). The resulting language model des ribes the domain-spe i
language in terms of its language elements and their interrelations. The denition
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<<metaclass>>

<<metaclass>>

ServiceInterface

Class

(from SoaML::Services)

(from Kernel)
<<stereotype>>

ServiceInterface
(from SoaML)

<<metamodel>>

SecureObjectFlows::Services
<<metaclass>>
<<proﬁle>>

SecureInterface
+ isStrict:Boolean = false

SOF::Services
<<stereotype>>

<<metaclass>>

SecureInterface
+ isStrict:Boolean = false

SecureDataStoreNode
<<metaclass>>

SecurePin

Fig. 2.

<<metaclass>>

<<stereotype>>

SecureActivityParameterNode

secure

Exemplary UML metamodel extension and prole denition [20℄.

of these interrelations is limited through the expressiveness of the MOF and
the UML (e.g., part-of relations). A stru tural UML model, however,
apture

ertain

ategories of

onstraints over domain

annot

on epts that are relevant

for the des ription of the target domain. Examples are invariants for domain
on epts, pre- onditions and post- onditions, as well as guards (referred to as

stati

onstraints, hereafter). As a result, the language model formalization ould

be in omplete or ambiguous.
If the language model has been realized by

reating multiple formalizations

(e.g., multiple proles), there is an additional risk of introdu ing in onsisten ies
provided that the DSML
prole

an be used in dierent

ongurations (e.g., dierent

ompositions). Consider, for example, proles whi h provide a bridge

between two UML extensions.

Options

O2.1 Constraint-language expressions :

straints expli it using a

One

an make language model

on-

onstraint-expression language, for instan e, via the Ob-

je t Constraint Language (OCL) or via the Epsilon Validation Language (EVL)
in E lipse.

O2.2 Code annotations :

The language model and its elements are enri hed

through annotations whi h

ontain expressions in the host language (or a lan-

guage embedded within the host language). For example, this
using model annotations and UML's

OpaqueExpression [5℄.

O2.3 Constraining M2T transformations : The

an be realized by

onstraints over the language

model are expressed at the level of transformation templates. That is, template
expressions

ontain

he ks (e.g.,

onditional statements based on model nav-

igation expressions) whi h test model instan es for the impli it t with
sponding domain

onstraints; e.g.,

orre-

onditional Epsilon Transformation Language

(ETL) statements based on Epsilon Obje t Language (EOL) expressions.

O2.4 Textual annotations :

Certain

eli ited from the target domain
expressions (i.e.,

onstraints (e.g., temporal bindings)

annot be

aptured su iently via evaluable

onstraint language expressions,

ode annotations) and/or the

onstraints serve a do umentary purpose (to the domain expert). In su h

ases,

7
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unstru tured text annotations may

apture

the human reader only (e.g., via UML

O2.5 Combination of options :
an addition to

onstraint des riptions meant for

omments).

For instan e, textual annotations are used as

onstraint-language expressions.

O2.6 None : Stati

onstraints over the language model are not made expli it

in (or along with) the language model.

Drivers

Constraint formalization :

In early iterations (e.g., DSML prototyping),

straints might not be expressed via well-formed, synta ti ally valid

on-

onstraint-

language expressions, but rather as pseudo-expressions or unstru tured text.
With the language model maturing during subsequent iterations these annotations

an be transformed into evaluable expressions.

Automated language model he king : Depending on whether tool integration

for model

he king is a requirement, the options O2.1O2.3 are

andidates. A

driver toward either option is the intended model- he king time. Relevant points
in time follow from the model formalization option adopted (e.g.,

lass model

vs. metamodel-based) and the platform-support (model-level or instan e-level
he ks). Language-model
izes the latest possible

he king based on template expressions (O2.3) real-

he king point. Therefore, this option does not oer any

onstraint-based feedba k during model development.

Native language model onstraints :

Constraint-language expressions are de-

veloped with the purpose of integrating (i.e., navigating and

he king) with the

(meta-)model representations. Examples are standard- ompliant and vendorspe i

OCL expressions for the UML, as well as EVL expressions and Java-

oded

onstraints over se ondary E ore representations of UML models (E lipse

EValidator framework).

Maintainability :

Expli itly stating model

onstraints (O2.1 through O2.3)

reates stru tured text artifa ts whi h must be maintained along with the model
artifa ts (e.g., the XMI representation). Toolkits and their model representations
oer dierent strategies for this purpose, for instan e, embedding
model elements (i.e., model annotations, su h as UML
onstraint

olle tions as external resour es (e.g., separate text les), or editor

integration. Ea h strategy ae ts the artifa t
to keep the

onstraints into

omments), maintaining

omplexity and the eort needed

onstraints and the models syn hronized.

Portability :

If the portability of

onstraints between dierent MDD toolkits

(e.g., E lipse MDT, Rational Software Ar hite t, Magi Draw, Dresden OCL)
is a mandatory requirement, the platform-dependent options O2.2 and O2.3
an be ex luded. However, due to the version in ompatibilities and the dierent
vendor-spe i

onstraint-language diale ts (e.g., E lipse MDT OCL), even O2.1

does not guarantee portability for the underspe ied se tions of the OCL/UML
spe i ations (e.g., navigating stereotypes in model instan es or for transitive
quantiers su h as

losure [27℄).

Consequen es (see Fig. 1)

R3 Conforman e between language model and onstraints : Constraints on the

language model

an be dened separately from the referen ing metamodel (e.g.,
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using

ode annotations; O2.2) or at a later stage (e.g., for M2T transformations;

O2.3). It must be ensured that language model onstraints do not
language model formalization and vi e versa. Moreover,
be adapted when the

orresponding metamodel

ontradi t their

onstraints may need to

hanges (e.g., OCL navigation

expressions).

R4 Constraint in onsisten ies :

A

ombination of dierent language model

formalizations (e.g., a UML prole and a metamodel extension; O1.5) may require the dupli ation and modi ation of expli it

R5 Unambiguous language model :

onstraint denitions.

If no further

onstraints to the language

model are spe ied, the language model must be fully and unambiguously dened using the

hosen formalization option and their impli itly enfor ed restri -

tions (e.g., by using proles and, thus, inheriting all semanti s from the UML
metamodel; O1.2).

R6 Impossible onstraint evaluation :
by the means of

Some

onstraints

annot be

aptured

onstraint languages and the underlying language models,

ode

annotations, or model transformation templates (see, e.g., [5℄; O2.1O2.3). Su h
onstraints have to be provided as text annotations in a natural language (O2.4).
These

onstraints either have a do umentation purpose only, or they serve for

porting the

onstraints to another environment as they are not bound to a

on rete expression form.

Examples

In our DSMLs, we en ountered all options but

ode annotations

(O2.2) and entirely un onstrained language models (O2.6). So far, we provide
onstraint-language expressions (O2.1) in the OCL for all of our

ases. This is

be ause pre ise exe ution semanti s were to be expressed in terms of the foundations of UML a tivities (token ows, e.g., in P1) and of the UML state ma hines
(state/transition; in P10). In eight out of ten DSMLs (P2P9), these semanti s
are des ribed by a generi

and MOF- ompliant metamodel, as well as

sponding metamodel extensions. The generi

orre-

onstraints were then mapped to a

UML-based language formalization (i.e. the a tual language model and the respe tive OCL expressions). Code annotations (O2.2) were not onsidered be ause
the additional model

onstraints should not be spe i

to a parti ular platform

(e.g., model representation APIs, generator language). For two DSMLs (P7, P9),
we additionally in orporated

onstraining M2T transformations (O2.3). Textual

annotations (O2.4) are either used to

omplement OCL

onstraints (P5, P8,

P10) or as full substitutes (P2) for otherwise formally expressed

onstraints.

Constraint 1 : The operands spe ied in a ContextCondition are either ContextAttributes or ConstantValues.
ontext ContextCondition inv:
self . expression. operand . o lAsType( OperandType) -> forAll (o |
o. o lIsKindOf( ContextAttribute) or
o. o lIsKindOf( ConstantValue))

Constraint 5 : The fullledCD Operations must evaluate to true to fulll the orresponding ContextCondition.

9
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As an example for these two dierent purposes,

from P8: For an a tivity, ea h a tion
ditions refer to a set of operands and
(M0), the operations are
depending upon some

onsider the above ex erpt

an be guarded by a

onstraint whose

on-

he king operations. At the instan e-level

alled to evaluate whether an a tion should be entered,
ontextual state. Constraint 1 shows a

textual annotation. Constraint 5 exemplies a

language due to a model-level mismat h: While the
language-model level (M2), the operation

omplementary

onstraint expressed in natural
onstraint is

aptured at the

alls (whose boolean return values are

ombined to yield the runtime evaluation of the guard) be ome manifest at the
o

4

urren e level of an a tivity instan e (M0) only.

Limitations

The most important limitations of the work presented in this paper are that
1) our lessons learned result only from a

olle tive experien e and that 2) the

underlying de isions were taken by the same group of resear hers who developed
the ten DSMLs. We reported de isions being
(i.e. dening the DSML

hara teristi

for a single phase

ore language model) and their interdependen ies. Do -

umenting the remaining phases (see Se tion 2) is future work. Moreover, there is
the risk of a te hnology bias given that the ten DSML proje ts were all performed
in a spe i

te hnology

ontext (e.g., MOF/UML, OCL, E lipse modeling tools).

Methodi ally, this paper presents the results of a narrative synthesis [28℄ of
our DSML development experien es. Therefore, by emphasizing a presele ted
pro ess model and one of its phases [1℄, we may have negle ted design de isions
beyond the s ope of this approa h. Other risks are the disagreement among the
authors during the synthesis pro ess and the dependen e of the synthesis results
on the review performan e of ea h author (time
To mitigate these, we

onstraints, level of experien e).

ondu ted multiple rening iterations over the de ision

templates and the de ision relations, under shifting roles of data

he ker and

data extra tor.

5

Related Work

Related work on DSL development [1,2,3,4,8,9,10,11,12,13℄ was already outlined
in Se tion 1. Below, we review the work relevant for our methodi al approa h.
For ree ting and synthesizing the de ision-related ndings from our DSMLdevelopment proje ts, we adapted the guidelines on

ondu ting narrative synthe-

ses proposed by [28℄. That is, we sele ted a pro ess model and its phases as the
impli it theory underlying our DSML proje ts. We then

olle ted meta-data

about the primary works (e.g., parti ipants, setting, out omes, target domain,
MDD te hnologies). Based on the sele ted theory (i.e., phases and development artifa ts), we then

hara terized the de isions taken in ea h development

proje t. In parti ular, we adopted previously dened de ision templates.
The pra ti e of do umenting design de isions in a template-based or modelbased manner has been proposed for ar hite tural design de isions (see, e.g.,
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[29℄). In our work, we share the primary motivation of do umenting
design de isions, i.e., de isions and options whi h are

hara teristi

reusable

for every

de ision-making pro ess in a given te hni al domain.

6

Con luding Remarks

In this paper, we presented lessons learned from ten DSML development proje ts
in the form of a narrative synthesis. We do umented MOF/UML-based de ision
options and relations between them for the phase of dening the

ore language

model for a DSML in a stru tured and reusable form. By doing so, we provide de ision support for future de ision-making pro esses, fa ilitate de ision
do umentation, and oer s aolding for making de isions under in omplete or
hanging requirements (i.e., in early stages of developing or prototyping). Although we espe ially fo us on design de isions for MOF/UML-based DSMLs,
ertain de ision options do also apply to other modeling languages used in MDD
pro esses. In our future work, we will do ument additional de ision points to
over the remaining phases of the DSML development pro ess.
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Preface

ECMFA 2012 holds tool demonstration and poster sessions whose goals are to
provide an opportunity for researchers and practitioners to present their most
recent experiences in the field of model-based engineering, show-case their tools
and have informal discussions about both the latest advances and the challenges
ahead. These proceedings provide the tool papers and poster abstracts of those
sessions.
This year we accepted 6 out of 9 tool presentations and 4 posters. The submissions cover a spectrum of topics related to model-based engineering, including
model-based engineering of embedded systems, architecture design optimization,
model query languages, performance modelling and prediction, and model-driven
product line engineering.

June 2012

Julia Rubin
Tools and Posters Chair
ECMFA 2012
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CommentTemplate: A Lightweight
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Abstract. In this demo we show CommentTemplate, which realises
code generation features, as known from model-driven development tools,
as a Java language extension. As such, CommentTemplate makes concepts from model-driven development easily accessible to Java programmers. It is realised with Eclipse modelling technology.

1

Introduction

One of the fundamental technologies of model-driven development approaches
is code generation. Hence, many code generation technologies emerged over the
years (e.g, [1–9] and many more).
An issue model-driven development approaches, and code generation in particular, face when originating from academia, is their adoption by the “common”
developer in industry. First, an approach needs adequate tool support above the
level of academic prototyping. Second, such tools should be easily accessible for
the developer. That is, the developer should be able to immediately start working with the tools without the need to acquire more theoretical knowledge in the
beginning (flat learning curve).
We previously developed the Java Model Printer and Parser (JaMoPP) [10],
to bring Eclipse modelling and the Java language closer together. JaMoPP consists of a Java metamodel (defined in EMF’s Ecore) and the tooling to parse
Java source (and byte) code into instances of that metamodel as well as to print
instances back to Java source code. This increases integration of modelling and
Java both on the modelling and metamodelling level.
CommentTemplate is implemented based on JaMoPP. It takes the important
features of existing code generation languages, which are not offered by Java
itself already, and implements those as a light-weight extension for Java instead
of providing a new language. This demonstrates how fundamental features of
model-driven technology can be realised closely to an existing and well-accepted
programming language to make these features, which are valuable in their own
right, more accessible for programmers.
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@CommentTemplate
public String helloWorld() {
String greeting = "Hello";
/*<html>
<head><title>greeting world!</title></head>
<body>*/
for (int i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {
String greeted = "World" + i;
/*
greeting greeted!<br/>*/
if (greeted.equals("World2")) {
/*
greeted, you are the best!<br/>*/
}
}
/*
</body>
</html>*/
return null;
}

Listing 1. HelloWorld @CommentTemplate method

2

Demo Description

CommentTemplate is a Java language extension that makes use of and extends
the following Java language elements: multi-line comments, methods, local variables and annotations. It is realized as an open-source Eclipse plugin that Java
developers can install without effort into their Eclipse Java development environment. (cf. Section 3 for installation instructions). In the Demo, we will first
explain CommentTemplate on an example—described in the following—and then
show different cases of how CommentTemplate is used in customer projects.
A code generation template written in CommentTemplate is shown in Listing 1. A template is defined as a Java method annotated with @CommentTemplate
that has the return type String. Inside the Method, one can use multi-line comments (/* */ notation) to define fragments of the template. Around these fragments, arbitrary Java code can be written and used to formulate, for example,
loops (Line 7) or conditions (Line 11). Furthermore, one can refer to local variables of type String that are declared before the corresponding template fragment. In the example, the variable greeting (declared in Line 3) is referred to
two times inside template fragments (Lines 5 and 10).
A @CommentTemplate method can be called as any Java method inside arbitrary Java code. However, it will return the expanded template as String. That
is, all template fragments are appended and the variables inside the fragments
are filled with their values. In the example of Listing 1, the String shown in
Listing 2 is produced.
This sums up the basic features of CommentTemplate. However, CommentTemplate offers two additional annotations which help with syntax conflicts between templates and output syntax.
First, one can observe, that no special quotation is used to mark variables
in a template fragment in the example (e.g. greeting in Line 5). Other code
generation tools usually define a fixed symbol for escaping such variables. This
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<html>
<head><title>Hello world!</title></head>
<body>
Hello World1!<br/>
Hello World2!<br/>
World2, you are the best!<br/>
Hello World3!<br/>
Hello World4!<br/>
Hello World5!<br/>
</body>
</html>

Listing 2. Expanded Hello World template of Listing 1

is sometimes problematic, because depending on which output is generated,
escape symbols can conflict with the output syntax. CommentTemplate does
not define such a symbol itself. However, it allows the user to do so by offering the @VariableAntiQuotation annotation which takes a String formatting pattern as argument. In the example, we could add an annotation like
@VariableAntiQuotation("#%s#") to define that variables should be enclosed
in # characters. In the example in Line 5, we would then need to write #greeting#
to a access the greeting variable.
Second, CommentTemplate still relies on one problematic fixed symbol, which
is */ to end a template fragment. To generate this symbol in the output (e.g.,
when generating Java code with comments), an additional feature is needed.
Again, usually, a fixed escape symbol, to escape such symbols which are part
of the template language itself, is offered. CommentTemplate makes this configurable by offering the @ReplacementRule annotation. This annotation takes
two arguments, a pattern and a replacement, which allows the specification of a
replacement for a certain String. For the problem described above, one can use
@ReplacementRule(pattern="#/", replacement="*/"), which replaces all occurences of #/ with */. #/ can then be used as an alternative for */.
Both @VariableAntiQuotation and @ReplacementRule can be applied on
the level of single @CommentTemplate methods but also on the level of classes.
This allows a fine grained control of which escape characters are used where and
helps to avoid syntax conflicts with the output syntax.
CommentTemplate was motivated by the functionalities and ideas behind
existing code generation languages and language features such as JET, EGL,
Acceleo, Xpand, Xtend2, MOFScript Velocity, StringTemplate or JSP [1–9]. The
idea of compiling the templates to Java source code can be found in JET [1],
Xtend2 [5] and JSP [9]. The separation of template and output formatting by
a smart handling of tab characters was adopted from Xtend2 [5]. A limitation
of CommentTemplate is that it does not support expressions inside templates.
This can also be seen as a strength which forces the user to separate model
and view as publicized by StringTemplate [8]. Unique to CommentTemplate is
its closeness to Java and its lightweightness reflected in its low number of new
features added to Java and the fact that compiled templates consist of plain Java
code without any dependencies despite Java itself.
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3

Installation Instructions and Screencast

CommentTemplate can be installed from the DropsBox update-site available at
http://www.dropsbox.org/update_trunk (category CommentTemplate).
A screencast of the CommentTemplate installation and usage is available at
http://www.dropsbox.org/CommentTemplate
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Abstract. For designing a software system architecture, a large number
of quality properties needs to be addressed in nowadays complex software
systems. These quality properties are mostly conflicting and make the
problem very complex. In practice, software architects manually try to
come up with a set of different architectural designs and then try to identify the most suitable one among these. This process is time-consuming
and may lead the architect to suboptimal designs. We propose a tool
which is named AQOSA (Automated Quality-driven Optimization of
Software Architecture) to tackle this problem. AQOSA aids architects by
automatically synthesizing optimal solutions. To this end, AQOSA uses
a model-based approach to evaluate component-based software architecture quality properties. It uses multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
to alternate architectural solutions. Finally, it suggests optimal solutions
along with the trade-offs between multiple quality objectives.
Keywords: AQOSA Tool ; Architecture Design Optimization ; Software
Design Quality ; Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) ;

1

Introduction

The quality of the architectural design is critical factor for the successful development of a software system. The architecture has deep impact on quality
properties such as performance, safety, security, energy consumption and cost.
Hence, methods and techniques are needed for designing good architectures to
be able to address various quality constraints in the early phases of system development. In this paper the authors introduce an architect assistant tool for
automated software architecture design.
The contribution of this paper is introducing a tool for automated software
architecture design optimization that supports multiple quality attributes including response time, processor utilization, bus utilization, safety, and cost. It
optimizes multiple quality attributes at once and supports multiple degrees of
freedom for varying architectural solutions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes AQOSA tool briefly. In
Section 3 the demonstration plan for the tool is discussed. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section 4.
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AQOSA Architecture
Modeling Module

Input Model
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Architectures

AQOSA IR Model

Optimization Module

Options for
Additional Evaluators

Evaluator
Evaluator
Evaluator for
Quality Property X

Optimization
Optimization
Algorithm
Module

Evaluation Module

Fig. 1: AQOSA Architecture

2
2.1

AQOSA Toolkit
Process

To describe the process of using the AQOSA tool, let us to start with inputs.
The tool takes as input:
– an initial functional-part of the architecture (i.e. components that provide
the needed functionality and their connections),
– a repository that contains a set of (specifications of) hardware and software
components,
– a set of typical usage scenarios,
– objective functions which are typically defined and normalized as the distance between the ideal performance for non-functional quality properties
and the actual performance.
Then, the AQOSA iterates through the following steps as a generation in the
evolutionary optimization. It iterates until some stopping criteria holds. This
can be number of generations or related to the objective function:
1. generate a new set of candidate architecture solutions. To this end, AQOSA
should know the degrees of freedom in the design. So, by using the repository
and these degrees of freedom it generates new alternative solutions.
2. evaluate the new set of candidate architecture solutions for multiple quality
properties. This works by generating analysis models from the architecture
model using model transformations and then analyzing these models.
Currently, the tool can support performance (response time, processor utilization, bus utilization), safety and cost quality properties.
3. select a set of optimal (i.e. Pareto-front) solutions as parents to generate the
next offsprings in next iterations.
2.2

Modules

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the AQOSA toolkit. It contains three main
module which are collaborate together based on a central model (AQOSA-IR). It
generates the optimized architecture as output which is described in section 2.3.
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Modeling Module Because AQOSA is designed to optimize architectures in a
wide range of domains, it aims to be independent on specific modeling languages.
Hence, it uses its own internal architecture representation, AQOSA intermediate
representation (AQOSA-IR). Figure 2a shows its editor.
Optimization Module The AQOSA optimization module tries to optimize the
architecture with respect to potentially contradicting quality attributes based on
evolutionary algorithms. To this end, it automatically generates new architecture
designs. This module has been implemented based on the Opt4J optimization
framework[1]. It supports Evolutionary Multi-Objective Algorithms (EMOA)
to improve the architecture such as NSGA-II, SPEA2, SMS-EMOA. Figure 2b
demonstrates the optimizer interface during optimization process.
Evaluation Module The AQOSA evaluation module gets an evaluation model
which is transformed from an AQOSA-IR and a decoded genotype for specific
evaluation purpose. It feeds these models to each evaluator and returns the
results to the optimization module. Rather than having built-in evaluators for
quality properties, the AQOSA tool allows state-of-the-art external evaluators to
be easily plugged into the framework. Performance attributes are implemented
by extending of JINQS[2] Queueing Networks (QN) library and safety by a Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) method inspired by [3]. For instance in safety analysis, the
evaluation model contains a fault-tree which is derived from genotype and the
failure characteristics of components. This model will be sent to safety evaluator.
2.3

The Results

As output, AQOSA reports a set of optimal architectural solutions. This set is
a Pareto-front set of solutions with respect to the trade-off between different
quality objectives. For the analysis of the trade-off between solutions we have
developed a separate tool which plots solutions in 3D and allows architect to
manipulate solutions interactively.

(a) AQOSA-IR Editor Interface

(b) Optimization Interface

Fig. 2: Tool Screenshots
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3

Demonstration

The demonstration of the tool includes three major parts:
Model Inputs: Modeling of the tool input ingredients includes:
– model the system components that provide the needed functionality and
their connections,
– define the repository of hardware and software components which gives alternatives to AQOSA for replacements,
– model some typical usage scenarios,
– specify the required objectives.
Optimization Setup: There are various settings which should be configured
properly for optimization process. This part shows how to configure optimization
algorithm, number of generations, mutation or crossover rates and etc.
Results Analysis: Afterward, a seperate tool could be used by the architect to
analyze the results of AQOSA tool interactively. So, he would be able to choose
the best suitable solution among the set of optimal candidates.

4

Conclusion

This paper introduces a tool for automated software architecture optimization
that supports multiple quality attributes. It offers a new tool to aid architects
finding good designs in complex design situations with many potentially conflicting quality requirements. This tool reduces development time and improves
the quality of the architecture design. We presented the details of the AQOSA
tool which supports response time, processor utilization, bus utilization, safety,
and cost. Future work is defining the knowledge-based methods for implementing
software tactics as means to generate alternative architectural solutions.
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Abstract. MQ-2 integrates a Prolog console into the MagicDraw1 modeling environment and equips this console with features targeted specifically to the task of querying models. The vision of MQ-2 is to make
Prolog-based model querying accessible to both student and expert modelers by oﬀering powerful query features and a tight integration with the
host modeling environment.

1

Motivation

MQ-2 is designed to support the model querying approach described in [1, 2] and
its successor, the Visual Model Query Language (VMQL) [3]. The main impetus
behind the development of MQ-2 has been the feedback gathered in follow-up
interviews with participants to a paper-based usability study of VMQL [3]. A
consensus has emerged among interviewees concerning the high impact of tool
support on the usability of any model querying approach. MQ-2 leverages this
observation and brings VMQL one step closer to its goal of becoming a fully
usable model querying solution targeted at student and expert modelers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the querying approach supported by MQ-2, Section 3 provides an overview of
MQ-2’s architecture and Section 4 proposes a demonstration plan.

2

Querying

Consider the use case diagram in Fig. 1, inspired by the Library Management
System (LMS) test scenario (see Sec. 4). In order to perform queries on this
diagram, it must ﬁrst be transformed from its XMI representation into the Prolog
fact database also shown in Fig. 1, with model element IDs highlighted in blue in
both the diagram and its Prolog representation. This database consists of facts of
the form me(type-id, [tag-value], ...]), where type is a model element’s
metaclass, id is an arbitrary unique identiﬁer, tag is an atom representing one of
the model element’s properties, and value is the value for this property. There
is a one-to-one mapping between model elements and Prolog facts.
Once a model’s Prolog representation is created, it can be queried from any
Prolog console. For instance, the query
1

https://www.magicdraw.com/
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UD

Source Model
3

1
4
Lend medium

6

2
<<include>>

7
Scan medium

5

Librarian
:-module('Source Model',[me/2]).
me(model-0,[annotation-id(1),ownedMember-ids([1,3,4,7]),name 'LMS',
visibility-public]).
me(useCase-1,[ownedMember-ids([2]),name-'Lend medium',
visibility-public]).
me(include-2,[visibility-public,addition-id(7)]).
me(actor-3,[name-'Librarian',visibility-public).
me(association-4,[ownedMember-ids([5,6]),visibility-public,
navigableOwnedEnd-ids([6,5]),memberEnd-ids([6,5])]).
me(property-5,[visibility-private,type-id(1),association-id(4)]).
me(property-6,[visibility-private,type-id(3),association-id(4)]).
me(useCase-7,[name-'Scan medium',visibility-public]).

Fig. 1. A use case diagram (top) and its encoding as a Prolog fact database (bottom)

me(useCase-Id,Attrs), member(name-’Lend medium’,Attrs).
returns all model elements of metaclass useCase having the value ’Lend medium’
for their name meta-attribute. It also binds the returned model elements’ identiﬁers to the Id variable and their list of meta-attributes to the Attrs variable.
In short, the query ﬁnds the Lend medium use case. Its execution is facilitated
by the integration of a Prolog console into MagicDraw provided by MQ-2.
The MQ-2 console oﬀers several model querying speciﬁc features not available
in a generic Prolog console, as speciﬁed in Table 1.
Table 1. MQ-2 console features
Transforming models to Prolog fact databases.
Pre-consulted library predicates.
Showing query results sequentially or all at once.
Showing query results in the MagicDraw Search Results Tree.
Highlighting query results in diagrams where they appear.
Highlighting selected console text in relevant diagrams.

However, queries formulated using the me predicate directly are cumbersome
to formulate. To compensate for this, MQ-2 implements several library predicates
introduced in [1, 2] (see Fig. 2). Using library predicates, retrieving the Lend
medium use case can be accomplished more intuitively via the get me predicate:
get me(model, name-’Lend medium’, useCase-Id, ).
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get_me(MODEL, TAG-VAL, METACLASS-ID, VAL)
Matches all elements of MODEL containing the TAG-VAL meta-attribute pair.
match(SOURCE_MODEL, QUERY_MODEL, BINDINGS)
Returns bindings between QUERY_MODEL and SOURCE_MODEL.
match(SOURCE_MODEL, QUERY_MODEL, CONSTRAINTS, BINDINGS)
Returns bindings between QUERY_MODEL and SOURCE_MODEL considering a list of VMQL constraints.

Fig. 2. Sample MQ-2 library predicates

The match predicate allows formulating queries using the host modeling language. It returns a list of bindings between elements of the query and source
models, and optionally accepts a list of VMQL constraints. For instance, the
distinct constraint speciﬁes that no two query model elements may be bound
to the same source model element. A complete list of VMQL constraints is available in [3]. A future goal for MQ-2 is to support the speciﬁcation of constraints
directly on the query model as comments endowed with the <vmql> stereotype.

3

Architecture

The proposed framework for Prolog-based model querying consists of a host modeling tool (currently MagicDraw) including the MQ-2 plug-in, an SWI-Prolog2
installation, and the Java Prolog Bridge (JPL)3 library (see Fig. 3). The host
modeling tool acts as a model repository and a front-end for interacting with
MQ-2, while SWI-Prolog acts as a query execution engine. MQ-2 itself is a
plug-in extending the UI of the host modeling tool and providing built-in Prolog
modules that implement functionality such as model matching. This architecture
enables MQ-2 to remain easily portable to other host modeling tools.

MagicDraw

MQ-2
Plug-in

J
P
L

SWI-Prolog

Fig. 3. MQ-2 deployment with MagicDraw as host modeling tool

A screenshot of MQ-2 is presented in Fig. 4. It features the MQ-2 Prolog
console and toolbar on the bottom of the screen. The diagram pane shows the
diagram introduced in Sec. 2, and the console query retrieves the Lend medium
use case. As a result, this use case is highlighted in green on the diagram pane.
2
3

http://www.swi-prolog.org/
http://www.swi-prolog.org/packages/jpl/
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of MagicDraw featuring the MQ-2 plug-in

4

Demonstration Plan

MQ-2 will be showcased on a UML design model created by a group of students
in the context of the Requirements Engineering course taught at a Master’s level
at the Technical University of Denmark. The model speciﬁes the requirements for
an LMS used by a local library for the purpose of managing its book inventory,
loans, librarians, and readers. This usage scenario has been selected in view of
the fact that MQ-2 is envisioned to be used by students taking the same course
in the next academic year, providing arguably the best feedback as to whether
MQ-2 meets its design goal of acting as a usable model querying tool.
The tool demonstration will include transforming the source model into a
Prolog fact database, querying individual model elements, and querying model
fragments containing VMQL constraints. The various query result display methods provided by MQ-2 will also be highlighted.
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Introduction

Industrial software systems, such as distributed control systems, follow complex information ﬂows. In addition, these systems have challenging performance
requirements for high throughput and short response times. Thus, early performance modeling is desired to identify performance bottlenecks and design eﬃcient information ﬂows. Performance modeling notations require expertise from
the performance domain, and their graphical representations are often diﬃcult
to discuss with stakeholders. This complicates reasoning on diﬀerent alternatives
for scalable architectures and leads to a general reluctance to apply performance
modeling in this domain.
The notation of use case maps (UCM) has been created by analyzing how
software systems are typically sketched in early stages on white boards. UCMs
capture high level software components as well as the control ﬂow for speciﬁc
usage scenarios in an intuitive notation. The UCM2PCM tool transforms UCMs
into instances of the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [1], which enables performance predictions for component-based software systems. The transformation
bridges semantic gaps between the requirements-oriented UCM notation and the
component-oriented PCM notation. Users can create UCMs using existing graphical editors and transparently run performance solvers using the Palladio tool
chain. Our tool supports a two-staged software performance engineering process,
where domain stakeholders can perform rapid initial modeling based on UCMs,
and performance experts and architects can reﬁne the resulting PCM models.

2

Foundations

As a part of the User Requirements Notation (URN) speciﬁcation [4], Use Case
Maps (UCM) are used to visualize how a system works and what the requirements and causal responsibilities are. UCMs are behavioral diagrams and use
scenarios. This is a similarity to UML sequence diagrams, but UCMs remain
on a higher abstraction level. In diﬀerence to sequence diagrams, UCMs do not
show all messages or signals that are exchanged between components or actors,
but only control ﬂows that are important for the behavior of a system. Skipping
the details enhances the overview and allows the usage of UCM early in the
design process, where not much detail is speciﬁed yet [3].
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Fig. 1. Use case map of the MediaStore components and inner control ﬂow including
examples for performance annotations.

A UCM diagram consists of paths that show a possible control ﬂow through a
system. Fig. 1 shows an example of an UCM diagram for a MediaStore software.
Every path has at least one start and one end point. Paths can fork and join. A
cross on a path represents so-called Responsibilities, which describe the actions
that take place on a high abstraction level.
To model the control ﬂow, forks can be added to a path. An AndFork splits
a path into two branches that are executed in parallel. An OrFork oﬀers alternative branches. To decide which branch is taken, conditions or probabilities can
be speciﬁed. The OrJoin joins branches. Additionally, an AndJoin contains a
barrier that continues the control ﬂow only when all incoming branches ﬁnished
executing. UCMs also support the modeling of components. With components,
the entities involved in a scenario can be speciﬁed, and an architectural structure of a system can be deﬁned. Components in UCMs can also be nested. In a
diagram, components are represented by a box. All elements inside the box are
bound to that component.
The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [1] is a domain-speciﬁc tool for component based software engineering (CBSE) that is based on the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF). Its focus is performance prediction for software models. It
oﬀers the comparison and selection of several design alternatives of a software
system in early stages of development, where only a model exists. The PCM
Workbench provides multiple methods to transform architecture models into
performance models. Analytical and simulation models are supported. Fig. 2
shows an excerpt of the MediaStore example modelled in Palladio.

(a) System of the MediaStore

(b) Performance abstraction of the
Download service

Fig. 2. MediaStore PCM Example
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3

Implementation/Validation

UCM2PCM is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in. The transformation uses the
Eclipse Model to Model (M2M) Transformation framework and is implemented
in QVT-Operational. For the creation of UCMs, we use the jUCMNav editor[5],
which is based on the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF). UCM2PCM can
be invoked from inside Eclipse, accepting a UCM model as input. The resulting
PCM model can be further reﬁned by editing it with the PCM Workbench, or
analyzed using the existing PCM solvers and simulators.
The transformation maps UCM components to PCM components, then segments each UCM path per component to create Service Eﬀect Speciﬁcations
(SEFF), which are used as an abstraction of component behaviour in Palladio.
Since UCMs do not support the modeling of performance properties natively,
textual performance annotations for UCMs are deﬁned in UCM2PCM, which
are then transformed into PCM performance abstractions. Fig. 1 includes example annotations specifying the number of CPU units required to process a given
action. If the user does not specify performance properties, default values are
set. These annotations are then transformed into the corresponding performance
annotations in the Internal Actions of the SEFF as shown in Fig. 2(b).
To validate the UCM2PCM tool, we need to show that its mapping of model
elements is valid and the tool is useful. Thus, we have evaluated (a) the accuracy of the transformation (i.e., the correct mapping) and (b) the usability of
UCMs for performance modelling. To address (a), we transformed performanceannotated use case maps of three heterogeneous, mid-sized systems [1, 2, 7] into
the respective PCM models. We then ran a series of experiments and compared
the simulation results of these models with simulation results from former PCM
models of these system. The diﬀerence between the original model and the UCMbased models was below 10 percent in most cases. Further details can be found in
[6]. Despite some diﬀerences in the simulation results, we deem the accuracy of
UCM2PCM suﬃcient to support early design-time performance decisions. The
low diﬀerences for diﬀerent kinds of models demonstrate that UCM2PCM was
successful in bridging most semantic diﬀerences in these models.
To address (b), we let six users model a UCM and apply the UCM2PCM
transformation. We then asked them for feedback in a user survey to evaluate
the usability of UCM2PCM. While all of the participants were able to quickly
produce a UCM, a majority was afraid that UCM would not be suitable for
complex models. In future work, we will thus further simplify UCM2PCM and
support the creation of large models with the tool. The comprehensibility of the
models was deemed good or very good by all participants, especially for nonexperts. The results of this user survey are however not statistically signiﬁcant
due to the small sample size. A future empirical study should investigate a larger
sample size, analyze diﬀerent design alternatives, and compare UCM modeling
with other methods.
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4

Conclusion/Presentation Plan

The tool presented in this paper lowers the entrance barrier for performance engineering by combining an intuitively understandable modeling language (UCM)
with a sophisticated performance engineering approach (PCM). Software engineers can create UCMs and use the defaults in the presented approach to transform them into PCM instances. The simulation and analysis tools of the PCM
workbench deliver performance values which can be used for the evaluation of
design alternatives.
If more detailed performance properties are required, the generated PCM
instances can be further adapted. Thus, the approach enables software engineers
to model performance properties on diﬀerent levels of abstraction. Data-ﬂow
oriented systems can be described more easily and clearly than with PCM alone,
without losing the beneﬁts of the PCM simulation and analysis techniques.
In the tool presentation, we plan to demonstrate the creation of a UCM for
the MediaStore example system. After modeling the system components and
the control ﬂow, textual performance annotations will then be added to the
UCM components. The UCM2PCM transformation will then be invoked, resulting in a PCM instance which is analysed with the simulation engines in the
Palladio toolchain. A comparison of the resulting PCM instance and the UCM
will demonstrate the easier legibility of the control ﬂow in the UCM notation,
while the performance properties can be modelled in more detail with the PCM
notation.
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Abstract. Today’s markets are growing faster, more volatile and competitive. As a consequence businesses are exposed to greater pressure to
react fast against changes, preferably even before these changes result
in negative effects for the organisation, e.g. violations of service level
agreements (SLAs) or legal compliance failures. This paper introduces
a model-driven tool that enables pro-active decision making based on
performance predictions in real-time to avoid violations.
Key words: models at run-time, event-driven business process management, business process simulation, business activity monitoring

1 Background
The introduced tool offers process-centric decision support in real-time which
is an application of Event-Driven Business Process Management (EDBPM).
EDBPM emerged from the combination of the two disciplines Business Process Management (BPM) and Complex Event Processing (CEP) [1]. Practically,
this is realised by two individual platforms interacting with each other through
interfaces or events, one a BPM system, which is to model, manage, and optimise a business, and the other one a CEP engine [4]. In general, CEP deals
with the event-driven behaviour of large, distributed enterprise systems [2], i.e.
events produced by the system are captured, selected, aggregated, and eventually abstracted to generate complex events representing high-level information
about the situational status of the system. In the case of a business process
execution environment these events consist of raw data like process instance
id, timestamp, and type of the state change, e.g. 2011-05-26 T 10:45 CET:
Activity ‘‘Check availability’’ completed, pi-id: 253. A CEP engine
can then compute complex events containing high-level information about the
performance of a business process, e.g. process instance occurrence, and activity
net working time. The extraction of performance parameters from live-events
is a common application of real-time monitoring of business processes, which is
in general called Business Activity Monitoring (BAM). Usually raw live-events
from a business process execution are not of interest in the context of BAM,
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instead the aggregation of these into performance related parameters is carried
out [3].
Furthermore, the tool makes use of a range of model-driven concepts, such as
model to model and model to text transformations, model annotations, model
management, model weaving, etc. to deal with the complexity of supporting a
wide range of business process modelling languages. These model-driven concepts
are generally designed to be applied at design time whereas the demoed tool
is operating at run-time. Due to special concerns that need to be addressed
in the case of a run-time application of model-driven concepts the notion of
models@run.time has evolved. In [5] a model at run-time (M@RT) is defined “... a
causal connected self-representation of the associated system that emphasises the
structure, behaviour, or goals of the system from a problem space perspective”.

2 Tool Description
The proposed solution enhances the BAM capabilities of existing EDBPM tools
like Slipstream [7], which produce real-time performance parameters related to
business processes, with the ability to further predict the future trends of these
parameters. Conceptual architecture (see Figure 1) and principle of operation
of the model-driven tool have been presented in [6]. Key characteristics of the
demo tool, of which some are shown in the architecture figure, are:
– The simulation results in form of future-events are fed back into the CEP
engine without extra implementation effort, i.e. prediction results are computed in the same way by the CEP as the real-time events. The benefit of this

Fig. 1. Data flow of the event-based framework for real-time performance prediction
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technique is an easy integration into existing BAM solutions without extra
adaptations.
– Contrary to traditional data-centric business intelligence the tool provides
improved predictions on the basis of simulation by additionally taking the
behavioural information into account, which is captured in the business process
model.
– The tool uses a model-driven approach to support the wide range of business
process languages applied in practise. Through the utilisation of a decomposed
model transformation with an independent simulation model at its core new
business process model languages can be easily integrated into our BAM tool.

3 Demonstration Plan
We demonstrate how the manager of a large business can monitor and govern his
business performance with the help of the tool. The demonstration is structured
as follows:
1. Use-case introduction: In the first step we motivate the tool by introducing the use-case: A pizza franchise operating in multiple locations. Charles
McGuiness is the manager and is interested in how his business performs.
This is captured by Key Performance Indicators(KPIs), such as overall time
from pizza order to delivery - if this time exceeds the threshold of 60 minutes,
it will have a negative impact on customer satisfaction. The process under
study is a modified sales order process which was extended by the following
additional behaviour due to a promotional offer: a bottle of wine is added if
the order is above 30 Euro. Charles McGuiness wants to make sure that all
KPIs are never violated even with this additional behaviour.
2. Solution introduction: The solution is proposed, i.e. the benefits and key
characteristics of the tool are outlined and explained. A special focus will
be the explanation of the model-driven concepts that have been applied in
order to make the tool generic.
3. Showcase the live-demo: First, the BPM suite is introduced which generates live-events for the pizza franchise while execution (see Figure 2). Then
in a second step, the processing of the raw events which is carried out in
real-time is explained. In a third and final step the tool’s GUI for monitoring KPI’s and process performance parameters is shown. Whenever a
KPI violation is predicted to happen, the manager Charles McGuiness receives a notification on his mobile device. He is further provided with the
functionality to drill-down and identify the root cause of the predicted KPI
violation. Since this information is provided before the KPI violation has
actually occurred he has time to react in order to prevent this from happening. A recorded demo of the tool can be accessed using the following link:
http://youtu.be/K8NpmK48xB4.
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Fig. 2. BPM Suite: Screenshot

Fig. 3. Process-centric Decision Support in real-time: Web-Application Screenshot
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S2T2-Configurator: Interactive Support for
Configuration of Large Feature Models
Goetz Botterweck and Andreas Pleuss
Lero-The Irish Software Engineering Research Centre, Univ. of Limerick, Ireland?
{goetz.botterweck, andreas.pleuss}@lero.ie

Abstract. S2T2-Configurator is a visual tool for configuration of feature models. In this tool paper, we focus on interactive techniques that
support the configuration of large and complex models.

1

Motivation

Even though the fundamental practices in Product Line Engineering (PLE) are
well known and applied in practice [3], it is still a challenge to create and handle
product lines of realistic size and complexity. Besides organizational challenges
(e.g., how to transition to a PLE approach) a major inhibitor to product line
adoption is the complexity of the underlying artifacts [7].
A common way to represent product lines (PL) are feature models [5, 4],
which describe configuration options like optional features or alternatives to
choose from. By configuring a feature model, a user can specify one particular
product to be derived from the product line. However, due to the number of
features and dependencies between them it is difficult to understand the model
as a whole and the consequences of particular configuration decisions during the
configuration process.
A potential solution to mitigate this situation are visualization techniques [12,
11], which have been shown to reduce cognitive complexity [2].
In earlier work [1, 9] we introduced S2T2 Configurator 1 a tool that demonstrates the use of visualization techniques for common PLE tasks. In this paper
we present interactive techniques for the handling of large and complex models,
e.g., contextual filters, views for different stakeholders, search-and-highlight, and
automated collapse/expand.

2

Interactive support for product configuration

Main structure and layout modes. S2T2 provides various layout styles to show
the main hierarchy of the feature model and additional dependencies between
?

1
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features (cross-tree constraints). In Figure 1 we show the “vertical explorer”
layout. Other display modes are, e.g., optimized to show the mapping between
features and implementation components or to show the effect of configuration
decisions on product attributes (see “feature flow maps” in [9]).
Configuration state. Whenever the user decides that a feature should be selected or
eliminated ( = selected, = eliminated),
the tool calculates the consequences of that
decision, i.e., it tests all potential next operations for satisfiability of the model. Consequences are automatically applied to the
model (i.e., automatically setting features as
selected or deselected if the model would become unsatisfiable otherwise) indicated by
gray colored icons. To simplify the understanding of the automatically calculated values, the tool provides an explain function,
which on request marks all user decisions
and constraints that caused the particular
value. This graphical representation is based
on a proof generated by the reasoning engine.

Feature
Feature Group
(inclusive-OR)
Requires
Progress indication
with color coding
Excludes
Feature Group
(Alternative)
User decision
(Eliminate)
User decision
(Select)
Consequence
(Select)

Fig. 1. S2T2 Configurator

Progress indicators. In product configuration all available variability must be
resolved until no decision is left open. Hence, in large models it is useful to
mark areas that still need decisions. We use color shadings to indicate the configuration progress of subtrees and features. Since these colors can be processed
pre-attentively (i.e., without consciously thinking about it), this allows to immediately spot unconfigured areas even in very large models.
Filtering of large models. To support the handling of large models, S2T2 allows
to focus on a subset of the model. In order to define what is relevant, users select
those features that they are interested in and then activate filtering heuristics (or
combinations thereof) that show (i) all directly related nodes, (ii) entire subtrees
below, or (iii) all ancestors to indicate relative location in the model.
Furthermore, we provide means to pre-define a list of such views and then
step through them in the configuration process. This can be used in several
application scenarios: For instance, different “views” can be defined for varying stakeholders and aspects. As an example consider the feature model shown
in Figure 2 which shows different aspects of a car, like CustomerFeatures ,
SoftwareComponents , Casing , and Electronics . We can then treat the
configuration as a guided process, handling one aspect after another and thus
reducing complexity. For instance, by selecting CustomerFeatures and then using the function “Focus on subtrees” the user gets the filtered view marked with
. After defining similar views for the features marked with to the users can
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1

2
3

5
Focus on
subtrees

4

Focus on
related nodes

A

B

Fig. 2. Focusing on parts of the model

concentrate on one aspects of the model at a time and switch back and forth
between these views - similar to a “wizard” interaction pattern.
A similar function allows to focus on a set of features and all related nodes.
For instance, by selecting GasUsageEstimation
and using “Focus on related
features, users get the filtered view marked with . This supports the users in
complex configuration decisions, where they have to focus on one feature and
consider all consequences in other parts of the model.
The parameters of these views can be adapted during configuration, e.g., the
users can add additional features to the set of focused nodes or they can toggle
the display of related nodes, which are linked via feature dependencies.

3

Current work

To explore its practical use S2T2 Configurator has been applied to feature models
from various domains (online shops, embedded systems [8], component based
software architectures [10], software evolution [6]). The largest model used so
far for performance tests was a generated test model with 1114 features and
278 cross-tree constraints. The largest models used for configuration by users
contained 227 features and 41 cross-tree constraints. In current work, we are
evaluating the effects of the suggested interaction patterns on task execution
time, error rates, and subjective user preference in a systematic user study.
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Appendix: Demonstration Plan
– Software architecture, frameworks (Eclipse EMF, Prefuse visualization)
– Changes in the model as the configuration progresses, reasoning engine, consequences, explain, automatic completion
– Configuration with large models
– Progress indicators with color schemes
– Focus: filter view, focus on related features, focus on subtrees, show ancestors, usages of model views
– Feature models with product attributes, visualization with feature flow maps
– Integration with other tools, conversion of DSLs with model transformations.
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MADES Language, Methodology and Tools for
Avionics and Surveillance Embedded Systems
Alessandra Bagnato1, Imran Quadri2 and Andrey Sadovykh2
TXT e-solutions S.p.A, 16100 Genoa, Italy
alessandra.bagnato@txtgroup.com,
2
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Abstract. The poster describes the MADES methodology and tools and the
reasoning behind their creation within the EU-FP7 project MADES. The two
case studies that led to the requirements of the project are also presented.
Keywords: Real-Time Embedded Systems Design, Model Driven Engineering, MARTE, SysML, UML

1

Introduction

The poster presents the MADES FP7 project [1], its novel model driven language,
along with the underlying methodology and tools for the design, validation, simulation, and code generation of complex avionics and surveillance based real-time and
embedded systems. The poster outlines the defined methodology based on an effective subset of existing standardized UML profiles for embedded systems modeling:
SysML and MARTE. The design phases related to the MADES methodology are also
illustrated. Additionally, MADES case studies and the developed tools are described
in the poster, namely Softeam's open source Modelio environment[2], that is capable
of fully supporting SysML and MARTE profiles along with the dedicated MADES
diagrams associated with the different modeling design phases; as well as MADES
Component Repository and MADES Code Generation and Verification environments
[0]. MADES project adds as unique features a specific set of diagrams to help in
increasing design productivity, decrease production cycles and promote synergy between the different designers/teams working at different domain aspects of the global
system in consideration.

2
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EU FP7 ENOSYS PROJECT: Integrated modeling and
synthesis tool flow for embedded systems design
Etienne Brosse and Andrey Sadovykh
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etienne.brosse@softeam.fr
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Abstract. The poster describes the methodology and tools developed in the
EU FP7 ENOSYS project, providing a complete flow for designing and generating of real-time and embedded systems. Additionally, two case studies illustrating and validating the design methodology are also expressed related to the
project.
Keywords: Real-Time Embedded Systems Design, Systems-on-Chips
(SoCs), Behavioral Synthesis, Design Space Exploration, Model Driven Engineering, UML, MARTE

1

Introduction

The poster presents the ENOSYS FP7 project [1], which proposes a high abstraction
level design methodology for the design and implementation of next-generation
Systems-on-Chips (SoCs). The poster outlines the ENOSYS methodology that takes
as entry points UML-based models and the MARTE profile, to semi automatically
generate a SoC implementation. The poster will illustrate the relevant features of the
project, such as SoC Co-Design using UML/MARTE, automated synthesis and code
generation of hardware/software from high level UML models, software source code
optimization and design space exploration aspects. Finally, the poster will showcase
design and implementation of two end-user case studies, namely a JPEG 2000 image
compression system and a transmit section of a 802.16m (WiMax) mobile standard.

2
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DevBoost Tools for
Model-Driven Software Modernisation
Jendrik Johannes, Mirko Seifert, Christian Wende, and Florian Heidenreich
DevBoost GmbH
D-10179, Berlin, Germany
Technische Universität Dresden
Chair of Software Technology
D-01062, Dresden, Germany
{firstname.lastname}@devboost.de

This poster shows a set of Eclipse/EMF-based modelling tools and how we use
them for software modernisation. These tools include known tools from our
toolset, applied in the new context of modernisation, as well as newly developed tools. The poster shows which challenges of software modernisation are
addresses by each tool. It also illustrates how the tools interact to perform and
automate complete modernisation scenarios. The tools are parts of the DropsBox [1] toolset developed by DevBoost and TU Dresden. They are:
– EMFText was originally designed as a tool for DSL development [2]. In
the context of software modernisation, it is used to extract information from
heterogeneous artefacts into one connected homogeneous EMF model.
– JaMoPP transforms Java source code into EMF models and vice versa [3].
It is therefore used for a variety of modernisation tasks (e.g., enforcing architecture changes) in the context of Java application modernisation.
– CommentTemplate is a light-weight code generation tool that is used, in
the context of software modernisation, to generate parts of a modernised
system based on (parts of) the models extracted from the existing system.
– BuildBoost is a (meta-)build framework that is highly extensible and focused on minimal-to-zero build configuration. It is used to automate and
provide continuous integration for software modernisation processes.
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eMoflon: A Metamodelling and Model
Transformation Tool
Anthony Anjorin? , Marius Lauder? , and Andy Schürr
Technische Universität Darmstadt,
Real-Time Systems Lab,
D-64283 Merckstraße 25, Darmstadt, Germany
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Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an established means of dealing with the
increasing complexity of modern software systems by providing suitable abstractions and tools specifically tailored for a certain domain. The MDE process
involves establishing a metamodel to specify the relevant concepts and relationships in a domain, and model transformations, to provide the semantics of models, i.e., instances of the metamodel. Based on a suitable metamodel and model
transformations, a domain specific language can be defined to reduce the gap between problem and solution domains, thereby increasing productivity, improving
communication with domain experts, increasing software quality, and supporting interoperability. eMoflon1 supports the MDE process with a metamodelling
and model transformation environment offering a unique set of features as it:
– extends the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) in a natural, object-oriented
manner by providing the possibility of modelling behaviour via model transformations, from which a Java implementation for operations in the metamodel is generated.
– supports bidirectional model transformations, generating a pair of unidirectional model transformations automatically from a single specification.
– uses an extension of a professional UML tool Enterprise Architect 2 as its
frontend.
– provides a backend that is seamlessly integrated into Eclipse/EMF.
– has a solid formal foundation based on algebraic graph transformations,
using programmed graph transformations for unidirectional model transformation, and triple graph grammars for bidirectional model transformation.
– is 100% generative, i.e., all specifications are mapped to standard Java code,
which can be extended and mixed with hand-written code and used without
any runtime dependencies3 on eMoflon.
– uses predominantly visual modelling languages.
– is 100% Ecore/EMF compatible.
– is developed via a bootstrap, i.e, a substantial part of eMoflon is built using
eMoflon.
?

1
2
3

Supported by the ‘Excellence Initiative’ of the German Federal and State Governments and the Graduate School of Computational Engineering at TU Darmstadt.
www.moflon.org
http://www.sparxsystems.de/uml/
Required libraries are added automatically to the buildpath as a set of jars.
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1st Workshop on European Industrial & Academic
Collaborations on Real Time & Embedded
Systems Modelling and Analysis
Michel Bourdellès, Laurent Rioux, Sébastien Gérard

A lot of European initiatives funded by the European Commission
and/or directly by countries lead to experiment on the modelling of RTES
from different industrial domains (Communications, Automotive, Space,
Railway …), dealing with system modelling declined as formal,
Component, Application/Platform allocation modelling, model transformation and analysis, process integration, test, functional & non functional properties verification, methodology adaptation, requirements traceability, real
platform results confrontation.
The objective of this workshop is to present ongoing industrial /academic current work on the modelling and analysis of real time and embedded systems. A particular attention will be given on successful stories
in the integration and assessment on the exploitation of R&D improvements on industrial designs.

RT-SIMEX : Performance Retro-modelling
Laurent RIOUX Ph.D (THALES Research and Technology)

This presentation presents the final results from the French ANR project
RT-Simex. RT-Simex proposes a set of tools to analyze timing of parallel
embedded code and trace the simulation results back to the initial models
from which the code was generated. The whole tool-set relies on standard
formats (UML/MARTE, Open Trace Format) to ensure a perennial use.
This presentation will also presents the global RT-SIMEX process from
retro-modeling to PSM/PIM model debugging.

Principles and Tool for Time- and Space-Partitioned
Systems
José Rufino (FCUL - Faculty of Sciences of University of Lisbon – Lisboa,
Portugal)

This presentation highlights the main challenges in the integration of
Time- and Space-Partitioned (TSP) principles in mission critical systems,
such as autonomous vehicles. The design of a TSP-based safety kernel to
guarantee the functional safety of vehicle operation is addressed, together
with the evolution of the Cheddar real-time scheduling analysis tool towards
TSP-specific scheduling analysis and generation of the corresponding
onboard computer configuration parameters.

MADES: An effective UML/SysML/MARTE methodology
for Real-Time Embedded Systems design and
implementation
Imran Quadri PhD (Softeam)

This presentation presents an overview of the EU FP7 MADES project,
that aims to develop novel model-driven techniques for the design,
validation, simulation, and code generation of complex real-time and
embedded systems for avionics and surveillance embedded systems
industries. In this presentation, we will illustrate the MADES language built
on an effective SysML/MARTE subset for embedded systems

specification, along with verification & validation (V&V) and code
generation aspects, related to the MADES case studies dealing with onboard and ground based radar systems.

PRESTO: Results from execution trace analysis
Shuai Li (THALES Communications & Security)
This presentation presents results the global synoptic and results of the
ARTEMIS PRESTO project.. This project focuses on RTES design process
enriched of : (a) test traces exploitation (generated by test execution in the
software integration phase induced by the industrial development process,
to validate the requirements of the system) along with (b) platform models
and (c) design space exploration techniques.

ENOSYS: Integrated modeling and synthesis tool flow for
embedded system design
Etienne Brosse (Softeam)

The presentation will describe the ENOSYS FP7 project, which proposes
a high abstraction level design methodology for the design and
implementation of next-generation Systems-on-Chips (SoCs) in order to
shorten time to market. The presentation outlines the ENOSYS
methodology and illustrates some features of the project: such as SoC CoDesign using UML/MARTE, automated synthesis and code generation of
hardware/software from high level UML models, software source code
optimization and design space exploration

VERDE: Industrial results on component based modelling
analysis
Olivier Hachet (THALES Communications & Security)

MAENAD: Model-based Analysis & Engineering of Novel
Architectures for Dependable Electric Vehicles
Ernest Wozniak, CEA LIST

Fully Electric Vehicles (FEV) promise clear benefits to society. At the
same time, the engineering of FEV introduces significant new challenges.
MAENAD is refining the EAST-ADL architecture description language for
meeting these challenges.

